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kmBlil is a study of survival: the survival of the
individual, of the race, of the species, and of the hUlian spirit
as II transcendent form ot the will to continuance and renewal.
Because consciousness is integral to human survival,~ must
also be a study of hUlian consciousness in conflict with conscious
and unconscious forces that threaten its being, as well as in
faithful obedIence to those forces that promote its potential for
becoming.
The dynamic of k2!!!Jlll contains the interaction of
consciot:sness \lith a projection, upon the 'real' world, of forms
perhaps inherent in the structure of the human psyche. The power
of the conscious mind to repress the contents of the unconscious.
torcing them 'underground' or 'underwater,' and the perceived
necessity of its doing so, creates the tension that gives rise to
the inter-psychic dialectic. The religious tensions of the poem
derive froll conflicting ideologies, includinq the subliDinal
influence of 'pagan' or 'high pagan' (Le., gnostic) thought.
The ideal product of this tension is its resolution through the
recreation or transforJIation of both the individual entity and
collective consciousness into a form that transcends apparent
limitations, so that the Objectives of survival can continue to
be met. The real product is the poem itself, as a work at art.
The patterns of behaviour, both actual and sYJ:lbolic, by
which the necessary adaptatio!ls, or transtormations, ot basic
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nat.ure are effected, are the materials of this poem. Everything
in ~1olY.l..f. is, from this perspective, symbolic, from the
archetypal forms which manifest themselves as patterns or
projections of being and action, to the landscape, which
impresses itself upon the reader as both an introjection of
objective reality and as a projection of sUbjective perception,
to the structures of human consciousness, to the characters
encountered by the heroic protagonist.
The el"Onymolls hero is both an archetypal form of
consciousness (where he is seen as the agent of the ego) and
unconsciousness (where he is understood. to be an agent of the
'self'). His primary function is to act for 'good' in opposition
to the forces for 'evil' represented by the two monsters and the
dragon, who stand tor the dangerous and destructive elements of
the three primary instincts that form the unifying thematic
principle for the discussion: aggression, sexuality, and
transformation (or the so-called "religious instinct"). These
instinctual occupations, the modes ot action in which the hero,
Beowulf, like every human being, engages, have psychic as well as
physical manifestations and goals. The psychic goal is
individuation, or the process of becoming a fully 'realized'
individual. The evolutionary stages of the hero represent the
development of the individual's consciousness, which must include
awareness of his or her own strengths and weaknesses, so that the
transformative requirements of individuation may be met.
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The whole of~ can be seen as the enactment ot the
proces..: of individuation. Beowulf, the hero, is, in this
analysis, the •individuant,' who confronts in the monsters and
dragon the archetypal projections of his own unconscious, which
may, through the structural and fOrJllal elements of the poem, be
discovered as a driving force, or will, directing the three
instincts described by C.G. Jung: the aggressive, the sexual and
the religious. The antagonists, in their respective fOrllls as
Grendel, the Merew!fe and the wyrm, represent the repressed
elements of these three pri.ary instincts; Beowulf I 5 battles
represent the battles between consciousness and the destructive
elements of both the personal and the collective unconscious.
The Wyrm, in its aspect of ~, also stands for the final
transformative principle and process that underlies all
developmental change.
Apart from its representation of the individual psyche, and
in keeping- with both the .ythopoeic intention of epic poetry and
the collective nature of oral poetry,~ also reflects this
civilization's evolving- hWllanity, its society, its systems and
its psyche, and is, in this sense, a reflection of the collective
consciousness and unconsciousness of a h\Dlan species defined in
relation to environmental conditions of seasonal chang-e that
includes, in a psychically significant way, the elemental
conditions of ice and snow.
Because the poe. is considered to be • about· the process of
psycho-genetic development in the hu:man individual and species,
the pattern of discussion is determined by the elements basic to
that process: birth, growth, death al'ld transformation. The
special temporal and transcendental function of the hero will be
discussed throughout with refe-rence t('l these thematic factors.
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"Life is a battle, it always has been
and always will be, and if it were not so,
existence would soon come to an end."
Carl Gustav Junq
Introduction
In keeping with the mythopoeic intention of epic poetry,
~ attempts to reflect the hero's evolving humanity and his
civilization (its society, its systems and its psyche) and to
give expression b~th to facts of matter (the so-called
'objective' facts as determined by history and science) and to
facts of mind (the subjective truths which make themselves known
to each individual independent of objective reality, but which
are, nevertheless, affirmed by intersubjective experience). Like
all products of the human mind in its creative or intuitive
function,~ represents the interaction of consciousness
with a projection, upon the 'real' world, of forms perhaps
inherent in the structure of the hWllan psyche. The power of the
conscious mind to repress the contents of the unconscious,
forcing them 'underground' or 'underwater,' and the perceived
necessity of its doing so, creates the tension that gives rise to
the inter-psychic dialectic.
The adaptation of consciousness to its environment is
important to the underlying common psychic goal of the collective
unconscious, for only by adaptation can the individual, or the
race, survive. ~ is above all a study in survival: the
survival of the individual, of the race, of the species, and of
the human spirit as a transcendent form of the will to
continuance and renewal. Because consciousness is integral to
human survival,~ must also be a study of human
consciousness in conflict with those forces that threaten its
being, as well as in faithful obedience to those that prolllOte its
potential for becoming.
The patterns of behaviour, both actual and GYll'lbolic, by
which the necessary adaptations, or transformations, <If basic
nature are effected, are the materials of this poem. These
patterns. may themselves be archetypal, in that they may have been
set down prior to consciousness by the unconscious. The psychic
patterns are projected onto appropriate situations and symbols in
the! objel~tive world, these syW)ols become agents acting in a myth
that expresses the psychic drama, and these myths are physically
re-enacted in some form, whether ritual, natural or artistic, in
such a way that the c'l"',a""tive and recreative requirements of human
being are satisfied. Tl'.is process has been part of the human
condition since pre-history. Primitive peoples enacted imitative
rites that served to complete the transition fron unconscious
mind to conscious "actualization" (The COllected Works of C G.
!IYn9: 12: 129-30); as society advanced, religi::ms ritual served
the same function; and as it secularized, the religious
experience was transfOrlDed or transferred to the artistic sphere,
so that what was once religious ritual became drama, as
~, the "goat song" of Dionysian worship, became tragedy.
The epic is a form of tragedy.
The epic structure of~ demands the expansion and
inclusiveness that establishes it as a vehicle for the
representation of humanity's greatest thoughts and actions. As
the psyche, in its power to introject and interpret the objective
world and to project its inner reality upon the world of nature,
may be said to comprise all that .an can know of hi1llSelf and his
world, the epic poem, "a handbook on the continuing struggle
towards ego-consciousness" (Poley 1977: 135), may be said to
contain all its composer consciously and unconsciously knows of
hUlllan reality. In~, reality is represented (as, in fact,
it must inevitably be in the world of human perception) by
symbols, and everything in the poem is, in this sense, symbolic,
from the archetypal forms which manifest themselves as patterns
ot action, to the landscape, which impresses itself upon the
reader as both an introjection of objective reality and as a
projection of subjective perception, to the structures of human
consciousness represented by Heorot, to the real and symbolic
characters encountered by the heroic protagonist.
The evolutionary stages ot the hero represent the development
of the individual's ego-consciousness, which .ust include
awareness of his or her own strengths and weaknesses. That is a
basic prem.ise of this thesis, which will attellpt to follow
Beowulf through the patterns and activities by which he (as "the
individual") comes to terms with himself as a human being,
utilizing and transcending his instinctual nature in the final
spiritual realization ot both conscious and unconscious aims.
The whole of b2l!!!.lll can be seen as the enactment of this
process. Beowul t, the hero, confronts in the monsters and dragon
the archetypal projections of his own unconscious, conceived as a
driving force, or will, directing the three main instincts
identified and described by the Swiss i=sychoanalytical theorist,
C.G. Jung: the aggressive, the sexual and the religious. The
monsters represent, first of all, the repressed elements of these
primary instincts ~ Beowulf's battles represent the batt] es
between consciousness and the destructive elellents of the
unconscious.
structural orqanisaticllu tbe Thre. Instinct. 'l'beory aDd BiDary
opposition in~
~ is a representation of individual and collective man
in the psycho-physical world. Its three-fold structure (the
three battles with three supernatural antagonists) parallels in
theme and symbology the struggle of the human individual and
society to reconcile this apparently ambivalent condition of
human being. The structure ot~ is temptingly parallelled
by the structure ot C.G. Jung's theory of the three human
instincts -- aggression, sexuality and religion -- and I have
happily succumbed to the temptation of this congruency in
constructing the framework of the dissertation.
Tolkien, who advocates a "binary" structural interpretation
of~, and Leyerle, who points to the circularity at the
"interlace" structure of the poem lIay both be 'right' if the
poem's paradoxes are considered to represent the transformative
process, which may be understood in terms of Jung's explication
ot the process of enontigdrgmia, in which the binary opposites
move towards and away from one another. The symbol for infinity
-- e>O -- is a visual aid to this understanding; the poem's
epic si.ile puts the dynamic in tactile, physical fo~. The co-
existent forms of youth and age at the beginning and at the end
of the po9I (Beowulf and Hrothgar; Wiglaf and Beowulf) e:mphasize
the thematic bi-polarity and psychological siJlultaneity; the
~ symbolically contains the saDe dynaDlic possibility. The
'twins effect' (produced by the. parallel of Beowulf and Breca)
locates the binary in the temporal, physical world; while the
circle (suggested by the magic circle in which the treasure is
~ and the circle made by the warriors as they ride around
Beowulf's barrow) stresses the abstract, or metaphysical. It is
a part of the poem's intention to represent both worlds, to show
them as inter-related, not mutually exclusive. The binary
opposites of life and death are interwoven in the poem with the
circu1ar motif of transformation by means of the: seasonal
aetaphor expanded in the epic simile.
A trinitarian, Augustinian structural motif of k2i!!Yl!, most
obvious in the three battles with the three supernatural
antagonists, also appears in the poem's three dimensions, which
may be compared to the three levels on which human psychic
activity takes place -- in the conscious or inter-subjective
world of society (Heorot, where Beowulf battles Grendel); in the
'underworld' of the unconscious (the underwater cave, where
Beowulf struggles with Grendel's mother); and in a supra-
conscious realm of awareness that provides the crucible for
transfonllation (Earnanaes, the battlefield on which Beowulf meets
the Dragon). This last field of action ~y be compared to Jung's
"middle ground,· which may be understood in teras of the Anqlo-
Saxon~, the human world of precarious balance between
absolutely antipathetic contraries, which may itself be compared
to Midgard, the Norse human world, located in or on a thin
membrane between the extremities of fir_ and ice that comprise
the Norse universe. This study also wishes to point to a four-
fold, quaternal pattern implicit on the battlefield at Earnanaes
and in the ubiquitous seasonal lletaphor (which, although it only
appears once, underlies all dimensions of the poem). All of
these numerological elements had meaning in both gnostic ('high
pagan') and Christian theosophy, and it might be possible to
contend that the poet intended that meaning to be implicit in the
components of the poem.
Because the poem, from the point of view of this reading, is
considered to be 'about' the process of psychogenetic development
in the human individual and species, the pattern of discussion is
deterJllined by the elements basic to that process: birth, growth,
death and transforuation.
Birth, or 'genesis,' relates to the origins of the poem, its
protagonist, and the individuals or society that produced them.
Chapter I, "The Genesis of the Hero," will discuss these elements
and identify the hero as an archetypal form of consciousness
(where the hero is seen as the agent of the ego) and
unconsciousness (where he is understood to be an agent of the
'self'). His prillary function is understood tc. be to act for
'good' in opposition to the forces for 'evil.' thus introducinq
the factor of morality into subsequent discussion. Symbolic
representations of the duality that arises out of such a
fundamental split in conscious perception abound in the many
binary oppositions of~. but are most clearly polarized in
two major symbols: the great hall. Beorot. Which symbolizes the
material world constructed by consciousness. and the .f:a:.....2.n
~. "fire on the water" of the dreadful mere. which is a major
symbol of the whole psyche, containing in structurally authentic
proportions the 'fire of consciousness' and the 'water of
unconsciousn&ss' and representing in its totality the poet's
structural preoccupation with 'binary opposites' or antinomies. a
recurring motif of the poem. A further literary element to be
considered in this chapter is the WOrd~. "most eager
for praise," which ....ill be discussed ....ith reference to the
concept of the lills12, out of ....hich. it is contended, arise the
three primary growth instincts that form the unifying thematic
principle for the following chapters on aggression, sexuality and
religion in~. These instinctual occupations are the modes
ot action in ....hich the hero, Beowulf, like every human being,
engages. The special temporal and transcendental tunction ot the
hero will be discussed throughout with reference to these
thematic factors.
Chapter II, "The~ and Aggression in ~," will
focus upon Beowulf's first great battle with the~, "the
aggressor" (Trautmann), Grendel, who is Been as the
personification of negative aggression, action for evil rather
than good, the archetypal Shadow of the warrior ethos. In this
connection, morality is considered to arise from the bioloqical
necessity to justify or control the aggressive drive.
Chapter III, "The~ and sexuality in ~~,"
considers Beowulf's second battle, with the monstrous mother of
Grendel, to be the enactment of confrontation with the archetypal
fenale principle. Male and female images in warrior society are
discussed in terms that understand both to be constructs of the
masculine mind. The Merewife is interpreted as an archetypal
entity, the Great Mother, focus of the Oedipal conflict, and the
battle interpreted as a sexual encounter. The hero'S
accomplishment (or failure) is examined with reference to the
position of women in the warrior world and the image of the wOllan
mourner in kmm.ll.
In Chapter IV, "The lttn and Religion in ~," the third
and final supernatural battle of Beowulf with the fire dragon is
interpreted to represent the ego's tinal confrontation with the
manifest reality of death, the knOWledge of which is said to have
forced the emergence of a peculiarly human 'instinct,' or
function, the so-called "religious instinct" (Jung). The
religious element of the poem is seen as mUlti-perspective
because of the ·exigencies of the oral tradition, which reflects
above all a collective process, but an attempt is made in this
chapter to ident.ify the authorial voice. The religious quest,
seen as a journey in search of psychic unity (individuation) is
considered in terms of its implications for the society of
~, with the collectivity of the religious experience
emphasized. The religious function as, essentially, a
transformative one, underlying all discussion of symbols of good
and evil in~, anticipates the preoccupations of the final
chapter.
Chapter V, "Patterns and Symbols of Transformation in
~," constitutes an attempt to make sense of the
transcendent transformative processes previously discussed in
their temporal phases. It proceeds froll the point of vie.... of the
evolutional necessity of psychological adaptation and psychic
individuation and focuses particularly upon the transformations
of the hero in both the individual and the collective psyche.
Discussion is pursued with reference to the psycho-physical
positioning of Beowulf at Earnaness, the "middle ground" of
conflict between Beowulf and the dragon, Which constitutes the
meeting of the opposites on the final battlefield and culminates
in the achievement of a symbolic transcendence; the function of
symbol formation is explored with reference to the primary
symbols of binary opposites in the poem: fire and water; gold and
iron; light and darkness; and protagonist and antagonist. The
exploration ends with a consideration of the tension maintained
in the poem in relation to the possibility for immortality as
opposed to the prospect of annihilation, and the necessity to
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maintain faith as a principle of survival 1n the war between hope
and despair.
'l'he Critical Perspective
The writings of the Swiss psychoanalytical theorist, e.G.
Jung, as well liS his foremost interpreter in the field ot
literary studies, Maud Bodkin, are basic to the perspective
advanced in this dissertation, as are the writings of St. Paul,
to whom both Junq and the .b..Q!!fllU poet fundamentally referred.
The study hopes to provide, not so much a unique insight into the
materials ot the manuscript, as a synthesis, through application
ot an eclectic perspective to the collective materials ot the
poem, that expressess something of the Northern Germanic
consciousness, a consciousness defined in relation to a landscape
of ice and snow, as illuminated in this surviving work froe the
first millenniUli A. D. and as reflected in a second millennium
descendant.
Fro. a critical perspective, one of the most liberating
aspects of working with~ is the fact that both the
1llllnuscript and the lanquage are archaic and must therefore be
decoded. As "evin "lernan points out in Begw] f and the 89gwlf
~ (1981), there are many emendations, erasures and even
completely illegible words in the Cotton vitellius MS, and these
ambiguities have necessarD.y opened the way to various, often
radically contradictory interpretations of lines and meanings.
This fact greatly adds to a feature of the poem that partiCUlarly
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interests me, its collectivity. I assume, tor the purposes of
this dissertation, that~ is not, and cannot be, the work
of only one .ind, although it is still possible within the
frame....ork of this analysis to inagine (as I do) that the original
composition was the work of one individual. When I say
'composition,' I All thinking in a structural sense: the decision
to tell this particular story in this particular order, including
certain elements -- such as, for exallple, the symbols and the
digressions -- for II particular artistic purpose.
Despite the intriguing possibilities of Kiernan's
revolutionary hypothesis, which bas the poet as the writer, there
is sufficient argument for an earlier dating to per1llit the more
conventional assumption that the manuscript WAS copied by two
scribes from a lIuch earlier source. The (perhaps) original
manuscript llight have provided problells for its scribes si.lilar
to those experienced by analysts attempting to identify the true
nature of our own source. What Kiernan considers authorial
emendations may simply be second thoughts on the part of the
scribes, or atteJlpts to fill in sone blanks from memory. In any
case, I do not share these textual concerns 1 for my purposes, the
fact that so many individui.'\ls had a hand in~. changing,
erasing, emending, transliterating, translating, interpreting and
analysing, only makes the document with which this dissertation
is engaged more universal, more representative, lIore a reflection
of man .!lJ,lA man, than the work of anyone individual, however
gifted, could possibly be. The~ considered here, whether
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in facsimile, transliteration, edition or translation (poetic or
prosaic) is, not so simply. a composite of collective minds
spanning a period of at least fifteen hundred years.
The argullent of this thesis does not so much depQnd upon the
dating of the poem as upon its form, stn~ct\,;.re and symbolic
content. Etymological interpretations offered are, for this
reason, rather more naturalist than conventional and may outrage
the strict sensibilities of the true philologist. lodead-, I
cannot claim to be a 'true' anything, except, perhaps, a true
eclectic.
While the principles and perspectives applied to this
reading of~ are eclectic, however, they are not random.
The mode of analysis evolved out of an interest in comparative
mythology and Jungian psychology, Which seemed to offer a
systematic method. of approaching some of the meanings of a poem
dealing not only with a mythic or legendary hero but also with
the concerns and condition of man-in-the-world. Needless to say,
these basic 'frames' proved to be motifs in a complex pattern
that, as John Leyerle has suggestively noted in "The Interlace
structure of ~," parallels the interlace pattern of Anglo-
Saxon art. Connective links with such frames of interpretation
as philosophy and physics, anthropology and archaeology, seem
natural to any study of the epic, whether primary or secondary.
Kajar difficulty has been met in trying to separate out those
strands, and I am not at all sure that this has been done. On
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the other hand, neither aD. I certain that this was entirely
desirable.
Another basic premise of this analysis contends that there
are contexts in which it is not necessary (and lIIay be counter-
productive) to Iblit philological discussion to those fOrJllal
relationships betveen words which either can be, or have been
established, and one of the most important of these contexts is
the study of. or response to poetry, where echoes and phonetic or
allophonetic ass~="'ations are part of the meaning- of the poem.
The poet Spenser, writing his medieval-Renaissance epic, Ib.§.
Faerie Queen, used words in what analysts call a 'naturalist'
mode; he created and recreated his vocabulary from this
perspective, bringing words together in new formations and
reiationships that extended their old meanings, overturned their
current meanings and created new meanings. Spenser would not have
seen this process as artificial; in fact, quite the opposite. He
seems to have believed that words had original lIIeanings, real
meanings perhaps in the manner of Plato's forms, that needed to
be "retrieved" in order for truth and moral balance to be
restored. X.X. Ruthven wrote of spenser's etymology that the
poet. used words in such a way as to indicate his deliberate
intent: "To retrieve the etymons would be to repair the original
bond between words and things" (Ruthven 506). Spenser applied
this precept to personal names as well, intuiting that. names not
only have intrinsic meaning but are "prognosticatory" (Ruthven
507), that is, that they can cause a person to become a certain
14
kind of character as well as reflect that person's nature. This
intuition is of great i.portance to the study of~. because
the haDes all have particular meaning (as, indeed, nalles do in
popular cUlture today; they are often not chosen lightly by
people naming their progeny or even their pets, and the progeny,
at least, once apprised of it, in many cases internalize the
contents of the meaning and often aSSWl8:, or adopt, the explicit
characteristic). This understanding of the nature and meaning of
words and their effect upon conscious understanding and bt'.haviour
was one of Spenser's great contributions to the English langllage
and psyche.
One can, perhaps, assWlle that the poet of~ was not a
lexicographer or a linquist, although he may have been, like
Spenser, an etY1lloloqist. Perhaps one can (perhaps one must)
assume that a PO~D, particularly a poem SUch as~, which
has no identifiable author and not even a certainly identifiable
tiue and place, is an entirely independ~nt entity, containing its
own intrinsic, arcane, necessarily artificial internal logic and
:meaning, which, far froll being unrelated to its language, is
absolutely bound up and contained within that language. In this
sense, as in a more objective, semiotic sense, words are symbols,
and open to expansion of meaning.
For reasons not unconnected to this critical hypothesis, some
readers might find in this dissertation an objectionable tendency
to reification, to treating the poe. as a real entity, the hero
as a real being, the Lilieu as a real world, the ideas as real
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facts. Immersion in the imaginary world of the poem, which seelllS
a desirable effect of a work of art on its perceiver, is,
nevertheless, defensible as II function of the religious/artistic
instinct, which per1ll1ts and, indeed, encourages, such reification
in the creation and concretization of religious symbols.
This perspective has another effect, and that is to demand
speculation. In certain parts of this thesis, I am dealing with
~n attempted approach which must, by the very nature of the
subject be in part speculative, not demonstrable in the terllls of
traditional, conventional, historical criticism. SUch elements
as the 'digression' on Gnosticism (Chapter 4) are offered as
heuristic devices which might perhaps prove helpful in
approaching some of the deeper meanings of the poem, and are
hopefully justified by the fact that digressions are at least in
the spirit of the poell froll a formal standpoint.
In literary criticism, as with all 'scientific' or
systematic structures, the language and patterns perceived
represent entirely the sense that inter-subjective consciousness
has managed to make out of what must ultillately be 2lcknowledged
as a product of conscious and unconscious processes. The work of
art is transcendent in that it opens the "doors of perception"
onto worlds and states of being which may exist outside the
borders of temporal conscious awareness, by recreating symbolic
objects and processes in a form in which consciousness may
p~rticipate without needing to be fully cognizant of either the
methods or the ultimate purpose. It is partially for this reason
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that the true creative work, whether that work is a poeD, such as
~, or a lite, such as the variously recorded and imagined
life ot Christ, exercises a compelling power over the minds and
hearts ot all who contemplate it.
17
1 TO GENESIS OP THE HERO
"Beowulf is plip PU'"
The eponymous hero of the Old English~ used his own
name only twice in the course of the poem: before his initial
meeting with Hrothgar, king of the Scyldings (343) and before his
final meeting with death (2807). In both cases, the effect is to
highlight an essentially sUbconscious intent, to impart a sense
of the hero's keen awareness of his individuality, his uniqueness
as an atheling aergod, "outstanding lord" (2343) and to signal
his determination to affirm and retain his identity up to -- and
even, as symbolized by the pagan immortality of his ~,
"barrow," beyond -- death. In this endeavor, as in his words,
Beowulf displayed his defining self-awareness and revealed an
ontological integrity that enabled him to act in and for his
....orld. Above all, he displayed his pride, a fundamental quality
of the heroic figure.
Pride, the ego's weapon and curse in an incomprehensible
cosmos that might seem to negate human self-affirmation and deny
any sense of meaning and value, is the quality that enables
Beowulf to stand~, "upright (2092), to claim the rewards
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ot his success and accept the responsibilities of his failure, to
identity hiB being with the being of God. and to define himself,
in lIction and reflection, as II hero. At the same time, as
Hrothgar warned Beowulf, this essential heroic quality is lIlost
vulnerable to extreme expression, or perversion, and can easily
become~or~, -arrogance" or~. It can then
lead to the downfall ot the hero.
Heroes, tragic or triumphant, are the personification of
man's highest possibilities in II world seen as II battleground,
and as every battleground demands its own kind of heroism, the
figure of the hero is determined by I and undergoes change and
development in response to, his interaction with the objective
world. Nevertheless, there are certain universal constants that
mytholoqy, legend and history have entrenched in the collective
lIind of humanity as intrinsic to the heroic figure.
The myth of the hero, like that of the gods, is integral to
the psycho-history of any civilization. Leaving aside the
arqument that the gods themselves lIIay have evolved out of myths
of more ancient heroes (in a pattern to be suggested in Chapter
IV), the heroes of primary epics such as~ and ~
~, and, perhaps,~ as well, can be thought to have
arisen through the collective activites of several outstanding
men of the same 'type,' men who displayed qualities of character
and prowess particularly valued by the societies that produced
them. stories ot heroic exploits performed by several such
individuals might, over the course of time, collect around the
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name of one particular man, and in this senae the hero is both an
individual and a collective entity.
The heroic field of action, like that of the non-heroic, has
three main levels: the physical, the social, and the psychic.
The first realm consists in the hero's action itself, and its
material result. The second level, the human milieu in which the
action takes place, is often the cause of the action or
materially inUuences its outcome and its interpretation, and. yet
this real. in many ways serves a symbolic function, perJllitting
the individual to act out the deeper reality intuited to lie
below the 8urface of conscious awareness, in the unconscious,
psychic dimension, which Jung has defined most poetically as "an
acting and suffering SUbject with an inner drama that primitive
man rediscovers by way ot. analogy in the processes ot. nature both
great and small" (1939: 56). The hero may be unaware ot. these
psychic processes; nevertheless, his pattern of action derives
from, and uncovers, the unconscious part ot his being, a.nd to the
extent that this is the case, this behaviour is predetermined,
imprinted upon the heroic individual as a cumulative, archetypal
pattern that is his by destiny.
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The Hero Xotif
The first dimension in which the hero is defined is the
physical world, or the world of action, and in this realm his
primary function is salvation, both individual and collective.
On the one hand, he enacts the pattern of behaviour necessary to
secure salvation, whether physical or mystical, in the personal
sphere; on the othE,r, he enacts this role on behalf of his
society, in the physical 8!'".d the metaphysical realms. His
evolutionary or transformative stages represent stages in the
development of ego-consciousness, which strives for awareness and
control of its own strengths and weaknesses in order to advance
development, not only for himself but, as Beowulf says, for ID.i.mrn!
~. "my people," the nation or race. This implies that the
hero has the power to change some fundalDental aspect of physical
or psychic reality, a basic premise of this thesis, which will
attempt to follow Beowulf through some of the patterns and
activities by means of which he, as an archetypal hero, comes to
terms with himself as a human being, utilizes and transcends his
lower, instinctual nature in the final spiritual realization of
both conscious and uncanscious aims, and transmits this bio-
psychic knowledge to others of his race so that the
transformative requirements of psychic and cultural evolution
might be fulfilled. Needless to say, the quest for collective
advancement or individual completion in a form Jung has termed
the "self" (1939: 96) is not undertaken by every individual, for
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the strife is, as the assaults of Grendel were said to bave been,
to strangl lal ond lonasum, "too strong, hateful and lon9-
lasting" (133-34).
In psychological terms, the hero is "an archetype of the
personal ego in its struggle for maturity and individuation"
(Henderson 110). He enacts cycles of behaviour that are
themselves archetypal, in that they institute processes necessary
to the realization of basic psyChic goals; yet, these goals
alter in both definition and direction in accordance with the
needs of his society and his essential self as the heroic
protagonist approaches a final resolution. The mature stage of
the archetype, called the ·old wise man" (Fordham 60), is
attained after a lifeti1le of activity which, in essential detail,
follows a well-docUIlented pattarn.
The pattern of the hero Dotif as it occurs throughout
literature and mytholog'Y has been shown by Joseph L. Henderson to
ccntain certain physical or • factual' features common to all
human cultu.:al traditions. These include: the humble or
miraculous birth; the possession of superhuman strength; a rise
to a position of power or prominence; a pride that becomes
b!.!Bili: and, finally, a fall, through either betrayal or
sacritice, resulting in his death (110). To this list may be
added the hero's defining Willingness to risk his personal
security in battle with the forces of evil.
Ample evidence of Beowulf's traditional or .ythic status as
a hero is provided in the epic poem.. His questionable origins,
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as the son of a king' 5 daughter and an outlaw in a foreign land
(459-64) and his undistinguished youth (2183b-88a) are mentioned
particularly, while Hrothgar's none-too-subtle reminder of his
lather's debt (470-72) reinforces the impres ~ion that Beowulf,
like King Alfred, who was said to suffer constantly from fear of
his own shortcomings and from "physical disorders of a gross
kind" (Brooke 104), had certain inherent disadvantages to
overcome. That he nevertheless had certain advantages is also
made clea:=-. though, unlike Alfred, his obvious talents lay more
in the physical than the mental exercise. His early display of
strength lind prowess in the contest with Breca and his
established reputation as woncynnes magenes strengest/oo baem
daege hisses lifes, "the strongest man in might at that time in
this world" (196-97), attest to Beowulf's superhuman strength.
By this, he rose to a position of prominence as a thane of
Rigelac, distinguished himself in battle against the Greodel kin
and later, on his own merits, achieved his society's highest
position as king of the Geats. His pride is revealed not only in
his self-affirmation, but also in his boasting, his -...illingness
to challenge any adversary, his devastating defence of his
reputation against the charges of Unferth, as well as in his
refusal to bi!lck down from his final battle with the !Y..D!YJ;::m;
this pride became bl.lbI:.J..§. with his killing of Daeghrefn, or
Dayraven. His final self-sacrifice for minum leodum "my people"
(2797, 2804) -- after betrayal by his closest thanes -- led to
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his exemplary death in contlict ....ith an archetypal fonD of evil
and to a fAme that has lasted for fifteen hundred years.
Beroic Aotion in tbe Warrior World
A primary form of action undertaken by the hero, apart from
the life cycle which is his by destiny, is II type of experience
known as the rebirth pattern. The rebirth pattern. or, llS Maud
Bodkin, affirming the experiential nature of archetypes, has
termed it, the "Rebirth Archetype" (1934: 61; 241) IIllly be
repeated several times, either actually or symbolically,
throughout the heroic lifetime. The major functional llnd
situational motif of psyche, this pattern involves the heroic
protagonist in II process of~, a descent into the
'underworld' of the unconscious (such as that undertaken by
Hercules). Illost vividly represented in~ by the hero's
descent into the dismal _ere. The process includes such motifs
as: a sense of tension or suspension between opposites, as
suggested by the juxtaposition of fire and water which recurs
throughout the poem (most dramatically in the description of the
fyr on Hode, "!ire on the water" of the mere itself); the
sacrifice of an animal (and Beowulf docs kill one of the serpents
before entering the lake); a meeting with dangerous animals
(represented by the~) which may syabolize the animal
instincts Of the hUJIan unconscious; and an eventual breakthrough,
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a victory that signifies a conquest of the dark powers within and
outside the mind.
Characterized by the descent-ascent 1llotit. with its
psyChological i;::j)lication of this conquest, the rebirth pattern
is thought to lead to a transformation in the psyche of the
protft'l'onist, in which certain apparently paradoxical and
irreconcilable elements are experientially resolved on a symbolic
level that is accessible to conscious or subconscious
apprehension. The serpents that attack Beowulf in the water; the
fire which burns on the surface and in the depths; the cave, in
",Mch the mythic battle takes place; and the cross, which
suggests itself as the magic sword with which Beowult: finally
prevailed, are all early symbols of psychic transr.ormation. The
magic sword can a180 represent the polo/er ot the unknown torce
conceived as the soul, by which the human being is perceived to
be el:Ipowered and raised above and. beyond animal nature.
A passage through or over water is another recurring element
of the rebirtiJ. archetype that appears in Beowulf's journey to the
Merewife's cave. The classic representation of this archetypal
pattern is the thematic image in the story of Jonah and the
whale, in which Leviathan's belly may be seen as an underwater
cavern. The l&n!UJ;l, too, represents the underworld as a
SUbterranean cave reached by means of water, the four rivers of
hell; in the~, there is one river, the Styx. In the
approach to this realm of experience, the slaying of a beast
(perhaps symbolizing the animal identification of human nature)
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is required. Both Odysseus and Aeneas had to sacrifice an animal
before they could enter the underworld (~ II,~ 6).
In~. this ritual sacrifice was also pertorJIed. by the hero
(1432b-36). providing the IiIIssential 'religious' element.
These symbolic activities are then followed by a
confrontation and an ascent which, according- to Jung, indicates a
transcendence to a higher level of awareness and, ultimately. a
transformation from one stage of being to another (Qi 18: 483-
84) •
These are the elements which, because they are universally
present in so many different mythologies, are not determined by a
personal or changing consciousness and may be said to arise from
another, more 'permanent' basis, the collective unconscious, to
form a prototype of the hero as a particular form of psychic
being and action that derives from the matrix of the unconscious.
Apart frail its existence in archetypal form as the
lllanifestation of unconscious psychic activity, the figure of the
hero as saviour exists on the conscious level as a product ot'
society and the conscious mind. The hero, in this sense, is one
who rises in answer to a conscious social need or desire t'or
salvation. The need to be saved is intrinsic to the vulnerable
condition of humanity, and Beowulf is a hero in legend primarily
because he was one who could save other men when they could not
save themselves. The saviour rescues men from death and the fear
of death by facing it with body and mind (soul) and, in some
physical and metaphysical way, foiling it. His importance to his
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society thus takes on a religious significance (see Chapter IV).
The hero, although acting primarily for good as defined by his
society, must, in a final phase, transcend his society and act
for the deepest good within himself and in this way be a lesson
to his world.
Beowulf's Social Kilieu
Beowulf was a hero to his society because he consciously and
consistently fulfilled and surpassed conventional social
expectations of the heroic figure, and these expectations were
affirmed by his ego, the centre of his own field of
consciousness, in accordance with the ideals of the Germanic
society he represents. It is necessary to make this race
distinction because, although Western man's collective idea ot a
hero is intrinsically the same, certain phylogenetic attributes
differ. The great heroes of classical mythology are as different
in some ways as they are alike in others, for reasons which
derive from the types of societies that produced them as well as
from the minds of their creators and the artistic forms through
which they receive their being. The superconsciously dutiful
virtues of Aeneas may be said to differ from the cool obsessions
of Odysseus as the values of Imperial Rome differed from those of
Ancient Greece, as Virgil differed from Homer and, it might be
said, as the secondary er;lic differs from the primary epic in both
2.
fOrlll and content. Aeneas aay be said to be more the creation ot
Virgil than of the~ not only because ot Virgil's
conscious, I artificial' reconstruction of Greek myth but also
because a single author is presUlied for the literary epic, while
1IIore than one author may (some might say ~) be presumed tor
the primary epic. In the case of~, it is possible to IIl&ke
a case for the poe. as both a primary and a secondary epic; to
presume an older version, either oral or written; to postulate
the imposition of a later, didactic Christian consciousness upon
older material: and to propose the possibility of scribal
interpolation upon an original primary or secondac' epic poem.
Without being too much distracted by this line of inquiry. it is
suggested that a synthesis is possible which would reflect the
collective nature of" both oral and written epic poetry by
asserting', well within conventional lines, that bma!l.t., in the
form that we have it, is a primary epic in the sense that it
draws upon existing' folk materials from divergent sources, but
that a single, Christian author may be deduced from the organic
integrity of the poem, which exhibits consistent and cUl:lulative
patterns or motifs of" Christian metaphor, inagery and sYJllbolislll.
Didactic scribal interpolations remain a possibility within the
literary scope of the manuscript, and this possibility, like its
origins in the r al folk tradition, adds to the collective appeal
of the poem, which may then be felt to represent not only
collective consciousness and unconsciousness in the oral formulae
but also a collective superconsciousness in the didactic
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overtones. In keeping with collective scholarly opinion on the
tradition of the poem, it is contended that the environment into
whlch Beowulf was projected displayed manifestations of the
Christo-heroic weltanschauung and, as the major heroic figure of
his milieu, he incorporates elements of the Teutonic he1.·o with
qualities of heroism exemplified by Christ and His followers.
Despite Bernard HUpp' , s contention that "Beowulf is a hero who
lacks Christ and reveals that the heroic in itself is empty"
(1975: 23), it seems rather that Beowlf exemplifies the heroic
qualities of Christ and demonstrates the way in which these
qualities are within the potential of every human being, pagan or
Christian.
conceived in the mater natura of Germanic consciousness, the
Anglo-saxon tribes inherited their ideals of heroism through
their stories and songs and perhaps, as well, through genetic
information imprinted upon their race memory or collective
unconscious. 1 An actual genealogical connection was established
in Asser's Life of King Alfred [not, as Christophe>r Brooke (1963)
points out, that this connection was remotely authentic (16) but
it at least illustrates the desire on the part of the West Saxons
I The concept of bio-psychic transmission of knowledge does
not seem to have been entirely inconceivable to the Anglo-Saxons,
some o~ whom may have been familiar with Augustine's tract, .Q§
~, in which he contemplated the nature of mind and, echoing
Plato, suggested that the mind may "know some most excellent end,
viz, its own security and transcendence by some hidden remembrance
which has not abandoned it, though it has gone far onward and
cannot attain to that same end unless it know itself" (137). A
fine structuralist statement, as well, if anachronism may be
excused as a function of synchronicity.
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to trace their racial heritage through the Germanic -- and
Hebraic -- line] from Alfred back through many of the heroes that
figure in~, including lng-ald (Beowulf's contemporary and
the husband of Frellwaru in the poem), Brond (ancestor of the
Brondings). Finn (husband of the trag-ic Hildeburh), Geat (froa
whoa Beowulf's people took their name). and even BeIlW, thought to
be the mysterious Beowulf ot the Scyldings who appears at the
beginning of the poem (18, 53) to confuse undergraduates, as well
as ·Sceldwea" (Brooke 75), Who may have been the Seyid of
~, and the violent Heremod, SUbject of Hrothgar's moral
monologue. From either the conscious or unconscious perspective,
an Anglo-Saxon epic P0eJI. about II Scandinavian hero, far from
representing the imposition of an alien culture upon a conquered
people, proves faithfUl to the racial origins of the people who
formed its acdience and docwnents the interlaced history, legend
and cultural evolution of the viking and Anglo-Saxon peoples. In
doing this it fulfils a basic function of epic poetry, which is
to record the historical and psychic development of the nation
out of which it em.erges.
The Anglo-Saxon language and culture had reached a
penultimate stage in the time the extant aanuscript of~ is
thought to have been written, if it is accepted as dating from
the eleventh centuI.y after the flowering of Anglo-Saxon culture
under the auspices of Alfred the Great. The ultimate moment
arrived with the COiling ot the Normans and the Battle of Hastings
in A.D. 1066, when the Anlageddon the Anglo-saxons had been
expecting since the turn of the first millennium (Wilson 1980:
41) effectively occurred, at least in a linguistic and,
therefore, from a semiotic point of view, a psychic sense. The
small body of Old English literature that remains of what R.M.
Wilson (1952) projects to have been a substantial volume of
written texts is our only real entrance to the artistic and
intellectual attainments of a society that, for all intents and
purposes, is now extinct. From these materials, it is possible to
draw conclusions about the social structures, relationships and,
most importantly, the spirit ot the time, the place, and the
people. This study does not intend to break new ground in this
area: its aim is to focus upon the archetypal patterns and
processes of ontogenetic and phylogenetic evolution contained in
the epic poem as a record at, in ':;ohn M. Foley's phrase, "the
continuing process of ego-development" (1977: 35). However, one
hypothesis advanced by Jung in one of his famous 'throwaway
lines' that seems relevant to this process is his statement that,
in contrast to today's largely desymbolized society, "Alfred the
Great lived the symbolic life about two-thirds of the time."
The society depicted in~, as well as the earlier
Germanic society which gave rise to the ide:l of Beowulf as an
archetypal hero and the Anglo-Saxon society that continued to
celebrate his heroism, did engage in naturally symbolic
behaviour, the meaning and importance of which was probably
neither questioned nor analyzed. The manner in Which their myths
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and legends were related, chanted, as they were, by~ in a
social settinq. ensured a collectivity of experience that
validated communal ideals and allowed for an aI.ost direct
expression of unconscious ideas. When the poem finally made the
transition from the oral to the written tradition, the basic
symbolic material and some of the oral formulae were doubtless
already established. In BeOWUlf ond its Analogues (1968),
Garmonsway and Simpson have sho~ that Beowulf as a heroic figure
had a basis in tradition and that the Grendel monster fights were
known to the audience of~. The dragon is, of course, a
unive},.'£'al archetype, and its manifestation in~ is
sufficiently allusive to permit identit'ication with the
Scandinavian Fafnir, the Mldgard serpent of Norse mythology or
even, perhaps, the prototype of st. George's arch-toe, which
harks back to the serpent in the Garden of Eden. These tales
might originally have been told separately, the unification of
theme provided by the writer, who 1Iay or lIay not have been the
first to integrate the Christian moti!, first noted by the
transcriber, Thorkelin (Haarder H), into the poem.
It is clear from such speculation and from the diversity of
academic schOlarship centered upon the poem that the origins --
linguistic, psychic or poetic -- of~ continue to be
problematic, and not least among the problems are the basic
questions of time and place. Traditionally, with reference to
C.L. Wrenn's edition of the poem, to Colin Chase's anthology, 11w.
pating of Beowulf, and to the Roberts translation (1984), I have
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accepted~ as an eighth century Anglo-Saxon poem about
sixtb century scandinavia copied in the early eleventh century by
two :clonks in a West Saxon lIonastery. This statement is not
intending to overlook possibilities that the work was oriqinll.lly
written earlier, or later (Kiernan 1981). at Aldt'i:"5.th's court
(Cook 343) or the court ot cnut the Great (Kiernan 63), or was
copied at Ethelred's insistence (Wrenn 15) or was from the oral
tradition (everyone) or was an original written composition, or
an anthology (Magoun 1958: 100) that it was originally one poem,
or two (Kiernan 171) or three (Brodeur 3) ... the speculation
continues to be as spirited as any assailed by Professor Talkien
in his refreshing (though maligned) defence of the manuscript as
deriving its true value from its physical existence as a piece of
poetry (273).
I stand with Professor Tolkien; to say it is poetry is
perhaps enough -- the objective then might be to understand its
poetic design, rather than to chase after 'real world' co-
ordinates. This is not to suggest that k2!!!Y.ll~ be viewed
independently of its .nieu, but merely that it EAY be so viewed
without invalidating any other viewpoint. However, it is
certainly true that any discussion of society in the context of
JleJnnlll must aclrnowledge the difference between the world of the
poem ~nd the world of the poet, as well as between Beowulf's
world and the Iron Age world it was patterned upon because, as
Lascelles Abercrombie has said, "an epic is not even a re-
creation of old things, but altogether a new creation .•. in te:""llts
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of old things" (16). Beowulf's world was not the real Viking
world, but a reconstruction ot what the poet imagined (.or had
heard thl1t world was like. Beowulf's world is contained, as far
as we know, in the 3182 lines of his epic. On the other hand,
to understand where Beowulf himself came from, we must look at
the poet and m societ:r, for, although Abercrombie maintained
that "poetry is the work of poets, not of peoples or
co_unities," and "artis;;ic creation can never be anything but
the production of an individual mind" (22), it seems possible
that~ breaks out of this liIitation to some extent. This
possibility is arguable by virtue of the possibility that the
manuscript was copied, perhaps many times over, by religious l:Ien
gifted, perhaps, with a !lair for Anglo-saxon verse, who may have
been inclined to add something of their own to it; as well as by
the oral formulae, which the poet inherited from his tradition
and which reflects a particular mind, not his own, entirely, but
having become his own through affirmation; and, finally, by the
transliterators, Who were forced to reconstruct words and
passages obliterated, ironically enough, by the poem's own
defining elements, fire and water. In this sense, the world
contained in the text of .D!l21!!Y.l..:. necessarily includes the Anglo-
Saxon consciousness of the poet, which may be seen as the product
of transformations in the consciousnGss of the Teutonic~
whose actions form the subject matter of the poem; and it also
has its own, almost independent being as an entity capable of
being affected by the actions and consciousness of others. The
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hero, Beowulf, therefore represents the heroic manifestation of
the Germanic collective consciousness as well as a projection of
the poet·s 0'';:1. conscious and unconscious ideals, and it is in
this mode that the psychic level of action in~ is
interpreted.
The aero's PsyChic B.~tl.!i.ld
Perhaps because the dialectic of opposing philosophical
perspectives provides both movement and continuity in cultural
development, the imagined society depicted in~ may have
seemed to the society of the poet as the poet' 5 own society is
imagined by those who stUdy it today -- in many ways extremely
'primitive,' but with certain universal constants having to do
with the basic nature of our human being and our world. In the
poem itself, these truths are uncovered through the actions of
the hero, Beowulf, in his existential poetic function as the
archetypal hero of both his ow•. , and the poet's, time.
The archetype is a psychic entity that has evolved out of
"numbe-less experiences of the same type" (Bodkin 1934: 1) and
the hero is an archetype of the collective unconscious. To the
extent that the idea of the hero as a possible form of psycho-
physical being and action inhabits the unconscious of all men and
women, the possibility of heroic action may seem attainable by
all individuals. It therefore exists in the personal unconscious
"
as an ideal to which all 1IIight aspire. When this ideal fDrIll of
hwnan being is consciously sought by a person of outstanding
physical and Ilental capacities, the archetypal hero may be
realized (Le. 'made real') in action, and this, perhaps, is the
dynamic that bay have produced the man or men who gave rise to
the myth of Beowulf.
To identity Beowulf as an archetypal hero is to recognize
that he acts on both the conscious and the unconscious planes.
on both levels, his action requires an objective, as \1811 as an
opposing torce or forces. These conditions of conflict can
easily be seen to be met in the universe of consciousness through
the opposition of objective beings; but in order to represent
conflict in the unconscious realm it becomes necessary to
postulate the existence ot inner entities with which the heroic
spirit and consciousness may interact. These entities are the
archetypes of the collective unconscious, consisting in impulses,
desires, urges, ideas and, in their Dore .alevolent torm,
obsessions or compulsions to which the hWllan consciousness must
respond and over which it must often gain control in order to
proceed creatively, rather than destructively, with the lite
cycle. Symbols, "the liVing tacts of lite" (,Qi 18: 249), are a
way of representing these drives or ideas, which cannot by any
other means be assimilated by the conscious mind; but these
entities are also forms of possible being, capable of becoming
real, objective beings through action: when an unconscious will
to hatred and destruction is expressed, tor example, the human
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being could becol:le a terrorist, a Grendel, just as the expression
of an unconscious will to love and creativity might give rise to
a Christ or a Beowulf.
The function of myth, the "primordial language natural to
the unconscious psychic processes" (~ 12: 25), may be to present
to the conscious mind symbolic patterns and projections which,
though antecedent to consciousness, must nevertheless be
assimilated by it in order for individuation, the unconscious
psychological goal of the individual, to take place. The taboos
of primitive cultures and the rituals of religious ones serve to
give symbolic expression to many ot: the urges of the unconscious,
without the necessity of conscious understanding or assent. It
S€lems that, as long as the unconscious drama can untold in
symbolic action, the integrity of the psychic organism is
protected and society, or the social organism, is not threatened.
Recognizing the dual nature of the hWllan world, the
interdependence of its conscious and unconscious realities, and
translating his ancestor, Goethe, Junq has said "'All that is
outside is also inside,"' (1972: 35) and there is a sense,
suggested by this statement and by a view of the epic as "'a fonn
of art continually responding to the needs of man's developing
consciousness" (Bodkin 241), in which the poem, ~, stands
for the dual nature of the whol9- man. Everything in the poem,
from the supernatural forms and real people Beowulf meets to th£!
landscape and elemental conditions in which he moves, represents
a part of the psychic universe that corresponds to the ~hysical
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universe 1n which he lives; these elements conine to form the
totality of Beowulf's psycho-physical being as it interacts with
the mate't"ial universe.
The universe is perceived by human beings through a process
of development and selt-definition to be sUbjective and inter-
sUbjective, or collective, but it is also dellonstrably objective
in that other entities, whether material or spiritual, are
understood to exist with or without a necessary connection to the
subject. Man's own individual being is siJrllarly understood to
be cbjective in that IlAn has a bCldy that exists in this world of
matter and ot other entities. In Pauline theology, to which, it
is my contention, both Junq and the~ poet fundamentally
refer, this subject-object relationship extends to the inner man
as ....ell. St. Paul's understanding of human being centers upon
the idea that man has a relationship not only to other men and to
a transcendental entity called. God, but also to himself. He is
both SUbject and object of his own existence and can, therefore,
act upon himself, either to abuse or to mAster himself. For
Paul, the blportance of consciousness in hUlllan destiny seems to
derive froll the existential possibilities of this choice: lIan
can choose to be at one ....ith himself (and therefore, it seems,
....ith God) by mastering his more purely anilllal nature; or he can
choose to be estranged from himself and from God, and therefore
in a state of "sin," which he describes as, effectively, a state
of psycholoqical duality:
Now it is no more I that do it,
but sin that dwelleth in me (Rom.7: 17).
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In Paul's theolOCJY, the notion of the "divided self" and the
idea of an "authentic self" (Macquarrie 104) are connected with
man's potential tor immortality. That Anglo-Saxons were
concerned with problems of duality similar to those implied in
Paul's distinctions is evident from such Old English Yorks as
Soul and Body II, where the duality is explicit, morbid in
content, and obsessed with asceticislII to the point of
irrationality. The experiential fact of psychic duality (or
even, perhaps, mUltiplicity) is reflected in the Anglo-Saxon
language by the compound word.~; both elements of this word
may mean "mind, heart, spirit, understanding," but the compound
suggests that these components are co-existent and not identical
with one another. The battle between reason and feeling
portrayed in the Scyldinqs' reversion to idolatry in a time of
great stress is exquisitely presented in a single phrase by means
of this cOl:l.pound word:
helle gemundonjin modsefan (179-80)
they remembered hell in the thoughts of their hearts2
Roberts has translated~ here with appropriate
biblical overtones as "the thoughts of their hearts" (180),
suggesting awareness of the mind's capacity to experience itself
as comprising distinct and otten conflicting faculties.
2 Unless otherwise indicated, translations are my own. Other
sources have been used in cases where the translator's reading
reinforces my argument and in cases where an original translation
did not seem called for, in part to indicate the foundation of my
own rewordings.
3.
This internal conflict is intrinsic to man and seems to
arise in any situation where instinct clashes with consciousness,
since hUJllaD conciousness seems impelled to interpret its
instinctual feelings and relate them to some cause, either
natural or supernatural. The poet's jUdicious references to the
emotions of joy and sorrow indicate this process, since both joy
and sorrow are reflective emotional responses to events over
which the individual often has no direct contro1. In~.
soth II geniwod, "sorrow is renewed" (1322) llnd gamen eft nt.ah,
"joy resurqed" (1160) in response to the situations (either of
danger or security) in which the scyldings found themselves.
The OE verb~, .. to sorrow" is cognate with the Mn
German~ (Holthausen) which has been adopted by the
philosopher Heidegger to identify a particular state ot being in
which there is perceived to be a necessary involvement between
man and his world.~ actually means "to care for" or "to
be concerned," and in actuality man's relationship with the world
is one of concern; as John Macquarrie contends, it cannot be
otherwise (38). That this concern is most often experienced as
anxiety is implicit i;l the etymology of the word, especially in
its OE lIIeaning, "sorrow." The~ poet's contrasting use of
both~, "sorrow" and !1AlIliUl, "joy" bears this out. While there
are many instances of sm in~, there are few of WU!I!iD.,
and all but one of those that do occur are negative, denoting a
lack of joy (2263, 2459), an end to it, as 1m~
hh:ahtot alegde I gameD ODd gleodreAJl, -nov t._-= war-lord has laid
3.
aside his laughter, his joy and lI.irth.. (3021 and cr. 1775)
perversion of it (at least troll. the hUllan perspective) as in the
dire threat at Ongentheow to slaughter the Ceats and hang them on
the qallows-tree ((uglu.) to gamene, ·115 joy (game) tor the
birds" (2941). ~, as well, is used equally to denote joy [as
when it describes the revelry in Heerot (88, 497)] and the lack
of it [as when Grendel is described. as drej'lmuB bedaeled,
"deprived of joys" (721, 1275)]. Apart from contributing to the
tragic overtone of the poem as a whole, this pattern indicates a
perception of man's condition as a "being-in-the-world"
(MAcquarrie 38), IS world in which there exists something that
threatens his being-. What that 'something' might be, and how it
might best be overcome, has long been the subject of intense
contemplation on the part of poets, priests and philosophers,
each in different ways. The author ot'~ (who might
conceivably have been all three) brought to his task a strong
unconscious factor, manifest in the archetypal forms that people
his poem; they, in turn, spea.k with an integrity that triumphs
over the attempt ot' consciousness to manipulate them,
demonstrating how it is possible for the individual psyche to
interact with, and to 'act' upon, itself t'rom a position of
conscious choice established by the ego, which may be viewed as
another archetypal fragTflent of the divided psyche.
The ego as a psychic entity, or archetype, is "the sUbject
of all personal acts ot' consciousness" (Jung 1958: 1-2) which,
tending to see itself as the controlling faculty because of its
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rational function, logically wills its own supremacy_ While
other unconscious elements of the psyche may act to subvert the
the ego, the hero is not in conflict with the will of this
conscious entity to repress, control or direct the expression of
unconscious drives. On the contrary, it is a factor in the
development of heroic pride that the hero brings the unecn.scleus
power af his archetype to bear in the service of conscious ideals
and values, which may help to exialn why Beowulf is in no doubt
that his judgement of good and evil is a true one, at least not
in the early part of his life. The phenomenology of the hero
reveals that he is, however, willing to risk the negation of both
ego and consciousness by the unconscious in pursuit of certain
conjoint goals that his ego has affirmed, for he continually
enters psychic (and physical) situations that endanger the whole
organism, as Beowulf does when, diving into the water of the
mere, he delves into a region of the psyche in which the
conscious mind must be either extinguished or transformed.
Images ot the 1fb.ol. Psyche in b2!mU
The dreadful mere of~ is a symbolic representation or
image of the dynamic psychic structure that incorporates both
conscious and unconscious archetypal forms and processes. In the
first element of the last word of the poem, lofqeornost, "most
eager for praise," there is an BytJDoloqical link to the term
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l..!Qi.gg, used by psychoanalysts to represent the kind of energy
that drives this complex psycho-physical organism. In the Twins
motif that occurs in mythic, legendary and historical form in the
poem, there may be found one of the major conundrums of its
unique conscious preoccupation.
In its depiction of the for.nidable wasteland lake, home of
the archetypal monsters who threaten the established structures
of consciousness symbolized by Heorot,~ contains a
dramatic image of the psychic structure and processes. Apart
from the suggestive elements of the mere's physical form, the
relationship between the disparate components of the psyche is
dynamically represented in the action itself, which takes place
on all three of the instinctual levels identified by Jung: the
aggressive, the sexual and the religious. 3 Because the episode
centers upon conflict with a female monster, the sexual element
is implicit, but so, too, are elements of the aggressive and the
religious instincts: all three come together in a moment of
psychic energy generated by the hero as "the personification of
the libido" (Jung 1919: 106).
Jung's explication of the concept and etymology of the
libido (1919) suggests that libidinal power incorporates the
three basic instinctual drives in a way that permits the
3 My research has uncovered no mention of~ in Jung' s
voluminous writings. His only reference to Anglo-Saxon times, as
far as I can determine, was a throwaway line to the effect that
"Alfred the Great lived the S}'lIlbolic life about two-thirds of the
time" (see Chapter 4).
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ascendance of one without a necessary eclipse of the others. The
word ~. in his etYlllological analysis (1919: 76), has
elements of the ag9Tessive drive, the will to action, in its
meaning, which may be associated with the Latin verb,~
<1!l..1.hil, "1 will; it pleases rna," The sexual content of the word
(which has come to have a general sexual "Deaning in everyday
language) derives frOD the desire and urgency implicit in the
Latin and its Sanskrit cognate,~, which Jung translates
as "to experience violent longing." The religious implication is
uppermost in the Gothic relative, ~, "hope," and .l.i1.Jb..
"love," <::.s well as in the Old High German llml. "love" and l2l2,
"praise." The Angola-Saxon cOf:lpound word~, "most
eager for praise, If is clearly related to this series; the
element J.g,f, as Klaeber indicates in his Glossary, is cognate
with the German lQb., while the remaining element, ~, "most
desirous" seems to epitom.ize th£' 'yearning' of the life force
<li..b..1.sl.2l for continuance and renewal, if only in the minds and
hearts of others.
The final description of Beowulf and the final word of the
poem.,~ subsUlIIes the three instinctual elements of his
heroic nature, which combine to form a totality of energy and
will that may be reduced, as the concept of the libido may be
reduced, to a prevailing will to live. Beginning with the
instinct for self-preservation and combining with the sometimes
contradictory instinct for preservation of the species [a
dichotomy that is r"tsolved in nature by the recoqnition that the
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continuous life impulse actually attains the recreation and thus
the survival of the whole species by the preservation of the
individual (Jung 1919: 80) 1, in its initial formulation the
pSYChic energy of the libido is expressed as "I will," and is
manifest as a driving urge to creation. However, with reference
to the future, a time concept of which only the human being, so
far as we know, is cognizant, the prevailing force of individual
will is unde:i:'!itood by consciousness to be limited, and will must
be transmuted into desire. so that "I will" becomes "I wish." As
consciousness has illlbued lIlan with a sense of the future, a
corresponding awareness of his own powerlessness in relation to
that future, and a certain knowledge of death, it seems that it
has also (thr=::-'.!';l'h its prototype in the unconscious) forced the
emergence of a third instinctual drive that reflects this primary
preoccupation: the religious instinct, ....hich consists primarily
of an innate tendency to sublimate, or transform. the energy of
the libido onto the symbolic level, a level that is accessible to
consciousness and acceptable to it. This transformative function
is performed by the hero, ....ho. in his unconscious phase
symbolizing the energy of the libido, effects the transformation
and 'salvation' of the whole psychic organism through his
interaction with the powers of both consciousness and the
unconscious. This is what effectively occurs when Beowulf dives
into the dreadful mere.
The threatening lake, with its~, "terrible wonder"
of fyr on flode, "fire on the water" (1365-66), economically
"
symbolizes the whole psyche: water is one of the most co_on and
universal symbols of the unconscious, while the element of tire,
both at the surface and in the depths of the underwater cave,
symbolizes the po....er of the conscious mind. A "terrible wonder"
indeed is this fire of consciousness. The burning on the surface
of the lake is an image ot the questioning intellect, that
Promethean architect of its own destruction, which, in its
consuming quest for knowledge, carries with it the terror that
inevitably attends its concomitant awareness of limitation and
vulnerability. This is the i.ag8 that St. John the Divine
equates with hell in his apocalyptic vision of the "lake of
sulphurous fire, It and it may seem that Western consciousness is
intimately bound up with the notion and material possibility of
hell, when hell is conceived as the result of humanity's
conscious attempt to control the environment, including' even the
unconscious forces of nature. This cautionary eschatolO9'ical
metaphor may be viewed as a projection ot physical and
psycholoqical ' fact.'
The tension and suspension of opposites contained in the
image ot ty; on Oad, very effectively represents the apparently
irreconcilable conflict between consciousnAs6 and th'
unconscious, promoting a symbolic apprehensiC'n of the
psycholO9'ical duality that may be said to stimulate the process
of self-discovery. While Xlaeber dismisses the phenomenal LI)UrCe
of this illlage as "nothing' but the will-o'-the-wisp," he does
record that the image itself has powerful al!-sociations iro
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"oriental, as well as Christian accounts of hell" (18J-84). He
also no-::es the possibility of its association with St. Elmo's
fire, a phenomenon that occurs during storas at sea, which
strongly recotlUllends itself as an evocative and relevant image of
psychological duality.
The phenomenon of St. Elmo's fira was said in ancient times
to be the manifestation of Castor and Pollux, the Dioscurian
Twins, themselves symbols of this duality. Elsewhere, Klaebe~
meticulously notes that Neidner compared the relationship of
Beowulf and Brecl!. to that of Castor and Pollux, and also that
&reca's name was interpreted to mean "sto~y sea" (147 0.2).
Since the mere was also described by the poet as ~~,
"trOubled" or "stormy" (1417), a parallel is defensible.
The metaphorical introjection of the physical phenomenon of
St. Elmo's tire relates to the idea of paradox as both a
philosophical question and. a mystical truth. A fascination with
paradox underlies st. John's Gospe:, which, Raymond C. Sutherland
suggests, possibly provided a model tor Parts I and II ot
~. Sntherland sees Beowulf's descent into the mere as
standing for the Pauline (Rom. 6:3) idea ot "baptism into
C~rist's death· (31), a notion which supports the present
contention that this descent was the prelude to a rebirth ritual.
Jol}n's preoccupation with light/dark. symbolism and imagery
reflects his awareness or the problem of dualism as central to
human existence, and it is in the spirit of this awareness that
the relationship of Beowulf and Brech, like that of Hengese and
.6
Borsa and Herebeald and Hathcyn (two other pairs ot binary
opposites in the legendary or quasi-historical dimension ot the
poem), may be compa:··ed to that of Castor and Pollux. Hengest lind
Borsa, Brian O. Joseph points out, were divine twin heroes of
Indo-European lIyth (117-82) while Herebeald and Hatheyn were
brothers linked by a tragic fate in the same wny as were the
Norse gods Balder and H,"X!ur (see Chapter V). In the ~...DI!AD.i.il.,
Tacitus equates the gods of the Narhavali ....ith Castor and Pollux:
"That expresses the character of the gods," he writes, "but their
name is Alei. Tt:.::re are no images, there is no trace of foreiqn
cult, but they are certainly worshipped as young men and as
brothers" (Mattingly trans. 136). The over-riding common element
of these in!:>eparable pairs seems to be their containment ot
opposition, which makes them a powerful image for the projection
of philosophical or psychological duality.
In analyzing the substance of psychological duality, Jung
reters to the "double identity" of the Dioscuri to illustrate the
relationship between the mortal man and the "hidden i1lllllortal"
within (1972: 55-65). This stateDent could be extended to
include the idea that mortal man is a conscious being, aware of
his mortality, whereas the "hidden illUlOrtal" lIay be imagined as
an unconscious entity that seeks conscious expression.
Relativity theory throws some new light upon this old
mythological construct as well as its psychological
interpretation with its observation of the "twins ettect"
(Davies 121), or the "twins paradox" (HaWking JJ), the most
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famous paradox of modern physics. Interpretation of this
phenomenon employs observation of space, time and lQotton to
explain the tact that if one of two twins went into outer space,
he would be younger than his brother wben he came back: home
because all his systemic functions (heartbeat, blood flow,
brainwaves, etc) would slow down during the trip. Stephen
Hawking. who notes that this same effect would operate on a
barely perceptible level it one twin lived on a mountaintop and
the other at sea-level, explains that this is a paradox "only if
one has the idea of absolute time at the back of one' s mind," but
Olin the theory of relativity there is no unique absolute time"
(33). structuralist critics would see this information as
affording scientific validation of the mythic 'knowledge'implicit
in the Dioscurian myth itself, Which deals with concepts of time
and iuortality, questions that consistentlY recur not only in
~ but in the larger body of Old English poetry. The
problem of time and change or "mutability" (Roberts iii) will be
discussed in Chapter V at (much!) greater length, but is
introduced here in connection with the notions of mortality and
immortality raised by comparison of Beowulf and Breca to Castor
and Pollux, the archetype of this duality. The relationship
between Beowulf and Breca (which, by association with the myth of
the Dioscuri, presents in dramatic form the unconscious knowledge
of man's relativity to space and time and his potential for
i1lllllortality) deals with the impact of this unconscious knowledge
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upon consciousness by introducing the question of choice as
crucial and elementary to .an's existential condition.
One mortal, the other illlJDortal, Castor and Pollux were twin
brothers whose fidelity to one another led to their dual
apotheoses as the protectors of seamen (Harvey 143). The
manifestation of their power ....as said to be the phenomenon of st.
Elmo's fire, which sailors otten viewed as a quide. thinking it
indicated the safety of inhabited shores. As Bight be expected,
following the firelight otten led to their destruction.
with due respect to klaeber, this study wishes to support
Keidner's comparison of Beowulf and Braca to Castor and PollUX,
and contends that this comparison is strenqthened by the fact
that both pairs earned their fame in connection with the sea, and
is enhanced by the imaqe of St. Elmo's fire evoked by the .!XLJm
~ of Grendel's pool.
In .~ and the Psychohistory of Anglo-Saxon CUlture,"
Foley interprets the Breca episode in Jungian terms as a
representation of the ego's process of liberating itself from the
"uroboros" (139). a suggestive arC]U1D.ent in view of the action of
the last battle, where the image of the snake predominates.
Foley's discussion of the fight with Grendel as a preliminary
step in the resolution of the Oedipal conflict (135-38) aIloV:'s
insight into the nature of both the "stormy sea" and the
"terrible mere," and of Beowulf's ultblate purpO:3e in testing
these dangerous waters. It will later be contended that Beowulf
(partially) resolves the oedipal conflict in his battle at the
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bottom of the mere (see Chapter III); for present purposes it
will perhaps suffice to say that both bodies of water symbolize
the unconscious medium of psychic experience. Tl10 fact that the
swimming match took place on the surface of the water indicates
that this particular experience, which is here interpreted as a
representation of the ego's experience of dualism as intrinsic to
its nature, is one that is primarily conscious, but further
suggests that this awnreness itself derives from an unconscious
knowledge of wholeness that not only makes such duality difficult
to accept, but also makes it seem, somehow, an illusion. When
the ego is faced with the possibility of illusion, or delusion, a
course of action may no longer seem intrinsicC'.lly 'right' or
safe. The conscious mind is then in a position of uncertainty,
the nature of which may be compared to the uncertainty
experienced by sailors who see the lic:f.t}t of st. Elmo's fire upon
the stormy sea. Whether or not to trust the judgement of
consciousness becomes a question of choicQ, either existential or
pragmatic.
Of special interest here is the fact that, according to
Beowulf's story (542-44), a particular aspect of the exploit was
his decision to stay with Breca, just as Pollux would not accept
immortality if Castor had to die. Because the question of choice
is a particular problem of consciousness, it seems fitting, from
the point of view of this analysis, that the first important
sit...ation of choice into which Beowulf was thrown shc.uld include
5.
the mythic aspect proVided by the TWins aotir, which exemplifies
the problem. ot psychological and Iletaphysical duality_
From the moral polarities ot good and evil explored in the
hero's conflict with the llonsters, through the question of truth
and falsehood (or illusion) which emerges from Be:lwull's argument
with Cnterth on the true nature of his contest with Breca, to the
possibilities at freedc" and enslavement discussed obliquely at
the end of the poelI, and including the physical ar.d metaphysical
antinomies ot light/darkness (In the Merewife's cave) and, ot
course, life/death (a prevailing theme). it does seeJl that,
S~therland contends on other qrounds, the Beowulf poet is
preoccupied with the same concepts contrasted by St. John. As
hero, and thus, Hthe elIbodimer:t. of the active principle" (Irving
98), Beowulf must be concerned with these ideas, for they may all
be possibilities of action and decision, gaining their true
meaning frelill the moral questions of hWllan existence. By
suggesting the double or opposing possibilities of human action,
the~ poet indicates two of the most important functions of
consciousness: the ability to d~stinguish between the 'right'
and the 'wrong' forms of action, and the responsibility of
choosing between theD. The image of st. Elmo's fire adds the
essential, existential problems of illusion, delusion, or
deception to the~ poet's representation of the functioning
of consciousness.
His sense of 'right' is a powerful psychic element in the
total presence of the Geat hero. An intrinsic sense of right and
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wrong is of immeasurable value to anyone placed in a position of
existential choice, particularly when that person is of heroic
proportions, since the primary function of the hero, in both the
conscious and unconscious realms. is to act for 'good.' It is
through its definitive choice of good that the ego creates (or
recreates) itself in the image of its highest ideals, which, as
the small fire burning in the~'s cave signifies, are
seminally present in the matrix of the unconscious.
It is significant that Beowulf was only once in doubt about
his moral invincibility, at the very end ot his long 11fe:
paet !am godan waes
hreoW' on hre5re, hygesorga rnaest;
wende se wisa. tJaet he Wealdende
afar ealde riht ecean Dryhtne
bltre gebulge; breast innan weoll
l'eostrum gel'oncum, swa him gel'ywe ne waes (2327-32).
That was grief to the spirit of the good man,
the greatest of soul-sorrows: the wise man
thought that he had bitterly angered the Ruler,
the eternal Lord, had gone against the ancient
laws; his breast surged within him with dark
thoughts, which ....as not usual for him.
It is also significant that this moment of doubt
foreshadowed his death, because the hero, in pursuit of good,
inevitably places himself in situations that could lead to his
death. The hero motif includes his exemplary death as an
essential element: its importance is equal to that of his life.
It has been theorized that confrontation with this final fact of
life has been both the effect and the cause of the developing
consciousness, and particularly of the development of the
religious instinct. In this confrontation, Beowulf, as hero,
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a.cts as an aqent of the religious instinct, and is considered a
religious figure.
!lhe Rero •• a Religious Figure
The purpose of the religious fiqure in any society is
related to the fears and anxieties that the particular society
experiences, either individually or collectively. The religious
fiqure is a product of these fears in that such a person responds
to the need for relief from fear and anxiety felt not only by
himself or herself, but by every member of the human community in
which he or she lives. The nature of the authentic personal
religious experience, typified 1:ly the experience of Saul on the
road to Damascus, is transformative and seems to take place in
both consciousness and the unconscious: the person at times is
overcome by the irrational or unconscious element of mind, but
manages to interact on the conscious level with the symbolic
content of the experience and bring this content to the social
level in a more or less productive way I by explaining,
rationalizing or enacting it. From a twentieth century medical
standpoint, such a person might be said to be psychotic, perhaps
schizophrenic, since the psychic activity bears little
discernible relation to action in the mundane sphere. However,
this type of action has in earlier societies (as reflected in the
OE~, NnE "silly," which meant "blessed") been deemed to
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have had significance, and is often of a psychically healing
nature (equally often, of course, as the symbol of St. Elmo's
fire and the activity of Jonestown warns, it can be horrendously
destructive). Whether helpful or harmful, however, the pattern
of the religious figure's psychic experience may actually have an
internal logic that might be described as I intuitive.'
Ritual derives from the re-enactment of such symbolic
patterns precisely because they do serve the purpose of allaying
the anxieties not only of the original participant but also of
those to whom the symbolic pattern, though not experienced at
first hand, nevertheless has meaning. The religious figure in
this context is one who can impart this meaning to others, and
thus draw them into a PsyChic enclosure from which fear has been
excl~<led. The image of Christ as the Good Shepherd epitomizes
this function; other social structures -- nations, states, even
perhaps social classes -- may be built upon its foundations.
Like Christ the Good Shepherd, Beowulf was "the protector of
his people," but unlike Christ, the power of the "bee-wolf" to
protect was physical as well as psychic and, although he
maintain9.d peace during his reign, his dominant image in the poem
is not pastoral but warlike. As long as Beowulf lived, his
prowess as a warrior provided physical security for his people;
when he died, their fears resurged. These fears were rational,
deriving from the warrior society in which they lived. That the
only practical protection in a warrior world can be provided by a
leader who is stronger than all possible opponents may seem as
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tru~ today as it did a thousand years ago, and the intense fear
and anxiety that would naturally arise on the death of such ill
leader is expressed in~ by the lamentations and
predictions of doom that followed the death of the Geat hero.
Not for them the consolation ot Christian salvation, even though,
in the tinal lines of the poem, the Christian message is
implicit.
The identification of Beowulf with Jesus Christ, though
strongly implied in the poe., is not overt. The most obvious
indication that there was any comparability in the mind of the
poet or the scribes, if not his own people or the audience, is
contained in his eulogy. where he is described as manna mi Idust
ODd montClw)aerust, "the most generous' and gentle of men" (3181),
the ffret adjective carrying a Christian connotation in our own
time end the latter seeming more appropriately descriptive of
Jesus and only relatively appropriate for his own society's
concept of Beowulf. This apparent transformation of Beowulf's
reputation (for we've been hearing about the ferocious battles,
and. might expect his eulogy to reflect this aspect of his fame)
took place after he was burned, a syllbolic process to be
discussed in Chapter V, and because the original manuscript is
torn and faded at this point, it might be that these words
4 lowe this interpretation of~ to Marijane Osborn,
who disputes Klaeber's gloss, "mild, or kind." The quality of
generosity was an aspect of Beowulf's heroic persona, and it was
also an aspect of Christ, whose pierced. hands were seen as symbolic
of his inability to with-hold anything frOID those in need.
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themselves were the reconstruction ot' a later mind inclined to
see Beowulf in this light (which is perfectly acceptable given
the collective nature of the text). Yet, in patterns of symbolic
behavior it seems clear that, modeled on the idea of Christ or
not, Beowulf was a religious figure of sOllie type and was perhaps,
originally, a shaman.
The ubiquitous shaman, a primitive priest, was the focal
personality of early tribal culture, partiCUlarly, according to
Weston LaBarre, of those cultures in a state of danger or trauma,
W'hen a supernatural solution may have seemed more necessary --
and more practical -- than a natural or political one (42-43).
Some of the features of shamanism that seem appropriate in
considering the socio-religious identity of Beowulf are his
attributes of supernatural strength and prowess, his possession
of magic in the form of the sword found in the Merewife's cave,
his oedipal~ in the Merewife battle, and his undeniable
position as the focus of the adoration and security of his
people. More esoteric, and at the same time, more fundamental,
is his seeming lack of a particularly masculine sexuality, a
quality he shares with Christ.
Beowulf's (and Christ's) apparent asexuality is related to
the fact that they neither married nor had children, which factor
suggests a symbolic deflection of earlier forms of sexual
ambiguity experienced by or attributed to the religious figure.
In earlier cultures, asexuality, bisexuality, and transvestitism
were particular aspects of the shaman (rz.sarre 315-16): Tacitus
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records that, in the worship ot' the Narhavali, a Germanic tribe,
"the presidinq priest dresses like a woman" (Mattingly trans.
136) 1 Tiresias was said to have lived tor a time as a woman
(Harvey 431); and the story that presents Heracies as being
forced to wear women's clothes and do women's work (Harvey 202)
suggests that this ancient hero might have been a primitive lion
-- or bear -- shaman. As has conventionally been recognized ever
since the 'Jark of Panzer, Beowulf may also be linked to the old
bear-qods. His name, his hypothesized country of origin (some
think Gotland, where the bear was a prominent totemic animal if
the British Museum collection is any indication), hb physical
attributes of a bear-like grip and his prodigious feats of
5wiloing support this theory. If Beowulf was originally a shaman
or cult hero, this would explain the oral trans1Il.ission of his
story through many generations of Genaanic culture, as well as
the necessity of syncretizing him with the hero of the Christian
cult that eventually dominated the religious consciousness of the
Germanic tribes.
The Roman Heracles, the Germanic Beowulf (and, for purposes
of comparison, the Greek Dionysus, whose symbol was the goat)
might originally have been the great hunters who killed and
consumed the most important parts of these revered animals
(revered because either feared or desired or both -- both being
tl:e most powerful form). Through this process, the animals' UnA
would be transferred to the hunters Who, in discharging their
cerellonh,l duties of butchering and distributing the meat,
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acquired the status of shaman and thus ritually undertook the
mystical journeys into the spirit world that, accorting to
LaBarre (299-391), were part and parcel of this social role. The
process, which might be initiated by drugs, courted through
extraordinary or extreme physical cor:ditions, precipitated by
personal traWlla or sought through meditation, would take the
shay"an onto a different plane of experience, raised above the
general pattern of experience to a status approaching that of a
supernatura? being, god or spirit. Endowed with supe:t"iC"Jr
physical abf.J.ity, cast in the social role of shaman or "Master of
Animals" (LaBarre 388) and displaying real or feigned evidence of
supra-natural experience or insight, the man/woman would then
perhaps be accepted as the incorporation of the animal spirit,
and a transformation of religious symbology effected. Questions
about the 'real' paternity of the person might be raised (perhaps
in response to the kind of doubts discussed in Chapter III) and
ans'N'ered by providing the original animal deity itself as father
(a detail later to be suppressed as the society advanced in
social awareness). By such means, the devotion originally
accorded the spirit of the desired animal would be transferred to
the human being and a myth created around this person. The
ultimate transference would occur after he or she was dead, when
the community could worship the spirit alone, the ultimate
reification. If, as Beowulf's might have been, the death was in
some way perceived to be a sacrificial one -- perhaps the hunter
was killed by the hunted, or the cherished person sacrificed to
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appease an angry gOtl -- then it represents the closing of the
circle of religious authenticity: the dead hero-shaman has died,
;!IS Beowulf said, for .inum leodum, "for my people" (2729) and
this constitutes a final justification of the religious
significance of his actions, when religion is understood to have
as its priJlary objective the good of the group, and when that
good. is, in II final phase, interpreted as survival.
The objective of survival in a total sense can only be
imagined. to be achieved through the agency of the religious
instinct, which affix-.s the possibility of continuance and
renewal in defiance of the manifest 'fact' ai mortality. In this
sense, the religious instinct may be seen as the psychic
counterpart of the sexual instinct. As the sexual function is to
ensure the continuation of the physical components of the human
body, the religious function is to ensure the psychic continuity
of the human spirit: the integral relationship of both these
instincts is reflected. in the essential likeness of the goals,
for both seek unity 'tiith another entity, seeing this transforaing
unity as a fora of immortality. Yet, just as the achievement of
such unity implies a kind of death to individual being, the
"little death" of sexual clilllax or the final death of the
individual, the overall psychic goal of individuation requires a
death of the ego, which is limited to notions of time and place
that do not exist in the unconscious realm. Ultimately, also, it
requires the death of the body, which is, obviously, physically
limited.
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The Many Deaths of the Hero
In psychological terms, the necessary death of the hero
implies more than the reali.::tic, physical fact of death; it
s1g::.1£1e5, in transitional stages, the effective death of certain
elements of the psyche in the fuller realization of being and, in
a final phase, the death of the individual ego in the full
realization of total being, the "authentic" or "essential self."
The final goal of heroic action on the psychic plane is
understood by this study to be to effect the actualization of
this hypothetical entity, identified by Junq (who was perhaps
inspired by st. Paul's teaChing of the "spiritual body") as a
state of completion and unity of being which comprises, in
perfect balance, all elements of the pSyChical and the physical.
Existing both~ and A......Ek~ in relation to
consciousness, the "SEll!" is both the source and goal o!
conscious ;;;wareness, the beginning and the end of being; whether
described in Christian metaphor as the nkingdom of God" that is
within every man, in alchemical terminology as "the Christ in
every mann (Ql 18: 280) or in psychological terms as a psychic
entity or archetype in the divided psyche of man, the self is
identified as the archtypal form of psychic wholeness -- the
"Father," as it were, of the ego (Jung 1958: 221). Described by
Jung as na psychic totality and at the same time a centre,
neither of which coincides with the ego, but includes it, just as
a larger circle encloses a smaller one" (1972: 76), the self,
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sy:bolited in k2!!fYU by the treasure hQnl, is the "treasure hard
to attain" (Qi 12: 322) for which the hero ultimatsly sacrifices
his life.
comparing the dynaaics of the ego to the self with that of
the Son to the Father, Jung contends that the sacrifice of the
Son is the final, necessary archetypal pattern that must be
enacted before the attainment of that total awareness whIch
re~eases the individual frail the limitations of his physical
being (1958: 221). In portraying Beowulf as Christ-like in his
essential nboture and in the pattern of symbolic action that he
follows, the poet also suggests that ce:ctain patterns express
fundamental psychic processes; the effect is to indi..::ate that
the archetypal form of the hero, of which Christ was the
apotheosis, is within the psychic potential of every man, pagan
or Christian.
The desire for what might be called 'resolution in God,'
enl'!.cted by the hero as the agent of the religious drive, is
affirmed by the heroic ego which at both the transitional and the
final stages of its development must find the courage to face
death.
Although the death of the individual ego is what the
unconscicus most desires, it is also wi:at consciousness most
fears, and as Beowulf nears his final, inevitable confrontation,
his desire to live is plain; he has experienced wt.at he calls
l.1.1~.n.LnL "the joy of L .. f." (2097) and has no desire to
relinquish it. In the same way, the 8g0 has no desire to
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relinquish its differentiation and individuality, the awareness
that sets it apart from all of creation as Beowulf's heroic
qualities set hi. above and apart frolll other men. His illl~ulse to
resist, to defy the possibility to the very end, however
~, ·weary ot soul" (1543) he might be, is the result of
pride, but it is a pride which has been effective in preserving
life, not destroying: it. The hero's pride is, therefore, a
creative force, to the extent that 1'1: permits the possibility of
an alternative. As Beowulf put it:
Wyrd oft nQre~
unfaegne eoel, ~onne his ellen deah! (572-73)
'Fate often saves
A warrior from his tate when his courage is strong.'
(Roberts tram~.)
An ironic, paradoxical statement of heroic necessity. this
sayInq has been interpreted by Andreas Haa.rder to indicate
Beowult's understand.1ng of the heroic dynlUlic whereby, "through
action man will conti~ h1s own life. It he does not act he has
alienated himself and his fate will have changed into inescapable
doom" (239). The responsibility to act and the power to do so
have, however, been imposed upon the hero by a power outside his
control and so, ultimately, has the outcome of his action (or
non-action) and this awareness lends irony to Beowulf's words.
6eowult's paradoxical observation ot necessary contingency,
which seems more bemused than didactic, opens up a whole area of
unknowing that challenges the security ot rational deduction, yet
offers it that element of hope which is its inspiration; for it
cannot be denied that consciousness has its limitations, and it
.2
cannot be denied that hope often ends in despair. The tenuous
thread by which hope is aaintained. depends entirely upon the
strength of the ego, which is maintained by the slender skein of
its own Bell-affirmation.
The necessity of continuous self-affirmation, when placed in
opposition to the self-actualization which has been suggested by
Freud and Jung 85 the unconscious goal of all psychic activity,
poses a metaphysical conundrua that is basic to the urgent
question of lIlan' s temporal existence, one that suggests something
about the tension of the inter-psychic dialectic and t.:le impact
of this tension upon the aggress;!ve instinct that gives rise to
action in the world. The question has been posed by Ernest
Becker in religious terms as: "How does one lear. on God. and give
aVE-:"" everything to Him, and still stand on his own feet as a
passionate human being?" (259).
The answer, if there is an answer, may have been provided by
Beowulf himself, who reserved the right to act but dedica.te.d his
action to God., in the exercise of an aftir-ative self-confidence
that provides the only alternative to failure of nerve. One must
either act or sucCUllb. It becomes a aatter of pride.
His pride, a consistent element. of Beowulf's character,
contributes to his conscious development as a heroic figure.
Pride is necessary to maintain "ego supremacy" (Junq 1972: 66),
which is itself necessary to prevail over the forces for chaos
that threaten the ordered. world of man; and Beowulf is, first of
all, a aan, who knows he must be the best man he can be, simply
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because he is the best there is. Nor is his pride vain or
unfounded. His feeling of invincibility has been supported by
his extraordinary strength and physical pro....ess, but, far from
feeling that he was, in himself, a superior being, Beowulf seems
always aware that his power comes from another, more pc"'erful
being, to whom he refers after all his battles:
1e hine ne J!llhte,
ganges getwaeman,
feorhgenialan;
1:Ia Metod nolde,
no io him l:laes georne aetfealh,
(967-69)
Because the Creator did not will it, I could not
prevent
My deadly foe from going, no matter how zealously I
clung to him; (Roberts trans.)
aetrlhte waes
quI! getwaefed, nym05e mec God scylde.
He meahte aet hilde mid Hruntinge
wiht gewyrcan, l:leah ~et waepen duge;
ac me geua'e ylda Waldend,
~aet ie on wage geseah wlitig hangian
ealdsweard eacen - oftost wisode
winigea leasum -, ~aet ic ay waepne gebraed.
(1657-64)
I'd have been dead at once,
And the fight finished, the she-devil victorious,
If our Father in Heaven had not helped me.
Hrunting,
Unferth's noble weap::m, could do nothing,
Nor could I, until the Ruler of the world
Showed me, hanging shining and beautiful
On a wall, a mighty sword - so God
Gives guidance to those who can rind it from no-one
Else. I used the weapon he had offered me ...
(Rattel trans.)
Ie hra fraetwa Frean ealles Ganc,
Wuldurcyninqe wordum secqe,
ecum Dryhtne, ~e ic her on starie,
~aes eIe ie lIoste minum leodum
aer swyltdaeqe swylc gestrynan. (2794-98)
I wish to put in words tn."] thanks
to the King of Glory, the Giver of All,
the Lord of Eternity, for these treasures that I see,
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th""t I should have been able to acquire for my people
before JIJY death-day an endoWlllent such as this.(Alexander trans.)
Beowulf's identification of~ as the 'real' source of his
physical strength and psychic power is a conjoint effort of
consciousness and the unconscious. Awareness of the power of Q2l1
and of its corresponding presence within himself in the form of a
semi-conscious psychic entity identified by the Anglo-Saxons as
the soul, is sYlllbolized b'J Beowulf's sudden vision of the
mystical sword, god ODd geatolic, "good and majestic" (1562) that
hung on t.."Hl wall of the undervai.:er cave, the setting of his first
tull ritual of rebirth.
An larly Rebirth Archetype
In the psychic undervorld of the mere, Beowulf both
consciously an1 unconsciously affir.::.ed the archetypal source of
his heroic energy by seizing th-a I magical , sword, which fulfills
the didactic, aL well as the :Ilystical and energic, criteria of an
appropriate soul symbol. In its original fona, the sword evokes
the Crucifix: the blade represents the active pOWf!"::' of the soul,
and the "didactic hilt" (Lee 206), which was all that remained
for Beowulf to take with him in his return to the conscious
world. tells a tala ot pri:llordial evil and of the Flood that
drowned it in unconsciousness, ~ut did not destroy it. The
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reality of evil is dramatically revealed in the awful,
destructive power of Grendel's "demon blood" to melt the mighty
sword blade in hildegicelum, "icicles of war" (1606). The
images of blood and war as~ociate this particular evil with man,
and with Beowulf himself, because although the hero has rejected
evil and battles against it, thereby detaching himself from it,
as 8eo\o'111f expressly does when he terms himself~,
"sinless" (2089), in an existential sense evil is not external to
the whole man: it derives from him as a possible form of action.
Beowulf's final doubts, which surface through his memories of
Daeghrefn, aCknowledge this factor and remind us once again of
the dualistic element of this old English poem.
Awareness of the "binary pattern of lIlutual opposition"
(Hawkes 88), besides its presence in~ from the binar}·
structure of the Anglo-Saxon verse line (observed by Wrenn 75)
and its relation to the two-part structure of the poemS [whether
employing the down-to-earth structual int.erpretation of youth/age
noted by Tolkien or so esoteric an analysis as the "hypostatic
union" theory explored by Delasanta and Slevin (1968: 409-16)) to
the many paradoxes, symbolic forns and patterns to be found
throughout the poem, is reflected in many mythologies, which link
the hero with the archetypal form of evil, the dragon or snake,
5 Of course, the structural interpretation offered in this
thesis is essentially three-part, following the three battles and
the ~three instincts theory' of Jung, but that does not preclude
a synchronous two-part structure -- or even a four-or-five part.
The Whole poem can include them all, just as, a~ Jung says of the
self, a "larger circle encloses a smaller oneil (1972:76).
"
not merely by virtue ot their opposition but integrally. In
Scandinavian myth, for instance, the hero, OrllU', whose name,
cognate with the Old English lCtn, means ·snake" in 1lodern
Norwegian (Ross 1958). is described as having "snake's eyes"
because he is partially a snake himself (.cH 5: 382) while in
other traditions the souls of heroes often take the torm of
snakes after death (~ 18: 22). The link between the hero and
the dragon, or snake, is made in Greek .yth, too. Cecrops,
founder ot Athens, was :man above, snake below; and, in the story
ot cadmus and the founding of Thebes, the nobility were said to
have sprung up frou the sowing of dragon teeth, bence their name,
~. which means "sown lien" (~). This pattern seems to
indicate an intrinsic connection between the hero and his
counterpart. On the conscious level, however, this connection
has been repressed or severed, so that the two are seen as
separate and opposing entities.
Because the forms of good and evil represented by the hero
and the dragon, or monster, are defined, or 'illuninated' by the
conscious mind, it may be that this polarity is meaningful
primarily in relation to conscious objectives. Nevertheless,
while it may be true that a concept of Dorality is inoperative on
the unconscious level, the unconscious itself, as depicted in
symbolic form by the dreadful mere, is, in itself, neither
immoral (it may be absolutely moral in a final sense) nor is it
hostile to conscious awareness. Although it contains much that
threatens, many n.1&I:Ai. "sell. monsters· (1427), it contains the
four elemental conditions necessary for animate being as well:
eordan, "eart:h" (1532); air, as there is no water in the
Merewife's cave (15l2b-16a) I water I and~, "firelight"
(1516), the symbol not only of consciousness itself but also, in
the Bible, of God, who in the old Testament is identified with
the fire of the burning bush and in the New Testament with the
Light in the East of (and) the Nativity star. In his battle with
a form that has been identified by his society as evil, Beowulf,
the heroic agent of the ego, is aided by this burning firelight,
by which he can distinguish the shapes of the darkness and evil
he must fight against. It is the firelight that enables him to
perceive the grace of God, materialized as the magic sword that
enables him to overcome the monstrous Wmsm. However, just as
fire, qaesta qifrost, "greediest of spirits" (1123) empowers and
yet consumes man, so consciousness, greedy for power, impels man
to postulate Ultimate and absolute Being, and yet bears the
burden of epistemological choice that proposes to him the
opposite and equal possibility of annihilation -- nothingness.
The prospect of annihilation does not daunt the hero. As
Beowulf dove under the surface of conscious awareness into the
depths of the chthonic unconscious, in search of the "sea-mother"
and a pattern of rebirth that would free him from the destructive
power of his own obsessions, m\lles for ealdre mearn, "no whit
did he feel anxious for his life" [(1443) Hall trans.]. His
faith in the psychic integrity of his conscious mind is affirmed
when, even in those regions of the psyche where consciousness may
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be extinguished, he comes upon its chthontc counterpart, the
blllcn, homaD beorhte scinao, "the brilliant light brightly
shining" (1519), the prototype of consciousness that exists in
the capacious unconscious of the Merewttels cave. The subsequent
battle and the new. 1II0re brilliant flaJIlnq of the firelight when
Beowulf has tinally triUJllphed are symx,l!C: of the process of
enlightenment and psychic rebirth. The pattern signifies the
experience ot contact with the limitless force ot the unconscious
through ..hieh the heroic ego realizes its own limitations And
affirms a greater Being, renected in the depths of its own
being, which it knows to be the prototype of itself and which it
must call good (~l. The hero, in consciously choosing good,
recreates himself in the image of that good, the ultimate form of
which he calls ~.
The nature and power of Beowulf's Gi2Sl is seen to be
triumphant in the metaphor of melting ice that controls the
poem's epic simile:
aefter hea~swate h~d!>9ai~~ls~e,ord. ongan
wigbil wanian; ~aet waes wundra SUD,
~~~~eh~~r::;s 9:~:lt Fa;~:rg~~i~~:;e,
onwindel waelrapas, se qeweald hafa'
saela ond maela; ~aet is s06 Metod. (1607-11)
Then that sword,
That blade of war began to disappear in icicles
Because of Grenedel's blood. That was indeed a marvel,
That it all melted just like the ice
When the Father unfastens the bonds of frost,
Unclasps the fetters of streams. He has control over
The times and the seasons. He is the true Creator.
(Roberts trans.)
••
While the power of evil is indicated by the tact that
Grendel's blood could .elt the sword blade, this power is
!l:llllediately compared by the poet to the power of God, and is seen
to be subsWIled within God's control. If evil has any po....er, it
is power seen in an Augustinian frame, as a negation or
privation, although active. The melting- of the sword blade in
hildegicelum also has a positive aspect that counters the
negating ;:o~er of evil, sU9gesting that evil, too, is somehow
under God I S control: what is lost of the sword is the
destructible and corruptible element, the iron blader what
remains is the inscribed hilt of precious metal and jewels. This
separation prefigures the "rusted gold" of the~ (2221),
and the separation of 11t wia ] 1!;e, "life from body" (24231 note
also 733 and cf. 2571, 2743) that occurs upon the deaths of both
Beowulf and the~. It suggests, in its total impact, the
Christian notion of the purification of the archetypal entity
identified as the 'soul.' To Christian Anglo-saxons,
purification of the soul was perceiVed as necessary for
transcendence, and the melting of the sword blade may be said to
symbolize this process. The melting also effects a
transformation of basic symbology, in that the decorated and
inscribed hilt that remains is the product of creative activity,
the art that evolved out of religious ideas.
The quest of the hero for individuation is, therefore,
essentially a religious quest, and in recognition of this the
hero has been interpreted by Maud Bodkin to stand for man's sense
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or self in relation (and opposition) to "God, Fate, and the
Devil" (1934: 49). There is a sense in which this description
stands as a touchstone for all the feelings, h:pressions and
ideas that combine to create the heroic protagonist of~,
who, in accordance with the psychic goal of individuation served
by all three primary instincts, is impelled by the religious
i:!'lstinct to go through what Jung calls a "living process of the
o.:nconscious in the form of the drama of repentance, sacrifice,
and redemption" (1916: par. 82). Once this draJIIa has been
enacted symbolically and thereby experienced psychically. an
archelype of psychic wholeness, "the Self," is said to become
manifest (Jung 1962: 323).
In relation to the essentially psychic material that this
study contends comprises~ as a mental universe, the hero,
Beowulf, stands finally for man's awareness of himself as a
center. His activities represent the struggle of consciousness
to comprehend and to overco.e (by domination and/or acceptance)
the seemingly alien forces within his own nature. His journey to
the real center of his being (whether envisioned in Jungian terms
as the archetypal subjective Self, or in terms of the subject-
object relationship of man and God, the reunification of man and
nature, an ultimate return to unconsciousness, or attainment of a
higher, absolute consciousness) requires ~.n!egration of the
disparate and opposing forces of conscious and unconscious mind
with the apparent fact of objective reality. The human being's
goal of tinal union with the other inside and outside his being
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is the 'real' subject of this poem as, perhaps, it is of every
great epic work.
At thE- end of the beginning of his struggle for autonomy and
integrity in a world in which his being is contingent, not just
upon the l:lovement of uncontrollable external forces but also upon
his ability to control forces within himself, Beowulf is left
with the sword hilt as a symbol of his achievement of a
preliminary stage of pSyChic victory, an early rebirth. The
sword remnant, with the runic message imprinted upon it, stands
as an example and a lesson to his society. If his perception of
the sword can also be said to be symbolic of Beowulf's awareness
of the existence of his own soul, then his consequent action may
be interpreted as arising from his realization that his soul,
allied to consciousness and activated by heroic energy, must
effect the will of its a.rchetypal~. In the free but
necessarily cOllllllitted agency of this will to~. 3eowulf will
fulfill his tempo!'al and transcendental purpose as hero.
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2 THE~ AND AGGIlIlSBIOH Dr I.I.QDLl.
aeroic ActioD in the Warrior World
Beowulf's first great battle is with the~, "the
aggressor,"' Grendel, who personifies and embodies violent
action for 'evil, I rather than 'good, I and dramatizes man's
struggle with the neqative elements of his own aggressive
instinct, perhaps the most elementary of libidinal forces. That
aggression is a primary drive, that it can be expressed in both
positive and negative ways, and that morality may be said to
arise from the biological :-Ieces5ity to justify or control the
i599ressive drive are fundamental tenets of the following
discussion, Which will focus upon the Grendel fight and attempt
some analysis of the way in which Beowulf and his society
controlled, and in some ways transform.ed the expression of this
basic instinct, so that society could continue and advance.
I Following Trautmann (cited in Klll.eber's glossary), I
interpret this word without the diacritic, as~, meaning "one
who goes against; aggressor," rather than with the diacritic, as
~, which allows the 1I0re commonly used tranSlation, "one who
walks alone1 solitary one." Although both are plausible
translations, the tormer best supports this reading.
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using the slime logic by whlch a child identifies pain .... ith
the frustration of his primary desires (Bettleheim 68), the
metaphysical concept of evil lllay be primitively defined as
anything that ,;hreatens the life and safety of an individual or
his society. For this l:daSOn, Grendel is considered th;;o
embodiment ot evil, and is so identified in the poeD'. by such
epithets as~, "the evil destroyer" (712, 737) and
manfordaedla, "the evil-doer" (563). It is worth noting,
however, that although the other monstrous forms in~. the
Merewife and the Wyrm, are also called~ (1339, 2514),
only Greudel is identified as a manfordaedla, with its
connotation of the deeds that result from action. Grendel is
also the~. "one who shows his hatred by deeds" (275),
epithet that identifies him most particularly with negative
expression of the aggressive instinct.
Alth?ugh his folkloric antecedents are undetermined, Grendel
could have both natural and 'supernatural' (whether psychic or
religious) ori".)ins. Because he on weres waestpum wraeclastas
trad/naefne he waes mara bonne aeniS man o«er, "trod the paths
of an exile in the shape of a man -- except that he was bigger
than any other man" (1352-53) he could have been a more ~rimitive
form of man -- perhaps homo erectus -- the memory of whom might
remain :in the collective unconscious, or simply a human outcast
by society because of his size -- a kind of Andre the Giant of
the Dark Ages, though without that media star's tortunate placing
in time and space; his hostility to Heorot and its occupants
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..auld be understandable in this light. Time and human nature
would turn such a person into a 'bogeYJllan,' and this llliqht
account tor the notions ot bla...x .agic that attach to him (his
ability to cast a spell on all weapons, tor example) and his
penchant for eating human flesh. The imaginative influence of
Christian alleqory on such e. figure of superstition would
naturJllly refer to Cain, outcast of God, and a knowledgeable
religious thinker might also have known of the gnostic heretical
sect, the Cainites, or Ken!tes, who, as Hans Jonas rec::.rds,
caused an eccl",siastical furor in the early centuries A.D. by
sanctifying the first murderc c. This sect was outlawed by the
early Church and subseq,,~ntly repressed (is), the ultimate rate
of Grendel.
In the poem, Grendel's biblical genealogy is quite specific.
He is in cdnes cynne, "of the kin of Cain"(107). Proscribed by
God. fer a crime committed by h: ancestor C.'lin, just as hUlllanity
was proscribed because of the sin of Ada:l:i and Eve, Grendel is a
terrible and yet pitiable creature, a composite of inferior
attributes "'hose only power lies in the uninhibited expression of
his aggrot;;ssive drive. In figbting Grendel, Beowulf is fighting
against the uncontrolled, unconscionable expression of this
violent instinct.
The approach of Grendel, under cover of night and while the
warriors are 'lleeping, signifies the "return of the repressed"
(Rycroft 33), an involuntary irruption into consciousness of
unacceptable derivatives of the primary aggressive impulse. An
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archetype of the primitive, uncr.,r:<:rolled and instinctual man,
Grendel represents all those animal instincts repressed by
consciousness in the process of civilization. The transformative
achievement of the hero, at this stage of his development, is
related to his conquering, in the form of Grendel, the dark side,
or, in Jungian terms, the "shadow" of his own aggressive nature,
which may be explored through analysis of Grendel as the
personification of negative aggression.
The noun "laggresslon, n derived from the Latin verb ~
~: "I step towards, n is defined as Itan act of beginning a
quarrel or war," while the adjective "aggressive" i~ more broadly
defined as "forceful, self-assertive" (~). This latter
....efinition seems to express the fundamental nature of the
aggressive drive as the instinctual energy directed towards
ensuring the expansion, as well as the survival, of the
individual organism: however, the universal tendency to equate
aggression with hatred and destruction is a revealing footnote to
the historical pattern that has resulted from the unchecked
expression of the aggressive instinct -- l'. thematic pattern
intrinsic to the digressions in~. The OE nM seems
related to the MnE "aggression" in sound and substance, as weI!
as in its meaning, "rush," or "race," which gives an erno1:.ional
extensicm to the Latin root,~. using this word in
combination with such prefixes as ~, ~. h.i.l.s!.!l.=, h2M=,
and ~, the poet of~ has produced a variety of
impressions of life in the midst of wh~t, f"r the Angl:>-saxons,
7.
was a central social reality: war, "the original or oldest law"
(Feuerbach 21).
As the "heroic embodiment of the active principle" (Irving
98). Beowulf wages \!ar on both a social and a personal
battlefield to effect good; but, although the hero by definition
initiates action for the cause ~! good as opposed to evil, it is
dominant societal ideology that, to a very qreat extent,
determines the nature ot that good. Beolo/Ult was a hero to his
society not just because he had the active desire and the ~,)wer
to accol:lplish good., but also because he did not, at least in his
youth, doubt his society's designation of value, a designation
that had evolved out of the urgent necessities of its own
continuance and renewal.
The heroic 1(:I2al and code depicted in~ evolved out
of, and acted upon, a Northern consciollsnll'l!Js, a racial psyche in
which the rigours of Q~.vironment play a necessarily prominent
role, underlining and ':':II11etimes defining its interpretation of
obj~ctive reality. The pagan Germanic psyche, deriving, like its
progenitor YlIir, fro. the ice-fields of Northern Europe, was
emotionally compatible with the Christian psyche deriving from
the deserts of the Middle East (a compatibility emphasized in
Asser's genealogy of King Alfred, which has him descend from the
Norse kings all the way back through Odin to Adam) perhaps
because, in essence, both eVolved out of a response to extreme
landscapes where vulnerability to an often pitiless landscape was
a constant factor of hwaan existence.
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since man in the ha.rsh Northern eliaate could not survive
alone (much is .ade of the 'outlaw' theDe in Icelandic literature
for this reason). the hero's cODlJll.itment to his society was a
strongly reinforced element of bis makeup, and this commitment I!:
evident in~. The structures set up by his society for its
own protection and continuation were upheld, in foI'1ll as well as
in function, by conmOR assent. This might be one reason why
Hrothgar's worthiness was never questioned, even thoug-h he failed
to fulfill his own function as king and, in fact, showed a
cowardice Beowulf rebuked after the death of Aescher and would
later tacitly condell'.n by his own actions in old age.
Yet, although Hrothgar was never criticized by either his
own people or the poet, neither was he a true hero, for it is not
heroic merely to serve as a figure-head or to rest on one's
ltiurels. Such a role is passive, upholding the past, perhaps,
but not creating a future. HrOthgar's action (or non-action) has
bee.1 ably defended by J .R.R. Tolkien in his famous paper
..~: The Monsters and the Critics" (pub. 1936) and it .ight
indeed bl? argued with cOBpa:.sionate conviction that Hrothgar's
response was a natural result of his old age; but it should be
noted that Bec.wull', in his old age, did not shrink from the
spectre of death, but lookE..:1 to the future and envisioned his
actions as a projection, into future tillS, of the highest ideals
of the society he represented. His aggressive energies were
dedicated to effecting the survival of society; he acted on
behalf of tho......ho could not act effactively; he actE.C: to
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fulfill their hopes. This, as he bimself told wealhtheow. was
the purpose for which he calle to Heorot:
• Ie ~aet hogode t>a 1e on holll gestah,
saebat qesaet mid _lnra secga gedriht,
~aet 1e anunqa eowra leoda
willan geworhte o~ on waal crunge
feondqrat;lum laest ••• ' (632-36)
I made up m.y mind, when I put out to sea,
set out in my Ship with my company of men,
that I would completely fulfill tile desires
of your people or fall in battle, fast in
the clutches of the enemy.
wealhtheow, like l:'le other women in the poem, does not
appea':" to have been governed by the heroic code that quided the
actions of men in the world of~. The kind of aggression
demonstrated by women 1n this world will be discussed in Chapter
III -- although it is likely that, 1n earIie!" Germanic times,
when women fought alongside the men in battle and may reasonably
be thought to have been their equal in the overt desire to
dispatch the enemy to a bloody perdition, a separate discussion
of female aggression might have see:lled less appropriate than it
does today, when the idea of llo woman who is willing, or, indeed,
eager to tight may seUl sCIlI.-."hat lIlore negative and less
admirable. In the time of Boadicea, during the first century
A.D., as Tacitus has recorded in an infla1lllllatory speech he
attributed in his AnnA.1§ to this famous Briton, the British were
"used to women c:..lQltIanders in war" (Grant trans. 320), and the
glorious doomed queen did not flinch at even the lIlost cruel
treat.ent of her enemies, to the universal admiration of friend
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ar.d foe. Nevertheless, the tendency to view fellale aggression as
intrinsically negative, or more negative than that of the male,
was well underway by the time~ was written 1 this is well
displayed in the poem by the portraits of Grendel's mother and of
Hodthryth, who represent the absolute and the temporal
expressions of female aggression in a society for which such
aggression was perhaps more feared than outlDoded (see Chapter
III). The fashion of the lieiter Anglo-Saxon aristocratic ladies
to wear their fingernails shaped like eagles' claws might have
had its origins in practical necessity, but the mere fact that
their hands remained in this condition of predatory perfection
indicates that they were no lonqer used for pugilistic purposes.
Whether fashionable or functional, howevsr, the hand is perhaps
the best symbol of the aggressive instinct of DIan (and woman).
because, as the distinguishing mark of the highest forms of
animal life, the hand seems to represent a major biological
triumph over the natural environmen".: in its power to manipUlate
and change the material world.
Beowulf's hands were an important aspect of his heroic
presence; he was renowned for the strength of his~,
"handgrip" (38(1). His trust in his "handgrip" indicates his
determination. as well as his ability, to "take matters into his
own hands" -- in other words, to pursue an active, rather than a
passive course in dealing with life situations, whether physical
or psychic. This is in keeping with his heroic nature and
destiny, because, whether the field of action is psychic or
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physical, the hero's primary function is to act (Bodkin 244) and,
indeed, he only exists in the active sphere. Potential alone is
not enough, as the aging Beowulf well knew. Only in action may
ideas cross the bridge provided by words and become objective
reality. As the Danish coastguard simply but profoundly stated:
•AEqhwae~res seeal
scearp seyidwig-a gescad witan,
worda ond worca, 6e l:>e weI ~nce6. (287-89)
A wise warrior, one who thinks clearly, must
know the difference between words and deeds.
However, one of the first things that the poet acknowledges
in~ is the li.itation of human knowledge. Men De cunnon,
"men do not know," he writes in proprio persona,2~
hheste ooteng, "who received that cargo" (52) when Seyld's
funeral barge was set adrift, or hwvds[ helluvan hwvrttum
~, "where the mysterious demons go in their wanderings"
(163). The Danes, terri tied into making nameless sacrifices to
heathen gods, did not know the nature of HAt2:4 (180) and nobody
could comprehend Hn!;l (1233).
2 Aristotle has instn.ctel.O that the poet should not obtrude
in propria persona, and, in defence of our poet, it .ight be that
he does not, in effect, really do this, but rather speaks in the
character of the scop who may be imagined to relate the poem in
the mead-hall. The audience is an unseen, but definitely not
unfelt part of the dramatic action. Our sens.e of the poet as a
character in his own poem is enhanced by the use of such familiar
O..ri the sense of informal) expressions as mine getraegn, "I have
heard tell" (cf. 776, 837, 1955, 2685, 2837) and hyrde tc boet, "I
have heard that•.• " (ct. 62, 2163, 2172), which suggest a dramatic
exchange external to the poem. This technique, which would
probably be common in an oral poem, would be added. f:)r effect, and
possibly metre, in a written one. It allOWS the poet to get away
with editorializing once in a while without disturbing the .imesis.
.,
The problems associated with the irrefutable
limitations of consciousness, or kno....ledge, are compounded by a
corresponding sense of powerlessness and an awareness of danger.
Even the gods themselves were powerless in the Norse world. They
could be out-fought, out-magieked and out-witted, and they were
mortal into the bargain. Most of them, including the wisest,
Odin, and the mightiest, Thor, died in the Battle of Ragnarok.
The reality of human limitation in relation to more powerful
objective forces is acknowledged by the Norse mythological
dynamic, while this same reality is defied in the Christian
vision, and some of the tension in~ derives from this
contradiction, which is emphasized by the terror of GrendeL
Grandl" qryre
Because consciousness functions in terms of time, and car,
project itself imaginatively into futut~ time, this 'not
knowing,' a consistent theme of~ from the destination of
Scyld's funeral ship at the opening of the poem to th~ destiny of
the Geat nation at the end, causes an anxiety that is iil direct
proportion to the certain knowledge that consciousness soon
acquires of both danger and death. The tendency of consciousness
to fear anything it cannot control or comprehend (implicit in its
psychic impulse to encompass the totality of its world) is
amplified when that consciousr.ess exists in a world of time and
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of other entities, because the ego is aware of the possibility of
injury (evil) deriving fro. thelll; for while 1lan does not know, he
is yet capable of projectiT>i" possibilities for good and evil, and
his response to the possibility of evil is tear.
The phenomenon of fear, ita recognition of something in the
world that is harmful to J:l.ankind, demands II, rationale from II,
theology that stresses the egocentric notion that the world was
made by God for man's enjo~ent (Gen. 1:27-28). This question is
raised by the poet in his motivational and structural linking of
Grendel with the seop's Song of Creation. Explicitly stated in
the Song Is the idea that God created everything for the use of
man, even appointing the sun and moon for the specific purpose of
providing leoman to leght.B landbuendum, "lights for the light of
land-dwellers II (95). Immediately following this assertion, in
response, perhllps in refutation, Grendel emerged from the
darkness that is the inevitable concomitant of light to enact the
evil that is the inevitable concotlitant of good..
As the embodiment of fear, and again as the object of fear,
Grendel reveals the precarious condition of man as an ontological
being, and explores man's awareness of his own power to do harm
as well as the possibility of some incomprehensible danger to his
psychic and organic integrity.
Fearing iOi, essentially, the discovery of something as
terrible in a world which is "understood.~ to be such that
out of it something terrible may appear" (Macquarrie 36); and the
phenomenological fact is that man is situated in a world where
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his being is threatened. Whether the threat is as external and
immediate as the presence of Grendel, or as intimate and remote
as the inevitability ot his own death, man is faced with the
unavoidable "facticity" (Macquarrie 18) of injury, pain,
destruction, annihilation. The living agent of these
abstractions, Grendel 'Was seen by the warriors of Heorot to be
the incarnation of their worst fears. He could, in this sense,
be compared to the cont~'nporary figure of the terrorist, who
exploits the principles of fear to demoralize and defeat those
who have no defences against him.
The poet's technique in his description of Grendel's
approach to Heorot utilizes the essential characteristics of
fear. The three amplifications of the approach: Com on wanre
n.1..bh.......:, "he came in the black night" (702); ha cgm gf more
"then he came from the marsh" (710); cmp ba to Teced. , "then
he came to the hall" (720), in addition to generating suspense,
disclose in their effectiveness the nature of fear, which, John
Macquarrie says, exists in the dual aspect of its potentiality
(it is time-related, not yet present, but approaching) and its
uncertainty (it may not strike at me, it may pass by, or choose
some other), both of which produce a state of powerlessness that
seems integral to the existential condition of man (36).
It is aggression that saves man from the crippling effects
of this sense of powerlessness by impelling him to act; it is
aggression that imparts to him his sense of autonomy, however
limited this proves to be: it is aggression that opens to him the
••
doors of possibility and ultimately forces him to create himself
by action, rather than simply unfold or recoil in resp.mse to
external stilllu~L
The dynallllc set in motion in the conscious realm by the
exercise of the aggressive instinct may be either positive or
negative, creative or destructive. Thus, .an aay use it to
expand his area of control and to create a center of order out of
chaos, as Hrothqar intended in the building of Reorot, or he may
use it to radically limit the expansion of others and to effect
discord, ....hich leads to the resurgence of chaos, as Unferth
attempted in his quarrel ....ith Beowulf and as Grendel intended in
his raids upon Reorot. An important function of consciousness is
therefore to control the blind expression of this instinct (.elf.
8:171) and thus to impose order upon the chaos that results from
the indiscriminate expression of the active principle.
From their complex lind highly p..tterned art, it may be
deduced that the Anglo-saxons valued order and desired to create
and recreate it in their world. A!\ understanding of the
complexity of inter-related systems is revealed particularly in
the interlace pattern, shown by John Ley-erIe to exist in~
as well as in other Anglo-Saxon art forms (1). One objective in
the creation of order is the control of chaos, which is perceived
in Christian lllyth (with reference to the Deep of Genesis, out of
which God created the ordQred universe) and in Norse (with
reference to Ginnungagap, that vast chasm where fire and ice fuse
to engender life) as well as in the aythic landscape of~
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(where it is represented by the "borderland" haunt of Grendel,
which is being increasingly limited by the encroachment of men,
and the psychic effect of Unferth, against which Beowulf has
developed certain oratorical skills) as antithetical and yet
antecedent to divine order. The hero, Beowulf, is committed to
preserving order, restoring, or creating it. Nevertheless, by
virtue of the same principle that preserves life by destroying
life, the hero is placed in a position in which he must act
destructively. This is why his definitive milieu is the
battleground.
The continuing reality of~ is war, whether that war
is between nations, between individuals, or between the warring
components of the individual psychQ, and Beowulf's battle with
Grendel takes place on all three fields of action.
!'he Bhadoy of Aggression in warrior society
As the shadow cast by the conscious mind of Beowulf,
Grendel contains the hidden, repressed, unfavourable or
malevolent aspects of Beowulf's own personality. He personifies
the inferior man that Beowulf has repressed in the construction
of his public face. On this level, Grendt'll belongs to Beowulf's
personal unconscious. However, Grendel, the deorc deabscua, "the
dark shadow of death" (160) is not just the projection of the
dark side of Beowulf. He is also an archetype of the collective
e.
unconscious, personifying the negative Aggression of the evolvinq
warrior race.
The court at Heorot, viewed as the natural and social body
ot man, and its symbolic animAl, the hart, are considered in the
context of the theme of aggression to represent the historical
effects ot institutionalized Aggression, the acceptable form of
aggressive action that derived from the viking (and the Anqlo-
Saxon) tribal identification with nature, implied in the
importance accorded such animals as the bear (the animal
associated with Beowulf himself), the hart (symbol of the
Scylding tribe), the boar (whose images the Geats wore on their
helmets) the eagle and the raven. The necessity and
inevitability of~. "unpeace," or "disorder" in this, as in
any ordered system, introduces the entropic component into
discussion, and the factors of accident, antiforce and 'sin'
remain integral.
That this oarlier society did att8Jllpt to control its
aggression is evident in its systems of taboo (Which seem to have
included cannibalism, explored with reference to Grendel;
fratricide, which is explicit in the stories of Cain, Unferth and
Hatheyn, and implicit in association with the Norse Hodur; and
internecine violence, explicit in the story of Hrothulf and
implicit in the story of Hildeburh). Its laws, particularly the
legal concept of~, "man-price," seem to reflect an
institutionalized attempt to alleviate the blood. quilt that
peI1ll.eated all individuals in the warrior society. Its attellpts
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to ritualize aggressive action through games (such as Beowulf's
swimming match with Breca) and diplomacy (such as his 'flyting'
match with Unferth), indicate a psychological approach to the
problem, as does the ~, "fonal speech," and the formality of
the "guest-host relationship" delineated by John Leyerle (1967);
all are ways that the society of the poeD' s world attempted to
prevent the devastating effects of negative aggression by
developing ritualS and relationships to deflect its violent
expression. These methods were also necessary and employed in the
real world that gave rise to the ethos of the poem, because,
whatever may be said about the nature of man m!A man, it can
confidently be asserted that Beowulf's Germanic ancestors were,
to employ the poet's own penchant for litotes, not a peaceful
people.
Perhaps the prevailing characteristic of the Germanic tribes
noted by Tacitus during his travels of the first century A. O. was
their almost childish love of battle. "'..".:e Germans have no taste
for peace," he wrote in the~ (Mattingly trans. 112); and
he added, "Long, I pray, may the Germans persist, if not in
loving us, at least in hating one another" (128). Such disunion
was not to provide the Roman Empire with immunity, however. In
the fourth century, about one hundred years before Beowulf's
uncle, Higelac, is said to have lived, his ancestors, the Huns,
intensified their centuries-old raids upon the Empire. These
Teutonic invaders adopted an "Arian Christianity" (Herrin 29)
which did little to reduce their warlike proclivities. By the
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end at' the fifth century, this "aggressive Arian power" (Herrin
34) had sacked ROlle twice (in A.D. 410 under Attila and ll9ain in
455 under Genseric) and established the words "hun" and "vandal"
in the language of the Western world as symbolic of a violence
and wanton destruction unparallelled in Western history until the
most negative imaginable fOrD of aggression evoked by the word
associated with their twentieth century Aryan descendants, the
Nazis. None of the tribes of~ displayed such extreme
violence (although occasionally a violent, or berserk, ruler
would emerge, as in the cllse of Heremod) but a natural
disposition to warlike behaviour was nevertheless common to both
the Scandinavian and the Anglo-Saxon tribes, which had their
origins in the sallie genetic and cultural stock once dedicated to
the worship ot Odin, the god ot war. As has been suggested
earlier. however, the Anglo-Saxons were a warrior society by
environmental necessity as much as by nature, and the same may be
said ot the Scandinavian tribes ot~.
In any potentiallY hostile environment, phenomenological
evidence alone torces man to recognize the tact that his power is
severely limited and that he depends upon others tor his
survival. Tribal society operates froll this awareness, which is
reflected in the dangers associated with being an outlaw in such
a world. At the same time, like the desert tribes of Judeo-
Christian tradition, who also lived in a land unsuited to
agriculture, Northern man lived by killing. Without the instinct
to kill, a funduental expression ot the aggressive drive, the
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feasting that occupied so central a position in the social milieu
of Beowulf would be nr-n-existent, as would that society itself,
for Heorot could not have been built if Hrothgar had not been
given~, "success in war" (64-68). To these Norse
warriors, who at an early point in their violent history
comprised both men and women, 'heaven' was a constant round of
feasting and fighting in the g'reat superlunary hall of Valhalla.
The dictates of survival in a climate that could not sustain
a totally agricultural society suggest that, of L.S.B. Leakey's
two hypothesized hominid forms, the vegetarian and the carnivore,
the one most fitted for survival would have been the carnivore
(Johanson and Edey 100) who necessarily killed and ate the flesh
of animals and, conceivably, of other humans. With this in mind,
it is significant that Grendel was both a primitive human and a
cannibal, and that his ancestor: was cain, the archaic biblical
symbol of the activation of homicidal, or, in Konrad Lorenz's
term, "interspecific" aggression. The implications of
interspecific aggression in warrior society may be said to
parallel those identified by Lorenz as intrinsic to any animal
species particulerly disposed to aggressive behaviour: the
danger C!xists that they will kill one another off to the point of
species or racial annihilation (17-22).
The most important tools of such lien would most likely be
weapons, and this fact is reflected in the importance and awe
accorded their legendary Iron Age smith, WeIand, as opposed to
the semi-ridiculous aspect of the corresponding figure,
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Hephaestus, in the distant and idealized Age of Gold. Wotapons
tend to impa.rt a feeling of power that contradicts the sense of
limitation and constraint imposed by the natural world: and out
of this contradiction a fundamental tension might take root in
the psyche that may be expressed biologically as that engendered
when the zoological organism is faced with a primary survival
choice of "tight" or "flight" (Lorenz ~1-Z2). Lorenz associates
both these impulses with tear, but this discussion wishes to link
the "fight" impulse, symbolized in~ by the wild boar whose
image the Gaats wore on their helmets, to the aggressive
instinct, and to associate the "flight" impulse, symbolized by
the hart ot Heoret, with the psychological process of
transformation, which is the ultimate effect of the religious
instinct. It can be seen that the natures of these two tribes
did, indeed, parallel their totems -- the Geats faced out
confrontation (though it must be said that, except for Beowulf
and, later, wiglaf, they all held back in the end), while the
Scyldings' first impulse was to run in fear at the terror of
Grendel, and to seek solace and solution in the worship of their
primitive 9ods.
However, empowered above his natural physical capacities by
control of a weapon, even an escapist or pacifist mi9ht overcome
the instinctive desire to run frOm a more powerful opponent,
either human or animal, as the Scyldin9s might have done if
weapons had not been useless a9ainst Grendel (801-03); the
alternative course of action then would logically be to stand and
.,
fight. This, in fact, was the predominant and affirmed choice of
Beowulf's society. AS the pattern of vengeance in~
indicates, feuds and murders were inevitable in such a society I
and its history naturally reflected this fact. Lorenz' s research
implies, however, that this same instinctive tension in equally
matched antagonists in certain animal species ultimately resulted
in a transformation of the aggressive instinct into a pattern of
ritual behaviour that had the effect of deflecting the initial
aggression and preventing the fight to the death that, unchecked,
wo~ld have led to the destruction of the strongest members of the
species and, Ultimately, the species itself. In the human world,
such deflection is evident in games and diplomacy, both employed
by Beowulf's society. However, the necessity of maintaining
'equal strength' is intrinsic to the dynamic of this safeguard:
it is out of such awareness that the pragmatic rationale for arms
build-up in the 'superpowers' of twentieth century global society
includes this requirement, which is also a factor to be
considered in Beowulf's battle with Grendel, since both
antagonists were equally matched in their physical, if not their
psychic, powers. It is in the application of those powers that
they fundamentally differ, and the poet wants to establish that,
given two combatants of equal strength, another factor operates
to influence the outcome of a conflict -- the moral factor.
Indeed, although Grendel's power was not inconsiderable (even
after his death, his blood could melt iron), Beowulf trusted to
his moral advantage, affirming the power of good over evil in his
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battle with the monster of instinct that threatened Heorot. This
moral advantage 15 suggested. by the 2: 1 ratio of good to evil
implied. in the structure of t!le poem (Beowulf won two battles,
was overcome once) and also in the second reference to 2tit.ig,
"thirty· as II llleasure of Beowulf's strength (ct. lines 2361-62,
when he is said to swim from the land of the Frisillr.s carrying
thirty pieces of armour). A sense of moral rightness adds the
psychic powers of both consciousness llnd the unconscious to the
physical power of brute strength and is thought (in popular I or
'folk' wisdom) to give the individual fighting on the side of
'right' a distinct advantage. It is an advantage tbat Beowulf,
certainly. counts upon, from both a religious lind II social
perspective; and while his sense of having divine guidance is
duly recorded, the poet does not overlook the importance of the
social conventions in establishing this sense of right action.
It was this, as much as its practical necessity, that made the
heroic code so important.
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Rit.ua1 Behaviour &nc! the Beroic code
Beowulf was an outstanding hero to a warrior society in
which the word tor "hero" (~) was a synonym for "man." In
his world, the possibility for heroic action was available to
every man; its definition of heroism reflected the exigencies of
its precarious social condition. "Courage, loyalty, memorable
and honourable behaviour" (Wilson 1980: 44) were the requir.ed
attributes of these ~, whose existential choice was often
limited, as Jean Paul Sartre's Iron in the Soul has suggesten all
man's choices ultimately may be, to how they were going to face
death. A final rallying-~all of these hero-men, uttered by the
old retainer, Byrhtwold, as he urged his doomed comrades on in
The Battle of Maldon, went:
'Hige sceal ~e heardra, heorte ~a cenre,
mod sceal ~e mare, ~e ure maegen lytla4 (312-13).
Thought must be firmer, heart must be braver,
courage must be greater, as our strength grows
less (Hamer trans.).
These words poignantly reflect the "courage of despair"
(Hall trans. 100) that characterized the ideal of heroism to
which Beowulf subscribed and which, in his final battle, he
displayed in its most noble form; but~ is more than a mere
description of yet another glorious, doomed battle. It presents a
"complex vision of history and society, focusing on the struggle
of societies to evolve institutions and moral codes that will
ensure the survival of civilization" (Williams 17). And, it
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might be added, the struggle 01' outstanding individuals within
those s~cieties tc redefine and redirect the social patterns by
confrontation ....ith those ele.ents perceiVed, consciously or
unconsciously, to represent a threat to their world. Against
these forces it is necessary to wage war.
Given the established tact of violence in the milieu of
~ and the necessity of interacting within its context, and
adding to it the drunkenness hinted at by the poet ill his
frequent mention of the .!lAl.Y and .b.I.Q.t that played so central a
role in the festivities of these warrior men, the fragility of
their social order is not surprising. It would be more surprising
if they had managed to live in peace and harmony. Neverthelass,
while the world of the poe. does include wars, vendettas, blood
guilt, vengeance and violence as a way ot life tor the viking
tribes, and even the later, more peaceful Anglo-Saxon audience
themselves were prone to hitting one another over the head with a
depressing regularity, it could not be said that they did not
have standards of acceptable behaviour.
1·he heroic code was a de! inite code of conduct which is so
clearly delineated in~ that the poem itself might have
served as a kind o! training manual for the Germanic warrior
aristocracy.
The precise relationship between a true king and his
retainers ia demonstrated both positively (as in the examples of
Hrothgar, Rigelae and Beowulf himself) and negatively (as in the
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case of HereInod) to include- a jUdicious and generous sharing of
the spoils of battle in return £or fidelity in both war and
peace. The king was the "ring-giver" because this was, in fact,
exactly what he did, distribute gold rings to his thanes; one of
the tribes in~, the~, "Ring-Danes,"
were perhaps a sub-division of the mighty scylding race
particularly associated with Hrothgar in this aristocratic pact.
Another of the rules of behaviour was the c;:)nvention of boasting:
a warrior was encouraged to boast, perhaps because he would then
have to make good that boast, or be pUblically humiliated.
Another was the absolute necessity of taking revenge,
particularly for the killing of a kinsman. As Roberts says, "to
get revenge is to get relief from suffering, whereas passivity
crowns one sorrow with yet another sorrow" (ix). Action, not
passivity, was a cardinal virtue; but action must be controlled.
Grendel stands for potential action that has been rejected
by consciousness as antagonistic to its constructive aims, as
Grendel was antagonistic to the great hall of the scyldings. He
unleashed upon the sociE:.ty of Heorot all the violence and blood
lust inherent in that society itself, which had established
necessary, if often ineffectual, tabacs against the unrestrained
exercise of the aggressive function.
Chief among these taboos was the murder of kinsmen.
Descended from the fratricidal Cain, Grendel was less than human
because of his ancestor's sin against human brotherhood.
Nevertheless, in the human world of~, fratricide and
.6
hOlllicide were common crimes, for which the society paid in wars
and destruction. The fact that such murder WllS frequently
tolerated -- as in the case of Un.ferth -- only served to increase
the collective social quilt and render the society itself morally
defenceless against natural (or supernatural) repercussions.
Social systems of the warrior world would have had to take
into account the practical problems, as .uch as the llloral
question, of blood. quilt. The~, Doney paid to set-tIe a
blood feud, attempted to end the pattern of violence caused by a
primary act of aggression. In paying Hondscioh' 5~,
Hrothgar was, in a symbolic sense, atoning for the sin of cain,
and the obsession with blood guilt that permeates~ is more
than subliminally related to this primary fratricidal scene,
which includes a justification of carnivorous lIl"n and of the
aggressive instinct "hat ensured his survival.
In the sense that myths are "original revelations of the
pre-conscious psyche" (Jung 1958: 111), the murder of Abel and
the banishment of Cain, followed by the birth of Selh is a
mythological pre-statement of Leakey's anthropological theory
that carnivorous :man effectively won the battle tor survival.
cain, offering to God the fruits of his fields (Gen. 4:4)
symbolizes the vegetarian, or the agriCUltural, society that
archaeologists such as Marija Gimbutas believe pre-dated the
warrior world. The rejection of this offering by God, who
prefElrred the slaughtered lamb sacrificed by Abel, effectively
justifies the ultimate evolutionary tri\Ullph of the carnivorous
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hominid, because although Abel, the carnivore, died, his primal
instinct to kill was validated and accepted by God. Seth would
learn from this prima:.-] event that the instinct to kill was not,
however, to be turned against one's fellow man, nor used for any
purpose other than survival and, explicit in the idea of ritual
sacrifice, the glorification of God. In denying his instinct, or
repressing it, Cain lost control over it and, projected, this
energic force became a "demon crouching at the door" (Gen. 4:7,
New English Bible), rising at the extreme moment to impel him to
murder his brother. Possessed by this now uncontrollabe drive,
Cain was banished into "the Land of Nod, Which, in modern use, is
a metaphor for sleep, that space of time in which the instincts
run rampant and psychic forms enact their symbolic dramas close
to the surface of conscious awareness.
While the overt pattern of blood guilt and violence lay upon
the surface of awareness and was, in fact, a conscious moral
question of the society reflected in~, as indicated by the
poem's pre-occupation with the theme of fratricide, a much more
primitive sense of blood guilt is implicit in the cannibalistic
attributes of the monster, Grendel. It seems as though, although
civilized man had long overcome and deeply repressed the desire
for human flesh, somewhere, in the depths of the psyche, the
vestigial lust remained, surfacing in myth and ritual in such
forms as the ancient cannibalistic Bacchic rites and the human
sacrifices of Uppsala, recorded from heresay by Adam of Bremen
[and see Frazer (132-41)]. The picture of Grendel greedily
.s
devouring the body and blood of Hondscioh vicariously evokes this
ancient blood lust; its horror and fascination seem to hold even
Beowulf in thrall:
-Ilry&wy6 beheold
neg Rig-818ces, hu se mansca$a
under taergripum qataran wolde.
He l:!aet se aglaeca yldan pohte,
Be he gefenq hralfe forman si6e
slaependne rine, slat unwearnum,
bat banlocan, blocl edrum drane,
synsnaedum swealh; sona haafde
unlytigendes eal gefeormod,
fet cnd foba. (736-45)
Higelac's .ighty kinsman kept watching to
see how the evil destroyer would proceed
with his sudden grips. The monster had no
thought of waiting, but quickly seized a
sleeping warrior in his first attack, tore him
compulsively to pieces, bit into the ribs, drank
the blood from the arteries, swallowed him in huge
mouthfuls: soon he had totally consumed the lite-
less body, even the teet and hands.
One aight veIl vonder, here, why Beowulf did not act
i:mnediately to save his faithtul companion, Hondscioh, from this
grisly fate. It seems a little heartless of him to have
sacriticed one of his friends just to learn something about the
conster's fighting style. Perhaps it all happened too quickly,
or perhaps there is another explanation.
The apocryphal Book of Adam depicts cain as having drunk
Abel's blood atter the murder, a factor that aay or may not have
been known to the Anglo-Saxons (Williams 16) but one which, given
Grendel's descent from cain, points to an intrinsic association
ot the monster's cannfbalisa with humanity. A turther
association of this saturnine scene is, ot cours"i, the Christian
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ritual ot Holy communion, which synbolically enacts an archetypal
pai:.tern of repentance and redemption. ouring this rituc:l, the
participant is perhaps cleansed and reassured by its implication
of Christ's transformative acceptance of this unconscious
cannibalistic urge and His offering of Himself as its
fulfillment, both spiritually and physically:
And when he had given thanks, he broke it,
and said, Take, eat: this is the body which
is broken for you: this do in remembrance of
me.
After the same manner also he took the cup,
when he had supped, saying, This cup is the
new testament in my blood: this do ye, as oft
as ye shall drink it, in remembrance of me.
(1 Cor. 11:24-25)
In a more conscious application of the same metaphor, Jung
says that "if we are to develop further we have to draw to us and
drink down to the very dregs what, because of our complexes. we
have held at a distance" (1972: 33). Whether subconsciously,
through metaphor or ritual, or on a more conscious level through
experience, the individual must accept within himself the darkest
aspects of his humanity. By not preventing Grendel from this
full expression of his animal nature, Beowulf partakes of that
nature and accepts its full implications for himself. He
effectively shares in the devouring of Hondscioh, as he must, in
order to assimilate and thereby conquer the enemy within.
The name "Hondscioh," which may be interpreted to mean
"hand-shoe" or "glove," indicates an intimate connection of this
ill-fated warrior with BeOWUlf, whose distinguishing physical
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feature was the hand. Like a glove, Hondscloh effectively
protected Beowulf troll the eirect, annihilating experience. When
he then closes for the tight, Beowulf is in no doubt as to the
identity of his adversary: Grendel is the inverse correlative of
hi.self, both in po.er and in the expression of that power.
The differences between Beowulf and Grendel really begin
with their evolutionary status. Grendel lIay be seen as a
primitive precursor of homo sapiens, closer to homo erectus or
homo habiIis, whereas Beowulf was clearly intended to be a human
being in the fullest sense of the term, which implies a cultural
evolution as '<ie11 as II physical one. The development of lanquage
is seen to be integral to this cult'.Iral evolution by recent
theory, which wishes to redefine man as hOlla lqguens (Hawkes 89)
to reflect this aWl"reness. Tbe~ poet indicates his sense
at the importance ot language within the context ot his poetic
world by the flyting match between Beowulf and Unferth and the
diplomatic function ot the uBl, or formal speech. It is also
no coincidence that the poet's description at Grendel' 5
antagonism immediately tallows the words to the song of creation
sung by the scop in Heorot.
Neither Beowulf nor Grendel was simply an unconscious
biological being; any interpretation of their behaviour would
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have to acknowledge that both possessed the faculty of
consciousness. However, Beowulf also possessed self-
consciousness, which, though it may be possessed by other animals
to some degree, is a defining characteristic of ~1ll!..
The capacity for reflec"tive self-awareness enhances the instinct
to act by enabling the individual to reflect upon his actions, to
assess them in terms of their effectiveness and to judge them in
terms of their value, and it is from this philosophical
perspective, rather than from the merely biological, that the
fundamental differences between Beowulf and Grendel emerge. The
fight in this context effects the transformation of the
aggressive instinct into morally acceptable modes of behaviour.
The noral perspective is introduced by the poet in his biblical
allusions, partiCUlarly to the story of cain, Grendel's ancestor.
The Genesis myth with which the poet introduces Grendel
delineates a scenario that represents man's awareness of his own
evolving state of being, on both the ontogenetic and the
phylogenetic levels. While people lived in Eden, that is, in
that state of wholeness and purity associated with God, they were
pre-conscious, knowing nothing of good. or evil, nor anything of
death; after the "original sin" o~ opposition to God's will,
(perhaps psychologically referent to the state of pUberty, a
developmental state characterized by increased awareness and
rebellion) they became uniquely human, aware of death and sorrow
and divided in psyche as Adam and Eve were separated from one
another and from God.; with the sin of Cain there developed
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awareness of a lIlore sUbtle nature, Cllpable not only of
disobedience, or breaking away troD God, but also of active evil,
or "sin," which St. Paul depicted in Ro•• 7: 15-24 as a final
fraqmentation of psyche, the ultimate separation from the true
self and from God. It is, perhaps, ironic that every
evolutionary development of consciousness is perceived in
religious terms as antagonistic to God's purpose (although in
Anglo-Saxon times this was an established doctrine of the
Christian church) but it is at this point that the notion of free
will becomes important. Free will is a necessary philosophical
postUlation with reference to individuation, or becoming an
individual, a process imaginatively enacttld in the psyche by the
archetypal forms of prilllary conflicting ideas. Cain, hi!llself an
archetypal figure, close to the roots of consciousness, stands
for one of these ideas, representing in Judea-Christian mythology
.an's first deliberate act of evil, an act that .a.rks both the
po....er and the responsibility of the conscious mind to deter1lline
and choose bet....een SI2I1, "good" and ain, "evil," or, indeed,
bet....een ~ and mAD.
This choice has a particular relevance to the theme of
aggression, because it is the aggressive instinct that engages in
the worldly activities of man in society. Problems of history,
of morality and of volition, whether one is thinking of
individual ....ill or of intersocial objectives, derive from
situations created by the exercise of the aggressive instinct:
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since man must act, it seems to follow that some acts are 'right'
and scme are 'wrong. I
Beowulf's battle with Grendel, then, may be seen as the
deployment of heroic energy in conflict with forces that threaten
society, whether these forces reside within the psyche itself,
are projected onto the external world as forms of action, or
exist phenomenologically as constructs or entities. Beowulf
takes an active position in relation to these forces, defining
both them and himself in the process.
The essence of this self-definition is revealed, by Beowulf
himself in his report of the battle to Higelac, to be
fundamentally moral in nature:
He mec paer on innan unsynnigne,
dior daedfruma ged6n walde
manigra sumne; hyt ne myhte eva
syMan ic on yrre uppriht astod. (2089-92).
Therein the fierce evil-doer wanted to put me,
an innocent, along with many others;
this he could not do, after I stood upright in my
wrath.
The expression "to stand up" allied to the notion of "right"
as in lWWht, implies the idea of right action as a possibility
of choice and suggests linguistic evidence of the origins of man
as a pre-sapient being -- homo erectys, the forefather of h2I!lQ
~. The evolutionary 'decision' to "stand upright" may have
been man' s first choice, his first break with his primate
ancestors. In standing upright, an evolutionary choice that had
undeniable ramifications for man as a physical entity, hQmQ.
~ was making a decision which was radically to affect his
'0'
psychic makeup, tor in 'choosing' one JDOde ot living and beinq he
was essentially rejactinq another. The deqradation of the
serpent in the Garden ot Eden reflects .ythol09ically the
rationalization of this initial choice. The serpent, "lr nn, in
representing man's reptilian ancestors, stands for the absolutely
Other, that Other rejected by man in his pri.al choice. This he
calls evil, and to this symbol accrue all those things which his
developing consciousness reveals to hill as antagonistic to his
purpose of survival. Good and evil may by this means be seen as
the opposing possibilities of humanity's continuous, necessary
choices. Acceptance or rejection of these possibilities fO[lll the
lDeans by which man defines, and perhaps thereby creates, himself.
In pitting himself against the forces of evil as defined by
personal and collective consciousness, Beowulf is taking a moral
stand, and it is this position, supported. by his superior
strength and prowess, that has established. hi. as a heroic
figure. The image of Grendel foras a powerful collective
projection of the hero's antithesis. made necessary by society's
collective affirmation of the idea of heroislIl compounded by the
overt dedication of Beowulf's ego to the actualization of that
idea. Much as Beowulf might wish to disassociate himself from any
kinShip with his first adversary and despite his concerted
efforts to negate him, the hero and his antagonist are two
intrlnsically inseparable elements of Beowulf's whole psyche.
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n.~lUI.dtb.~
Beowulf and. Grendel ara symbolically linked in the same way
as are Gilqamesh and his "dark brother" Enkidu of the Babylonian
epic, or Tallesin and Mertran of Celtic Ilythology, as opposite
sides of the S&De coin. The illlpeccab.1.e hero, in maintaining his
heroic persona, must suppress or repress certain elements of his
whole being, and these elements aggregate to an archetypal £01111
that lurks just outside the borders of consciousness. Junq calls
this entity the "shadow," which he describes as, variously, a
"wild man" (like Enkidu), an "ape," or, perhaps more relevantly
in view of the bear-son theories of k2WU, ill "bear" C.Qi 12:87).
In the heroic age of which Beowulf is an archetypal relic,
the figure of the hero was the prevailing conscious ideal, and it
can be seen that BeoliUlf consciously defined himself with
reference to the heroic ethos, constructing an impressive public
face, or persona, by its precepts. However, it is significant
that in his youth, as lines 218)-89 indicate, Beowult was not
held in particular esteem; from this we ll.IIy conclude that his
mature status was as much a result of conscious application as of
natural ability. He had to '.ake sCllething of haself,' and this
he did. The conscious element of selt-construction is well known
to the illlage-makers of public figures in our time, but this
awareness is not, of course, peCUliar to the 20th century; the
dichotomy between public image and private person was possibly
observed even, or perhaps particularly, by the Viking or Anglo-
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Saxon ~. tor whom a fierce aspect, real or assumed, was not
only desirable but necessary.
It is easy to see how, in youth, supported by the social
convention ot boasting. the validation accorded the desire for
fame and glory, and his early successes, Beowulf .ight have
believed himself everything he claimed to be; it is easy to
understand how it might have been necessary for hi.. to lIaintain
this belief. His insistence that it should be~, til
... alone" (431) who vanquishes the monsters, his seeDingly
megaloManiacal insistence upon taking apparently unnecessary
risks (displayed in his determination to seek out Grendel lind
also in his swblJling match with Breca) and his assertion that he
had divine quidance lind appointment might be seen in this light,
though the positive effect of his self-assertion is noted. The
power of his successful persona to attract the admiration and
confidence of others is illustrated by the Danish coastguard' s
instant recognition of Beowulf's exceptional aspect, and by the
willinqness of his own men to follow hi. into danger.
'l1lrough such physical and psychic .anifestations, sanctioned
by the ego, Beowulf acquired a reputation for bravery and
prowess, the visible attributes of a hero; these attributes he
presented to the rest of the world, and perhaps to himself, as
the whole of his character. But this was not the whole Beowulf.
His boasting words, his reclai.inq of his reputation from
Unferth's charge, his profeaaed disdain for weapons and his
stated willinqness to risk a ghastly death in pursuit of fame,
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however glorious, were superficial, more concerned with the
appearance of things than with things in themselves. Such is the
preoccupation of the persona.
Best described in T.S. Eliot's phrase as a "face to meet the
faces that you meet," the persona's purpose is two-fold: it first
of all desires to make III specific, usually positive impression
upon other people, the idea understood in the popular use of the
term "image"; secondly, it acts as a more or less effective mask
that conceals t.he individual's inner self, or soul, from others.
In Four Archetypes, Junq defines the persona as "that which in
reality one is not, but Which oneself as well as others thinks
one ig" (57).
The relationship of the persona to its counterpart. the
shado..... has been classically represented in R.L. stevenson's
story of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. in ....hich an important factor in
the maintenance of the persona is shown to be the activation of
repression. Just as the negative qualities of the good Dr.
Jekyll were forced under the surface of consciousness and emerged
in the form of an evil destroyer. Mr. Hyde, so the destructive
qualities of the hero, Beowulf, were repressed so that they were
forced to emerge in the~, "evil destroyer" (712),
Grendel.
Apart from the necessary bravado of his formal speeches, by
which means Beowulf established a persona over which he had total
control, the hero's reaction to Grendles gryre, "the terror of
Grendel" (478) reveals the operation of repression in the
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creation of both persona and shadow, tor the Qeveloplllent of the
8.rchetypal ideal of herois. into a viable persona required that
Beowulf repress an elell.ent of hwaan nature basic to existence and
necessary to survival, Le., the elellent of fear.
It is a little disconcerting to discover the extent to which
the young Beowulf has repressed this nonaal human response if
only because, if he really feels no fear, it is difficult to
think of him as a hero. He becomes, instead, merely a very
strong man who doesn't have the sense to realize the danger he is
facing_ Clearly, of course, this is not the case. Beowulf draws
a very accurate, blackly hwaourous (if somewhat melodramatic)
picture of his possible fate should he fail to overcome Grendel:
He t>u minne t>earft
hafalan hydan ac he me habban wille
d(r)eore fahne, qif mec dea~ nimedl:
byre$ blodiq wael, byrgean ~ncel,
ete6 anqenqa unmurnlice,
mearca4 Illorhopu; no 5u ymb lIines ne pearft
lices feorme leng sorgian (445-51).
You will have no need to cover my head (in
burial) if death seizes me; instead, he will
carry off my corpse, dripping with blood, thinJdnq
to eat me; the aqgressor will feast pitilessly,
will stain the Iloorfastnesses; no longer need you worry
about the feeding of my body.
Beowulf has a great sense of drama, but it is also all true;
he is facing the qrim realities. Hia boasting, and his black
humour, constitute his attempts to distance himself from his fear
and thus to gain control over it. By not acknowledging his c',m
fear nor admitting it to conscious affirmation, by repressing it
as abhorrent to a man of heroic stature, Beowulf relegated this
,.9
emotion to his shadow, Grendel, who exhibits both fear and
cowardice in his encounter with the implacable hero.
Robert Louis Stevenson describes this aspect of the shadoW'
perfectly in his deceptively ingenuous children's poem entitled,
appropriately enough, "My Shadow":
He hasn't got a notion of how children ought to play
And can only make a fool of me in every so~ of way
He stays so close beside me - he's a coward you can see
I'd think shlUll.e to stick to nursie as that shadow
sticks to me I
Although hardly 1isplaylng the endearing weaknesses of
Stevenson' 5 Shadow, Grendel was Obviously terrified when the
fight began in earnest, and wanted only to escape:
he on mode wear'
~;~:tw~~s!~r~~infU~~ ~y :~~d;r~ ~:~~;~~r fleon
aeean deena gedraeg ... (753-56)
He became terrified in heart and soul and
yet could not escape. His mind was eager to get away;
he wanted to flee to a hiding place, to seek the
company of devils .•.
Despite his inferior qualities, or perhaps because of theil,
Grendel has emerged out of the borderlands of consciousness as a
~aunting image that evokes an undercurrent of empathy even as he
terrifies.
At the height of his conflict with Beowulf, Grendel was no
longer frightening but pitiable, although whether we should
expect the audience of~ (as opposed to the poet) to
sympathize with this view on any sort of conscious level is
doubtful. Far more likely, they would greet Grendel's
destruction with shUdders of relief as, the poet tells us, those
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....ho suffered because of the monster felt only joy at his
destruction. This, however, d~s not neqate our sympathetic
i.pulse: we no lonqsr believe in the objective existence of
s'Jpernatural monsters and so no lonqer fear them, and, as modern
disgust for past atrocities such as the aedieval and early modern
witch crazes illustrates, the reduction of fear leads, over the
course ot. tiDe, to pity for the one-time object of tear. As
knowledge increases, however, the thing whlch is feared simply
changes its form. We may not fear Grendel, we might pity him;
but a contemporary terrorist is another matter, though their
motivation and alienation might be disturbinqly similar under the
gaze of eternity. The same deflection of conscious fear occurs
in~, so that the fire dra.gon is a far more terrifying
creature than Grendel, not because the supernatural held a
greater power over the Anglo-Saxon than the 'modern' mind, but
because the sub-hUlllan. or nearly hWllan, figures of Grendel (and
his mother) might conceivably have beCc.. assimilated into the
real.. of conscious understanding and thus accepted, leaving the
more abstract, less comprehensible concept of evil to hover in
the metaphysical realm, until it found expression in a form that
could not come undar the control of, nor be contained in, the
consci"U:i province. In~ the symbol of absolute evil is
the ~, a creature that cannot be reduced to a pitiable size.
Pity and fear, Aristotle says, are the emotions generated by
an apprehension of tragedy, and the ::elation of these emotions to
experience suggests that tragedy is the natural forti for the
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expression of human reality. If Grendel can be seen as a tragic
figure, as is possible within the context of this poem, it is
natural to see him as, in some measure, human -- as, indeed, he
is, because aside from his theoloqical and sociological
symbolism, Grendel represents an aspect of the psyche that is
close to the experience and consciousness of every human being.
Grendel was not simply an emissary of hell, an agent of
evil; as the "bearer" of God's anger he was a creature of hell,
helle haeftoD, "hell's captive" (788), where hell is understood
as that state farthest from the love and light of God. In his
own pain he was driven to inflict pain upon others; hated by God,
he was driven to hatred of God and His creatures (Which include,
by definition, himself). This may be emotionally sound not
merely for Grendel, but for many of the world's alienated people,
who have ample occasion to feel far from the embrace of God,
victims of a cruel retribution or a cycle of crime and punishment
perhaps, like that ot cain, greater than they can bear. The
terrorist is not a monster, but a human being, and exists in
human nature as Grendel existed in Beowulf.
S.L. Dragland has noted the integral relationship of Beowulf
and Grendel in his exploration of terms comJDon to both, and
particularly notes the word~, which he says can mean
either "monster" or "hero" (617), and the poet quite specifically
indicates that they are equally, if inversely, empowered by
assigning numerical values to the strength of each: Beowulf is
said to have the strength of thirty men in his famous hand-grip,
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while Grendel, in his first raid upon Heorot, made off with
thirty thanes.
Although their physical strength was equal, Beowulf and
Grendel were radically opposed in the application of their
powers. In choosing to trust to the power of good and acting on
that faith, Beowulf validated his conscious Doral sense in the
exercise of his freedom of choice, which may be the fundallental
responsibility attached. to human power. Grendel, on the other
hand, had no freedom of choice: he was in the grip of compulsion,
controlled by his instincts.
The poet indicates this cOllpulsion in his use of the passive
voice to describe the obsession that controlled Grendel as he
contemplated the sleeping- warriors:
"a his mod. ahloq;
llynte ~aet he gedaele, ller tK'n daeg cwome,
ato! aglaeca anra gehvylces
lif vic! lice, ~a biu alumpen waes
wistfylle wen. (730-34)
Then his spirit laughed aloud; the horrible
wretched creature thought that be would separate
life from the body of every one of them before
day came, for the hope of great feasting had come upon
him.
The essential passivity of the phrase ho him dumpen
wlu!S/wvstfylle wen, "the hope of great feasting had come upon
him" makes it possible to see Grendel as the ophites saw cain,
a victim, not only of his own nature, but of an unjust God who
permitted that nature to exist. He vas, in another sense, a mere
tool, an instrument of God' 5 will, for the poet tells us QQ:s!n
~, "he carried/wore God's anger" (711) not just against
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himself but against erring mankind as well, in the same way that
Judas or t~,e serpent in the Garden of Eden were instruments.
Augustine I s notion of evil as coming under the control of God and
in the service of some ultimate good is i_plied here, as well as
in the passage where God is referred to as~, "Creator" or,
perhaps, "Method,n a coqnomen3 that implies purpose:
j,aet waes yldum cup,
paet hie ne moste, ~a Metod nolde,
se s[c]ynsca1,:)a under sceadu bregdan (705-07)
It was well known to men that the demon foe
could not drag them to the shades below when
the Creator did not will it (Hall trans.).
In his role as the bearer of God' sanger, Grendel is
understood to have a purpose directly relevant to the whole of
mankind, serving to embody man's s:,n and to carry with him the
wages of that sin, death. The fact, as Hrothgar (or, perhaps,
the scop in an aside) asserts, that God eabe maea bone dolsceallan
daeda getwaefan I, "God can easily separate the mad ravager from
his deeds" (478-80) reinforces this impression. If, as this
passage suggests, Grendel was subject to the will of God, and
that will made use of Grendel's sub-hulllan nature to punish
mankind for whatever transcendental purpose, it hardly seems fair
that he should have had to suffer doubly the harshness of God's
jUdgement and be damned in spirit as well as in nature.
:5 C.L. Wrenn notes that it was probably Caedmon who first used
....ords like ~,~,!!!!!.ls!Q.[,~ and H.lm..iht.1sl in a
Christian sense (26).
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A poiqnant sense ot injustice pervades the poet's picture or
Grendel, and the thelle of John Gardner's novel, ~, derives
from the sense of vulnerability and pain that e!lanates f~olD the
monster even in the throes of his fiendish violence. The poet
perJllits a sympathetic understanding of Grendel from the very
beginning. when he points out certain features of the story of
Cain that seem unduly harsh, particularly his "feud" with God,
asserting that cain (or, perhaps, Grendel) De gefeoh .haere
~, "had no joy of that faud" (109) Ilnd recalling the curse
that attached itself not only to him hut to his descendants.
Because, in the Genesis myth, Cain did not die, but carried
his sin and blood guilt with him outside the borders of civilized
llfe, we infer that his descendant, Grendel, lives, moves and
acts under the control, and by the penaission, of God.. The myth
acknowledges the inevitable continuation in the hwaan race of
potentially destructive aggressive illpulses: hatreds, jealousies
and, especially. murderous inClinations, deriving from and
perpetuating a multi-faceted. pain that haunts the reader of
~ from the poet's insight into the cause of Grendel' 5 agony
(86-90) to the final vision of Beowulf, drigrigne {ealdres !let
~, "bleeding, and at the end of his life" (2789-90).
The story of Grendel especially is a study in the components
of pain. He is described as dreamUl! bedaeled, "deprived of joys"
(720) and~, "joyless" (1720). His pain at the obvious
joy of the revellers in Heorot and his need. to hurt them in turn
recall, as A.D. Horgan has said, another of Cain's descendants,
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Lamech (1.3), who killed, to avenge his own pain, "a young man to
my hurt" (Gen. 4:23). The poet also vividly describes Grendel's
mortal wound, a particularly gruesome one, frOID which he does not
immediately die but escapes to sutfer a slow and painful death:
Licsar gebad
atol aeglaeca; him on eaxle wear'"
syndolh sweotol, seonowe onsprungon,
burston banlocan. Beowulfe wear4
gu4hre6 qyfe~el scolde Grendel tJonan
feorhseoc fllbn under fenhleo5'u,
secean wynleas wiel wiste t>e geornor,
t>aet his aldres wa~s ende ge90ngen,
dogera daegrim. (815-23)
Pain shot through the body
Of the grisly monster: a hideous gash
Appeared in his shoulde.t", the sinews sprang apart,
The joints burst.Glory in battle was given to Beowulf;
Grendel had to flee from there
Mortally wounded to the cover of the fen-cliffs,
Had to make for his joyless den.He knew now for certain
That the end of his life had come,
The number of his days. (Roberts trans.)
And there is his scream of agony and despair which strikes fear
into the hearts of the Danes:
Sweg up astag
niwe geneahhe; NOr~DenUlll stod
atelic egesa, anra gehwylcum
l'ara ~e of weal Ie wop gehrydon,
gryreleo~ galan Godes andsacan,
sigeleasne sang, sar wanigean
helle haefton. Heold hine faeste
se ~e manna waes maegene strengest
on ~aem daege ~ysses lifes. (782-90)
Up rose an uncanny howl; dire terror seized
the North-Danes, each and every one of them
who heard, from the wall, the shrieking,
the adversary of God singing his terrible song,
his dirge of defeat, hell's captive screaming
his pain. He who was the very strongest man
at that time in this 'World held him fast.
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Beowulf was not perJIitted to klll Grendel outright
because b!l Metod nolde, "the Creator cUd not will it" (967). It
was enough that, in tearing off his arm, Beowulf negated
Grendel's power to act against Hearct. The fact that Grendel did
manage to get away. although at a terrible price, pa.rallels the
story of cain, whom God. cursed but spared. The curse was
mitigated by the injunction that no man should kill him, the
implicit message being that vengeance belongs to God, not man;
nevertheless, the Kenites, Cain's descendants in biblical
history, assumed a mandate to wreak vengeance sevenfold upon
anyor.-=! 'Jho killed II member of their tribe (~ 797). To
institutionalize vengeance, as did the Kenites and the society of
~, is to perpetuate evil as a certainty. rather than a
possibility, or action. This was the intrinsic, necessary evil,
resident within Heorot, that arfected every person there, so
that, troll the very outset, Heorot was doolled. The scop's
description of the hall lIakes this doom i1allediate and inescapable
by foreshadowing:
Sele hlifade
heah ond horngeap; hea50vyllla bad,
lallan liges; ne waes hit lenge ~a gen
~aet sa ecqhete a~ullsweorlln
aefter waelni6e waecnan scolde. (81-85)
Boldly the hall reared
its arched gables; unkindled the torch-flame
that turned it to ashes. The tiDe was not yet
when the blood-feud should bring out again
sword-hatred in sworn kindred (Alexander trans.).
The ineVitability of such II tate for Heorot seems as tied to
the sin of Cain (~, "murderous envy") as was the fate of
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Grendel. No-one was exempt from the quilt that destroyed Beorot,
neither the highest chief nor the lowest f!!!9.n.
Hllorot and it.. Shadow of Guilt
The notions of sin and quilt seem to arise from an attempt
on the part of human consciousness to assimilate the evidence of
cause and effect and the reality of death into the psyche. This
thematic idea in~ comes to a high point in the hero I s
final battle with the H:i..rn.. At the early stage of his
development represented in his battle with Grendel, guilt is
:introduced overtly in the case of Unfertb, by implication in the
case of Hrothgar, and intrinsically with reference to the entire
Scyldinq race.
That man is sinful, th<'\t he suffers pain and death precisely
because of an "original sin," is a basic tenet of Christianity,
one to which the Anglo-saxon king Alfred the Great subscribed
with devout sincerity. A heroic exemplar himself, one who
advanced his society in many iuportant ways, Alfred believed that
the viking raids were a punishment for the Anglo-saxons I
spiritual transgressions. Significantly, he identified the
solution to the problem of sin as education (n 1: 259-60). If
people WClre better educated, he reasoned, they would understand
more, and be less inclined to act out of irrational impulse.
Like Alfred, the~ poet addressed the problem of man's
11.
sinful nature by taking a psychological approach to the question
ot' quilt and proposing an intellectual -- a diplolllltiC --
solution.
The scylding race lived under the shadow of quilt, implicit
and explicit, in the person of Unferth, ....holl Beowulf i.mmediately
recognized as the negative influence, not solely because of
Unferth's disruptive challenge to hi.self. A cain-figure, quilty
of the murder of his brothers, Unterth, whose name ("un-peace")
can be interpreted to mean "strife" (51s8111 41) or "nonsense"
(Fred C. Robinson 43-48), personifies a kind of discord that
permits the incursion of destructive forces at Heorot; as well,
he stands for the potential for absolute disorder, or entropy,
that exists within every ordered system.
The chaotic principle, manifest as entropy, has both
physical and psychica.l i.plications. Like King Alfred,
mathematicians have identified "infonLlltion," or, in other "lords,
education, as the counterfoil to entropic force (Bullock am:
stallybrass 207). The k2l!!Y..l.! poet's implicit Ilessage, too, is
that any defence against chaos must begin 1n the mental sphere,
because he has Beowul f subdue Unferth, not with weapons or any
form of physical violence, but with words.
The 'flyting' of Beowulf and Unferth was within a we11-
established Anglo-Saxon tradition that served to deflect the
aggressive drive onto another, more socially acceptable level of
expression. The matter over which Beowulf and Unferth engaged in
their battle of worda involves a story that illustrates another
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of the ways aggression is deflected in society, because although
Sisam contends that Unferth, in attempting to start a quarrel
about the outcome of the swimming match between Beowulf and
Breca, was really "testing" the newcomer (40-43), it could also
be said that he was attempting to subvert the social value of
friendly competition and striking at the heart of the strictly
formal dictates of the "guest-host relationship" that John
Leyerle shows as fundamental to the social control necessary to
maintain order in the volatile warrior society. Beowulf rose to
the challenge of Unferth' s violations with a devastating counter-
accusation that pulled no punches and yet did not provoke or
penult counterattaCk. He was, in other words, a master of tough
diplomacy. Unferth "'as the ~, the "spokesman" or "orator," of
Hrothgar's court, so ",e may presume a certain expertise ",ith
",ords in his quarter (how else would he have escaped punishment
for fratricide?); but he was no match for BeolJUlf, who perhaps
had truth and the courage of his convictions on his side.
The mental capacity of Beowulf's courage is shown by
WUlfgar's description of the Geat hero. He called Beowulf
heardhicgende, "brave minded" (394), a designation later applied
by the poet to the other Geat heroes who, recovering their
senses, attempted to come to Beowulf's aid in tl:!" battle with
Grendel (799). Wulfgar's words remind us that the battle with
Grendel was one that required strength of mind and spirit as well
as of body; it was a battle of conscious mind and value against a
12.
force that threatened to destroy the order imposed by
consciousness upon the world ot behaviour.
Unterth represents this negative force present within Reoret
itself. and not only present, but tolerated, even given a
favoured position. His tauntinq of Beowulf is relliniscent of
Loki's constant taunting of the Gods of Asgard; both of them
sought to create division tor its own sake. They are pure
chaotic types, as subtle in their ways as Iage was in his.
Beowulf might have recognized this characteristic in Unterth
instinctively, but he also had the infonaation to back up his
defence. His charge against Unferth (590-601) involved
Hrothgar's courtier personally in the responsibility for
Grendel's raids. Perhaps, as Beowulf asserted in lines 588-89,
Unferth will suffer his personal retribution in the afterworld.
However, Heorot, as a physical and a social structure, can only
pay in the material world, as, indeed, it did, long after its
ritual 'cleansing' by Beowulf, with the uprising of another
member of the court of Heorot, Hrothgar's fraternal nephew
Hrothulf, Who, according to some interpretations, was to murde-r:
his kinsman, the king's son and heir, Hrethric. This, in
addition to the continuing raids of Grendel, ensured the
enactment of God's promise of retribution which, on the
psychological level, becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy set in
lIlotion by sin (the breaking of a taboo) and its natural
psychological companion, quilt.
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Hrothgar, ruler of the scyldings, was also guilty, both of
tolerating evil within his own court by simply being blind to its
machinations and (an unstated, but dramatically implicit fact) by
his failure to live up to the responsibilities of kingship,
implied in his unwillingness to face Grendel. Although, as
earlier observed, neither the poet nor the society of Heorot
seemed to blame Hrothgar, there might be subtle ridicule implicit
in the picture of Hrothgiu leaving the hall to seek the comfort
and security of his wife's bed (662-65) and emerging later the
next morning, after the battle had been decided, from the
~, the "woman's apartment" (921) and~, "in the
company of maidens" (924). Athough, on the surface of things, it
seems perfectly acceptable for Hrothgar to~ with his wife,
and temale attendants could hav been Wealhtheow's attendants, the
ridicule might have been deserved on another level, because
Hrothgar did fail to provide an example of kingly behaviour for
his subjects, and, it might be contended, also shirked a duty
attendant upon his high office: the duty to accept the ultimate
responsibility for, and the consequences of, the actions of his
people, however dire those consequences might be. And they could
be very dire indeed, as Sir James Frazer indicates in~
Golden Bough. His research into the ritual of human sacrifice,
which was cOIll1llon to many ancient civilizations, includes the
information that, it the gods were angry, for whatever reason,
with a partiCUlar tribe, they would be appeased only by the
sacrifice of the supreme member of that tribe, or a member of his
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family (173 ft.). Frazer also notes that the old Swedish kings
of ancient Scandinavian t"'adition cou.ld reign only for a period
ot nine years, atter which they would be put to death, unless
they could find a substitute to die for th... The fateful ritual
was held at Uppsala (132). So lIuch is lIade of Hrothgar's great
age and his lengthy tern of office that, in view of this
tradition, it seems possible there was some suggestion of
subliminal guilt in this fact alone.
The ritual of human sacrifice was not just a pagan
tradition, however. A similar concept appears in the Bible, in
Yahweh's command to Abraham (Gen. 22:1-13). Yahweh, perhaps, did
not really want the sacrifice, merely the proof that Abraham was
willing to make it; but still, the demand was made. Technically,
therefore, from both a pagan and a Christian perspective,
Hrothgar should have oftered. hilllSelf or one of his sons as a
ritual sacrifice, or at least attempted to confront Grendel
hilllseif. Yet, althoug-h the Scyldings, appealing- to -heathen
g-ods,- did indeed promise sacrifices (cf. lines 175-178) the
Royal Family remained safely out of harm's way, thus violating- a
primary, though perhaps unconscious, social and relig-ious
obllg-ation, self-sacrifice. Which is not, ultimately,
surprising, for Hrothgar, unlike Beowulf, had only inherited, not
earned, his high office.
The scylding tribe itself bore a burden of quilt that seems
to goo beyond mere collective social responsibility. Even the
nalle, Scylding, thoug-h preS\Ullably derived from the tribe's
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founding ancestor, Seyld scefing, carries resonances of the OE
~, "guilt." Because of the multivalent properties of OE
words, it might be possible to contend that this was a deliberate
pun, but even if the name is interpreted as "Sons of Scyld," when
Scyld also means "shield," a defensive weapon with implications
of institutionalized violence, it is impossible to avoid implicit
associations with the pattern of quilt and retribution recurrent
in the drama of mankind as both a historical and a psychic
collective entity. This association is also suggested in the
orthographic similarity of the OE :mAll, which means "crime,"
"guilt" and "evil" and llliID., mon, or mA!!JlA, which refer,
respectively, to the individual and the whole human race. In
this sense the scyldings were Sons of Guilt, as were the Anglo-
Saxons and all descendants of Adam.
Into this milieu, where everything that was fine and good
was being insidiously destroyed by the undetected corruption
seething within its own core as much as by the enemy outside (an
eneny made necessary by its own blindness, which necessitated the
projection of its faults upon the external world) Beowulf
appeared as a champion, perhaps a heroic Redeemer. Like Christ,
he was, as he himself maintained,~, "sinless" (2089) and
this, coupled with the fact that he was not himself a Scylding,
raised him above the historical pattern of quilt in which the
Scyldings were enmeshed. He entered the world of Heorot as a
pure source of energy, directed towards the achievement of a
single cOllUllitment: the "cleansing" of Heorot, that is, its
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redemption from the powers ot eVil, in which cause he was ready.
if need be, to sacrifice himself.
The ••t. of Beorot and the Beroic Body
The world represented in~ by Reorot is "the fenced-in
world of man" (Haarder 340). a social and ideological construct
that represents the body of consciousness, or all those
structures and relationships by which the conscious mind orders
and understands its world. The importance of maintaining the
contours of Heorot is equal to the importance of maintaining the
supremacy of consciousness itself, for outside it. walls may lie
the "boundless world of monstrous nothingness" (Haarder 340). the
chaos that threatens its annihilation. With the incursion of
Grendel who, as the archetypal shadow, is the~, "the
borderwalker" between consciousness and the unconscious, the
chaotic principle crosses the border into the ordered world of
the ego. This archetypal principle challenges the possessions of
the ego and attempts to pollsess theil, as Grendel atteJlpted to
hold Heorot. However, as Grendel no bone gitsto1 gretan
moste Imabbum tor Metode, "could not approach the 91ft-throne,
that precious thing, because of the Lord" (168-69), the shadow's
power is liJ1ited by the archetypal will to good.
Indeed, the shadow, though "potentially the 1II0st dangerous
of all the archetypes," is the least powerful of all the psychic
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forms, because it is closest to man's conscious understanding and
can be understood in terms of man hImself (Hall and Nordby 48).
Although it takes a heroic ego to face up to the shadow, and
although most men, upon encountering it, would run away just as
the scyldings did, confrontation with the shadow is only the
fLest major contest on the path to individuation, a psychic
process that continues throughout the physical life of the
individual and leads to a resolution in which, theoretically, the
psychic and physical are united in a moment of transcendence,
perhaps of transmutation, such as that suggested by st. Paul in
his concept of the spiritual body (I Cor. 15:44; and see Chapter
V).
Both a physical and ill psychic construct, Heorot stands for
the physical, the material and the objective, as well as the
ideological manifestation of man as a psycho-physical being. As
such, Heorot is the body of man; not merely his social or his
spiritual body, as Alvin Lee suggests in his interpretation of
Heorot as World or Church (25-26), although that is, of course, a
natural extension of meaning, but fundamentally, as his physical
body, the 'dwelling place' of his spirit, or soul.
Descriptively and etymologically, this image is clear in
~. Heorot is described in bodily terms When the poet
speaks of Grendel's arrival at the M, "the mouth" (724) of the
hall, and the OE synonyms for "body" are often compound forms or
derivatives of words such as~, "home" and lll!.§., "house," as in
~, "body home" (3177) or~, "bone-house (skeleton?)"
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(2508), employing a metaphor ot the body as the "house" or "home"
of the spirtt.
'11le name, Heorot, "hart," is reinforced by the poet I s
description of it as~. "horn-qabled" (82). Like the
b..2xnA.li. in the Finnesburg fragment (1,4). the antlers of this
animal, taken as trophies, adorned the walls of the meadhall. A
symbol of the soul, as well as a sexual symbol, with both
aggressive and passive qualities, the hart is the animal
associated with the Norse patriarch, Odin (Wilson 1980: 33). Its
religious significance, established by the archaeological find of
the golden horns of Gallehu5 (Wilson 1980: 13) is introduced by
the poet in his description of Grendel's pool:
3>eah ~ hea&stapa hundrum geswence~,
beorot barnum trum holtwudu sece,
feorran geflyaed, aer he teorh sele6,
aldor on otre, aer he in wille,
hatelan {beorqan]: nis ~aet heoru stow! (lJ68-72)
Although, harried. by the hounds, the heathstalker,
the hart, stroll9 in its horns, (might) seek the
forest, chased troll: afar he will sooner give up his
life, his beinq, on the brink, than plunqe in to
save his head. That is no pleasant spot!
Enhanced by the suggestive separation ot "lite" and "beinq"
from consciousness and physical safety implied here in the phrase
"to save his head," the hart is a symbol of pure spirit, the soul
that would sooner choose bodily annihilation than immerse itself
in evil. As the hart is the symbol of Heorot, and Heorot stands
for the physical and. social body of lIan, the hall is also to be
identified with the soul in the sense that Christian man defines
himselt as the being ....ho has a soul. It is true that even in its
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purely physical appointments, Reoret does not represent qross
materialitY1 as a creation of the toremost artisans and craftsmen
of legendary time, it represents the finest expression ot
communal ideals that collective :JIan could create in conjunction
with, and opposition to, the given factors ot his own creature
being. In an artistic sense, man creates himself out ot himself,
out of an awareness that his total reality is somethinq more than
he consciously knows, and out of the hope, inspired by this
awareness, that his absolute being includes the possibility of
perfection. The perfection of being which is conceived, in part,
as i1Q1l\ortlllity is symbolized by the gold adornments in Reorot.
As an ideal structure, Reorot was therefore not simply man's
mundane body but was, or aspired to be, his heroic body as well,
embodying all that was noble and good in the heroic age, all the
ideals and notions of man's self-image that evolved out of, or
into, the heroic ethic. Integral to this idea was the notion of
Illan as a tragic am heroic figure, valiantly struggling against
powerful and hostile forces, doomed to inevitable destruction and
death but occasionally allowed a victory that peraitted him to
postulate hia uitilllate triumph. Perhaps it is the possibility of
triumph and the hope of immortality that renders the fact of
death so alien to the human spirit, in the face of its
inevitability for the human body.
The poet makes the final connection between Heorot and the
physical body Illost poignantly in his description of the hall
after the raids of Grendel, particularly the final raid, which is
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followed by a h01ll11y on death in which the destruction and death
inflicted by Grendel in Reorot is co.pared to the death and decay
ot the body itself:
Waes ~et beorhte bold tobrocen 5wl&
eal inneweard irenbendUSl faest,
heorras toblidene: hraf ana ...~naes
eal1es ansund. t>e se aglaeca
~r~~~=a~~U:n:~9 N~nll;~:a;~e~~:Sd.
to betleonne - fremme se ~ wille -
ac gesecan seeal sawlberendra
nyde genydde. ni~ bearna,
grundbuendra. gearwe stowe,
l'aer his lichoma. legerbedde faest
swefel' aefter symle. (997-1008)
That radiant house, all bound within with
iron bands, was very broken, the hinges
sprung apart: only the roof remained intact,
when the .anster, stained with wicked deeds,
turned in flight, in despair ot his lite.
That is not easy to escape fro. - let him try
who will - for every .an' s son on this earth
must seek the place prepared for the bearers of
souls: there his body, fast in its bed of death,
will sleep after the banquet.
With the~, "iron bands" suqqestive of the rib-
cage, the whole structure carryinq intbWltions of a COffin, and
the metaphor of death as the sleep that follows the feastinq of
life, Heorot is a metaphor for the element of the physical body
comparable to that identified by John A.T. Robinson's explication
ot the~ of St. PauJ.'s theological construction. It is this
element of the body th..t, even for Beowulf, must inevitably
suffer final defeat at the stroke of death.
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l'be Deore De!bscua
Beowulf was always aware of the possibility of both death
and defeat. Before his battle with Grendel, he made a speech
that acknowledged this possibility even as it committed him
irrevocably:
'Ie lJaet hogode, 1>a Ie on holm gestah,
saehat gesaet mid Ilinra secga qedriht,
!laet Ie anunga eowra leoda
willan geworhte, o1X5e on waal crunge
feondgrapum faest. Ie gefre1ll1llan sceal
eorlie ellen, 01>& endedaege
on pisse meoduhealle minne gebidanl'
(631-39 zupitza)
'I was determined, when I put out to sea,
set out in my ship with my company of men,
that I would completely fulfill the wishes
of your people or fall in death, fast in
the grip of the enemy. I will show the
courage of a hero, or in this meadhall pass
my last day! I
Balanced against the uncertainty of victory, which was
outside his power to predicate, is Beowulf's awareness of what
possibilities lay within his power: he would win 2.l: he would die
in the attempt. Either way, his heroic stature was assured,
because in his world it did not matter that you won; it mattered
that you fought.
This ideal represents the last stand of heroic effort in a
civilization that continually faced cultural and physical
extinction. Thee is a probability that, largely because of
interspecific aggression and internecine violence, the average
life-span of individuals and even communities in Anglo-Saxon
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times was predictably short, and evidence indicates that the
Anglo-Saxon language, religion and heroic ethic was under fatal
assault from the "slow and gradual transfonaation lt (Herrin 127)
effected over the course of the sixth to the ninth centuries by
the powerful intluence of Roman Christianity, to say nothin9 of
the cultural assimilation ineVitably effected by successive
invasions. The early Christian belief that the world was going
to end in the year A.D. 1000 with the second COlling of Christ
(Wilson 1980: 41) doubtless had a profound emotional effect on
the people (even, or perhaps especially, on the non-Christian
people, who would not have had cause for rejoicing but may.
nevertheless, have inherited the superstitution) of the poet's
society, bringing home to them not only the imainence of their
own individual deaths but also the prospect of total annihilation
froll "<lhich even the physioloqical solace of genetic, or racial,
continuity was withdrawn. This dark theme continues throughout
~, weaving its way froa the initial threat of Grendel, who
tried to "dim1nish and destroy" (cf. 1337) the scylding race, to
the final battle with the fire dragon, when Beowulf's death
rendered the Geats vulnerable to invasion leading to chaos,
enSlavement, dispersion and annihilation. Although he was
successful in preventing the conrse of extinction for a time,
ultimately fate would win out.
In the pagan heroic world of~, there is no
philosophic acceptance of this inevitability, and no consolation.
That comes only after, through the perspective of the Christian
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poet. In the poem's world, resistance to the end and lamentation
tor the loss of greatness characterize the ideals of hereis. that
permitted action on behalf of individual and racial dignity in
the face of death And extinction. However, while Beowulf seemed
able to act without hope in his final battle, a continuing belie!
in the possibility of triumph enhanced hi. power and, in keeping
with the poet's own, later, perspective, it is the Christian
vision that is seen, perhaps anachronistically, to provide that
element of hope necessary to sustain his spirit. Ironically,
this vision was first introduced by the Christian associations of
Grendel.
Grendel's role as, literally, the "hand" ot death is
directly linked to his irredeemable condition of ain, the legacy
of his ancestor, Cain; but in his symbolic role as an eleDent of
the psyche, Grendel's power to inflict death also suggests that
man contains within himself the will to die. Whether this
"death-wish" is perceived to be the result of "original sin" or
the psychic counterpart of the physical fact, and whether the
aggressive instinct is its master or, as Melanie Klein has
contended, its servant (Rycroft 27), are questions raised by
considerations of Grendel's essential identity, Which, since the
deorc deabscua, "dark death-shadow" (160) does not accomplish the
death of the hero and, In fact, dies himself, is not that of
death itself, but is, simply, the fear of death.
Grappling intellectually with the fear of death, the
':hristian poet of k2lmll might have accepted a Johannine,
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Pauline or ever. gnostic rationalization, encouraged. by St. John's
statement that fear indicates an imperfection ot' Christian
understanding. "He who fears," said John, "is not made perfect
in love" (1 John 4:19). St. Paul ce"untered the physical fact ot'
death with the doctrine of the spiritual body (1 Cor. 4).
Meanwhile, the gnostics attempted to rationalize the problem of
death by the use of paradox (Which, to them, was essential to
truth) and a rejection ot the mundane world (Jonas 44-48). A
synthesis ot these perspectives produces the rationalization of
death as reconcilable in a final transmutation of matter and
spirit. The poet and theologian John Donne, in his own
resolution through paradox, contends, "Oeath, thou shalt die!"
Or, at least, as he willed tor the readers of his sonnet, the
tear thereot'.
Beowult's victory over Grendel was victory over the tear of
death, and victory over some ot the torces that admit death, but
this was not a transcendental victory; it was personal, social
and temporal. The seeds ot discord and hate remained within the
court of Heorot in the forms ot Unferth and Hrothult. Heorot 'Jas
tated to be attacked again, this tille by natural forces, and
ultimately to be consumed in l..A&.n.....l.J, "hatefu.l flames" (83),
a tate (fOreshadowing the cremation ot Beowult's corpse and the
tinal, flaming battle of Art'lIageddon that the Anglo-saxons
expected in the year A. D. 1000 -- 1033 at the latest) to be
brought about by the unleashed aggressions -- the
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transgressions -- of its human inhabitants. Indeed, Beowulf's
victory was not even complete on a personal scale, since he
himself continued to kill for vengeance, gold and glory. This
motivation, though affirmed by the cUltural mores of the milieu,
might nevertheless be questioned, if emly on a pre-conscious
level, by the outstanding individual.
As a protagonist in the warrior world and an upholder of the
heroic code, it was Beowulf's clear duty to seek vengeance for
hostile acts against his lord, his thanes and himself. He
himself relllinded Hrothgar of the practical wisdom of this duty
when the old, weak king was lamenting the death of his best
friend, Aescher, and his words form a concise statement of the
rationale for the ancient code of honour:
He sorga, snotor guma: selre biS aeghwaem
~aet he his treond ....rece, l>onne he fela lDurne.
Ure aeghwylc sceal ende gebidan
~~~~;d:e;i~::~e; WY;~:ts~i~ed~~~~guman
unlifgendum aefter selest (1384-98 Dobbie 1953).
Do not sorro.... , wise one. It is better for each
man to avenge his friend than to mourn too much.
Everyone of us in this ....orld is going to die; let
him who may strive for reputation before death;
that ....ill be best for the dead ....arrior, afterwards ...
Other possible meanings of the word ~, hen! translated
as "reputation," might take the reader a little closer to the
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philosophical implications of Beowulf's statement of the
principles by which he lives his life. These additional )leanings
include "tree will," "choice," "option," and "law" -- all
possibilities of action, so that~ derives its final
definition from the kind of action that is uitilllately taken,
whether honourable (as Beowulf clearly intended) or, as our
modern derivative, "dooll," suggests, fateful. Leaving aside, for
the moment, the question of whether Beowulf really needed to
pursue Grendel's mother to her lair to avenge Hrothgar (that
question will be raised in Chapter III) it might still be asked
whether there is anything particularly honourable in seeking
vengeance for any quarrel not one's own, even if this is
permitted under the heroic code? Although entrenched in the
social system of the heroic world, this convention might
represent a perversion of the original intention of the law,
extending the area of involvement, rather than acting as a
deterrant or a means of relieving unhappiness.
A whole systelll of vengeance-far-pay could evolve out of this
aspect of the heroic code, which might, in the beginning, have
been intended as a practical solution to the problem of
internecine violence or invasion. BeoliUlf himself reaped the
rewards of this practice after killing Grendel's mother, which
was a different sort of killing than the dispatching of Grendel
himself, not in the same league at all, though both were thought
to be supernatural figures. It is only the supernatural element
at the conflict, in tact, that saves Beowulf froa being just a
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hired killer in his second battle. However, Beowulf's battles
were not all of a supernatural or psychic nature. There were
times, although we only hear of one of them, when he fought in
the 'real' world as well, against real men; in these battles, he
was not always~, "sinless," although it was not until the
end of his life that he knew this. Unconscious knowledge of his
own guilt surfaced as he sat alone on the hill composing his
thoughts before his final battle with the~. It was then
that he thought about the patterns of vengeance and war that had
marked his lifetime, remembering Herebeald and Hatheyn and
Daeghrefn.
1leowulf aDd Daegbre:fb: liThe Han Be J:.illed ll
The battle with the Franks that ended with Beowulf's killing
of Daeghrefn was cited as the cause of the Geats' past and future
vulnerability by the messenger who brought the news of Beowulf's
death to his people, as was the chain of eVents that began with
the accidental killing of Herebeald and ended in a mortal feud
between the Geats and the Swedes. Both patterns of action were
recalled by Beowulf before he entered his final battle,
suggesting he knew these events to be significant in the larger
political sense; both were precipitated by action not his own,
suggesting that, overtly, he felt no moral responsibility for
them; both, however, share a common linguistic element in the
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word hD!..tn. Itraven" which figures in both the Frankish champion's
name,~. "Dayraven," and the name of the place where
vengeance for the death of Herebeald was partially exacted and a
new feud initiated between the Geats and tbe Swedes, at the
Battle of Ravenswood. These factors suggest a connectior:. of which
Beowulf need not have been consciously aware in order for bim to
begin to feel some stirrings of guilt.
Like the battle in the land of the Frisians that ended with
the defeat of the Geat.s, the death of 81981ao, and the killing of
Daeghrefn, the battle of Ravenswood was fought in the Swedish
homeland, when the Geats were on an "errand of arrogance"
(2925). Beowulf, who always went with Hig-elae on his raids
(c£.2497-98), was doubtless present at the tinal massac'!'e of
Ongentheow and his thanes. He was certainly present in the land
of the Frisians, where Daeghrefn was slaughtered in defence of
his hOllleland; Beowulf, avenging the killing of his own proud and
reckless lord., was his killer.
Big-elac appears to have been a true war-lord; when Beowulf
himself was king, and without making any conscious moral
jUdgement of Biqelac, he did not emulate his lord in this
respect. That he judged such activity Dorally wrong is, however,
evident from his final speech, when he cites the fact that he
lived out his time as king at home, seeking "no treacherous
quarrels" (2739), as reason to feel in a position of right in
relation to God. It may have been through his battle with
Daeghrefn that Beolo:ulf came to this realization.
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In fighting Daeghrefn, Beowulf ....as not pitting his
superhuman strength against a supernatural, or even a natural,
power of evil, but against a follow human being who was not evil,
who was, instead, as Beowulf acknowledged, aKelins on elne, Ita
noble in courage" (2506). Daehgrefn was a man with whom, under
different circumstances, Beowulf might have been friends, as he
was with Breea. There would have been the same sense of shared
existence between such men as might constitute the fulfillment of
the transcendental aims of communal human being from certain
(religious) perspectives. Yet Beowulf had to kill this man,
because the existential position in which each was placed left
him no choice: it was kill or be killed.
It is certain that, at the time of Beowulf's killing of
Daeghrefn, he was in no doubt about the necessity of the act, but
it is still not easy in this case to justify any sense of
intrinsic rightness. If Beowulf could believe that, in killing
Grendel, he was annihilating a force for evil, that is
understandable, since he knew nothing of any goodness in
Grendel's nature nor had he any knowledge of the creature I s
fundamental motivating pain. The case of the Merewife was
slightly more complex: she had, after all, reasonable motivation
and compels some empathy on that alone; though her threat to his
life remained absolute, Beowulf did not have to seek her out any
more than he had to seek out Grendel, but he may be said to have
(consciously) sought both battles out of a desire to protect
other people as much as out of a desire to achieve immortality in
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their songs and stories. with Daeghrefn, the situation was by no
means as morally defensible. The killing uarked the nadir of a
"falling off" in Beowult"s heroic nature. From an objective
standpoint, in fact, it could be contended thi!lt it was Daeghrefn,
not Beowulf, who was fighting on the side of right, since Migelae
and Beowulf were invaders in the land of the Frisians on an
expansionist errand of~, "pride, reckless daring" (1206).
The fight in which Beowulf killed Daeghrefn was ostensibly
undertaken to protect Rigelae's treasure, the breostweorlung
(2504), and to exact vengeance for Rigelae's death, and Beowulf
felt no shame for this act; on the contrary, it was a source of
pride: Beowulf claimed to have slain Daeghrefn~, "for
glory" (2501). However, Whether he consciously perceived it or
not, Beowulf cannot have been oblivious to the patently unheroic
element ot" his slaughter of Daeghrefn, because after th<!:.i: fight
he seemed to reject his own particular source of strength, the
~, "battlegrip" (2507) he used to crush the Frisian hero,
in favour of the sword that, as Klaeber infers, he "won" frolll
Daeghrefn (215). It might have been at this point that he began,
subconsciously and symbolically, to carry the burden of sin, to
question some of the precepts of the old heroic ideal, and to
doubt the validity of jUdging his own survival as inherently
morally superior to the survival of others. His final thoughts
of Daeghret"n consolidate this impression, suggesting that,
although the killing was necessary, inevitable, and, by the old
code, desirable, there was still something unsettling about it.
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The name Daeghrefn, or Dayraven, invokes the spirit of cain,
because the raven was a symbol of Cain as well as a symbol of
evil; the fact that it vas also the Anglo-Saxons' tribal symbol
seems to round out this symbolic movement with a sense of the
guilt intrinsic to all mankind. The element "day" implies a
bringing to light (Le. consciousness) of this primary guilt, so
that Oaeghrefn may be seen as the experiential focus of Beowulf's
subconscious awareness, first acquired through his battle with
Grendel, of the evil within his own psyche. His memory of this
encounter remained with him, never fully assimilated or
comprehended until his dying day. \oIhen his trophy of this ignoble
conquest, the sword Nae911n9, failed him in his time of need. In
this context, Naegling acted as a symbol of Beowulf's soul,
Which, like the runaway slave who precipitated the wy=m's attack,
was~, "sin busy" (2226). The failure of Naegling serves
as a reminder that, in motivation and in action, Beowulf had
continued to exercise negative aggression, the crime of Grendel
and his ancestor, Cain.
This ironic turn-and-turn-again is evidence of the unity of
the poem' 5 structure and further evidence of the intrinsic
connection between Beowulf and his first great adversary,
Grendel. Juxtaposing the supernatural and natural encounters
emphasizes the complexity of the poem's understanding of the
problem of aggression, which must be fought in both the inner and
the outer worlds, and indicates that the victory achieved by
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Beowulf in his struggle with the dark side of his own and his
society's psyche was tar from cOllplete.
BeoWUlf'. aaroia Acbiev...nt
Although his killing of Grendel did not eradicate the
possibility of violence or obviate the prospect of annihilation
for either the scyldings or the Geats, Beowulf did win a limited
moral victory for himself and for his society. The principle of
control and order has been upheld, both in society and in
Beowulf's own psyche.
Whereas the rules of his early sporting contest with Breca
had already been determined by the games developed by his society
to counter the potentially destructive aggressions that might
arise between aembers of the sallie or closely related communities,
his contest with Grendel posed the problem in the more personal,
less easily defined terms of controlling his own random
destructive impulses, which might easily have led to initiating
unnecessary warfare with unknown peoples. That he learned his
lesson well is demonstrated in his final speech, when he consoled
himself with the thought that he "never sought quarrels" "'ith
other nations.
Hie encounter with Grendel, his own negative image, showed
Beowulf that he could control and conquer this inferior aspect of
his being and effectively 'disarm' destructive i_pulses by
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committing his own aggressive drive to action for the higher
good.
Beowulf's trophy of his battle, the arm and claw of Grendel,
acquired by the exercise of brute strength, symbolizes both the
active and the destructive elements of his aggressive nature. The
arm symbolizes the will to action, and Beowulf's act in tearing
off Grendel's arm shows that direct confrontation, or the
application of the light of consciousness to the shapes of
darkness, can reduce these shapes to manageable size and deprive
them of their power to act autonomously or irrationally. In
establishing this possibility. Beowulf has established a
,,::onscious control over these subconscious elements and has been
himself partially transformed by the assimilation of his o'trin
negative aggressive qualities, which the poet has defined and
illuminated with reference to Christian ideals. The protagonist
is now ready to move on in his heroic quest for immortality "on
the lips of men" and "in the arms of God."
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Idess Onlicogs
With the attack ot the monstrous form in idese onlicnes,
"the shape of a woman" (1351) that emerged from the depths of the
dismal mere to wreak a primordial vengeance upon the warrior
world of man, Beowulf encounters a force that has traditionally
been determined to be a major threat to man's ontological
integrity and a serious obstacle to his quest for immortality.
In my view, the underlying theme of the second of Beowulf's epic
battles is buman sexuality and his pattern of activity represents
confrontation with the archetypal female principle. The notions,
prevailing throughout literature and myth. of energy as .ascut!ne
and Illatter as feJll.inine, and the process of InontiodrOlllia (the
irresistible movement of one opposite towards its counterpart)
with reference to the male and female principles is intrinsic to
the Symbolic fire/water imaqe of the I1erewife's home, the
dreadful ~, and~ depicts the resolution of these
antinomies, as well as the patriarchal sky/....ar God's subjuqation
of an earlier, earth/aqricultural qoddess, in the poell's epic
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simile (1605-11). The battle, in colloquial terms, is the
'battle of the sexes.'
The sexual instinct has been very broadly defined by Jung as
"all those instinctual forces whi:b extend beyond the domain of
the instinct foz: self-presevation- (Ql 18: 429). These forces
are the psychic a:\d physical lIanifestations of a primordial
energy that is seen in many cultures to be of an inherently
sexual nature. The yin/yang principle of Chinese philosophy and
Freud's early notion of the libido are philosophical and psycho-
logical formulations of the same idea. In Jung's schema, the
intrinsically creative aspect of sexuality is separated from the
necessarily destructive aspacts of self-preservation incorporated
in the idea of the aggressive instinct; nevertheless, the con-
flict that lies at the heart of all creativity is retained.
Like other primordial pairs of binary opposites (heat
and cold, light and dark, wet and dry, consciousness and uncon-
sciousness), the male and temale principles represent the ex-
tremes ot differentiation by which hUlllan comprehension experien-
ces lite. (Jung calls these "paired opposites"~ (1972:
10) J. All opposing principles maintain their integrity by co:'!.-
flict and yet, in nature, as Jung's theory ot enantiodromia
states, the opposites naturally seek one another; it is the
conscious mind, out ot its need to discriminate, which has separ-
ated them contro naturam (19351: 121).
SOllle Jewish and gnostic interpretations ot the two creation
myths in Genesis suggest that 1llan and woman were once the same
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being (Warner 22); and. Norse Ilyth contains a si.Uar pre-con-
sciousness in the symbiotic relationship of Frey and Fr~ya. the
brother/sister pair who were at times Illanitestations of one
another, suggesting that this androgynous being still lives in
the psyche as an archetype of wholeness. The 'separating out' of
consciousness from unconsciousness, as Eve was 'separated out' ot'
Adam (or as a prillordial one-celled creature split in two) could
have left a vestigial psyChic intuition at a primordial split of
the original unconscious entity. Both Norse and Chrh:tian crea-
tion myth interprQts this split in terms of the male and female
principles, Which nevertheless remain irrevocably joined by the
same energy that attended their break, the energy of the life
instinct or libido.
M. I. Seiden wrote that all cycles and antinomies "represent
symbolically the conflict and union of the archetypal male and
the archetypal femal." (35). From this perspective, the relation
of man and woman assumes a cosaic importance and becomes "an
element Where :man and Dalmon sport, pursue one another, and do
one another good or evil" (Webster 108). More praqmatical!.y, and
less esoterically, Jung wrote, "Although man and woman unite,
they nevertileless represent irreconcilable opposites Which, when
activated, degenerate into deadly hostility" (~ 12: 23). In the
spirit of these statements, this study of Beowulf's second mythic
conflict will examine the pO"!1D' 5 representation of sexual
relationships on a cosmic and an earthly battlefield, asserting
that Beowulf's battle with the~ acts out the psychic drama
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of confrontation with the a.rchetypal female principle as
experienced fro. the perspective of the masculine .ind, for it is
an unavoidably relevant assu..ption that the author of~,
whoever he might have been, moonk, courtier or seop, was, first of
all, a man.
Apart from the sexual overtones set by the gender of Beo-
vul f' s second antagonist, the study of .D!lI2Hl.Jl..f. as a product of
the masculine mind grows naturally out of an understanding of the
epic as a poetic form. that chronicles the development of aale-
do.inated society. Acknowled.qing this societal fact, it would
nevertheless be an error to suppose that women had little or no
power in the poet's world because, as ChrIstine Fell has con-
clusively shown in Women in Anglo Saxon England (1984). the
aristocratIc women, at least, enjoyed both social status and
economic independence which, to some analysts, is a measure of
their actual power. It this factor is not clearly shown in
~, it might be simply because, as Fell pointed out, heroic
poetry wa& not susceptible to rapid change; its values and at-
titudes -are representative ot earlier culture- (26). The same
was not necessarily true ot the religious beliefs expressed in
the heroic mode, however, and WOllen in Anglo-saxon times have
been shown to have been prominent and influential, not only in
the religious milieu, where their position was officially second-
ary though their influence great, but also in the epic conven-
tion. writing in IS9S, Lina Eckenstein observed that "the desire
to raise women to saintshlp vas essentially Anglo-saxon and was
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s~rO~lest in the time which i_edilltely followed the acceptance
ot Christianity" (Fell Ill) and this desire is obvious in poetic
works such as~ (Which, Wrenn says, shows the influence of
k2l!!Y.ll (27»), ~. and ~·s textual companion, ~.
Nor was the saintliness of these women qualified by Christian
meekness, although it is ::'nteresting to note that they all fu!-
tilled doctrinally acceptable sexual roles, since Helen (~l
was II mother devoted to effecting the will of her son' (Which
was, significantly enough, to obtain the Cross) while the other
two ladies were virgins who resisted the sexual demands of pagan
males.
Juliana :may be said to have offered passive resistance. A
virgin who, despite the threats of her father and husband, refus-
ed to accept the conditions of her forced lll:rriage to a pagan
tyrant, she mentally ....iti.stood. (without apparent difficUlty) the
temptation to submit tendered by Satan, exposing him. in the
proce!"s. She ....as Ultimately beheaded, a ~ymbolical1y appropriate
tate, and thereby dispatched to a blissful union with the true
object of her spiritual love.
The biblical heroine, JUdith, in contrast, and in keeping
with her syncretic fU.lction 1n heroic poetry, resisted a9'gres-
sivelyand, in a reversal of Juliana's motif, beheaded her would-
be rapist, the arch-symbol ot evil, Holofernes. Smart,~
1 Irving thinks of Grendel's mother as "another female busy
about the interests of her son" (1969: 144) and Haruta sees
Wealhtheow as another such 'type' (11).
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~, "artful minded" (13) and, unfortunately for her, since it
attracted the unwelcome attention of the pagan war-lord, ~
~. a "woman of elfin beauty" (14 Bradley trans.), Judith
is reminiscent of Beowulf himself, particularly in his battle
with the~, since Beowulf struck the Herewife on the neck
with his sword and banhringas braee "broke the bone-rings" of
that arch symbol of female sexual aggression. The differences
between Beowulf and Judith are of as much interest as the
similarities, and it is relevant to this inquiry that Robert
Hosmer considers~ to depict "a life which, though
valorous, results not only in death but in social disintegra-
tion," while~. he says, "redefines the values of the
Germanic heroic code" so as to make most of those values accept-
able to tho.: audience (QEH 20, 1986: 85).
A full comparison of the archetypal hero and the archetypal
heroine or heroic society, though not within the scope or this
discussion,2 would have to acknowledge the validity of aggressive
action in the sexual arena and deconstruct the "myth of women's
sexual apathy" (Ferguson 27); but it would also have to identify
the seKUal sphere with perceived evil from both the male and the
fel':lale perspectives. This point or view seems to have been
strengthened by Christian and pagan Germanic tradition, so that
the idealization of Judeo-Christian heroines like Helen, Juliana
and JIld.ith would readily be accepted by Anglo-Saxon Christians.
2 But see Jane Chance, Woman as Hero in Old Engl ish
Lili.r.:AtY.n, Syracuse, 1986, for one treatment of the topic.
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Heroines on the grand scale ot these three redoubtable ladies
might have appealed to the Anglo-saxons in COmbining elements of
saintliness with mental strength and physical courage, and,
although these poems are thought to have been written much later
than~ (TeJlple 13) it would be reasonable to suppose that
such qualities were present and valued, at least to sOllie extent,
in the women of~ and of the poet's society as well. A
woman such as Hygd might be expected to display such strength of
character, as would both Wealhtheow and her daughter, Freawaru,
as well as Hildeburh, even in the midst of their most grievous
personal trials. Even Hodthryth, once her unfortunate disposi-
tion was altered by her marriage, could have been expected to
turn her tendency to the expression of negative aggrAssion to
more constructive ends, to become, like a true convert, as power-
ful a force for good as she had before been for evil. Neverthe-
less, beneath the lip-service quite willingly paid to the aristo-
cratic women of earlier heroic society by poets and nobles of a
later, perhaps less 'heroic' age, there exists a dynamic, related
to the position of women in warrior society and the devaluation
of women under the orthodox Christian schema, that the poet of
~ records with inspired, though perhaps unconscious, ac-
curacy. It is upon this aspect that the following discussion of
the women in~ wishes to focus.
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Women in the Warrior World
Doris Stenton and Christine Fell consider the social
inferiority of women in England to have begun with the military
society imposed by the NOrDan Conquest and contend that Anglo-
Saxon women were "more nearly the equal of their husbands and
brothers than at any period before the modern age lO (Fell 13).
This, apart from being suspect with reference to earlier male-
female dynamics in England itself, must simply be an indicator of
the low status of women throughout the successive ages of English
history. because evidence from anthropology and from poetry
(which may be seen as a psychic history) suggests that there was
a time when women were considered, not simply equal to men
politically, as Tacitus and Oio Cassius record was the case with
the Britons during the time of Boadicea, but superior to them in
certain fundamental ways. Nevertheless, reflecting a dynamic
that gathered momentum with the advent of Christianity, the world
of Beowulf has placed women in a clearly subordinate position.
The process ot women' s subordination to men might actually
have begun in mythical, rather than in historical or legendary
time. This pre-conscious time, the collective memory of which is
indelibly recorded in poetic myth and symbology, began before the
establishment of extended social order, and before the
evolutionary development of consciousness brought the power to
formulate either thoughts or questions, when biological necessity
dictated I right relationships I for homo erectus in both social
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and sexual areas. Under such strictures, might was determined to
be right. When homo erectus was (or became) hgmc habilis, the
point at which the evolution of the hand conferred upon the human
being the power to manipulate and change the enviroIUlent (a
factor represented in~, as discussed earlier, by the
importance accorded BeoWUlf's~. "handgrip") the same
biological neces.sity dictated which roles would be played by
women and men in the work: of controlling or managing the environ-
ment to the best advantagp. of the human species. working part-
nerships and a siqn, or symbolic lanquage lIight have evolved
during this phase, and mating might have tended to become a more
permanent arang-ement, to the utilitarian benefit of both male and
female, as well as the offspring, who might still not have been
recognized as being connected in any physical sense to the lIIale.
Altruisll., a pre-conscious form of love known to exist in sOllie
animal and bird social arrangements, lI.lght have been a tactor in
human relationships at this stage, but this "unselfish concern
for another" (~) was most probably limited to relationships
involving sexual or recognizable kinship ties (Le.,those between
siblings and mother) and these ties, strengthened by transference
through collective social behaviour, would carry over to tOrD. the
family ties of homo sapiens, the first "knowing" or conscious
man. With conciousness came wonder and, eventually, verbal
language, perhaps leading, as the structuralists would have it,
to homO 199uens. It might be that the religious mode ot. aware-
ness evolved naturally out ot this combination, L"l conjunction
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with an expansion of altruisDl in the lIlale, to whose consciousness
the wonder of birth aight be perceived in religious terms. I.n
those prehistoric times, as archaeoloqy and aytholoqy shoW', woman
was worshipped as the embodiment of the life force. Religious
iconography indicates that the female deity preceded the male in
most Indo-European cultures; the Greek goddess Demeter, as well
as the Sumerian Ishtar, the Celtic Epona and the Germanic
Nerthus, all have oriqins which considerably predate their male
counterparts. In those times, it appears that the female was
accorded a special status, and family ties were strengthened by
the introduction of this element into male-temale relationships.
Fallily ties may be said to toOl the basis of the tribal society
that developed into larger, organized structures of alliances
made through matings or Ill4rriages, and eventually into the begin-
nings of modern civilization.
The all-important social recognition of kinship derived, in
earliest society, frolll the mother rather than the father, si_ply
because it was the 1Il0ther to whom the infant could be immediately
perceived to be connected. Even later, when the father's role in
procreation was deduced and confirmed, kinship ties were most
reliably determined by the mother's line. Jewish society, while
affirming a patriarchal god, recognized this factor in the matri-
lineal laws qoverning racial and religious descent, and does so
to this day. Gennanic society, on the other hand, recognized
patrilineal kinship in its inheritance laws, but demonstrated a
strong desire to control the certainty of descent in its
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stringent punishment, both social and physical, tor wOlllen caught
in the act ot adultery. Tacitus, who observed the Geraanic
tribes during the Roman conquests of the 1st century A. D.
records:
•.. punishment (tor an adulterous wozan) ... is
sU1II1Uary and left to the husband. He shaves
off his wite' s hair, strips her in the
presence ot kins1Ien, thrusts her froJa his
house and flogs her through the whole of the
village. They have, in tact, no mercy upon a
woman who prostitutes her chastity (Mattingly
trans. Tacitus on Britain and Germany 116).
Adulterous men were sUbject, in Egyptian and Roman law, to
having their noses and ears cut otf but this practice was
performed by or through the agency of the husband upon his
cuck-older and not, as far as I can determine, by the wife upon an
adulterous husband. John Selden reported that the practice of
cutting off the noses and ears of an adulterer was adopted with a
subtle refinement in 11th century Anqlo-Sa.xon England by Xing
Knute, who "ordered that a Wife who cOllUllitted adultery should
have her nose i ears cut ott.. (cnut. leg: can. 50" (1682, Blt. i,
ch. 12, 20) cited in Peters U8}. It is not, perhaps, surprising
to learn that, as Tacitus wrote, "Adultery in that populous
nation is rare in the extreme" (Mattingly 116).
In such a society. as Maud Bodkin observed of any male-
dominant society, the archetypal hero image is a construct ot the
masculine mind (217). So, also, are the ideals of womanhood to
which the actual women in that society are expected to conform.
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In the heroic age of which~ is a surviving relic, the
warrior group was firmly established in the seat of power, both
political and interpersonal. Bodkin's assessment of the dynamics
of male-female relationships under such a structure notes "the
'woman ignoring' or woman belittling atmosphere of the warrior
group, and of the patriarchal system it has imposed upon a
conquered land" (161). Metaphorically speaking, this "conquered
land" was located in the realm of se){Uai relationships, which at
some point in pre-history underwent a radical change that Robert:
Graves has traced to "the revolutionary institution of
fatherhood" (388).
Graves theorized that the institution of fatherhood which
ultimately gave rise to the patriarchal system was a relative
late-comer on the social scene, but it arrived with tremendous
dramatic i:llpact. Once it was established, the social status of
women radically altered. With the knowledge of paternity, the
female's mystic power was revealed to be dependent upon
insemination by the male, and with this expansion of knowledge
the seeds of revolution were sown, along with those of suspicion
and distrust.
The importance of the~, "sister's son" relation-
ship in~ might be a vestigial remnant of the earlier time,
when sibling relationships were the only truly valid ones; that
this was a convention of Germanic oOiociety in the first century
was noted by Tacitus, who duly recorded that "the sons of sisters
are as highly honoured by their uncles as by their own fathers.
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SOlie even go so far as to regard this tie of blood as peculiarly
close and sacred .•• " (Mattingly 117-18).
The inclination to trust consanquinity was not alvays
justified, as the apparently frequent incidence of fratricide
indicates. However, while brothers :1111ng brothers, either by
accident or design, was a relatively COlamon occurrence from all
accounts, and is a thematic IDotif of bm!alll, there is no mention
in the poem of brothers killing sisters or vice versa: on the
contrary, a special closeness is implied and, as Tacitus
indicated, the maternal-uncle/sister's-son relationship, such as
that between 8igelllund and Fitela and Hiqelac lind Beowulf, was
apparently sacrosanct, having perhaps evolved out of subliDated
or expressed sexual desire between brother and sisti!r.
Since sexual desire is essentially an undifferentiated
function in the immature individual, it is not unusual to find
that propinquity Illay lead to its projection upon a sibling. The
expression of this desire has historically been validated in lIlany
cultures besides the Germanic, most notably the civilization of
the ancient Egyptians, in which royal descent was maintained
through the offspring of brothers and sisters. The brother-
sister bond was also an issue in Greek culture, as evident in the
relationship of polynices and Antigone in Sophocles I play. The
existence in NorsQ mythology of a divine brother/sister pair,
Frey and Freya, indicates that early Gerlllanic society acknow-
ledged special relationships between brothers and sisters.
In other cultures, such as those influenced by Judeo-
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Christianity, in whose mythology the original siblings were both
boys (and, perhaps not so co-incidentally, whose first crime was
fratricide), brother-sister incest was taboo. The Anglo-Saxons
might have found themselves in a somewhat awkward position in
relation to this question of sexual morality when they converted
to Christianity, because there is evidence in their mythology and
legend that brother-sister incest was an accepted element of
their collective racial heritage.
The social reality ot this bonding was affirmed in Anglo-
Saxon social convention as late as the 9th century to the extent
that sisters were expected to place their brothers ahead of their
husbands in the event of discord between the in-laws (Fell 74).
Hildeburh's anguish at the death of her brother takes on an even
darker intensity from this perspective, since it seems possible,
within the context of the poem, that the situation in which
Hildeburh found herself might have arisen through sexual jealousy
on the part of her b:-uther, Hnaef. The facts, as ....e have them in
Beowulf, are meagre, but it seems clear that Hildeburh was a
"peaceweaving" bride, married off to Finn to ensure a truce
between the Scyldings and the Frisians. 3 This truce was broken
for reasons not given in the poem, although Klaeber, in his
introduction to the Finnsburg fra91llent, said "evidently Hildeburh
is in some way connected with the hostility between her brother
3 This is what Donald K. Fry asssumes in his edition of the
Finnsburh Fragment and Episode (13). Fry (44-63) refers in this
matter to Bonjour 159.
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and her husband" (231). What we are given to understand, in
~, however. is that Hildeburh "had no cause to praise the
goOd faith of the Jutes," that her brother and son, who were both
killed in battle, were her "chief joy of the world," and that
after the battle was over:
Het c!a Hlldeburh aet Rnaetes ade
hire ~elfre sunu sweolo6e betaestan.
::::rt: n~:~:~. Ide:";n::-n:::,l don
geomrOde giddum. GulJrinc astah.
Wand to wolcnUJII waelfyra mllsest,
hylnOde for blawe; hafelan multon,
~:~i~=Ol~~~:~on, Lig~~~~/~~~s::;~~~anc,
gaesta gifrost, ~ara 4e ~aer 9'~ fornam
beg-a folces; waes hira blaed scacen.
(1l14-24 Klaeber)
Then Hildeburh ordered her own son
To be placed in the flames on Rnat' s pyre,
To be laid beside his uncle in the blaze,
The bodies to be burned. The woman lamented,
Sang her song of grief. The ....arrior soared aloft.
The greatest of funeral fires s .... irled up to the clouds,
Roared before the funeral mound. Heads melted,
Wounds, battle bites on the body, burst open,
As the blood spurted out. Fire, greediest of spirits,
S....allClloled up all those of both nations
Whom ........ r had taken there. Their glory had departed.
(Roberts)
'i'he:.:e a ....e many things to note for future reference in this
gory but gloriously descriptive passage, including: the fact that
4 In his edition of the Episode, Donald K. Fry reads this as
.u.xmil, and punctuates the phrase so as to read Ea"' on eaxle ides
~, which gives the passage quite another meaning, referring
tha action to the i..!;!n who. he sees as ·standing alongside the
pyre, either Hildeburh or perhaps a ritual mourner and lIistress of
ceremonies· (42).
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Hildeburh is called iQ,n, "lady" or "w')lIan," as ia, later, the
~; the personification of fire, gaesta gif"cst,
"greed Lest of spirits, " as a numen of the more immediate
transformative process favoured (in imagination) by the pagan,
over the slower decay of the body in the grave; the
amplification of~, "wounds" or "gashes" to~,
"battle bites on the body," as though battle itself were an
entity; and the lamenting woman's~. her "mournful
song." which precedes by generations the lament of the~,
"old woman" S at the cremation of~ [and "affair of modern
philology" (Barney x) or not, there does seem to me an intrinsic
connection between~ and~ that illuminates the
status of women in the warrior society]. Of primary i:nportance
here, hOlo/ever, is the symbolic gesture itself1 when Hildeburh
placed her son beside her brother in the funeral pyre, both might
be seen as sacrifices to the brief, uneasy peace that followed,
but her gest'lre primarily affirms the bond between the maternal-
uncle and sister's son that was so important an element of
Germanic kinship.
The extraordinary closeness between brothers and sisters is
emphasized in~ not only explicitly, as in the case of
Hildeburh and Rnaef, but also implicitly in the relationship of
Higelac and aeowulf (since Beowulf is thought to have been the
son of Higelac I s siste!:) as well as by the allusion to Sigemund
5 There is, of t:~urse, a dispute about the reading of this
word, but that will be dealt with ~<lter in the discussion.
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",nd Fitela. Undertones of sexual bonding between brothers and
sisters are suggested in the story ot' the legendary Sigemund and
his nephew Fitela. Although no mention is made of this factor in
~, perhaps for the same reasons of discreet sensibility
that Roberts suggests contributed to the suppression of Beowulf I s
bear-ancestry (x), it was thought that Fitel<.. was not only
slgemund's nephew but also his son by his sister, siqny (Wilson
and Foote 43). Even if sexual relations between brothers and
sisters were taboo and the desire repressed or sUblimated, the
social priority of the brother-sister kinship bond remained
implicit and was explicitly extended to include the sons of the
sister. This explicit extension seems to indicate a basic sexual
distrust of women that might also be traced to a fundamental
doubt ot paternity. Under such conditions of sexual doubt, a
man's desire for continuation of his blood line might conceivably
have been seen to be more reliably satisfied by the sons of his
sister t:lan by his own sons, and the closest certainty a man
might have of his relationship t'l a descendant would seem to be
with his sister's son.
Thomas Garbaty concludes that this sort of preoccupation
originates in "a noble, wealthy, polygynous society inVolving a
low confidence of paternity" (233). Nobility, is, of course,
relative to t.he society, and the society of~, however
violent and volatile, was aristocratic, as, according to most
scholars (e.g. Whitelock, Leyerle), was its audience; wealth
they certainly had, either by inheritance or plunder; but
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Ga.rbaty's concl':.:sion might seem to preclude the observation of
Tacitus that adultery was "extremely rare" in Germanic society,
unless the factors Tacitus observed arose from extreme meas'~::.:e9
to offset the sexual doubt, which is most protNIble. Whether such
suspicion was justified. in the society ot~ is not at
issue; that the implication should stand as a tradition of the
sexual and social relationships of the poem is, however,
relevant.
Hrothgar's seeming preference for hath Hrothulf and Beowulf
over his own (and Welllhtheow's) sons, implicit in his wife's need
to reaind hi. of their rights (1167-87) might be better
understood in these terms since Hrothulf was only Hrothgar's
brother's son (even less certainty there) and Beowulf not related
at all. It is therefore possible that Hrothgar's attitude was
partially created by the sUbconscious assumption ot' sexual
betrayal illplicit in the sister's-son convention. This
assumption touches all the women in the poem, even the most
idealized.
Kyq4: 'lb. '14••1 WOII&D' a.n4 tb. J.D.taa
Hygd, the youthful wite ot Rigelsc, appears to be the
Ultimate idealization ot the female in the 'real' (i.e. the
'historical' as opposed. to the clearly mythic) world of kmfYlt.
Young, wise, accollplished (1926-27), Hygd was a paragon to whom
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Beowulf owed, and paid, allegiance, long after his liege lord was
dead. It was to Hygd that Beowulf gave Wealhtheow's gift, a
"neck-ring" the poet compares to the Brising necklace, II very
valuable treasure with a mythological history goin9 back to
rreya, or Frig-g, the Norse goddess of love and death, whom the
Anglo-Saxons were known to have worshipped (Fell 27-28).
Although Malone contends that "these gifts hardly have much
significance" (194:': 357), the transfer of such II symbolic
article from Wealhtheow to Hyqd via Beowulf might signify the
passing from one generation to another both the perceived quilt,
and the power, which affected women's status and survival in the
warrior world. 6
The story of Frig-g, or Freya, lind the Brisinglllllen reveals
the source of woman' s power and downfall in the male world to be
her sexuality. As the myth 90es, Freya was married to Odur, whom
she passionately loved. However, this factor did not inhibit her
when, one day, she happened upon some dwarves who had created, as
a sexual trap for her, the most beautiful necklace she had ever
seen. Its magical properties seduced her and she wanted to bUy
it, but the dwa.rves would not sell for mere gold. In order to
possess the Brisinq necklace, she had to be herself possessed;
she had. to agree to "wed" (Green 85) each ot them for one night.
6 But see Setsuko Haruta, "The Women in ~," tor an
interpretation ot the transfer as symbolizing "the problem ~hich
a royal lIother has to face: how is she to protect her childrel: trom
forthcoming disaster?" (9).
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Obsessed by ber passion to own the necklace, Freya instantly
agreed.
Upon returning home from the exchange, she was overcome with
shame, and wore the necklace only in private. However, her
guil ty secret was revealed to Odur by a Satanic figure of Norse
mythology, Loki, who entered her room while she was sleeping and
stole the necklace from around her neck, presenting it to Odur as
proof of her infidelity (even a goddess cannot get away with
adultery). When she awoke and discovered it was missing, she
went immediately to somewhat belatedly confess and beg her
husband'e forgiveness, but he had gone. Going to Odin, the All-
father of the Gods, Freya confessed to this patriarch and begged
for help. Odin gave her permission to leave Asgard in search of
Odur, and forgave her, but decreed that she should ....ear the
necklace <i.lways, as a reminder of her sin (a motif of~
and the Green Knight, when Sir Gawain, despite the reassurances
of Arthur, insisted upon ....earing the girdle that reminded him of
his sexual shame -- which was, in part, having 'conversation'
with the wife of another man) .
For many yeal..'s, Freya traversed Midgard, the human world, a
thin membrane bolJl\ded by the extremes of fire and ice that
comprised the Norse universe, teaching men and women "the gentle
Io'ays of love" (Green 88), until she was finally reunited with her
divir'le husband,
Another, possibly older, version of tho. myth has Odin
himself as the outraged husband; he orders Frigga to stir up
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hatred and destruction among mankind so that warriors fallen on
the battlefield would rise to fight and die again and again
(Crossley-Holland 1980: 65-70).
This tale of love, infidelity and violence, evoked by the
allusion to the Brising necklace, served to keep alive the
primary sexual guilt of women as established. by a society
concerned with eradicating vomen's sexual autonomy. This was
perceived as necessary because, while the social value placed
upon the uncle-nephew relationship might represent the masculine
attempt to control inheritance and succession to power, or limit
it to blood descendants, the~ bond clearly could not
be a completely satiSfactory solution to the problem (since every
new piece of intonlation presents problems of assimilation) that
attended man's kno'Jled.ge ot his ovn role in procreation. An
ideal solution would have to provide absolute contidence of
paternity; this contidence could only be assured it women's
sexuality could be, in som8 'Jay, controlled. A part of this
control was established physically, with the particularly
merciless punishments meted 01Jt to a woman and her adulterous
lover; the linking ot sexuality with love is a further step in
this search for a final solution, eftective where, given the
aggressive natures of Genanic and Anglo-saxon women, overt
domination might fail. The implicit message is that, although
woman is to be torgiven for her inherently amoral sexual nature,
she is always to be aware ot and on guard against this
unacceptable tendency. Even the best ot women, the paragons like
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Wealhtheow and Hygd, needed to be reminded of this from time to
time -- perhaps more than most, since they had the responsibility
of setting an example for their lesser sisters.
Again, as half of the warriors slain in battle belonged to
Freya (Crossley Holland 1980: 203) she is also a goddess of
death, and embodies in her person the aombiguous connection
between love and death that underlies mythology and literature.
That Hig-elae should have been wearing this symbolic circlet in
his fatal battle with the Frisians is significant in this
context, because it associates Hygd, who must have given it to
him as a token, with his eventual undoing; his taking it is, in a
way, metaphorically suggestive of Adam's taking a bite of the
apple, signifying his acceptance of Eve's guilt and his willing-
ness to share her fate. He died during a raid, defending the
spoils of battle (1202-05, 2363ff, 2501ff), a reported fact that
echoes the implication of Freya' s obsessive desire for the
Brising treasure, Le. that man's greed is connected to his
desire to satisfy the demands of women, who provide a convenient
object for the projection of this guilt-inducing trait. (If a
woman desires beautiful and costly objects and a man can keep her
well supplied ....ith these things, perhaps then she ....i11 not be
tempted to stray•.. )
Hygd's aSpect of irreproachability, when seen against this
backdrop of symbolism, might seem amazing, until one recalls that
it is highly unlikely that this innuendo was permitted to touch
her, at least on a conscious level. In an overt sense, she was a
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fantasy figure, as much a creation ot the .en in her world out of
their ideals of perfect womanhood. as the other WODen in world of
the poem were, with or without their consent, .ouided along the
lines of "'xistinq social precepts or constraints. Although she
was not consciously manipulated to the extent of Freawaru and
Hildeburh, and although her po....er seems to have exceeded that of
Wealhtheow (for Hygd could, in fact, control the succession ot
her realm, as indicated by her power to ofter the throne to
Beowulf -- which offer might have been accompanied by herself)
this power was possibily related to her desirability. She,
perhaps more than anyone else, bore the burden Of the projection
of men's highest fantasies of women.
An ideal figure on the surface, Hygd is an archetypal fOrJll
of w01r.an, the elllbodiment of the AIlimA. "A semi-conscious psychic
complex having partial autonomy of function" (Fordham 54 n.2),
the anima is an extremely influential projection of the feminine
element of the psyche that appears frequently in literature
written by men. Shelley's muse in "Alastor" or the shadowy
figure of Keats' "La Belle Dallle Sans Merci" are classic examples
of the archetype.
Because of the implications of this archetypal entity as a
representation of the bisexual (or androgynous) nature of the
pSYChe, the erotic content of the anima is sometimes acknowledged
but Dore often sublimated in the course of her projection. Thus,
she may be projected onto so.eone desirable, but unattainable,
Hygd might have been to BeO'ofUlt. Hygd' 5 wisdOD, both stated
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(1926-27) and implied (as in her name, which means "thought"),
remarkable in one so young. is a classic attribute of the anima
projection, which often seems to impart a "timeless" quality, so
that the women on whom it is projected appears young but seelllS to
possess a ·secret knowledge" (Fordham 54) that entices the hero
with its promise of revelation and fulfillment.
The mortal, and often all-too-human, woman upon whom the
anima is projected is seen as cherishing, satisfying and
exalting, the supreme embodiment of the beauty felt in the
physical world; but, in her negative aspect, as Maud Bodkin has
noted, the anima's power is felt to be enslaving llnd betraying.
There is perhaps a suggestion of this element, too, in the
passing of the Brising circlet to Higelac, a~, "collar"
(1195) that binds hi. to her ofer yCia fu1, "over the cup of the
waves" (1208) though, wearing it, his life is Ultimately forfeit.
The perceiVed responsibility of W01ll4n for the tendency of
the masculine unconscious to view her in such ambivalent fashion
is associated with her anima role as mystic guide. Milton
identified and challenged this gale projection in Paradise Lost
..hen Christ confounded Adam's capitulation to Eve by asking, "was
shee made thy guide?" (X: 146). The presl;lIled answer would have to
be no, that men have themselves created this image of W01ll4n out
of their own pSYChClS. Nevertheless, woman has readily, and often
with alacrity, assumed this role-, tor it has been her main souX'ce
of power.
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Wealbtbeow: The Anima and F••ale pover
Wealhtheow, the other positive anima-figure in~,
exploited the non-sexual element of the anima's power. W.P. Ker
sees "nothing complex or strongly dramatic in her character"
(1957: 166) I but Wealhtheow's speeches (and she is the only woman
who says anything at all in the poem) , while understated and
necessarily subtle, reveal her to be forthcoming with personal
advice and political counsel relating to the development of e90-
consciousness and social values, and not unwilling to exercise
what subtle influence she does possess (not that, in the really
important things, such as the fate of her children, this does her
any good). Management of the royal household was Wealhtheow's
designated role, and she ruled her realm by whatever means
necessary. During the banquet that followed the defeat of
Grendel, she dispensed some of her womanly wisdom to Beowulf,
revealing one of the ways in which she maintained control over
her sphere of influence:
pegnas syndon gepwaere, peed ealgearo,
druncne dryhtguman dotS swa ic bidde (1230-31).
'l'he thanes are loyal; the people are willing:
the warriors, having drunk,1 do as I bid.
Aside from the humourous overtones of this speech, the
passage evokes a much more primitive time, when women were the
7 The implication of~ here is that of a pledge taken,
perhaps to ft'ealhtheow, by st))lIe ritual associated with the
ceremonial cup. But the humo;,;,rous element remains implicit,
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priestesses and magicians, and h",d control over the medicines and
sleeping potions, as well as the drugs by which the mystical
rites of passage were induced. This ancient role is symbolized
in~ by the woman's ritual duty to pass the ale cup.
Wealhtheow is the first woman we mee~ in the poem, and it is
appropriate that she is, first of all, a mother, because the
first form of woman encountered by male or female is the mother
figure. Jeffrey Helterman has associated her with Grendel's
mother in suggesting that both "together form what Junq calls the
dual mother" (13), but it should not be assumed that Wealhtheow
represents entirely the "good" element of this figure, for there
is a suggestion that wealhtheow was capable of her share of
negative influence deriving from her ritual duty. When, later
that night, Grendel's mother rose from the primordial waters of
the mere to satisfy her instinctive maternal impUlse, she found
the Danes in drunken sleep, a situation created by Wealhtheow,
for Wealhtheow had not onl}- passed the ale cup herself, but had
done so in the full knowledge of the power this duty conferred
upon her. Tacitus noted the extent of this power from the point
of view of a potential enemy: "'iou have only to indulge their
intemperance by supplying all that they crave, and you will gain
as easy a victory through their vices as through your own arms"
(Mattingly trans. 120).
The fact that the function of serving ale to the warriors, a
duty usually performed by a hall-thane, was ritually performed by
the aristocratic lady on formal or state occasions suggests that
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the initial signification of the ritual has been subverted. The
actual effect of the woman's ritual duty at the feast, though it
was attended by a fOI'1llal acknowledgement of status, was to
est.ablish her in a secondary or submissive role, one that symbol-
ically recreates her subjugation to the warrior class. In this
connection, Wealhtheow's name is suggestive, for it may mean, as
Klaeber, suggests, "Celtic (or foreign) servant" (xxxiii) --
which might, since the Celts were sometimes taken as slaves by
the Danes, mean' slave, 'or, it may mean, ~im~ly, "servant of
conunon weal (good)." The other '~' in the poem, Ecgtheow
and Ongentheow, do contain some suggestion of submission, if not
of martyrdom in their names; on the other hand, they ·.:so con!"ote
action and commitment, if not autonomy, in their compound senses
-- Ecgtheow. "sword servant" or even "slave to the sword," and
Ong~ntheow, "solitary servant" or. possibly, considering
Trautmann's gloss for~, "slave to aggression." The men
personifying these names might be in thrall. but it is by their
own, individual human instincts that they are seen to be
controlled, not by another individual or a ruling class's notion
of 'good.'
Bernice Kliman inferred from the extant literature that the
position of ....omen in the Old English world was directly related
to their usefulness to male-dominated society (32-49). The
rationalization of this apparent subjugation of women in the
society of.~ may be, as Kliman suggested, their inferior
physical strength, which r:.,:d.. red them less "useful" on the
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battlefield and, therefore, to the warrior society, less imp;".~c-
ant in the overall scheme of things. Certainly the seap of
Beowulf makes this idea perfectly clear when speaking~
~ of the female lIIonster:
Haes se gryre laessa
efne swa miele, swa biS maegl:la craeft,
wiggryre .,.,Hes be waepnedmen (1282-84).
The terror was less by just as much as the
strength of women is less. the war-fear of
a woman compared to a man.
This was so demonstrably untrue in Beowulf's actual battle
with the mother of Grendel -- as, indeed, it may well have been
in earlier Gennanic society.- when men and women faced one another
on the absolute individual ground of the battlp,fleld -- that it
has to be irony. One must imagine that it is possible for a
strong woman, a woman like Boadicea, to do a certain (even a
lethal) amount of damage to an average (even a strong) man.
However, such a casual generalization might have sufficed as an
initial reason for getting women off the battlefield and onto the
hearth. Following this move, their position as servants to the
warrior group was cOl:::;ulidated. It remained to be established
how best they might be deployed. In times of strife, they might,
like Hildeburh and Freawaru, be used as "peaceweavers" or
alternatively, like Helen of Troy, as excuses for "'dr, but in
times of peace, as Kliman observed, their dangerous sexuality
becomes once again the object of fear and loathing. This is
strongly iJllplied in the story of Modthryth whose predilection
for baving her admirers executed is the SUbject of one of the so-
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called ·digressions" IS that expand and develop t~e main text of
JlllOl<llll.
Xo4thrytb: biao.ity &.Dd a.lN.l PO...1'
The stronq-minded Kodthryth, whose name (1I2d.. "spirit.
l~::per, heart" and mi. ".ight, strength·) implies passion and
w~ose nature exemplifies it, seem:> too h,..ve resented being seen as
a 'sexual object': whenever any man, nefne stofrei!l'
I Wrenn questions the 'digressions' (88); Leyerle says "there
are no digressions in ~," (c!. Wrenn 77) and I agree.
9 The nonce word~ invites exploration because it only
appears once in the whole extant corpus of old English writings.
Clark Hall translates this word silllply as "husband," while Klaeber
is more cautious - or perhaps simply lIlore patriarchal- and inclined
to "great lord." Wrenn suggests "noble lord," but also, following
Klaaber, glosse~ the element !il..n as meaning "continual" or
"perpetual" in the compound li.n.=.n..1J:lU, to which may be added
Sweet's earlier translation, "everlasting," as in~ and the
verb a.i.nM.n. "to care for." It is v..ry tempting, stnce the word
only does occur once, to think of~ as a kenning created by
the poet out of a combination of .li.1n.w, "sinful." and.!l:n. "-
friend" (also glossed in Klaeber as "consort"). With apologies to
Barney, (who says that "sin" is c;>gnate with~, "truth; true" and
associates this group etYJllologically with fo~s of the verb "to be"
(~61) but cf. the discussion of in Ch.I] illnAn
JIlay be related to ~. "sin" in the ~aJl.e way that ~, "to
fight" may be related to 1aD.D., "joy," and the question of whether
"the Anglo-Saxons would have s£nsed no connection" (x) is, surely,
immaterial. It is enough that the poet did. The thought of Il lover
or husband as a "sin friend" is appel:.linq because it recalls the
choice of Adam to join Eve in her "fallen" state (a choice made
JIl.uch of by Milton) and evokes the theology of St. Paul, who seems
to have viewed sexual love and marriaqe as quasi-sinful condi-
tions, "fallen" states that would have ne" plac~ in Heaven. At
the very least,~ Itight be a pun.
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(1943), cast his eyes upon her, she had him summarily executed.
Alth.:.;.ugh the poet sees her behaviour as an over-reaction to a
~, "fancied insult" (1943), Thryth clearly believed there
was something to get angry about. She Dight have simply been
rejecting the projection of the anima upon her independent
person.
Modthryth might have had historical antecedents, although it
is not cerlain to which of two, or possibly three, historical
figures she migiti:. have been related, a factor which adds to her
collective appeal as a 'type' familiar in Germanic and classical
legend. In his comprehensive Beowulf' 1m IntroductioD to the
study or the POgm .... ith a piscussion of the stories of QUa and
E.inn (1921), R.W. Chambers described three queens who could have
served as a model for Thryth. There was, first of all, the
virtuous wire of Offa I, the Offa to whom Modthryth was said to
have been married 10. Then there was Cynethryth (~ could mean
"royal" or " queen" according to Sweet), the much-maligned wife
of Offa II, who was blamed for the death of st. Aethelbert, the
vassal king of East ...nglia (though, as Chambers noted, it was
most probably her husband himself who was to blame) or possibly
her daughter, Eadburh, who, as R.M. nilson reports, was said by
Asser "to live as a despot in the ma:nner of her father"
(1952:37). Finally, there was Eormenthryth (~ means
10 Although Eliason wants to contend that it was Hygd ""ho wa...
really the wife of Offa I (126-27) this inquiry will prefer to con-
centrate on these events and relationships in the context of the
~oem.
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"immense"), or Her1:luthrudll., named by Saxo Grll.mmaticus as the wife
of Offa's ancestor, Whitlaeg, founder of tr.e house of Mercia, in
which family, Chambers reported, almost half of the ladies had
nAmes in which the .i~~..ent IU:xsl fiqured.
This last lady seems most appropriate as Moclthryth's 'real
world' counterpart, since she displayed all those negative traits
with which Kodthryth, before her conversion, was identified.
Eormenthryth's nature is reported to have been siDilar to the
nature of the legendary Brunhilt ("flaming svord"), who
challenged her wooer to surpass her in three feats or lose l'l.is
head, and who was later 'tamed' by a lIan; the character seems to
be a stock one. The King of Britain, who wanted to marry
Eormenthryth, prudently sent an emissary, Amlethus (Hamlet) to
court the aggressive princess on his behalf, but the wooing went
too well; Eor:c.enthryth decided. that s.ne wanted Am:lethus.
Treacherous even to her object of desire, the lady had his shield
and commission stolen from hill as he slept and altered the letter
so that her hand was requested, not for the king, but for
Amlethus himself (a detail that faintly suggests the exploits of
a later, more famous Ham.let, who altered a letter of execution
sent to the King of England by 'the King of Denmark). Thus,
Eormenthryth married AJllethu8 (presullably without too much
resistance on his part); later, however, Whitlaeg came on the
He conquered and killed the chosen t.usband and Eormen-
thryth, Willingly or unwillingly, .arried tt.a conqueror. Offa
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was a descemlant of their sOlllewhat intimidating line (Chambers
36-40) •
By mixing the relevant elements of all these historical
women, it is possible to see Modthryth as a kind of triple-
goddess, incorporating three benign manifestations of woman in
relation to affa, who stands in this equation as a representation
of tt.~ masculine perspective. As the matriarch of his
genealogical line, no insignificant position, she is the mother
figure; in the sexl~ally elusive role, as the object of desire
(whether incestuous or healthy) she stands for ~nother feminine
'type,' the "mistress/seductress" (Tl')rguson 16-17); after her
marriage to Offa, settled happily into the sexually submissive
role, she is transformed into his (historically) virtuous wife.
Her over-riding image subsumes all three forms, as well as the
fourth aspect, the 'hag,' in her malevolent phase.
Eonnenthryth, Brunhilt, eynethryth and Kodthryth, whatever
their historical or legendary connections, represent a familiar
form of the feminine image in literature, the femme fatale.
Beautiful, desirable (otherwise she ....ould never get away with it)
but infinitely dangerous, the antithesis of such women as
Wealhtheow, Freawaru, Hildeburh and Hygd, this image of woman
personifies the negative aspect of the anima, and something more
besides.
As <\ !reAll falces cwen, "noble queen of the people" (1932),
Thryth would have been an obvious choice as the object of an
anima-projection; but, as is often the case when such projection
idese to efnanne,
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is not willingly borne by the w01l1an, she frustrated the
stereotyPe and alienated 1Ilale society by ret"lectinq its actual,
rather thllJ\ its ideal values, becominq a pa.rody of Illasculinity.
Besides being the only female character Who actually
undergoes a change or developDent in~ (Hygd might have
gone frolll youth to age, but that's another story), Kodthryth's
character displays evidence ot the activation of an archetype
peculiar to the female psyche, the Anima. When this archetype
which, like the anima in men, "gives prominence to those traits
which ara characteristic of the opposite sex" holds forth, the
woman behaves like a man -- that is, "obstinate... dogmatic ...
argumentative and domineering,· as well as overly concerned with
structural and rational systells that Jung implies might be better
left to the male (1972: 58). The poet's society might have
agreed with this as an assessment of Thryth before her
'conversion,' when her behaviour challenged the male structure on
its own terms. Whether we agree with Svetislav stetanovic's
interpretation or~ (1938) in this context as a reference
to the practice of Thryth (or, perhaps significa~'tly, her father)
to fight any prospective suitors (15-31) or whether we choose to
see it as merely a SUlllJaary seizure of the offending warrior, her
attempt to dominate men by violence and the wielding of a
Il'lascclline power iden':.ified particularly with that of Beowulf
himself (cf. L 1534 and see Chapter I) is implied.
As the poet, in a aasterpiece of delicate litotes, suggests:
He bi.! swyle cwenlic t>eaw
t>eah & hio aenl icu sy,
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~aette treo4uwebbe teores ansaece
aetter lig-etome leofne mannan (1940-44).
That is not a queenly custom tor a woman to practice,
no matter how beautiful she is. That a peacaweaver,
because of an imagined insult, should deprive a valued
man ot his lite - !
kenneth Sisam calls the Modthryth episode a "crude
excresence" (49), which may be a bit of an over-reaction in
itself; however, it is observed that, while this sort ot
retribution for insults (real or i1llllqlned) might not btl.
inappropriate for a king or an~. and might have been
applauded in Judith, it was totally inappropriate to Thryth's
designi!lted submissive social role as~, "peaceweaver"
(1942). Nat..rally, this intolerable state of affairs could not
be allowed to continue and, indeed, it did not. Powerful though
she was, and violont and. headstrong, Modthryth, like Juliana (in
this alone) was still SUbject to the will of the patriarch. She
"was given" (OE passive unU~ is the form used in line
1948) in marriage to Ofta, a dominant young warrior.
When be Coedar lare, "at her father's command," Modthryth
visited OUa's court ote; fulone flod, "over the dark waves"
(1950), she "suftered a sea change" and was so overcome by her
outstanding young husband that, like Shakespeare's Kate, she
completely retormed, pert'orming all her obligatory tasks to
perfection and observing total fidelity to her husband so that
the poet can speak with certainty ot Eomer as otfa's son,
~minges m,eq neto GArmundes, "HeJJlllling's kinsman, nephew at
Garmun~" (1961-62).
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Hodthryth' 5 come-uppance was a source of much satisfaction
to the ealodrincende, "ale-drinking" (1945) .en of her tille,
whose beer-ball conversation applauded this subduinq of her
aggressive nature by the sexual dominance of her husband; she, in
turn, was doubtless compensated for her restraint by marriage to
the~ "spearbold" MJl (1958).
Not to downplay the iJlportance and the reality of sexual
love, it is a tine irony ot' Thryth's life that she should have
been conquered by the very power she sought to deny, her
sexuality -- "Hoist with her own petar," sOllie might say -- an
irony Which, one suspects, was not lost on the audience ot
~. Modthryth has been further diainlshed by literary
critics such as the ottended Sisam, who wants to annihilate her
name and turn her back into an abstract noun (49), or Eliason,
'Who insists she did not even exist (124-)8). The poet might have
understood this impulse, but one iDagines he might have been a
little less intense, a little more sYlllpathetic; he himself
reveals that 'Warrior society li.its and negates women's
possibilities tor self-defining action in his depictions of
Freawaru and Hildeburh.
I'reallaru and Blldeburh: Depersonalization and I.potence
Hygd, Wealhtheow and Modthryth had been given, and had, in
another (Promethean) sense, stolen a 1II.easure of power, but it was
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attended by a corresponding responsibility that negated their
free will. The other real women in~, Hlldeburh and
Freawaru, were constricted in an equal but opposite degree.
Though socially disenfranchised, their position was nevertheless
glorified and romanticized by their society, so that they were
cast in, and probably identified with, the role of martyrs, in an
exaltation of passivity. The similarity between them all has led
Elaine Hansen to describe both types of women, the "paraqons"and
the "sufferers," as "symbols for human impotence" (116). Indeed,
the royal woman' s social function as "peaceweaver," though it
overtly assumes an element of power, also carries with it the
corollaries of impotence and depersonalization.
Freawaru's depersonalization is implied in the fact that she
was not imbued with any personal attributes, but is described
only in terms of her relationship to men, as~ (2028), §§..Q
~(2031) or~ (2059). Her name only came to Beowulf
through hearsay, leading to the conclusion that they were not
formally introduced, although she was a royal princess in the
court of Heorot and he an illustrious guest. The poet, in fact,
totally overlooks the romantic possibilities of the situation
(Which is, of course, fitting; this is not, after all, a romance,
and th~ poet might nave been a monk, for whom such explorations
would have been unsuitable). She was not mentioned in the poem
at all until Beowulf returned to Higelac's court, although, as we
learn from his narrative, she was present at the festivities in
Heorot. Her effective non-appearance there parallels her
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position in the ....orld at large, for she, like many royal women,
had no real exi:!ltence in that world except as a pawn in the
political manoeuvers of her father.
The use of women as treodul(ebban, "peaceweavers" is
criticized both directly and indirectly in Beowulf's projection
of the fate of Freawaru. His story of her life cannot exactly be
called prophetic or visionary because, as Brodeu.r has pointed
out. he gets some of the data ils (even a key factor, from the
point of view of histor.y) wrong even though the story of Ingeld
was probably well-known to the Anglo-Saxon audience (1959: 178).
However, Beowulf is tellinq the story of Freawaru and of other
women like her, and his story is told froll a more universal
perspective, as probability. Beowulf's overt criticism is
utilitarian (it simply does not work to use wOlllen in this way)
but he presents a very sympathetic arqument in his depiction of
this nebulous princess "nd her tragic fate.
As ~eowulf t.ells it, Freawaru, whose name (Which means both
"noble" and "watchful") incorporates both her 50cial statu!i and
her necessary existential condition, vas bet!:"othc:! to Ingeld as a
tleans of securing peace between t.'le Scyldings and the Heatho-
bards. He says without equivocation that such marriages seldom
accomplish their intended purpose, heah sec bad duge! "however
good the bride might be" (2031). In Freawaru's case, he
predicts, although her presence ma:r", in itself, be
irreproachable, the presence of her courtiers is nevertheless
'"
likely to cause further strite, which places her in a most
vulnerable position:
o! &et sad cyme!,
~aet se faemnan ~qn fore faedE=r daedum
aetter billes bite blOdfaq 8wefe!,
ealdres scyldiqr him se Oller l'onan
~~~~~ ~i~!7:~)~~~ene cono~i~a l~~:l~:are.
allsweord eorlal (sycJ)San Ing-elde
wealla& waelni6as, cnd him wlUufan
aefter cearwaellllu. colran weartlal (2058-66 •
. . •until the time comes that the woma!!' s
retainer sleeps blood stained after the sword-
bite, paying for his father's deeds with his life;
the other escapes alive; he Jcno...s the land well.
Then the oath of the chieftains is broken on both
t:>ides; afterwards, deadly hatred rises in Ingeld,
and his love for his wife growlS cooler as the
troubles escalate.
In Christine Fell's estimation, Anglo-Saxon kinship ties
remained legally unaffected by marriage, and if so, that was a
good and necessary thing. because an aristocratic woman I 5
abandonment by either her father or her husband would remove from
her the protective isolation that was a natural accompaniment of
her upbringing as a royal fe.ale. Effectively, Freawaru was
groomed as a sacri!ice to the gods of war, her virginity
protected as much, perhaps, to fulfill a subconscious ritual
requirement as to ensure an honourable exchange (Which may be why
she did not converse with Beowulf, and at least partially what he
meant when he spoke of m, "good" in relation to~
(2031)]. Her importance and her survival were directly related
to her success or failure in appeasinc; the warring factions and
yet this could in no way be influenced by her innate ability to
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please or displease. She might have pleased Ingeld (according to
Beowulf, she did, at least at the beginning). But it was not
lngeld in this story who renewed hosti.lities, it was one ot his
men who instigated a mortal feUd with one of Freawaru's retainers
(perhaps we should read "guards" here). Yet, although she had no
active power, Freawaru had to share the consequences of others'
actions; ultimately, she lost not only the safety ot her
father's house but the safety of her husband's affection, either
or both of which were absolutely essential to her survival.
Whatever may have happened to the historical Yr'lfe of Ing-eld, we
do not find out what became of the Freawaru in Beowulf's story,
and perhaps that also tells us something.
Pitiable as are the future possibilities for Freawaru,
however, it is Hildeburh who 1s the classic representation i'.
~ of woman as "sufferer" (Hansen 116). Thot story of
Hildeburh, who was dramatically ineffective in her woman's rol'!!
of peaceweaver between her people, the Danes, and the Frisians,
to whose leader, Finn, she was married, is a study in powerless-
ness. Hildeburh was an extreme victim of men's battlegames. It
see1'lls as though both her marriage and her subsequent return to
her people were equally outside her control. When the fighting
was finally over, she was transported back home "precisely," as
Camargo says, "like a piece of the booty" (126) -- a statement
that recognizes the status of women in this poem to be largely
that of relatively valuable possessions. An extreme example of
this was the case of Higelac' S daughter, whom he gave to Eofor as
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a hal!l\feordunge, "holDe orna_entOl (2998) tor killing Ongentheow.
The IIll.Itter-of-factness with which Hildeburh's .isery was accepted
by the warriors or Beorct is underscored by the immediate
resumption of Birth and revelry followinq the singing of her
tragIc lay:
Leod waes asunqen,
qleomannes qyd. Gallen eft a.stah,
beorhtode bencsweq, byrelas sellidon
win of wundertatum pa cwom Wea.lhtheow •••
(1159-62) .
The singer finished his song: his listeners
Lauqhed and drank, their pleasure loud
In that hall. The cup-bearers hurried with their
sparkling
Vessels. And then the queen, Welthow •..
Appeared ••. (Raffel trans.).
From a structural &:ld thematic standpoint, the story of
Hl1deburh represents a partiCUlarly poignant elelllent in the
poem's portrayal of heroic society, especially when we note that
this is the point at which Wealhtheow went to plead with Hrothgar
and Hrothulf on behalf of her sons (1169-91), already doomed, as
she perhaps instinctively knew, by the subconscious rejection of
the one and the rapacity ot the other. It seems no co-incidence,
either, that the episode was recounted by the scop in Heorot on
the eve of the attack by Grendel's mother. The impression of
deliberate juxtaposition is reinforced by the observation of
parallel seasonal similes in the story of Hildeburh and the
battle with the female monster (cf. 1132-37 and 1608-11), as well
as the mention of tire (1122) and ice (1132). Fire and ice
Symbolize an import.ant theaatic opposition that recurs throughout
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the poem, but is especially central to the battle with~
~, who understandably yrmde gemunde, "brooded over her
sorrov· (12S9). By the ti1le her attack occurs, despite sisa:a's
contention that aaintains the original audience (whoever they
were) would not have detected any parallel with the case of
Wealhtheow (66). 11 some of them .ight have been e.otionally
prepared, through the case of Hildeburh, to sympathize with that
hideous creature who was, after all, only doing what Hfldeburh
herself might have done had she had the power -- avenging the
death of her child.
Whereas Hildeburh was perhaps by nature and certainly by
conditioning forced to play the passive and impotent role so
typical of women in the warrior society that Maud Bodkin has
given it an archetypal fOrll as the ·wollan mourner" (163), the
mother of Grendel, by virtue of her anti-social status, was
empowered to act out the rage and pain she telt at the
destruction of her son. When we are told that this she-monster
geaan weIdel sorbfulDl .id sunu d,od, wrecOD, "wanted to under-
take the sorrowful journey to avenge the death of her son"
(1277-78), when we picture her terror, her desire to be gone as
soon as she had repaid those who had mortally hurt her child, it
" Sisam disputes the "structural elegance" of the poem, too
(66). Obviously, this dissertation must inevitably disagree with
both analyses, as with many other statements made by this eminent
scholar. It looks like a case of binary opposition; Leonard
Cohen's poem, "one of us cannot be wrong, II shows how opposing views
may be held simultaneously.
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is dlf!lcult to think. of her as being all that different troll any
sorrowing human .other. As Setsuko Haruta has said, "the poet
betrays too much sympathy for Grendel's mother to allow us to
brush her aside" (11).
It was also probably safe for the hall-dwellers to assume
that this would be the last of her raids. That they did not
really expect her to return is confirmed by the fact that, rather
than lie in wait as he did for Grendel, Beowulf went instead to
her lair, an infinitely more dangerous expedition and one not
necessary to enhance an already secure reputation. However, the
pattern of revenge had been set in motion, it pattern that, as the
stories of Hildeburh, Wealhtheow and the primitive .other of
Grendel illustrate, extends into the farthest reaches of the
psyche, confronting the intellectual concepts ot justice and
balance with the nihilistic emotions of pride and hatred, the
rationalization ot which provides the social sanction for
vengeance.
Although the mother of Grendel was only doing what any of
the warriors of Heorot would have done in her place (had they had
the courage), she had to be destroyed, not necessarily because
she might strike again. but perhaps because she had committed
what was coming to be perceived as an unpardonable act for a
woman. In undertaking a course of vengeance, she, like Mod-
thryth, had taken the role ot the man. Thryth1s outrageous
violation of the woman' 5 role as~, "peaceweaver"
,.,
(1942) is seen to be even more heinous when projected onto the
fora of the~.
The designation~. "Merewife," taken fro. line 151),
w111 be the tontal reference for Grendel's mother, first 01 all
because, as Freavllru has no identity, Wealhtheow no influence,
Hildeburh no power. Modthryth no respect, Hygd no voice, and the
woman mourner at the end of the poeD no recognizable physic;::l
being, Grendel's mother has no DalIIe. Still, the tara "Merewife"
seems appropriate for her in that it contains three important
elements of this reJlarkable form.
First, this word evokes the ~, Which, in modern
consciousness (if not in its own linquistic time frame) invites
association with the modern Frencb ~. "sea" and 1!.!lU., "mother,"
SU9gestinq its function as a symbol of the unconscious, and
serving to cast her in her archetypal role as "the .other froJ:!
the sea-depths" (BodJcin 160). The psyche has been called. "the
.other ot" all human tacts, or civilization and ot" its destroyer,
war" (Jung 1972: 50) and this metaphor, too, is pertinent to an
understanding ot" the Merewit"e's essent.ial nature. Secondly, the
element ill has a particular modern connotation ot the sexuality
this study contend:.> is integral to her interpretation. Finally,
the resonance ot the whole word, ~, attirus the siailarity
suggested by Robert Kaske to the later word~, or
...
"merrymen,- which he co.pares to the~. the~ or
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mermaids of myth (421-31). a co_parison relevant to analysis of
her as a maternal and a sexual beinq (as Thetia and Aphrodite
could both have been enVisioned, in part, aa llerlDaids).
The poem gives only one clue to the Merewife's origins, but
it is in keeping with the dynamics of her genesis. In speaking
of Grendel, Hrothgar, patriarch of the scyldings, says:
no hie faeder cunnan
hwael'er him aenig waes ll.er accnned
dyrna qasta (1355-57).
They do not know his father - whether he had one;
he was born of secret spirits.
The supernatural or superstitious element introduced here
mingles with the factor of dubious paternity in an inversion of
the virgin birth to produce a chthonic shadow of Christ in the
figure of Grendel and a corresponsing inversion of the Virgin in
the form of the Merevi!e.
Mary Kay Temple makes much of the designation ~, ·lady,·
applied to the mother of Grendel as ....ell as to Hildeburh and the
other ....omen in the poeJ!l, noting, with reference to Bosworth and
Toller, that the ....ord "in earliest times (applied to) superhuman
beings, occupying a position between goddess and mere woman"
(10). Marijane Osborn interprets this word in the context of the
Finnesburg story to mean a "priestess" (185-94), while signe H.
Carlson sees her as a "primitive human" (357-64). Although she
is, as Temple says, "no 'lady' " (13), the Merewife's origins do
go back to the dawn of hWDan awareness, when "....oman the creatress
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and destructress" (Graves 386) vas worshipped in the form ot the
old earth goddesses. The figure of Demeter is evoked by the
mention of the wicg wundenCeax, "'horse with braided mane" (1400)
ridden by Hrothgar to the mere, because the DaDeter-aspect of
this ancient :mother goddess vas once worshipped. by the callic
Celts in the fOnl of a mare (Graves 384). The i1llage of Hrothgar
riding to the Dare mounted upon a symbolic representation of this
old corn goddess seems to epitomize the domination of the old
earth mother by the patriarchal ruler of warrior society.
We may conclude from the entirely separate references to
~ in~ that the Merevife is not identifiable with this
entity, which Christine Fell concluded was a feRlale deity once
worshipped by the Anglo-Saxons; but she might be associated with
Herthus, or Mother Earth, Who, according to Tacitus, was a
qoddess of ancient Germanill; or perhaps she might be linked with
Andraste, war-qodd~ss of the fierce Boadicea, who was herself a
priestess in that she is said by Dio Cassius to have -employed a
species of divination- (War1llinqton 93-9'4) in order to encouraqe
her people to fiqht aqainst the Ro.ans. However,' since these
figures, as they appear (or, in the case of Andraste, fail to
appear) in Anqlo-Saxon literary sources, are placed -firmly
within the Christian God's control" (Fell 27) and the Merewi!e
underqoes this process through the actions of Beowulf, it seems
she must be outside this mythological tradition to some ext~nt.
She has few discernable Scandinavian origins; the Norse
goddesses were clearly subordinate to Odin, the -All-father," and
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although, as Brian Branston reported, "the Old Nor.a evidence
points un!':oJUivocally to an ancient goddess who is thl!l earth,"
she was nat a supreme deity, but only "wife to the chief god who
was the sky" (128); but the Gallic Celts worshipped a fellale
deity long t:afore and long after the coming of either the
Teutonic or the Christian patriarchal gods. Her nalle was Epona,
and the relics of her cu1t surviVed in Ireland until the. 12th
century. The Merewife could in part represent this~,
"alien spirit" (1349). worshipped by the Celts, whoa Robert
Graves describes as "non-Teutonic goddess-worshipping strains"
(406) living in the British Isles at the tilDe of the poet.
According to Graves' "historical gr6lllJlar of poetic lIyth,"
Tbe White Goddess, £pone. was worshipped as a tri-partite goddess,
Itthe Three Eponae, It whose aspects followed the changes in the
seasons of spring, summer and winter (384-86) and this is
suggested by the seasonal JIIetaphor of the epic simile that occurs
in the poetry ot' this episode. The nature of the Three Eponae
I':losely parallels the ancient Greek Triad, Aphrodite, Demeter,
and Hecate, who personify the three phases of the moon in its
waxing, full, and waning state, an association doubtless derived
f!'om the lunar pattern of the menstrual cycle, a source of
mystery and taboo in primitive cultures. By Sophocles' time,
this trinity had been infiltrated by Apollo, who ousted the
mother goddess froD her Itnavel shrine lt at Delphi. The remnant was
Jocasta -- mother/wife, and symbol of horror.
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The welsh are said to have observed the rites of a fe~le
g..xldess whose story. first recorded in the 13th century from. a
prototype thouqht to date back to the 9th century. strikes a very
ta.iliar chord. in the thelia of Beowulf's involveJlent with the
Grendel kin. cerridwen, or Arianrod, as she vas also called, was
worshipped by the Welsh as, initially, II. grain or corn goddess.
Like Demeter, she was referred to as II. "white sow" (Graves 123),
the domestic equivalent of the wild boar whose i1lage the Teutonic
warriors wore on their helmets.
The wife of II. nobleman, Cerridwen, as Gravas tells it, had
two children. Her daughter was the most beautiful girl in the
world, but her son was the ugliest boy. In order to compensate
tor his physical defect, Carridwen boiled up II. cauldron. ot wisdom
which she proposed to feed to him. Leaving a local boy, Gwion,
to stir the broth, she then went off to attend to the work of
making the fields f.ertile. Meanwhile, Gwion, like any attentive
and. curious coo;c's helper, tested. the brew with his finger,
burned himself, put his finger into his mouth to reliRve the pain
and was instantly imbued with all knowledge ea beautifully down-
to-earth agricultural rendition of the Prometheus myth).
Furious, cerridwen pursued the boy, first as a screaming hag
(herself) and then through a series of mutual shape changes
(since Gwion now knew the secret of these transfonRative powers)
until he had turned himself into a grain of wheat, whereupon she
becalle a black hen and devoured. him. She returned to her normal
shape to discover herself pregnant with the seed of GWion, to
,..
whom she eventually gave birth (or, really, re-birth). He w~s
I:eaut!ful and now, of course, her own son, so that she could not
then kill him, but neither could she keep hi_ (I '. not quite sure
why: maybe it would not have bean fair to her other son,
Xorvran). Instead, she tied. him in a leather bag and threw him
into the sea, a detail that evokes the wollb and also Grendel's
g,l,Q!, the bag into which he put his kill, as well as suggesting
the patterns of Moses, Seeaf and the list could go on. The hero
set adrift alone into the world of affairs via a dangerous
journey ever water is a recurring element of mythology that
certainly has :more than a little to do with birth. Gwion was
eventually caught by the tishin9 net of Prince Elphin of North
Wales (Which suggests the~ motif), renamed Taliesin and
bro..:ght up at court.
Soae of the IIOtits of the Cerridwen story are echoed in
~. Her two sons, Taliesin (formerly Gwion) and the hideous
Morvran (formerly Afagddu) may be compared to Beowulf and Grendel
in their innate but divided relationship as well as in their
physical characteristics, since Grendel was so repulsive that
only his .other could love him, while Beowulf was described by
the Danish coastguard as "peerless":
nis ~aet seldguma,
waepnUll geweor&d, naefne him his wlite leoge,
aenlic ansyn (249-51).
That is no Dere retainer, dignified by his weapons,
unless his appearance, his peerless form, belies him.
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The name Morvran means "sea raven," suggesting the raven
....hich is the symbol ot' Cain, fro. whoa Grendel was descended.
Tallesin means "radiant brow" which, Graves points out, is a
symbol of Apollo (136) who fought the dragon Python(ess) at
Delphi. The syllable "Tal" also figured in the primitive names
of Hercules, or Heraolea (136). to whom Beowulf, as a bear-son
fiqure, has often been cOllpared. Heracles, a devotee of Apollo,
was ordered by the oracle at Delphi to ..tone for the wanton
Illurder, motivated by sexual jealousy, of Iphitus; he was
ser.tenced to slavery for one year, sold to Ollphale, queen of
Lydia, and made to do "women I 5 work," wbile "OIIIphale assumed his
lion's skin and club" and, pre.:;umably, his role (Harvey 202).
Such associations suggest an inherently dichotomous sexual aspect
o! Beowul!'s battle with the Merewi!e.
A later detail of the Cerridwen story places it as at least
concurrent to the story of Beowulf. T~liesin, whose skill at
riddles parallels Beowulf's own v~rbal felicity as well as
oedipus' grea't.est gift, is said to have confounded the twenty-
four court bards of Maelgwyn with his wisdom (Maelgwyn' s
sycophantic bards are also mentioned. by the 8th century
historian, Nennius, which suggests the cerridwen legend was a
living tradition of that period). One of these riddles, which
Ilay be a later addition, is remarkable if only as coincidence:
Discover ....hat it is:
The strong creature from before the Flood •..
(Graves 29).
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The Flood myth, native to many of the world's mythologies,
is introduced dramatically in~ by the inscription found on
the magic sword in the Merewife's cave:
bylt sceawode,
ealde lafe, on 5aem Oiaes or writen
fyrngewinnes, sy~an flod ofsloh,
gifan geotende giganta oyn,
frecne geferdon; }:Iaet waes fremde peed
ecean Dryhtne; him paes endelean
purh waeteres wylm Waldend &lcaalde (1687-93) •
. , .he scrutinized the hilt, the ancient heirloom,
upon which was inscribed the rise of the primeval
strife when the flood, the rushing deep, destroyed
the brood of giants. They suffered terribly: that
W3S a race alien from the eternal Lord, (and) for
that the Sovereign Ruler gave them a final retrib-
ution by the surging water (Hall trans.).
In Judeo-Christian myth, the story of the Flood is a study of
evil seen as inherently present within the psyche of mankind,
drowned in unconsciousness but not annihilated. Evil continued
to flourish in the aftermath of the biblical Flood, not just in
Grendel's subdiluvian lair but on the wl itebeorhtene wang swa
~~, "t,le bright and beautiful plain surrounded by
water" (93) that, in the Hebrew cosmology as reflected in early
Anglo-Saxon society, was the world. There Noah, sinking into
drunken and naked slumber (Gen. 9:20-27) reinstituted shame as an
integer of human experience. By going 'underwater' (in a
reptilian reversion, perhaps) or in other words, by repression in
the psyche, evil was seen to have survived the Flood despite
man's (and God's) efforts to control or deny this element of
human nature. When, aided by intoxicants, the inhibitions are
lifted, the unrestrained impulse is released.
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The references to drunkenness in ~indicate an
association of~, ".ead, II nlll. "ale," llnd ~, "beer" with
the torces of chaos llnd destruction -- Le .• evil. Beowulf's
taunt to Unferth, and II. rather subtle piece of irony employed by
the poet in his description of the fight between Beowulf and
Grendel (Which contains in the word Ap,lusCe0tw,n, "'ale
deprival, (distress, mortal panic?)" a direct linking of ale (or,
by virtue of its power to confer false courage, the lack of it)
with terror and distress] are the most overt of the poet's
comments. Added to this, the implication of the drunken state of
the warriors on the night of the Merewife's raid, as indicated by
Wealhtheow (1231) and as eraphasized in Beowulf's report to
Hig-Blac (2016), llnd the drunken quarrel which Beowulf predicts
will be the cause of Freawaru's tro'lbles, all form a cUJIulative
i.pression that drunkenness played. no small part in the
catastrophes, both natural and supernatural, that beset the
wll.rrior tribes.
considering that it was the particular role of women to pass
the ale-cup on ritual occasions, and that the old earth goddesses
were goddesses of corn and grain (substances out of which ale is
made) this ritual woman's job carries a somewhat sinister under-
tone. The subconscious implication of the poemls indictment of
drunkenness is a variation on the theme of woman as the means by
which evil is permitted to do its work in the world of man. In
establishing intoxicants as a disruptive and negative influence,
'reason' has been founa to .orally judge the results of the corn-
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goddess's supreJIacy, to force her underqround (as was the Earth
Mother at Delphi) or underwater (as was the Merewife) and to link
her implicitly w1th eviL She then becomes a~,
literally "an accursed creature of the earth" (1518) or "accursed
monster of the deep," a .onstrous inversion of her former self.
This dynamic suggests aspects of the first known Anglo-Saxon
deity, Nerthus, who, Christine Fell notes, was \lorshipped. on an
island as Mother Earth and whose secret worship involved the
drowning of the slaves who assisted in the ceremony. Ironit:ally.
the coming of Nerthu5 was sup~... 'ied to signifY the establishment
of peace and all weapons were to be laid aside while she was
among men (Fell 26). The necessity of seein9 this partially
benevolent deity as wholly evil is associated with her deposit ...on
by the masculine war gods, since, when an established systea is
overthrown, the first task of the successor is to discredit the
fOrJJ.er powers. As Shelley observed in Prometheus Unbound, "the
conqueror can call the conquered evil."
However, the nature of the earth goddess, of whOrl the
Merewife may be the chthonic remnant, initially included. elements
of both good and evil. The Arthurian legend of the Lady of the
Lake, which depicts a benevolent spirit in possession of a
miraculous sword, seems to have reconstructed the 'good' element
of this underwater entity, who may represent the repressed or
submerged _emory of the great Earth Mother. This merlory,
repressed or not, is a ve.ry powerful archetype of the personal
and collective unconscious.
,..
In her a.rchetypal form, this great Earth Mother was a11-
powerful, just as, according to Bruno Bettelheim (1975: 68), to
the infant his own .other is the source of all pleasure (satis-
faction ot' his primary desires) and pain (the refusal, or delay,
of this Sllme satisfaction). ThIs primary contact, reinforced by
aeons of human development, is thought to produce an image of
woman which is registered at the deepest. level of the psyche; in
this sense, the Merewite can 'stand for' Beowulf's own mother.
She is not, in this projection, the "good mother" of fairy-tale
And ego-consciousness, the mother idealized by society. She is
the "terrible g:other" (Bettelheilll 201), Beowulf' s by virtue of
his intrinsic r~i~tionship to Grendel, but also by virtue of his
hUlD.anity: she is the primordial mother ot all mankind, the
archety pal torm of Woman, who, as Temple says of Eve, is "the
progenitrix: ot the human race" (15). This form exists, in all
its terrifying proportion, as the most poverful archetype of the
collective unconscious: the Eternal Mother (Ql 18:484). That
this i1l4g8 of woman as Mother should territy is not
incomprehensible.
The residual 'memory' ot the wollb may give rise to a
fonnidable impression ot Mother as engulfing and, by association
with the perception that emergence froD. the womb officially
signifies the beginning of lit'e (Le. conscious awareness), the
death-state may be associated with Mother in the form of a fear
of being sucked back into the womb, into a state of
unconsciousness, giving rise to an i.age of mother as consuming_
1.S
This concept is prilaitively rendered in the cerridven legend by
her eating the grain of wheat which is Gwion and becomes
Tallestn, thus incorporating an initial, and an ultimate,
devouring of the child, as well as his transformation or rebirth.
This pattern illustrates the Welsh goddells' s identity as the
"goddess of Death-tn-Lite and Life-in-Death· (Graves 98); the
former suggests pre-birth, while the latter contains the seed of
rebirth.
Beowulf's descent ';0 the bottom of the terrible mere, with
its SWirling eddies of blOOd and batan beaUrs, "hot gore" (1423)
could, in one sense, signify the feared and desired return to the
wOlllb. where the womb is conceived as a cave, the wanatb of
incubation suggested by the tire he finds there, and the priaary
security by his rescue (for he is beset by sea-monsters in the
depths of the ....ater even as she carries him to her lair) -- his
rescue, that is, from all terrors but that of herself. Yet,
the phonetic association of twomb' and 'tomb' irresistibly
suggests, this same descent may equally be seen as ....ilfully
entering the death-state; the tomb may also be conceived as 1I
cave, its terror is nameless as the Merewife is nameless.
Beowulf' 5 harrowing of this~ is then the only Deans by
which he ll1ay lIake his ascent, or be 'reborn' in a 'new' and,
hopefully, better form.
The archetypal pattern of descent and ascent is a feature of
classical mythology that appears in both the~ (Book 11)
,.,
and the~ (Book 6) lZ and, like all elements of myth, it
serves a particular psychological goal, as well as a
transtormative psychic purpose. On the psychological level,
Beowulf's descent into the underwater cave symbolizes descent
into the underworld of the unconscious to face the monsters of
lnstinct that can surface to attack the constructs of
consciousness. On the psychic level, Beowulf enacts a ritual of
transformation by means ot which he, as the individual, advances
spiritually. Both purposes are simUltaneously effected in
Beowulf's battle with Gund}" .odor (1258), since this
confrontation could represent one of the major patterns of the
maturation process, having as its goal the resolution of the
oedipal conflict.
Beowulf, Oe4ipus &D4 the Battle for ontol09ical Integrity
While the aggressive instinct presents a problem for the
individual from early childhood, when he or she must beqin to
assert distinct being without limiting the beinq of others, the
12 Some scholars h3ve noted the "vergilian influence"
(see Klaeber 182, 184) upon the poet's description of Grendel's
pool, but ....hether this influence ....as direct or derives from an
illlage that existed (exists) in the unconscious as a universal
mental landscape is difficult to assess. Just as aytha from
entirely divergent cultures resemble each other in startling
partiCUlarities, so the syDbolic landscape of intern:!l experience
Illay be everywhere the sa.to, arisinq froD an introjection of
suggestive universal elements of the particular natural landscape,
in the same sense that a desert Day consist of either sand or snow.
sexual instinct becollles a source of consternation trom pUberty
when the emergence of the sexual i.pulse stimulates in the
adolescent the need to distinguish between the 'right' and the
'wrong' forms of sex-..al behaviour and presents the responsibility
of choosing between the possibilities. This might be the period
of life in which the final "fragmentation" of personality occurs,
as suggested in the Genesis tlyth when the creation -- or
awareness -- of two distinct sexes was the real beginning of
Adam's (man's) separation from God. If there had been no Eve, it
is implied, there would have bean no temptation, no weakness, no
rebellion and, consequently, no Fall.
In contrast to the Genesis assumption of a prillordial .ale
entity, femininity may be the primary propensity of any organism,
while masculinity can be understood to demand "an active and
positive happening" (Gordon 1983: lS). While nearly all
societies have adolescent ceremonies for boys, designed to
facilitate their transition from childhood to manhood, very few
rites exist for girls, a factor wbich, according to Rosemary
Gordon, has led. Margaret Mead to suggest that men can become men
"only by ritualizing birth, thus taking over symbolically a
function that women perform naturally, a ceremony that also
serves to sever them ritually from their own mother" (15). In
order to experience himself as a male, this theory proposes, the
boy must break free of his .other's, and perhaps his own,
femaleness, or, in other words, he 1lust 'achieve separateness.'
The Oedipal conflict may be said to derive from this transitional
,..
necessity, which arises with the irruption of the sexual instinct
into the conscious realm. This awakening brings with it a
complex of instinct and reason that further complicates the being
of sapient life and generates in the individual a psychic
conflict that deaands a resolution.
In suggesting that the conflict between Beowulf and the
Merewife enacts the ultimate resolution of the Oedipal conflict,
I mean to include both the Oedipal conflict between mother and
son, and also that between father and dau.ghter [sometimes
referred to as the Electra complex (Hendrick 44-50), recoqnized
in the Bible in the story of the daughters of Lot], for, in his
purest heroic function, Beowulf represents an aspect of the human
spirit that has foui1d expression on II level where "differences
betveen male and female cease to be i.portant" (Bodkin 217),
acting for both male and fOlale in conflict with instinctual
drives vhich threaten to conSWlle and destroy the values and
relationships established by the conscious mind. It may be
partially for this reason that Beowulf both symbolically rapes,
and actually kills, the primordial sexual being, which in ill
purest fo~ is similarly androqynous, combining aspects of both
male and female. The text of the poem, whether by scribal
accident or poetic desiqn, suggests this, because, like the Norse
god/dess Frey/a, the monster is sometimes referred to as n
(1260, 1392, 1394, 1497) in addition to~, although the overt
intention of the poet vas clearly to represent a female form.
,.,
In this transcendent heroic role, then, Beowulf acts for
both son and daughter in conflict with the parent of the opposite
sex. The classic tale ot Oedipus, who unknowingly killed his
father and married his mother. is the lD.ytholoqlcal prototype of
this psychic situation, ....hich arises troll. the projection of the
sexual instinct upon what Is, essentially, the first correlative
object with which it comes in contClct. Normal and inevitable as
this projection may be, it Is not acceptable in most societies
and strong taboos against its fulfill.ent have been in force
since antiquity. It is therefore the first function of the young
Jllln or woman to achieve separation from this attachnient and thus
to consolidate ontological integrity. 11
This process, as lIythologized in~, entails an epic
struggle perhaps necessitating the identification of priaary
sexual desire as intrinsically evil, and an act of destruction
that cleanses the spirit, as the mere was eol gefealsod, "all
cleansed" (1620); it leads to a 'rebirth' or transfor1llation from
purdy :!.nstinctual being to higher mental or spiritual (some
might say more fully 'human') being_ To achieve this, the hero
descends into the fecund depths of his own unconscious as Beowulf
13 Since we are speaking primarily of lIIen when referring to
Beowulf as the protagonist in this struggle, and since the poem
was presumably written by a man, documenting and interpreting a
masculine cultural process, we lIay, while understanding the
bisexuality of the libido, revert to this frame of reference to
note that the resolution of the oedipus complex confers a new
independence on the young 1I.an, whose primary psychological task,
as consciously perceiVed, is achieving separation frOlll dependence
upon the mother.
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descended into the seething depths ot the mere, struggles with
the archetypal tona of his own dlilsire, as did Beowulf with the
monstrous foale, then s}'llbolically fulfills that desire and,
thereby, liberates himself from it, as depicteCJ: in the mythic
battle with its final and absolute results.
b, .f.t.g, I.!.S;g and bat Beowulf and the Xerewire in COBat
In her tri-partite fona of woman as mother, sexual object,
whether mistress or wife, for, as M.A. Ferguson bas said, "both
in myth and in life the roles overlap" (12-16), and hag, the
Merewife is a particularly lIilitant form -- aggressive,
challenging, repulsive and, most frightening all, potentially
dominant. As Christine Fell ironically notes, "Her right with
Beowulf ... is not noticeable for restraint" (29). In fact, she
almost wins the battle, which in certain suggestive elements
could be read as a sexual encounter -- a sOllewhat violent one,
perhaps, but one which, given the dynaE.ics of the situation, is
appropriate to the resolution of the conflict.
The tendency of warriors to regard sexual relationships as
another torm of battle is indicated by primitive rituals of
manhood, which have always placed great store in violence, and by
the conventionally phallic Symbolism of weapons such "-8 the sword
(the word tor Which, HS<.9., is also translated as "man" or
"warrior") and the knife, .I.UX, Which, to an even greater extent
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than ~, is orthographically suggestive of sex. The etYlllology
of the MnE "sex" is traced by the ~ to ME troll the OP un or
the L~, which perhaps derived from~. "to cut,· leading
to a natural association ....ith both the OE~, ·s....ord.. and ~.
"knife. It It might be possible to make this association through
oral transmission, as the OE~ became Sussex, but even
without this strain on et}'Dology. the linquistic link between
sexuality and aggression is sU9qested by the masculine and
feminine pronouns Rand §.£2. which bear allophonetic and
orthographic similarity to~ and USlX. The implication of
cuttinq. or division, is wholly in keeping with the mystical and
religious apprehension of a primordial 'separation' of an
original asexual>herllaphroditic entity, a process which could be
understood to have tak.en place with the energy of the libido
directed through the aggressive instinct, which seeks to separate
the organism from the being of other entities. The emergence of
~ (two) from~ (one) is fundamental '1:.0 an under-
standing of the evolution of linguistic and religious concepts
(Ugner 1987).
The implied hostility of swords and knives as sexual s}'1llbols
is modified by the awareness, validated. by both genetic and
cultural factors, that JIlIn, to an overwhelming extent, defines
himself by his power to act and to effect. It has been observed
that the kenning'S for men in Norse and Anglo-Saxon verse tend to
describe theJI in tenuo of ·what they do,· as opposed to those for
women, which tend to describe them in terus of ·things they
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wear," and "things they serve" (Foote and. Wilson 331). The
symbols of aan's action in an agricultural society are his tools,
and, in II. warrior society such as that of~, his weapons.
Woman, on the other hand, is seen by the paternalistic male as a
receptacle, first of all of his physical being, as the container
of his 'seed,' and secondly of his spiritual being, as the
container of his 'life essence. I Her symbol in~ is the
cup, perhaps the fa@tI!:d wOWe (2282) -- the term transcends
translation -- through which fate finally overtakes the hero.
From the suggestive name of Hruntinq 14, the sword with
which Beowulf made his final onslaught, to the failure of this
phallic symbol (suggesting perhaps the male fear or impotence if
not the st'!.te itself) to the Merewife's drawing of her own OM,
which may represent her aggressive sexuality (a trait officially
attributed only to the male, as this use of the male phallic
symbol in the service of this e.inently undesirable female
indicates) to Beowulf I s seeDingly miraculous triW!lph~
~, "after he stood up again" (1556) by means of a magic
The name, ~, is irresistibly suggestive of an
organic aggression that se_lIs to derive from the qutteral sound
"hr •.. " Many OE words beginning with this sound refer to parts of
the body (b.n!.k, "breast, heart"), to violent action (~,
"fall, rush"), to the thrill of conquest (.b.:.:m!l.i.9., "exulting," and
~, "triumph"), to a joy that seems purely physical (~,
"joy, benefit" - cognate with ~) as opposed to the sense of
spiritual or emotional joy implied in such words as~ or~
- as well as to pain (bxam., "scream"), physical decay (hn,
"corpse") and death (~). A possible derivative of the verb
b.I::.iDA.n, "to touch" or "reach," or, possibly, "hurt" (see lQaeber
360), the na.e~ associates this sword intimately with the
body, its desires, responses, and vulnerability.
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sword (sexual magic is invoked llP' a .eans of protection against
danger) the battle lIlay as easily be envisioned in sexual as in
Aggressive terms. It£ cuI.tnatian in the death of the feaale.
establishing the supreaacy of the male, lIlay be s)'llbolic of sexual
climax, which in literature has often been conventionally
associated with death. Chaucer's Wife of Bath bad an erotic
dream in Which, she said, her partner had ·slain" her as she "lay
upright" (Le., supine) and the metaphysical poet and clergyn.an
John Donne often used the word "die" in a sexual sense. The
Eetaphor WIlS a common one in 16th and 17th century European
literature; in modern idiom, Italians refer to sexual climax as
the "little death."
In struggling with this archetypal triple form of Wallan,
Beowulf was battling vith the power of her image to hold hilll in
thrall, to negate his Olin povers of action (tor her povers vere
basically passive, so-.nolent, like the mere itself, after the
conquest; it vas only when roused. by the pain ot her son's murder
that she undertook an active course) and to devour hi., both
literally (one assU&es that, like her son, she consumed hWD.an
flesh) and symbolically, out of a perverted protective instinct
associated with her lIaternal omnipotence. Defeating the
paralyzing power ot "the Phallic Mother" (Kristeva 238) liberates
the psyche to continue its quest for individuation and
illllllortality as it liberates the youth to pursue an independent
lite. The pattern ot behaviour required. to fulfill the emotional
requirements of this transcendence appears in early culture as a
20'
"rite of passage" and in myth as a "rebirth pattern" (Henderson
145-48). (See Chapter I).
The tyr on tlode, "fire on the water" (1366) of the dismal
mere suggests a very esoteric and mystical element of the rebirth
archetype, one which appears as the "ice bound seas and stagnant
vater burning" (Bodkin 252) of the Ancient Mariner and Dante's
He:D. The combination of fire and water on one level symbolizes
the "union of irreconcilable opposites" (Ql 12: 140) that
signifies the attainment of psychic unity. In the present
discussion, the relevant opposites are the male and female
elements of both .li.2!@. and ~, for, besides enacting th6. rites
of passage necessary for the succeSSful resolution of the Oedipal
conflict, Beowulf must come to terms with the innate feminine
element in his own nature, because before renewal of life can
come about, there must be an acceptance of the possibilities that
lie in the contents of the unconscious, "activated through
regression ... and disfigured by the slime of the deep" (Bodkin
66).
The feminine eleRlent of the male psyche which manifests
itself in sublimated or exalted form as the anima takes on
terrifying proportions in its libidinal state. In the murky
depths of the mere there is the feeling of stagnation and
corruption; that it is a place where "even radiance is foul"
(Bodkin 49), is suggested by the f.~ce that burns in the cave
(1515-17). This light, described by John R. Clark Hall as a
"lurid flame" (1950: 97), leaps into new brilliance after the
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Merewife has been destroyed; the light is then compared to that
of the sun, whereby the heavenly kingdom of the patriarchal sky
god is invoked:
Lixte se leoma, leohte inne sted,
efne swa of hefene hadrfl seinell
rodores candel (1510-72).
A gleam flashed forth, liqht WAS diffused
within, as when the candle of the firmament
shines brightly troll. heaven (Hall trans.)
This is a fittinq simile, because Beowulf has completed the
destruction of the ancient ea.rth goddess, as Apollo destroyed the
Python (ess) at. omphalos [appropriately called the "navel of the
world" (Liddel .. and Scott 489)] and replaced her with a sky, or
'heavenly,' god, an effect perceiVed (by men) to have enhanced
the lig:ht of consciousness. Apollo's Symbolic cutting of the
umbilical cord was rather more crudely, but perhaps, from a
symbolic point of view, more effectively accomplished in
Beowulf's shattering of the~, "bone rings" (1567) of
the Merewife's neck. With this penUltimate blow, the patriarchal
structure symbolized by Heorot moved into ever more secure
control of the life and destiny of human society, just as the
individual moves into more complete control of his own existence
through resolution ot the oedipal conflict.
The final act of the battle amounts to an inversion of the
Christian creation and, as God is said to have been pleased with
His work, it is likewise said of Beowulf s@cg weare@ g@feh, "the
man (or, as the terzs are interchangeable, the "sword") rejoiced
in his (its) work" (1:)69). What was effected by both man and
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sword, 1n the name of the Christian God, was the negation of the
feminine influence upon individual and collective consciousness.
There is enough evidence from anthropoloqy and poetic myth to
indicate that the destruction ot the earth lJoddess had been
accomplished long before the coming of Christian!ty to the
Germanic tribe;;; of~ so that one need not blame
Christianity for this negative influence on their male-female
relationships. Still, while the cominq ot Ch:l."istianity
eventually may have brought a measure of peace to t--he warrior
tribes that they might otherwise not have achieved, it does seem
as though the power of the feminine elQ1Dent, far from being
sOlllewhat restorl!ld by the advent of :IIore peaceful times, was even
further weak~ned by early Christian thought. which placed
emphasis upon the symbolic facts that. unlike the old gods and
heroes. neither God nor Christ had a wife,l5 and upon st. Paul's
less aeasured writings on marriage. (in particular I Cor. 7: 1-9.
in which the chief benefit of .arriage was said to be as a
deterrent to "fornication," and the apostle stated his personal
preference "that all men were even as I myself" -- i.e., celibate
-- but, allowing that, given the varieties of hUDIan nature. this
was most likely impractical, permitted marriage on the grounds
that "it is better to marry than to burn"), which injunctions
15 Of course, the case could be made that Mother Church is the
effective bride of Christ. a 1letaphor symbolically affinned or re-
created in the 'wedding' ot nuns to their vocation.
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were (mis) interpreted as a call for celibacy by the early
monastic orders that proliferated in the first centuries A. D.
Some gnostic Christian sects (most significantly, with
reference to the mother of Grendel, the cainites) exalted Eve,
but these were the exceptions to an already heretical tradition;
the Marcian gnostic priesthood gave women equal status with men,
but this practice was absolutely unacceptable to doctrinal Roman
Christianity then as now, and in A.D. 144 Marcian was determined
by Polycarp to be the most dangerous man alive. "The first-born
of Satan" was expelled from the Church as a heretic (~
7:826). However, in the late 7th century, Mary, the virgin
Mother of Christ, was officially accorded the divinity attributed
to her by centuries-old Byzantine apocrypha and her elevation to
the potential authority of a Greek goddess was sanctioned by ~er
"Dormition" or Assumption; the only hwoan not to die, she was
said to have revived in borly and/or spirit, depending upon the
interpreters (I<risteva 241).
The worship of Mary and the elevation of women to sainthood
was popular with the Anglo-Saxons and reached almost manic
proportions in the early Middle Ages, so that by the time Julian
of Norwich (c. 1343-1416) was writing her mystical tracts, the
ideas of "our Mother God" and "Jesus ... our real Mother" (see esp.
chapters 59, 60 of Revelations of piVi~) were possible, not
only for Julian but also for Anselm (Jones 275). Focusing on what
Julian called "our sensual nature •.• in the Second Person alone,
Jesus Christ" (Ch. 59) and the "mercy and pity" and "pain"
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(Julian Ch. 59, 60) of the Virqin birth, Marian worship reflects
an aspect ot the "humanization of Christ" that R.t-i. southern
noted in medieval art. Perhaps it came as a response to the
horrors of the Inquisition,16 ....hen to many the image of Christ
must have seemed the ultimate monster and His mother the only
source of refuge within the cruel Church structure. Whatever
explanation is offered tor the deification of Mary, the
phenomenon attests to the power of the f8ll1nine symbol's
intrinsic religious content and Julian's tracts particularly
indicate that the idea ot God is inCOlllplete without the fellinine
principle. That this fon of worship was adopted so
16 The papal Inquisition was first instituted by Pope Gregory
IX in 1231 after the appearance of large-scale heresies
(particularly among the Cethari and the Weldenses), for the seizure
and trial ot heretics. The use ot torture to obtain confessions
was authorized in 1251 by Pope Innocent IV. Penalties could range
troll prayer and fasting to death by a number of unpleasant means,
which, however, could only be carried out by the "secular arm" once
the individual was handed over as an unrepentant Discreant. The
Church "washed its hands" of the heretic at this point. The
spanish Inquisition, DOst famous because most horrible of the
various fonlS of this repressive ofrice, was authorized in 1418 by
Pope sixtus IV. The archetypal figure ot this Inquisition was the
grand inquisitor TOJRAS de Torquemada, a Dominican, who is
conservatively estiaated to have burned about 2000 people at the
stak.e during his tenure of office. The spanish Inquisition, with
waxing and waning degrees of power, lasted until 1834. It. less
intimidating form of the office, the Roman Inquisition, was
established in 1542 by Pope Paul III to eradicate Protestentism and
was most enthusiastically pursued by Popa Paul IV and Pope pius v.
This torm of the Inquisition continues today, having undergone a
couple of redefinitions and name changes. In 1908 it ceased to be
called the Inquisition and became known as the Holy Office under
Pope pius XIS reorganization of the Roman Curia; in 1965, further
dellocratization under Pope Paul VI called for a re-re-naming, to
its present designation, the congregation tor the Doctrine of the
Faith (Th. New EncvclopUdia Britannica, Vol. 6, Micropaedia: 328-
29) .
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enthusiastically by llIen, who contributed not only secular poetry
and song to the religious cause but also a whole semi-secular
aristocratic philosophy and code <:If behaviour in the inst_:.tution
of chivalry, indicates that complete religious symbology must
contain an element of desirability, in the libidinal sense, for
the Dale as well as for the female. In the pattern there is also
evidence of the projection of the anima, which has been called
the "archetype of soul" (Fordham 54).
li.D.1J!!Sl means "soul," a~.d, in accordance with the notion of
the sexual nature of the spirit, the. anima stands as a projected
element of the "chaotic urge to life" (Jung 1939: 74-80) or the
libido itself. A~, a poetic muse, an "incestuous image
that stimulates the poet" (Webster 108), the anima may be seen as
a projection of the soul I s striving or an image of the soul
itself which, when projected upon a real woman, "acquires that
sensual libido which has hitherto adhered to the concrete object"
(.Ql 6: 280); for, at its most basic level, the image of woman
conjured up by the unconscious is mystical and religious as well
as sexual.
The sexual aspect of Marian worship was openly displayed in
secular KiddIe English love poetry, which was often addressed to
Mary, or Marian, or an alternate sublimated designation such as
"Alisoun." The tone of such poetry is decidedly one of romantic,
rather than strictly spiritual, love, and the medieval romantic
tradition of courtly love may be linked to the Marian worship of
the period, which may itself be linked to the desire southern
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identified in people to bring Christ closer to human experience
and approachability by emphasizing his physical and emotional
hwunity. The insistence upon chastity as an ideal, rather than
a reality, of the love object ot medieval rOllance is paralled by
the ideal, rather than the real, virginity of Mary who, although
she is said in Old English poetry to have conceived without .!d..9..!l
nxu. "the love of lIan," in the Bible had other children besides
her illUllortal Son. Theological constructs based upon her
virginity involve an element of repression of fact, and the
repression of primary fact is a basic requirement of symbol
formation, at least from the point of view of consciousness,
where "the symbolic processes function in order to disguise those
unconscious contents that might be experienced by a person as
either too painful or too shameful" (Gordon 1983: 14). Following
through on Freud' s earlier theory, Jung decla.red that "the
repressed erotic impression of the unconscious (actuates) the
latent primordial ima9'e of the goddess" (~ 6: 277).
As discussed earlier, the repression of the fact of female
sexuality with reference to the mother figure is linked. to incest
taboos that were effective upon Anglo-saxon consciousness long
before their ultimate conversion to Christianity, so it was with
a doubly affirmed intensity that the hero had to struggle to
overcome the seductive and destructive power of this libidinal
projection in the form of the Merewife. The necessity of
repressing, once and for all, this unacceptable expression of the
primary sexual drive may be seen as a natural and desirable
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psychic activity because, as Julia Kristeva says, "if we
acknowledge ]lother as 'master' of a process that is prior to the
social-symbolic-linguistic contract of the group, then we
acknowledge the risk of losing identity" (238) and such a
prospect obviates the possibility of achieving either ontoloqical
inteqrity or individuation.
Beowulf's victory over the Mera....ife is in part an
achievement of this repression, and the poet's description of the
mere following the battle suggests the natural return to
unconsciousness of the archetypal forms and patterns that
irrupted into ritual activity through the conjoint engagement of
the ego and the a.rchetypal hero in this primary confrontation:
Laqu drusade,
waeter under volcnua. waeldreore fag' (1630-31).
The lake's waters, stained with blood, drowsed
under the sky.
The lake's return to a state of somnolence reflects the kind
of peace that is attained by the repression of primary facts; its
blood-stained condition indicates the incomplete nature of the
repression. Beowulf's decision to take back with him no trophy
of the Merewife herself suqqests the necessary decision of ego-
consciousness to suppress, as well as repress, many of the
recollectible details of the primary experience, in order to
accomplish its ultimate qoal. In this instance, the moral
imperatives of Beowulf's social conscience were taken, as part of
consciousness, into the anarchic world of the unconscious,
applied to the shapes found there, and validated. In this way,
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Beowulf justified the supreallocy of the new 'regille' as
absolutely essential to the protection. continuation and renewal
of his society. His return to Reorat with the head of Grendel,
rather than that of the Merewife (when he already had a trophy of
Grendel and might have been expected to bring back something of
her if only to Ilaka people believe his story). while it
establishes the continuinq threat to society as existing
materially in the aggressive tendencies of the warrior powers,
also completes her absolute conquest and effective suppression.
She will not surface again and the material evidence of her
fearsome power has been subllerqed.
The exigencies of such III mission, however, dictate certain
resultant conditions. First, there is the necessary
identification of the female as, in some fundamental sense, evil;
sexuality, therefore, becomes a source of quilt and shame. The
battle-rape of the Herewife is a natural act under such
circumstances, because Beowulf is battling his instinctual desire
for union with a creature he has defined as evil. secondly,
rather than accept and assi.Uate the feminine elOlent within his
own nature, Baowulf has been forced to annihilate it. All the
more understandable, then, is the reluctance of the hart Which,
as a sexual symbol (Warner 225) and a syabol of the soul (tH 12:
416), is a symbol of the anima in its libidinal phase, to risk
its absolute being in the abyss of the deep unconscious.
Finally, in negating his feminine nature, it could be that
Beowulf has becoae unable to project even the positive form of
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his anima upon attainable women in the 'real' world, and so he
might be unable to fall in love, to rind sexual fulfillment, and
to thereby fulfill his procreative function. These possibilities
are supported by the fact that Beowulf had no heirs. Seen by
these warriors as a sign that God did not favour them, the
failure to pro1uce an heir, to be fruitful, implies a fundamental
abortion of the sexual function.
The Christian Church's exaltation of chastity and the
institution of celibacy, which attempt to harness ('Jltarry')
sexual energy to religious feeling, may be based upon an
intuition (or conviction) that, sublimated, the sexual instinct
becomes a vehicle for (artistic or) religious experience. The
function of the anima in her role as spiritual guide is directly
related to this possibility. Yet the process of sublimation
implies a subversion of primary goals.
The subversion or subjugation of animal instinct has been a
preoccupation of man since the development of consciousness and a
recurring theme of~ from the hero's first battle with the
unacceptable form of the aggressive instinct personified by
Grendel. It is not, therefore, surprising, that the perceived
necessity of subduing the instinctual drives should extend to the
sexual sphere. However, just as the aggressive instinct has a
positive function in that it is the source of energy by which man
acts, the sexual instinct has a universal creative purpose that
is validated in its physical expression and result. This energy
is sublimated as love.
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The rat. of Love in b2!DlU
Love, the subl!•• expression of the sexual instinct in hUJllan
beings, does not go entirely uruaentloned in~, but it
receives very particularized treatment. 11 Perhaps because the
poet was a Donk, but just as likely because he was a man of
natural religious sensibility, the love of man tor God is
approved and exalted.. Perhaps because he was an aristocrat, but
just as likely simply because he was a aan, the love of man for
man is elevated into a social systeJI, based upon the ....arrior
society's structural relationship ot'~. Perhaps because he
was disappointed in love, but maybe because he had a clear vision
of the realities of the hu.an condition ot both women and men in
11 Although~ is not a romance, but an epic, there is
no reason this form should necessarily preclude the happy
resolution of a love relationship. Nevertheless, it may be
revealing that in the classical epics, too, romance or love -- as
opposed to dalliance or duty -- comes to a tragic concl&sion.
Eg. the case of Aeneas and Dido (Who committed suicide when her
lover deserted her to pursue his heroic destiny) and even Odysseus
and Penelope [whom he lIarried. as second choice to Helen of Troy an<!
left in order to recover the abducted. Helen, returning to his
faithful wife only after .any years of perilous and aIlorous
adventures (only to be killed, according to post-Homeric leqend,
at the hands of Telegonus, his own son by the witch, circe, to whom
he and his crew had been enthralled for a year of his odyssey)].
The observation that it is usually the woman who suffers in
relation to this idea of love suggests the possibility that the
romantic notion itself is an intrinsically feminine one that isjUdged, in the masculine world ot the epic, to be, however
enticing, essentially unrealistic. That it is, nevertheless, real,
is indicated by Virgil, at least, in his depiction ot the shades
of the dead who have died for love, and in Dido's silent spectral
reception of Aeneas' excuses.
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the warrior world, the love of lIlan for woman and woman for man
is, in contrast, shown to be a relationship of domination,
manipulation, separation and death: Modthryth's love for her
husband causes her to co.e completely under his power; Ing-eld's
love for Freawaru will only degenerate into~, "deadly
hatred" (2065) when she fails to accomplish her purpose as
peaceweaver; Hygd's love for Hige1ae, and his for her, end in
bloody and isolated death; and in the cases of Wealhtheow and
Hildeburh, whose sons fulfilled the creative and pro-creative
promise of sexual love, we see that fulfillment of love destroyed
by war. These situational motifs provide clues to the failure of
erotic love in the world of~, but they may all be reduced
to a fear that haunts the individual ego: the fear of
annihilation, either by another consciousness (as with Modthryth)
or by the final torce ot unconsciousr,ess, death.
The relationship of lovers, which is integrally physical, is
inevitably associated with death because, born in the body, it
must logically die with the body. In Christian thought,
according to Matt. 22: 30 and Mark 12: 25, marriage does not
exist in heaven, and the possibilities of sexual love may have
seemed even more limited in the pagan warrior world, where the
stark phenomenological reality of pain and physical annihilation
was an everyday fact of life, than in the agricultural realm of
the earth goddess, where the seasonal patterns themselves were an
affirmation of the cycle of rebirth.
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Yet, although the possibility of horrible and untimely death
was considerably aultiplied by the conditions of warrior society,
the ethic to which these warriors subscribed managed to console
thell in part tor its inevitability. The viking's hope of a
glorious death in battle and belief in the warrior's subsequent
transportation to Valhalla provided a fantasy that replaced love
with war. In a world where the idea of 'heaven' was a great hall
in the sky where warriors feasted., tought. were killed and rose
to fight again, there was not so much an idea of rebirth as re-
death, and this fantasy permitted the warrior to distance his
fear of the cold realities of pain and death in battle. Not so
the actuality itself. Of this, he continued to be reminded by
the antithetical power of sexuality to create pleasure and life,
and therefore by the object of its immediate fulfillment, woman.
The ultimate fulfillment of this urge, the experience of birth,
brings the female into intblate contact with the realities of
physical being', and these include the pain itnd death for Which,
in both Norse and. Christian mythology, she is considered
responsible.
Even in mythology, of course, this perceived responsibility
is rather more symbolic than actual, and may derive in part from
the fact that the observing and recording consciousness has
traditionally been masculine. A nan, contemplating the
metaphysical implications of sexuality, can only do liO in terJllS
of its relation to the object of his physical desire, usually a
woman. Therefore, even though it is a well-worn cliche of
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Pauline theology that Paul rejected sexuality for himself in his
oft-quoted maxim, "It is good for a man not to touch a woman" (1
Cor.?: 11) and railed against the sins of the flesh (Rom.7: 23-
24), his reasons for doing so may be related, not to any
intrinsic dislike of women, but to an aesthetic interpretation of
the biblical account of the end of Paradise when, as Ernest
Becker explains it, the discovery of sex "brought death into the
world" (162).
Kan's need to triumph over his sexuality, Becker contends,
is a need to create a distinctly human personality that arises
from his awareness that sexual self-denial allow&: him to "impose
the cultural 1aap for personal ilUlortallty over the animal body."
Because sex represents "species consciousness and, as such, the
defeat of individuality," says Becker, the sexual act itself
represents a "doUble negation" both in physical death and in the
loss ot distinctly personal qualities (163).
Anglo-Saxon man's resistance to sexuality might be a natural
product of his developing consciousness by virtue of its syrabolic
resistance to death and. in its relation to the function of the
ego, which seeks to establish the supreDlIicy of lIlind over body in
order to perpetullite its own existence. This preoccupation was of
pllirticular concern to Anglo-Saxon theology (see Chapter IV),
lending credence to the theory that the poet of~ was a
priest or monk.
paradoxically. of course, sexual love has been recognized as
that aspect of the lIlale-female relationship which "holds the key
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to Paradise" (BOdkin 225) and the positive illlplications of
sexuality include a cognizance and interpretation of death and
rebirth. A later poet-theoloqian, John Donne, envisioned sexual
climax as a kind of death into a new fOl"lll of life in which, for a
brief but infinite :aolllent, II. new being is created out of
disparate and opposing principles. In "The canonization." the
metaphor of the phoenix, containing the antithetical fOrDS of
"the eagle and the dove, to stands for the rebirth motif of
sexuality, where the lovers "die and rise the same and
prove/Mysterious by (their) love." The story ot the phoenix was
recounted in the Anglo-Saxon language by a typically anonymous
poet who adapted it to a religious purpose, llnd it can also be
explored. as a representation of the pattern of' psycho-physical
transformation (see Chapter V) .
Such associations suggest that the sexual instinct may be
understood in religious terms to operate on a transcendental
plane to stimulate the desire of .an and woman to achieve
physical and psychic unity in and through each other. Mystical
and religious interpretations of sexuality acknowledge this
primal impulse, and in this sense the religious instinct may be
seen as a counterpart of the sexual instinct; and just as the
achievement of sexual unity implies a 'surrender' or •death' of
the individual being, and the achievement of religioUS unity
requires the willing submission of the individual will to the
will of Si2S!, so the overall goal of psychic unity, individuation,
requires the surrender and ultimately the death of the infantile
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ego personality (which is laited by tillie, space and Jaatter,
factors that do not inhibit the unconscious) and a subsl:.quent
rebirth as a transcendent, Bore fully realized being'.
As the heroic struggles of the libido .ay be said to be
sexual in impulse, Beowulf's final self-sacrifIce in battle with
the Wyrm is an act of love and his final goal a transcendental
consummation with the supreme love-object. Symbolic affirmation
of this comes when the treasure is buried with Beowulf, but
intimations of it exist in his conflict with the dragon, \oIhlch in
its symbolism incorporates both male and female elements,
suggesting the possibility of an androgynous solution to the
faIlure of erotic love in~.
The nn ••• 8yabol of Brotic Lov. iJl.~
The possibility of an androgynous resolution to the paradox
of love in the context of~ is both proposed and countered
by the symbolism of the serpent, or ~, ....hich stands as a
s}'lftbC'1 of the opposite possibility implicit in its hermaphroditic
combination of the phallic form ....ith the female principle. The
s}'lftbology of this empirical fact (as many ....orms are
hermaphroditic) is found in the Biblical story of Eve and
represented in Greek myth and art in the omphalos, the conical
block of stone near the temple at Delphi, a pre-Hellenic
representation of the earth goddess (perhaps related to the
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O.phale with whoa Heracles changed identities), who was ousted by
Apollo after he had slain the Python (sOlIIetiaes called the
Pythoness) who guarded her shrine (Harvey 137).
Dwelling in the~, ·earth cave" (3046) or, in Alvin
Lee's reading, the "earth grave" 1.1 of the unconscious, the
~ dragon lives in the WOG (or tomb) ot Mother Earth,
sharing with this prillal fe.ale form her powers of destruction,
as well as her material nature. The Wyrm is also a creature ot
air and fire, its spiritual aspect contirmed by the symbolism of
the dragon in literature and myth. Its connectL;, with the soul,
or the spiritual body of man, is indicated by mythological
traditions in which the souls of heroes take the form ot snakes
after death (Qi 18: 92) and by alchemical traditions in which the
"tiery serpent .. is a recurring syubol at the soul which has been
separated from God and which is, therefore, afflicted with
desire and sin (Q! 12: 159). (It is in this last incarnation
that Beowulf contronts the serpent, as the projection c:- his own
tinal, necessary guilt, the embodiment of the sin that stands
between him and attainment of the treasure of immortality (see
Chapter IV)].
As the embodiment of sexuality and hate, the serpent epitom-
izes .. the destr'ctive power of passion conjoined with the will to
rule" (Bodkin 1934: 170). Nevertheless, although the serpent
18 According to John R. Clark Hall,~ was used to
translate~ in King Alfred's translation of Gregory's
FllSton! can (1960: 107).
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stands for a forn of lust as the tempter of Eve, it also, through
its identification with Christ (Bodkin 182), stands for a form of
love, ;xpressed dynamically as the desire for complete union (or
reunion), whether of male and female, ot man and God, or, in
psychological terms, of 89'0 with self, in the process of
individuation.
This process, tor.an cr woman, is essentially a solitary
one, undertaken with the soul (anima) as guide and the image of
'God' as the ultimate goal, when God is identified as the source
and goal at all psychic energy, the torm of being which lives
most purely in the androgynous "selt" as the unity before and
after the creation at the mundane world. In this sense, the
requirements ot spirituality aight seea to take precedence over
those of the body. However, as the didactic AnglO-Saxon
Christian literature recognized more in a tortuous effort to
comprehend these esoteric concepts than in any real intellectual
grasp (although the Old English poetic metaphor was powerful
enough), the Resurrection and St. Paul's doctrine ot the
spiritual body suggested an ultimate unity that was both psychic
and physical. Jung's stateJllent that "only together are .an and
woman the image of God" suggests what Julian of Norwich 'knev,'
that the corresponding opposites of physical unity (in this case
male and female) must exist in elJ1.Oal and balanced measure in the
idea of the divine 'body' at God incorporated as Christ, and his
explanation of Christ's childlessness is associated with this
divine androgyny, Which, he indicates, results from apprehension
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and experience of the resolution of opposites that accompanies
the process of individuation (~ 12: 19).
Although BeolofUlf's own childlessness may have another, less
esoteric, significance, this moment ot resolution occurred
symbolically for Beowulf when the marvellous sword with which he
had destroyed the two monsters of instinct melted in b.il..!1a..=
~:19
Pa l;laet sweord ongan
aefter hea~oswate hildegicelum,
wiqbil wanian: ~et waes wundra SWI
t~~eh~~r::~s q~:~:lt Fa;::rq~~~~~~:".
onwindecJ waelrapas, sa qeweald hafa~
saeia ond maeIa; ~aet is soli Metod (1606-11).
Then that sword, that blade of 'Jar, began to dissolve
in the hot blood of battle; it was incredible how it
!loll melted in icicles of war, just like the ice when
the Father loosens the frost's bonds, unwinds the
stream's ropes. He has the power over time and season;
He is the true God.
The epic simile states a recurring theme of paradox, fire
and ice being absolutely opposing cosmic principles, containing
polarities of heat and cold, light and dark, wet and dry. At the
sa.me tillie, it resolves that paradox physically and
metaphysically, because in equal measure both fire and ice are
symbolic of both life and death, evoking the nature of the 1llother
goddess as the manifestation of Life-in-Death and Death-in-Life.
However, this symbolic dynalllic, which also includes opposing
19 This simile was discussed in Chapter I in terms of the
nature of Beowulf I 5 God, but I think it can bear re-examination or
amplification here.
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principles in the destructive power of Grendel's~.
"battle blood," is ascribed to 1!!l.tQsl, "Measurer, or Creator," in
his/its patriarchal role as~ who, in his power over nUA
~, "times and seasons," has control over time and lIIatter.
In its turn, heat displaces cold and cold nega':.es heat in a
cyclic pattern that reveals the infinitely transformative nature
of deity.
The concepts of change and renewal implicit in this simile
are given their physical reality in the world of nature and time,
as the pattern ot' birth, death and rebirth is established on the
temporal plane of physical being_ On the psychic or spiritual
level, these same concepts are perceived as integral to absolute
Being, because constant change is another paradox contained in
the idea of deity.
That this seasonal pattern should here be specifically
attributed to God the Father, establishing the dominion of the
patriarchal sky god over the former realm of the Earth Mother, is
a significant note in this very powerful movement of image and
theme, whIch is central to Beowulf's rebirth as a spiritual being
and should have been a 1II0lllent of psychophysical wholeness in
which the antinolllies were experientially resolved and, like the
sword blade, dissolved. It may be that the poet was affirming
what Julia Kristeva calls Christianity's "matchless rationality"
(237) or perhaps he wanted to assert that the notion of woman as
"mistress" of the "begetting" or instinctive drive which
"underlies the cult of any Ultimately feminine deity" is a
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"fantasy" (Kristeva 241). Yet, the dissolving of the sword blade
in Grendel's blood, rather than the Herewite's, and Beowulf's
failure to father children seems to indicate that the mythllllker
was instinctively llware of the essential invalidity of SOme of
the assumptions that might arise from the story of this conquest.
In the 'affirmative action' of substituting a male torm of
god for a temale form, no moral advance is seen to be achieved.
Evil may still work to negate the active power of the will to
good reS'resented by the .agic sword blade: and men are to
continue to be blind to the lessons of history: the story of the
Flood is cryptic and open to misinterpretation in the desire to
achieve righteous power: the pattern of the past ....ill be repeated
until Heorot, the warrior society, is destroyed in~,
"hatefUl flames" (83), not by Flood but by tire, ~, "sword
hate" (84) and~, "deadly hate" (85). It should be noted
that this salle dynamic exists in relation to Beowulf himself, who
defeats the Water witch but is destroyed by the Fire Dragon. The
Geatisc m'owle or~. the woman mourner who appears at
the end of~, is an i.portant figure in light of the poem's
understanding of this dynamic. She personifies a responsive and
prophetic element of the warrior society.
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'1'h.~
The woman mourner in literature and mythology represents an
aspect of woman that Haud Bodkin has likened to "the goddess
Ishtar, or Inn!ni, the visionary leader of the lament" (163). As
Bodkin interprets this tiqure, she is the rellllant of the ancient
mother goddesses -- Ishtar, Demeter, Thetis, perhaps Epona and
Nerthus -- whose stories end in "mourning for the divine child
and husband that made (them) glad and fertile" (163). In heroic
epic such as~, although she may be a youthful victim of
tragedy, like Hl1deburh, most often the woman mourner is an old
wogan. the final victba of warrior society.
While old men occupied a central position of respect in the
world of~, illustrated by their role as sl!leraed,ende,
"counsellors in the hall" (52), and cont'lrmed by the respect
accorded the ~, old women, w::05e role in the poem is limited
to weeping and wailing, seell to have been relegated to the fringe
of life. A woman's usefulness to society havinq depended upon
the power of her sexual attraction (Which facilitated tee ful-
fillment of her social role as peaceweaver, her sexual or
romantic role as love-object, and her domestic role as wife and
mother), in old age, a woman miqht inevitably be diminished in
both power and presence. Those who, with Englehardt, maintain
that the woman mourner at Beowulf's funeral was actually Hyqd
(77-87), or, as Klaeber suggested, Beovulf's widow (230), would
have to agree with this inference; in old age, if she was meant
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to be either, it seEmS either solecistic or significant that she
",as not mentioned by nlllD.e, nor identified in any way that lIight
evoke the glorious youth ot Hygd or the (i_aginably) outstanding
qualities of the woman who might have been Beowulf's wife. She
is simply [1.A.l.1slJ~ (3150), II word which, by virtue of
the onomatopoeia of its feline resonances, might as easily be
read "old. pussy" as "old wOJQ8,n," and she is described as
bundenheorde, "vitb hair bound up" (3151). perhaps to indicate
her lack ot sexual appeal, hair being a symbol of a woman's
sexual attractiveness, or, as st. Paul rather romantically says,
her "crowning glory" (1 Cor. I: 15). Time and decay seea to have
played a material part in erasing her textual being as well,
since the Ilanuscript. is all but indecipherable at this point.
The reconstruction by zupitza only admits the ~, which
probably speaks for itselt, though in a greatly diminished voice.
However, while appreciating the stringency of zupitza and the
scholarly ambivalence ot Klaeber and Dobbie (whose ot't'icial
reconstruction ot' (~J~ is qualified by copious
notes indicating alternate possibilitieszo) and a host of other
editors and translators for whom line 3151 has posed such varying
and tantaliZing questions, it is suggested that the perceiver'S
role in the re-creation of a woric: of art (the only justification
20 In a personal communication, Marijana Osborn has pointed
out that "~~ is not a lIatter ot' choice after Pope's
restorations of the manuscript text with infrared. readings." My
own inclination is to side with Klaeber in this, if only because
I like the echo effect of~ and~ in that line.
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one can sOlletillles offer for the role of the critic, as opposed to
that of the pure scholar) permits a further type of
reconstruction that adds to this figure the dimension of an
interpretive collective voice.
In his note to her I_ent, Klaeber says "that (the song of
lallent) should be uttered by a woman is what we expect" (230).
quite properly citing the prospective fate of wOllen following the
death or defeat of their Den, described prophetically in lines
3016-21. Although this is undoubtedly part of the reason, the
~.s lament would not be occasioned only by personal fear
and loss. The woman lamenting the death of Beowulf would not be
crying only tor herself nor even solely for the death of her
lord; she would be cryinq also tor the future of her race which,
on the broader scale, is the whole of the human race. The values
lost by the death of Beowulf, and, in fact, by the passage of
time, in which the patriarchal system and its warrior ethic gains
ever stronger control, are Jalues which w~re initially imparted
to him by the women in his lifa. As their influence fades or is
negated, growing weaker with each succeeding generation as the
warrior society wegx under Wgl;DUJR, "waxed under the skies" (8),
peace becomes a vanishing dream and war and exile the material
reality.
The woman mourner as she appears in~, both in the
person of Hildeburh, the ides gnornode, "mourn(full lady" (1117),
and in her final form at the end of the poem, seems to be a
constant and visionary et_ent of warrior society, and her
"8
~, "mournful song" (3150) an inevitable note. The ritual
lamentation for the dead son, husband, or king was and is a
continuing fact of a society in which women play designated roles
and suffer definite consequences, but over which they have no
actual control.
Even women who manage to become very powerful leaders in
such a world must play by the warrior rules and only women who
can outfight men on their Olm terms (like Boadicea or Modthryth)
can even hope to achieve and maintain positions of power.
However they might desire to establish a peaceful milieu, such
women, in order to compete, have perhaps had to adopt and
internalize the warrior ethic; once installed, they inherit the
problems intrinsic to the warrior state, and the cycle continues.
Inevitably, just as the seer can predict but cannot influence the
course of events (illustrated by the myth of Cassandra, who
foretold the doom of Troy to deaf ears) the woman mourner's power
to envision the future and to learn from the past is negated by
her essential position of powerlessness in the warrior structure:
in this sense, the future is already the past, the mistakes of
the past an inevitable part of the future, and her lament of
these extensions laments also the continuing present reality,
experienced as the tragic existential condition of both women and
men in such a world.
A recurring figure of myth and history, the woman mourner
remains a shadowy form, Dore sound than substance, perhaps at
most an echo of the cry of protest that must have sounded in the
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soul of wo.an at her deg::,adation from i_anent goddess to
impotent pawn in the~ (1561). those "battlegames"
necessary to appease and maintain the masculine war gods raised
up by the patriarchal revolution.
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'l'Bl!: nBH, THE IIQBl2. AND RELIGION IN~
"The UnconsciOQs needs a G04"
As Beowulf lIoves closer and closer to the end of his~
~, "number of days" (823), the symbolic fenos through which
his unconscious pursues its destiny become more and more pure,
and yet, more and more complex. At the end, he is left with two
unconscious projections. One of them, the HYm. embodies all
that he has come to reject in his own nature and in the manifest
universe; the other, the HQn;!, in its combined sense of
'treasure' and 'what is hidden,' symbolizes all that he has come
to value.
The other symbols through which the hero has come to realize
his values have been gedaeled, 'separated out, I the positive
features incorporated into his ego-consciousness and the negative
consigned to the deepest unconscious, to aggregate to the form.
that presents itself at the end of his life as the~. Yet,
although his conscious affirmations of value have been
assimilated to a great extent by the ego, there remains one final
assimilation, a goal whi.-:::h may perbil.?s be reduced to the desire
of the human spirit to be at one with the pure form of its
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highest and truest values, sYJlbolized by the H2xs1. The~,
the negative principle, stands firmly between Beowulf and the
realization of this goal.
This necessary positioning creates the dynamic that gives
rise to the flnal conflict of Beowulf's life: his struggle ;.lith
the Wy~ as the projection of the darkest, most destructive
i1:I,pulses of his own ani.al beinq (which includes the body's will
towards death in the notion of the 'death-wish') to achieve the
treasure, Which, as II symbol of the self, represents the
objective validation of his highest, most creative possibilities
(wbich include the soul's will towards life in the notion of
immortality). In this struggle, he is li.rmed with his sword (a
s~l ot the anergic qualities of the soul); his knife (a
sacrificial tool); his Shield (symbolic of his intellectual
achievement'); the love and loyalty of one of his fellow men; and
his own indomitable courage in the face of the final threat to
ego-consciousness, the manIfest reality of death.
Beowulf's battle with the Wyrm represents the ego's final
confrontation with the fact of death, the irrefutable knowledge
of Which may have forced the emerqence of a peculiarly human
function, the so-called "religious instinct," characterized by
Jung as "a dynamic existence or effect not caused by an arbitrary
1 In conventional Christian symbology, with reference to Eph.
6:16 and st. Paul's spiritual armoury, the shield :may be equatQd
with faith. However, it will be contended here that a certain
feature of Be· ·'Ulf's shield allows this alternative interpretation.
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act of will," an instinct that "seizes and controls its human
I';ubject" who is thus "always rather its victim than its creator"
(1939: 4).2
Although he did not negate the importance of consciousness
in religious functioning (in tact, he gave it primary, if not
final, authority and was almost Hegelian in his insistence upon
the dynamic reality of religious symbols as representations of
the self, which may be equated with Hegel's concept of Absolute
Mind), Jung nevertheless located the impetus for religious
awareness in the unconscious realm of human entity, on an
instinctual level, though on a more complex or advanced plane
than the instincts of aggression and sexuality. He hypothesized
the existence of an impulse unique to man, one which, as
Feuerbach said in The Essence of Chri st.; anity, provides for "the
essential difference between Dan and the brute" (3).
Al though its function might not be physically grounded or
expressed, the religious instinct as thus understood is as dedi-
cated to human survival as the instincts of sexuality and aggres-
sion. As the body'S need for safety and sustenance both derives
from, and is fulfilled by, the aggressive instinct, while its
urge for continuance and renewal is both stimulated and satisfied
2 In the formulation of his theory of the religious instinct,
Jung inherited a philosophical tradition begun by Friedrich
Schleiermacher, who suggested that the focus of religious
contemplation and of speCUlations on the nature of such
contemplation most properly belonged in the realm of "feeling,"
and he carried on in the anthropological vein of Ludwig Feuerbach
by postUlating that religious thought is as much a function of
biology as of culture and consciousness.
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by the sexual instinct, so the psyche, too, seems to call upon
its own energic force which both impels and informs the human
being's quest for pSyChic resolution, IS quest Jung sees as the
central function of both consciousness and the unconscious. In
their affirmation of the prillacy of this function, which at its
highest level of expression takes precedence even over physical
survival, many philosophers and post-FreUdian psychologists have
com.e to view man as a 'theoloqical' rather than simply IS
biological being, a 'fact' that poets have known tor .111eo01a.
'l'he!i2!3. Of ~'. 8haper
By the time he has reached the final battle at' his life,
Beowulf, though still conforming to the idea of IS hero in the
pl."a-Christian Teutonic world, is living a symbolic life Which,
is conventionally recognized, closely parallels the last days of
christ. Through subtle analogy and syncretic skill, the
supposedly 'paganI hero has been transfor1lled into ill proto-typical
Christian hero, a 'type' ol Christ lamiliar to, and beloved by,
the Anglo-saxons, a people to wholll conversion was an on-qoing
process rather than a lait accompli. In a sense, this
translormation in Beowull's basic nature may have been the whole
point ol the poem from the point of view of the poet, whose ideas
ol heroism, so intimately related to his ideas of gQd, 'the
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900d,' demanded full and complete expression ot his own religious
ideals.
It is not the purpose of tbis study to explore allot' the
strains of religious thought suggested in~, but rather to
tollo.... the process of religious functioning in the individual and
collective h\Dlan psyche through its IllAnifeatation in the poem.
However, because religion is necessarily a .ore conscious, it
still instinctual, occupation, it is necessary to identify some
of the influences that may have operated upon the conscious mind
of the poet, and to attempt to identify the personality of the
poet as revealed in the poem through the development of his hero.
The~ poet's religion, like that of most people, was
personal and integral to his vision of the world, and he would
naturally tend to project his personal and conscious vision upon
the world that he created out of the contents of his unconscious.
Religious thoughts, Which .ay follow or create religious
feelings, reflect on one level the response of consciousness to
the stimulation of the unconscious and, on another level, the
projection of that response onto t.'1e world in which it functions.
In that sense, the human being creates his own world, which lllay
be said to exist objectively to the extent that he is able to
involve others in it. Since the religious function in its most
praglllatically useful form is to provide, for others as well as
oneself, a viable, creative and sustaining world view that
permits action in situations of crisis and trauma otherwise
outside the control of human action (and see Chapter I for a
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discussion ot the hero as a religious figure) it is possible that
the artist, in this case, the poet, is basically a creature of
the religious instinct, because this is, fundallentally, the
function of art, which, in this context, effectively says, "It
everything else faila, let's sing and dance." It is therefore
necessary, in attelllpting to trace the religious elements in
~, to take into consideration what Klaeber has called the
"didactic and emotional nature of the author hillself" (lxi) I
because both elements are central to any analysis.
The voice of the 'shaper' of~ is both didactic and
cautionary, but, unlike that of most Old English poetry, not.
preponderantly so. Even allowing for the possibility of scribal
interpolation of 90me of the 1II0re gratuitous didactic lines, such
as the Wa hi9 baeill w,1 big baem, "woe will it be with those ...
well will it be with those ... II pronouncement at the end of fitt
II, the poetic voice is strongly didactic through the words of
Hrothgar wh,n he cautions Beowulf against pride, and through
those of Beowulf himself when he prays tor strength before his
battles or thanks his gad. for Victory. Nevertheless, this voice
is never submissive or fearful, unlike that of a poem such as
Christ and satan, which is obsessed with hell and damnation, an
obsession which, S.A.J. Bradley contends, is "general" rathel:
than rare in Anglo-saxon poetry (xix). Instead, the voice of
~ sounds triumphantly faithful even as it remains
uncertain; it is the voice of one who, it seems, has chosen to
believe, perhaps in spite of serious doubts, and who affirms the
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possibility of joy even as he acknowledges the prevalence of
The relative incidence of~ and !lUSIl or~ in the
poem, the foreshadowing of dreadful events in the midst of
rejoicing (",hen Heorot's destruction is synchronously present
during its period of salvation) and Beowulf's own dread
premonition before he goes to tight the Wynn, all illustrate that
the poet himself was llvare that facts challenge both faith and
hope, and that these essentials to psychic survival aust be
aaintained by an act of vil1. Beowulf's final declaration of
trust in, and gratitude to, God, coupled with his reluctance to
die, express most poignantly this paradoxical awareness. Like
his hero, the poet appears eJlotional and yet strongly rational, a
man whose faith, though holding firm, was sorely tried by cold,
hard tact.
That the poet of~ was a Christian is apparent from
the lIIost cursory reading of the poem. Haarder credits the
Icelandic transcriber, Thorkelin, as the first to observe that
the Christian mode of perception is almost immediately introduced
into the poell (14) and after this beginning, the Christian
perspective colours its picture of man and the world. In the
early episodes, Christian thought and ter:minology are reflected
in the equation ot Grendel with cain, the singing of the hymn of
Creation in the regressive court of Heorot and in the
coastquard's blessing, when he refers to CtOd. as Foeder alwalda,
"Father Almighty" (315); however, it should be noted that the
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story of Cain predates Christianity, and the notion of God as a
"Father" was explicit in Norse .yth as ....ell as in Christian.
Robert P. Creed, pointing' to Hrothgar's use of Christian
terainoloqy. interprets ....hat he deter:aines to be a deeply
integrated. Christian idea of God as a natural expression of an
Old English-speaking "Christian singer" who, sometime after st.
Auqustine I S mission of conversion to England in A. D. 597,
recreated what might have been a prototypical Old English version
ot the original Danish or Geatish song in the Anglo-Saxon verse
form, and to whom "the notion that this magnanimous warrior was
not a Christian was unthinkable" (141). By this reasoning, the
basically t;hristianized language of the poem would already have
been established by the time it was first written down by the
person I rather arbitrarily think of as 'the poet.'
sir Frank Stenton's asseSSlIent was that, by A.D. 663,
Christianity was the dominant religion in England, but
traditions of its heathen tiaes were still very lIuch alive (128),
and it continues to be debatable whether Beowulf himself was
meant to be a pagan or a Christian hero. He speaks of and to God
as~ (967),~ (2794) and §2Sl (1658), terDS that existed
in the language before the impact of Christianity, but that,
Wrenn noted, were first used in a Christian context by Caedmon
(26),3 so there is evidence for a dual pagan/Christian tradition
3 This is not to overlook the possibility that the terms were
conventions long before Caedmonls time. Assuming, with Donaldson,
that the Anglo-Saxon conversion to Christianity began with the
arrival of st. Augustine in A.D. 597, there would have been
approximatelY one hundred years for the religious language to
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in the ter-inology as well as in the poet. s notion of true
heroisll, which is finally understood to be something more than
the heroic ideal that Beowulf inherited from his society.
However. the fact that Christ is never mentioned in the poem
leads to the conclusion that, even if we are not meant to see
Beowulf as a Christ-figure (although I ....ould say we are), his
understanding of deity can be thought to derive from his own
tnnat·.! sense of himself in relation to his god. His assumption
of a single, all-powerful deity and his attributing to that
entity a nature that inclUdes benevolence and moral will,
establish him, if not necessarily as a Christian, then certainly
as a man who expresses a natural religious sensibility and
interprets the world in religious terms. He has, as Donahue has
asserted, Ita natural knowledge of God lt (55). a knowledge that
perhaps arises from an instinctual base.
CODsciou. aDd ODCOD.cious ••liqioua IDflu.DC•• Oil Beowulf
conscious and unconscious influences upon the religious
perspective of~ include, in addition to the syncretic
christian theology of the poem, the underlying bOdy of Teutonic
develop between the initial evangelistic wave and Caedmon's Hymn,
and, as R.M. Wilson wrote, "Although Bede considered that Caedmon
was the first and the great£~t. h£' "~l.kes it clear that he was not
the only writer of Christian p~try in the verr.scular. But of
these we know nothing whatever lt (67n.).
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myth and Celtic folklore as well as the tales of legendary Viking
and Anglo-Saxon heroes, who may be viewed as quasi-religious
figures or shamans (see Chapter I). Christian mythology and the
ideas and mythology of alchemy and gnosticism must also be
considered in connection with this ancient work, in addition to
the ackncwledged influences of st. Paul, st. John, st. Augustine
and the possible int:luence of that peripheral Christian/heretical
thinker, John Scotus Erlug-ena. The whole poem must, of course,
be mUlti-perspective because of the exigencies of the oral
tradit,ion, which reflects above all a collective process. Even
if consensus of opinion now holds that "extant Old English poetry
is the work of learned men who obeyed the conventions of oral
poetry" (Roberts 1989), it might be observed that these
conventions, like the form itself, derived from the psyche of the
race when it depended upon the oral transmission of knowledge,
and that many of the oral formulae had similarly been set down.
Accepting the overwhelming consensus on the religious
background of~, this stud:r sees both pagan Germanic and
Christian influences as basic to the poem, but wishes to divide
these influences with reference to conscious and unconscious
religious prncesses. Along these lines, it is suggested that the
C~ri5tiarJ Dlc.tif is predominantly a conscious imposition upon the
basic 'pagal'l' materials of the poem, the historical elements ot
which date baci~ to at least the fifth century, while the
legendary ~nd mythological elements must considerably predate
these. The assumption arises from the possibility that J1,uch of
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the illlDediately identifiable Christian .aterial may have been
later scribal interpolations by monks with a particularly
Christian bias and a flair for Anglo-Saxon versification [and
'While I wouldn't necessarily aqree with criticism that contends
the overtly Chrb::t.ian passages "'re poetically worthless, neither
do they appear to be particularly inspired] and also frOID a sense
that the poet was himself II. Christian in his most self-conscious
phase, 80 that the Christian perspective lIlay represent the
workings of the super-ego in the didactic poetic voice and of the
ego in the more personal and formal composition.
Whether the poet ot .k.21oll..f. was II priest or monk himself.
or, as is also possible, a .as<QR or court poet of the same
aristocratic class as the people who, as Dorothy Whitelock
contends, tormed his aUdience, the concepts and precepts ot
Christian theology obviously held great sway over his
perceptions. However, mainstream Christian mythology and the
theology ot Auqustine and the Church Fathars are by no means the
only strains of inspiration and thought discernable in~.
In direct opposition to the biblical lDythS of the creation
and Cain repeated by the~ in Heorot, and of great ilDportance
to the structure and tension of the poem and its hero, is the
pantheon ot Teutonic gods, goddesses and heroes to which the poet
alludes either directly, as in the mention ot WeIand and
Sigemund, or indirectly, as in the reference to the Brising
necklace. In The Making of' t.he Middle Ages, R.W. Southern not.ed
the tenacity with which the Northmen maintained, ·under the t.hin
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crust of Christianity the stories and ideals and experiences of
their pagan past" and the continued dedication ot their poets to
the preservation Itin literary fOrll (of) the old, clear pagan
light of epic achiev8lIIent" (29). The Anglo-Saxon poet's purpose
in introducing' these eleaents in~ Day not reflect II
conscious desire to preserve the race's cultural heritage,
[which, we may presume, was less "impenetrably vague" (Stenton
96) at that time than it is today], although the effect was to do
so, but perhaps simply his desire to suggest the pagan milieu and
to compare implicitly the two nodes of religious experience.
This polarizing of the pagan and Christian mythological
elements within the poem is a somewhat transparent poetic device
that contributes to the tension of the poell and serves a useful
didactic function trom a thematic point ot view. However, it
a1110 seellS as it the old Teutonic myths exercised a power over
the poet quite independent or their usefulness as a foil to the
subs\1llling power of Christianity. The shaper of~ might
have realized, from a poetic perspective, the pSyChic integrity
of Ilythology itself, as Milton quite consciously did in
constructing Paradis' Ipst: from a religious perspective, he
might have felt that a re-merging of the traditions would have
syncretistic value, much as the retelling' of the Phoenix myth in
ChrIstian allegorical form lIight have seemed appropriate beth
poeticdly and from a religious perspective to the poet of ~
~. This appears to have been conventional Church practice
in the early centuries following the death ot Christ. The
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seeminqly casual allusions to WeIand and the Brising neck.lace
sugqest that the audience knew and loved the old Teutonic
stories; the similarities between Beowulf and Thor (like Beowult,
Thor was characterized by i_ense physical strength, battled,
unsuccessfully, with a woman he later learned was the spectre of
old age, and was finally killed by a serpent) and the intimations
of Ragnarok (a Norse version of Armageddon) in Beowulf's tinal
battle seem to point to a more fundamental representation of
Norse mythology in this subU.inally Christian poem.
In addition to the influence of Norse myth,~ displays
a Celtic influence, particularly, as Kart!n Pulvel noted, in its
representation ot Grendel's mother, the fearsome Kerewite, whom
Pulvel likened to the female demon, Groa, in Celtic myth (17-18).
Robert Graves also described a Welsh goddess, Cerridwen, Whose
story sounds especially suggestive or this female form. Their
epic battle, discussed at length in Chapter III, has been
interpreted in part as depicting the psychic struggles involved
in the overturning or the old corn goddesses of Celtic tra<'.ition
by the patriarchal gods of both the Norse and the Christian
traditions, a factor that provides a link with a much older
religious consciousness on which the image of woman vas the
prevailing influence.
Parallel to the wide mythological scope of the poem,~
seems as well to be influenced by Some of the less orthodox and
more esoteric philosophical ideas that were in opposition to
established Jlnd approved Christian thought set down for the age
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by such sellinal writers as Augustine or Aleutn, to whIch the
mainstream of religious writers and thinkers subscribed. It
aiqht have been impossible to fInd an educated person who was not
inevitably religious in perspective in .edieval Europe, but it
might also be asserted that not all of them 6qreecJ with, or
followed, the paths of thought prescribed. by the Church. As the
violenc~ and disputation in doctrinal and canonical matters
during the first few centuries after the death of Christ and the
continuing medieval vigilance against heresy illustrate, main-
stream christianity was constantly being t:hallanged by other
highly organized intellectual/religious systems; of these, the
Illost persistent contender was gnosticism.
A form of "higher PAganism- (~ichardson 41) deriving trom
the Hellenic and Iranian traditions, gnosticism in its broad
sense was adopted by both orthodox Christian theologians such as
Clement of Alexandria and by pagan writers such as the Hermetists
(Dodd 97). Gnostic thought most nearly approached a synthesis
with Christianity through the writings ot St. Paul, who, perhaps
because he was hiDself a convert, was a figure of great
importance to the Christian Anglo-saxons. Unlike Paul, however,
who placed love above knowledge,4 the gnostics believed that they
4 Now as touching things offered unto idols, we know that we
all have knowledge. Knowledge puffeth up, but charity edifieth.
And if any man think that he knoweth any thing, he knoweth
nothing yet as he ought to know.
But if any man love God, the same is known of him.
(1 Cor. 8: 1-3, King James version).
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could reason their way to an experiential apprehension of
divinity and effectively transform themselves into immortals
through application of the mind and ....ill. "Salvation by
knowledge" (Richardson 41) was their conversion formula.
A mystical .ilQct of the gnostic tradition, the ophites,
proposed a theosophical vision in which the God of the Old
Testament, Yahweh, was a false divinity and Satan, the serpent,
was really the saviour sent to save mankind from the irrational
vengeance of this usurping deity.s Another quasi-Christian
sect, established by the second century alchemist, Marcian,
fOlJused its thought upo•• the mythical elements of the old and the
New Testaments (Jonas 1963: 137-46) and interpreted them in the
light of an understanding that would stand up well beside modern
psychological theory. Among the more bizarre and interesting
gnostic sects, frcm the point ot view of~, were the
Cainites, who flourished in the 2nd century A.D. The Cainites
represented a shocking departure even from established heretical
gnostic thought, which tended towards a radical asceticism that
ultimately made its mark upon medieval Christianity. These
devotees were committed to libertinism and considered it their
mission to break every one of the original Ten Commandments in
affirmation of the basic gnostic contention that the god of the
Old Testament was a false divinity. The Cainites, as their name
5 This lIIay have been the origin of satanislII, although the
ophites would hardly have indulged in the physical excesses
associated with devotees of the modern practice of this religion.
with a few notable exceptions, the gnostics were ascetics.
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implies, revered cain, and they also worshipped Eve and Judas
Iscariot as incarnations ot heroic defiance (Jonas 95). Grendel,
of course, ....as a descendant of Cain, who, in gnostic anthropology
is represented by the figure of "Jave, the bear-faced" (Jonas
205). Whether this coincidence has any further significance or
not, It. parallel between Jave and Beowulf as -bear-son" figures is
invited by evidence on display at the British Museum that the
bear figured prominently as It. totemic animal in Gotland, thought
to have been Beowul f' s homeland. The bear may have been
worshipped as a resurrection god, and, in sOllie gnostic systems of
thought, Christ is thought to have effected the resurrection of
Cain (Jave) by his Harrowing of Hell (Jonas 95). That Grendel
lDay by this means be also seen as a "bear-son" seeDS to further
consolidate the intrinsic connection of Beowulf and Grendel. By
this argument, the gnostic influence on popular mythology can be
seen to extend at least back to the 4th century, when, as Jonas
records, Epiphanius of Salallis, the last of the major
heresiologists to deal extensively with the gnostic sects, was
writing (xv).
After the 4th century, the furor created by the gnostics'
pronounced opposition to Christianity died down, and it might be
that the subject was effectively closed to orthodox consciousness
from that time on. On the other hand, the fact that
consciousness does not deal with a system of thought does not
mean that such a such a systea cannot function. If oral poetry
can record history, it can also reflect philosophy, and when that
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philosophy is replete with syabolism to the point that it may
approach mythology (as gnosticism consciously did) then it lends
itself naturally, perhaps inevitably, to oral transmission, ....hich
....ould see.. to be the logical alternative for those whose views,
in written form, might confidently be expected to be suppressed.
or destroyed.
It may also be that gnostic ideas themselves persisted into
the 8th century. The alcheDIists, a perennial group of quasi-
scientific thinkers, forerunners of the modern chemists and
physicists, generally tended. to be gnostic in their philosophy
and ailllS. and there is also evidence that Augustine, ....ho was at
one time a Manichean, was influenced by gnosticism through
Porphyry (Jonas 61). Although Augustine s.hifted the emphasis of
religious contemplation from the metaphysical aspect to the moral
one, and with this shift introduced Aristotelian principles to
counter the Neoplatonic foundations ot gnostic thought (Harris
1988), the suggestive Man!chaan notion that ·salvation..• aims at
the restoration of the original unity" (Jonas 59) remained a
basic premise of the psychological quest for God, and many of the
major gnostic i..aaginative or 'poetic' notions are found in Old
English poetry almost as conventions. The idea of IlAn as an
alien in the world, a primary s)-Bolic pattern of gnosticism, is
integral to The Seafarer and The Wanderer, and is suggested in
~ by the fact that Beowulf hillself was a sailor and the son
of an outlaw; the tension and suspension of opposing forces, a
concept that, according to Jonas, originally derived trom Iranian
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gnosticism. (57), is a major abstract theme of Beowulf, one that
is explored through the essentially gnostic symbols of light and
darkness, as well as other structural and binary oppositions that
include the tension between youth and age noted by Talkien and
the polarization of the archetypal forms (and see chapter III).
The notion of a warring dualism, which is of gnostic origin and
which was repUdiated by orthodox Christian theology, holds great
power over the poetic imagination. The idea, basic to the binary
oppositions noted in~, is implicit in the writings of both
John and Paul (see especially Ephesians 6: 10-17, where Paul
describes the Christian 'armoury') to whom, according to Hans
Jonas, the Christian gnostics traced their origins and to whose
writings~ has traditionally been related (cf. Sutherland).
Gnostic thought itself is so disparate and divergent that it
would be impossible within the scope of this study to discuss the
many variations on the basic theme of radical dualism provided by
the different schools. However, one writer of the Anglo-saxon
period, if not the milieu, who seems to have moved easily between
the established, orthodox Christian doctrines and the so-called
'heretical' gnostic ideas was a 9th century celtic figure from
somewhere in the British Isles (most probably Ireland, but this
is disputed), Johannes Scottus (John Scotus) Eriugena,6 who was
6 Eriugena began his theological career firmly ensconced
within the bosom of the Church. As a young man, he was invited by
the prelates to defend the True Faith against heresy, but his
defence went to such extremes that both he and his doctrine were
condemned. His intellect was such, however, that the Church
obviously felt it could not do without him: he was deemed to have
been redeemed and began translating into Latin the works of the
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variously an apologist for and antaliJonist of the Christian
Church. Like lIIost Christian thinkers of his own and later times,
Eriugena was much concerned with the question of sin and the
nature of being and perceiving, ideas that he explored in his
major work, the~. in terms more closely related to
gnosticism than to orthodox Christianity (this may account for
his ambivalent position in relation to the Church, which never-
theless otten appealed to him to help defend its doctrines). If
patron saint of France. It was during this time that he was said
to have nfallen under the spell of Greek Platonic theology" and
was once again condemned by the Church. He went on to translate
the works of the so-called Pseudo-Dionysius, an undertaking that,
according to LP. Sheldon-Williams' introduction to his edition of
Eriugena's~ (1968), laid the foundations of western
mysticism. Although he does not appear to have taken orders,
Eriugena taught at Laon and his connectionll vith the Church
remained strong. AJlIong his more powerful ecclesiastical friends
and students vere Wutad, Abbot of Montierendon and later
Archbishop of Bourges (c. 858), Wicbald, Bishop of Auxerre (c. 879-
87) and Helias, Bishop of Angouleme (861-75). His major work was
the~, Cor De pif,(isione Nature, in which he outlined a
systematic reconstruction of the nature of God through a dialect-
ical discussion between two characters named Nutritor and Alwanus.
The Platonic influence is obvious; the empirical or scientific
mode of philosophical exploration is implicit: and the effect is
to suggest the possibility of a synthesis of Plato and Aristotle.
The combination of these elements identifies Eriugena with
gnosticism in its broad 68nse, even if we had not the Church's
official brand of heresy to support the association.
The sophistication of Eriugena's thought, its strong empirical
approach to questions that are essentially idealistic, raises him
above those gnostic thinkers and writers whose language and
symbolism yrew increasingly obscure as the Church grew increasingly
and more dangerously repressive, making these ideas intellectually
accessihle to philosophical interpretation. At tha same time, as
Sheldon-Williams says, "the Platonic
tradition which had flo....ed more purely and more richly through the
teachings of the Eastern than of the Western Fathers liberated him
from the confines of lO9ic and dialectic and opened up wider fields
of speculation ..• • and it is this element that might have appealed
most to poetic interpretation.
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Kevin Kiernan's controversial contention that~ was
actually an 11th century work (1981) is a:::cepted, Eriugena is one
of the more interesting figures who might have had direct
influence on the poem.
Alllong Eriugena' s more remarkable theories, from a modern
perspective, and of 9re~t importance to an understanding of
~ from the point of view of this reading, is his notion of
"condition," which may be compared to the theory of relativity as
well as to the rationale for gnostic duality. "Condition," in
Eriugena's context, means "in relation to something," and
contains the essential gnostic awareness that the definitive
existence of one thing implies the necessary existence of its
opposite, but each only exists in relation to the other:
For you ...-ill certainly never form a notion of
standing distinct from the notion of lying,
but the two always occur to you together,
although they do not appear together in any
one thing ... these names do not proceed out of
the nature of things but from the point of
view of one who observes them part by part.
For th~re is no up and down in the universe,
and therefore in the universe there is
nothing either higher or lower or inter-
mediate (Sheldon-Williams trans. 93).
The theory of opposites is central to gnostic thought, and
Eriugena's contemplation on the nature of opposition establishes
this concern as a continuing dialectic of his time. The binary
oppositions in~, from the fyr on flode of the dreadful
mere to the elemental opposition of the hero and the dragon, may
by this means be thought to have been ct:nscious creations of the
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poet rather than si.ply projections of unconscious awareness. It
seeDS clear that this preoccupation, and its gnostic and
Christian rationalizations, were familiar intellectual subjects,
particularly 1n the theological world and, as the poetry over-
whelaingly indicates, in the poetic realm as well. The
opposition focused upon most strongly by didactic poets of a
perhaps priestly persuasion was, of course, the mind (or soul)
and body duality. to which all other metaphor ot opposition may
be reduced. in the SAme way. it is suggested, that all 'gods' may
ultimately be reduced to one 'God.'
Since this study is concerned with analysis of k2!!!lll frolll
the point of view of ontogenetic and phylogenetic transformation
and takes its impetus from the biological idea that ontogenetic
change is necessary to direct phylogeny (or, to state it in
humanistic terDls, that the individual transfo:r1llation -- or
mutation -- effects, as well as affects, the development of the
race) the gnostic concern with psychic and physical
transfonlation, pursued most energetically by the alchemists, is
also relevant (see Chapter V).
Even if the gnostic influence was not direct (and this,
too, is debatable, since Augustine vas influenced by gnostic
thought, Which he went to great lengths to resolve when he
officially joined the established Church, indicating that t~le
conclusions he arrived at were the direct result of a dialectic
ot opposing gno~tic and Christian ideas) the basic language and
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sYJlbolisD. found in the writings of both John" and Paul might
appeal directly to the poetic i.agination and could conceivably
have given rise to a gnostic perspective independent of direct
acquaintance with gnostic ideas. It is difficult to see how this
idea could be avoided in contemplating the i.plications of
Christianity itself, which begins with a fundamental split in the
nature of man that may be reduced. to the conflict of 'soul' and
'body,' al.... culminates in the "hypostatic union" achieved by
Chri~:ot. e"lCPlained by St. Paul in his theory of the "spiritual
body," ....hich has been related to~ by Delasanta and Slevin.
The eponym.vOJs SUbjects of The Wanderer, The Seatal.'!r, and 11ul
~, three famous Anglo-Saxon poems found in the Exeter Book
(Krapp and Dobbie), display gnostic elements in their symbolic
content as welL Both the Wanderer and the Seafarer lIay be seen
to represent stages in the life of a priaary gnostic figure, the
"Alien Man" (Jonas 75-80), who :may equally be interpreted. as a
kind of Christ in his quest for enlighteJU:lent and salvation,
while the Phoenix was created with reference to a mythical bird
., Raymond C. Sutherland in his 1964 mor.,ograph makes a case
for the Gospel of St. John as the model for parts 1 and 2 of
~. st. John's Gospel is another powerful poetic source for
the light/dark sflllbolism and imagery noted in the poem, and the
reader might wonder why one would bother to look any further for
a key to this symbology. However, many cOlllJllentators think that
St. John was himself influenced by the symbolic language of
gnosticism, which is possible; others contend that he influenced
the later gnostics, which is equally possible. The same is
theoreticaly true of St. Paul's writings. The jury is still out
on this question, but it seems possible that both views could be
accommodated. in a synthetic analysis. C.H. Dodd effectively
contends this in The Internnt.at.iQn Qt t.he Fourth Gospel (97-114).
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that originated in the Middle Eastern (Iranian) tradition
(Bradley 1982: 284) out at which formal gnostic thought emerged
(Jonas 33). Lactantius, who brought the phoenix .yth to Rome,
certainly interpreted this bird. as a type of Christ, a syncretic
practice followed by the Anglo-Saxon poet, and one which suggests
most clearly the way in which gnostic thought could have been
integrated into conventional Christian thinklng ....ithout incurring
the wrath of the _ore pragmatic, less poetic Church Fathers.
Whether the poet of~ would have wished consciously to
depart from thE' octhodox Christian tralll8 or not, there is
indication that he did do this in his inherited symboloqy. Which
delineates a radical dualism denied by orthodox Christian
theologians. The presence ot' the dragon suggests this dualism,
while the treasure of "rusted gold" may be said to represent in
part the attempt to resolve it symbolically. The dyna.ic creat~d
by these syllbols and the patterns of action deriving froll them,
apart from their significance in any discussion of the
transformative pattern essential to the function and nature of
the hero (see Chapters I and V), suggest the tension arisinq from
conflict between the rational and the emotional elements of the
conscious mind of the poet, who lIay have t'ound an objective
correlative ot' his inner conflict in the pagan/Christian motif of
the material with Which he was working_
While the poet, whether of clerical or secular affiliation,
would have had easy access to the theological writings of John
and Paul and other texts ot' the Christian Bible, and probably, as
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Bernard Huppe (1959: 231-33) contends, the writings of Augustine,
perhaps, as ....ell. thrClugh more covert study, he knew the
philosophical tradition that gave rise to the writings of
Eriugena. Although by the earliest ti.e our version of~
is thought to have been written, gnosticislll itself, in the
context of the surviving cults that still followed its
directives, had certainly lost all claim to Christian theological
authority, in its broader application, llnd through the agency ot
thinkers in the tradition of Eriugena, it nevertheless remained a
mode of thought that .ight be said to have great potential tor
poetic purposes, and it could be contended that the .bmalU poet
might have had imaginative access to this ancient theology. On
the grounds that the p(,letic consciousness would tend to b~
particularly stimulated by the ideas and intuitions afforded by
this dynamic mode of inquiry I as opposed to the more static and
conscioUSly delineated exegetical or anagoqical approaches of
established !H'ole interpretation, and because, whether
conscic.lJ.sly or unconsciously employed, its symbols consistently
recur in old English poetry, this study would argue for the
inclusion of qeneral gnostic religious influences upon the mind
of the~ poet as an heuristic device that might help in
uncovering some of the more esoteric meanings of the poem to be
explored in Chapter V. The ideas of gnosticism are particularly
relevant to 20th century criticism, having been brought back into
force by the developmelr': and adaptation of Jungian psychology,
~nd if these ideas seo a trifle too esoteric or lIystical for a
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modern consciousness not steeped in or ::.timulated by the
mysteries of physics and chemistry, it should be remembered that
the Anglo-Saxons lived a more symbolic life than most of us do
today, and would have had much less difficulty accommodating the
mystical elements of what proves to be an extremely sophisti-
cated, if often-times obscure, mode of thought.
In addition to the religious concepts reflected in its echoes
of iolktde and mytholoqy and the imposition of religious dogma
or mysticism upon the more basic mat-:;rials of the poem,~
contains some more primitive elements of human religious
consciousness in its representation of symbolic forms that
possess l!!ilDA, or power, by virtue of their association with the
animal world. These include the boar images that the Geats wore
on their helmets, the entwined snakes engraved on their sword
hilts, the stag horns adorning the roof of Heorot and the raven
which, besides being the bird 'familiar' of the Norse god, Odin,
was an Anglo-Saxon tribal symbol. On a more complex level, the
connection between Beowulf and the bear is implicit, as is his
connection with Christ.
In his book, The Way of the Al'\i~, Joseph Campbell
theorized that, at the earliest stages of religious awareness,
man felt an unconscious connection with the e.lements or the
animals that shared hj s environment in a dynamic that combined
<awareness of need with both gratitude and fear. The 'attraction'
and 'repulsion' that Jung associated with the most powerful
religious symbols may derive from this primary source. The
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raising of the bear to the status of a divinity by primitive
Northern man reflects this dynamic.
The bear had, for the people of Gotland, certain intrinsic
qualities, a.ong them great strength and an inti.ation of cyclic
rebirth (i.plicit in its hibernation pattern) that inspired awe
in themselves. Add to this the necessity to kill the animal for
its meat and fur, and the dangers associated with fulfilling this
need, and the bear becomes a potent object of a fearful desire
that, in its paradoxical nature, is proto-religious. A similar
dynamic may be noted in~ in connection with the treasure
hoard, which nas 0. symbolic value of comparable emotional weight.
On the one hand, the Ho:t:d is 'attractive' -- it is perceived to
be of great value, which value draws the hero towards it; on the
other hand, it is 'repUlsive' in that, gua.roed by a dragon, it
simultaneously represents fatal danger. Both the bear and the
':reasure may by this measure be seen as religious symbols, in
that it was not the bear itself that the hunters desired but the
flesh and fur (and, perhaps, later in their development, the
strength and iJlllllortality) so valuable to their people, just as it
is not the treasure itself that Beowulf desires, but rather what
that treasure will Ilean to minum leodum, "my people" (2797).
Both bear and treasure stand for elements perceived by those who
wish to acquire them as essential to the survival or well-being
of themselves and their society.
An eSliential component of this equation is the "people," the
society on whose behalf those ancient heroes sought the desired
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prize, because the reliqiolls drive, while it is experienced as
personal, is equally a collective procesG, dedicated to the
survival of the whole society. Inteqral to the religious dynamic
of the poellI is the importance of the group experience of
religion, or human brotherhood, and this implies the necessity
for a symbol, or a common object, on Which the emotional energies
of the qroup might be focused. For the society of~. this
object lllight have been Beowulf himself. as tor the disciples it
was Christ, and in this connection it ia relevant that, just as
Christ is never mentioned in~ (ll factor which leads
scholars to assume a syncretic equation of C.a two), neither is
the bear, the animal with which Beowulf is associated. Although
neither is Ilentioned, it may be observed that both are implicitly
present. Beowulf himself may 'stand for' both these resurrection
gods, which may be said to represent the hume.n and the !lnilllal
incarnations of the spirit of imnortality. In this, he
represents a syncretization or humanization of the salient
features of both, or at least of those features which would most
have appealed to the Viking and Anqlo-saxon tribes who, it might
be added, would have been elI.otionally inclined to welcome a human
and divine incarnation of a spirit they had, in their proto-
religious phase, affirmed in its animal form. This stUdy wishes
to proposQ that this process was, in part, a conscious one, and
that this is partly what~ was -- an attempt on the part of
the poet to follow the injunctions of the Church Fathers and to
answer, in poetit: form, Anselm's falllouli rhetorical question "What
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has lng-eld (read Beowulf) to do with Christ?"e This objective
involves the functioning of the religious instinct in its most
conscious phase.
Religious Ide•• ill.~ part I:
Repentance, Sacrifice and Red_ptieD
Feuerbach located the religious function specifically in
the realm of consciousness, saying it was "identical with self-
consciousness" (2) while Jung, taking this a step farther in the
same direction, suggested that consciousness itself has its
origins in the unr:onsciolls, and that the primary function of
human consciousness is the re-integration of conscious and
unconscious being, a process which involves bringing to
consciousness the contents of the unconscious, by Which means, he
suggested, man may attain something approaching that total
consciousness perceived as essential to the nature of Goel. In
doing this, he thought, man 'realizes' (i.e. 'makes real') the
divine content of his own nature and thereby achieves unity with
this element within his own being, thus accomplishing his own
apotheosis.
a Anselm's question was a restatement of an earlier aile by
Augustine, who asked "What has Athens to do with Jerusalem?" The
answer was supposed to be. "A lot" and the iD);:-erative was "Find it
and adapt it," the essence of the syncretic genius of the early
Christian Church.
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This elaborate rationalization may. t)f course, reflect
'nothing but I Junq I s response to what he interpreted as man's
desperate need to counter the natural tears generated by his
awareness of death, an awareness explored in great detail by the
poet of~. Death (to be considered at length in Chapter V)
is understood hern to underlie the religious pre-occupations of
Dian in the sense that religion attempts, as Dorothy Whitelock
said~ itself intendS, "to combat primitive fears of the
natural universe" (1958: 100). In this sense, Beowulf hi»selt is
a reliqiolls figure who enacts the 'traditional' religious "drama
of repentance, sacrifice and redemption" that Junq belieVed to
underlie all religious functioning (1976: par. 2).
The religious instinct may be said to generate the desire
for unity and transcendence that characterizes man's conscious
search for God, which may be psycholoqically restated as the
search for (self-) fulfillment. operating on energy generated by
the religious instinct, Beowulf, as hero, enacts the s)'llbolic
religious pattern that is perceived by Christian consciousness to
be the or.ly way to repair man' s separation from the Father, and
by Jungian psychology to be elellentary to the process of re-
integration. or individuation, of the fragmented psyche. In the
notion of quilt. as integral to the divided psyche, Jung closely
parallels the Christ::'""n theologians as well as mythology, which
most frequently represents the heroic figure as fallible to the
'sin' of excessive pride. This process is presented in pagan or
classical mythology as a p;.ttern of action th=ough which the
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heroic protagonist attains illlJllortality either in the achievellent
of tallle or in reconciliation with the gods or the souls of the
dead, a goal which can only be achieved through his own
inevitable destruction.
The necessity of the poetic pattern of guilt, repentance,
sacrifice or selt-sacrifice Ilnd redelllption to the progression or
evolution ot the individual Ilnd society has been affirmed by
history and psychology. as well as by theology and philosophy.
In (Christian) theological terms, this pattern is considered the
means for man to repair his separation from God I in psychological
terms, it may be understood as a process or pattern leading to
individuation, which has as its final goal the realization (i.e.
'making real' I ot the transcendental selt, an entity id.entical,
in Jung's schema, with the entity called in Christian theology
'God the Father.' In a more down-to-earth -- in a sense,
historical -- application ot the sace idea, the Christian
philosopher Rosellla.ry H~ughton interprets this pattern in basic
hUlian terms by d.escribing the resolution of a quarrel between two
children who, she says, "came to a new lite, and new experience
ot relationship, because they had sinned, to asserting that
"without the wrong the good. would not have happened" (1967: 34-
35) .
The necessity ot 'wrong' or, in Christian terms, 'sin,' to
this process is directly related to the role of consciousness in
religious functioning, because it is consciousness that is
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preoccupied with judging action and assigning value, and this
process takes place in the world of inter-subjective awareness,
in relation to others, whether those 'others' are humans,
animals, or gods. If: there were no others, there would be no
need for morality nor any necessary concapts of: good and evil
(indeed, there might be nothing at all) and in this sense,
reliqiolls functioning may be understood to be intrinsically bound
up with the factor of community. ill very important underlying
theme of~, as illustrated by the network of relationShips,
interrelationships, and codes of behaviour that held together
these volatile, fragile civilizations built upon kinship ties and
tribal allegiance. It was probably religious consciousness, as
much as enlightened sell-interest, which lorged the bonds that
provided protection in their violent and dangerous world.
The dynamic of guilt, sacrifice and self-sacrifice may be
said to have evolved out of practical group necessity in the
communal frame of religious experience. In earliest religious
consciousness, the necessity to kill and eat a fellow creature
might have clashed with primary instinctive, pre-conscious or
conscious feelings of altruism and love, generating an obscure
sense of uneasiness and responsibility, or guilt. When the
carnivorous urge was satisfied by devouring an animal that was
also feared and respected (as well as desired), and eating its
flesh, or heart, or other signilicant parts was imagined to
confer upon the eaters a measure of its power, a further complex
of emotion might result. The meal would then become a
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co:tlpensatory ceremonial, when the animal could be both worshipped
and eaten: the ritual 'sacrifice' and 'sharing' of the beast
would give 'absolution' fro. the residual quilt felt by the
developing human conscience. The rationalization derives from
the argument of necessity and the greater, collective good..
The sacrifice of a highly valued member of the tribe to
appease or cajole a dangerous god might be similarly
rationalized, the collective taking precedence over the
individual in II reflective phase as a result of such a ....llreness,
as well as through the natural promptings of the sexual instinct,
which displaces the aggressive drive to preserve the individual
entity at .Ill costs and seeks instead a conjoint goal in order to
ensure the survival of its essential components. The sexual
partner and, of course, the offspring, then take precedence over
the individual and, since early society was structured upon blood.
relations, the well-being of every member of the community and of
the community as a whole entity in itself, would come to be seen
as having greater over-all value than the preservation of the
individual life. Religious awareness reflects this dynamic, and
religion, while it is perhaps basic to the individual, is "-
community experience in a more creative way than experience
deriving from the instincts of aggression or sexuality can ever
be. That one person of heroic nature, such as Beowulf, might be
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willing to sacrifice his lite for the greater good of the clan or
tribe is understandable in light of this dynaaic. 9
'I"he social dynamic has a circular impact or recursive effect
upon the psyche, both arising fro. and returning to act upon it.
On the one hand, greater concern for others than for self might
arise naturally from the evolution of the religious instinct out
of the interaction of consciou5m~sswith the sexual function; on
the other hand, the expression 'of that concern in the realm of
interpersonal r".~ations migl:!"be reinforced by social awareness
of the collective good, or simply by enlightened self-interest on
the part of others in the sociecy. The idea of a Symbiotic
relationship between all elements of nature and society might
similarly be both conscious and unconscious: it might be a notion
maintained and reinforced by society for its own protection, or
it might have arisen, as the structuralists would contend, from
unconscious knovledge of such a relationship in a realm
unconsciously or poetically 'knOVIl' to be more 'real' than the
temporal world. Perhaps it might be both, in which case the idea
has an authority that defies challenge. Whatever its authority,
however, there is no disputing the evidence that reLigious
awareness -- consciousness of the religious mode and conscious
involvement in the expression of that mode ~f living, t:hinking
and feeling -- has directed the actions of humanity both
individually and collectively since ~e dawn of human awareness.
9 For a possible introjection ot this salP.e dynamic in the
self-sacrifice of ego-consciousness, please see Chapter V.
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symbol ForaaticD and Symbol. Ot' tbe Soul in b2!lY.il
Once raised from the murky depths of unconsciousness to the
scrutiny of conscious appraisal, religious processes may be said
to be concerned with two main activities: the creation of symbols
and the assignment of value. The first is 'artistic' and derives
prima;:ily from unconscious activity, since the symbols themsp.lves
may arise in dream images, trances, visions, words conjured up in
and through ritual chants, or objects in the natural Il'orld that
seem to possess I!!AD.j, through the projection of the religious
individual' 5 inner reality upon the objective material. Religi-
ous symbols are created (or, really, re-created) through
reification, when the object of devotion becomes the concrete
(or, in the case of a god) abst't'act representation of an idea, in
the same way that a revered animal's mana may become transferred
to the shaman of a tribe or, later, the shaman or hero (powerful,
perhaps identical, religious figures) may come to be seen as gods
(see Chapter I). The process of reification is a process of
concretizing the abstract, or of attributing concrete reality to
abstractions. It is a cyclic process, in that the concrete
object that absorbs or contains the abctract projection may then
be understood to be, in itse';'f, the abstraction: the bear may,
through displaying aspects of immortality in its hibernation
pattern, come to be worshipped as an incarnation of the spirit or
idea of immortality, and imitation of these aspects understood to
be the way oneself might become immortal (like the bear god); or
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Christ, displaying the aspect of love, may be worshipped as the
incarnation of divine love, and the pattern of his transcendence
understood to be the pattern of action whereby others :may achieve
divinity (Le .• immortality). In less complex, or, perhaps, less
important, symbol formations, those that can be admitted or
recognized as metaphor rather than fact, the object is simply
understood to 'stand for' the idea, by virtue of its displaying
some attributes associated, consciously or unconsciously, with
that idea.
The second activity, the assignment of value, is a result of
the application of consciousness to these symbolic forms and
patterns, and may be understood as being 'moral' to the extent
that consciousness determines value with reference to the
antinomies of good and evil. The hero archetype, the psychic
entity engaged in the continuing process of interaction with
these symbolic forms, is in this process both an unconscious and
a conscious entity. On the one hand, he is essentially an
unconscious archetype -- the archetypal projection of the active
power of the libido as the prevailing will to live (a will which
may be deemed amoral); on the other hand, he is an archetypal
form of consciousness -- the archetype of the heroic ego in its
struggle for maturity and individuation (and is therefore
concerned with the assignment of moral value to the forms with
which he interacts). In this latter dynamic, the hero must g
Bd..2.ti identify himself with the 'right' or 'good,' as Beowulf
did with reference to the treasure, and must of necessity ident-
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ify opt'osing entities or ideas that threaten his being, such as,
in this analysis, the dragon, as intrinsically 'wrong' or 'evil.'
Preoccupation ....ith notions of good and evil arising from this
supra-conscious activity and a conviction ot its own autono.y lIIay
lead the heroic ego to increased a....areness of its own existential
position in re.lation to what it thereby perceives as absolute
values, and a further awareness of a possible alignment with
either -- in other words, of a possible condition of 'sin. I By
the same measure, the whole selt' may be seen as the source of all
•supernatural , entities, good or evil, which may themselves be
fragmented projections ot "the inside of the unknown manti (Jung
1938: 103). These elements, though perceived to be related to
man's life and death, are not fully understood by consciousness;
to the extent that they are not understood, they are projected
onto supernatural beings.
In Jungian theory, conscious knowledge davelops through the
"withdrawl ot projections,· whereas, conversely, ·all gaps in
actual knowledge are still filled by thc.· (1938: 100-01). As
consciousnes!O expands and the undeniable reality ot darkness and
danger (evil) can no longer be attributed solely to metaphysical
beings, there seems, Jung says, "n~ a:~ternative but to make man
responsible tor it" (1972: 37). Because ot the cherished ego-
ideal of free will and its existential corollary of absolute
responsibility, man must inevitably become aware that "everything
ot a divine or demonic character must return to the soul" (Jung
1938: 102) and the result ot this awareness is that he then
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assumes that everything that 15 wrong in the world derives from
hhuelf. This psychological assumptior. leads logically to a
fe:elinq of responsibility, or guilt, perhaps not unlike the
unfamiliar and obscu.re sense of quilt that troubled Beowulf when
he was confronted with the direct and personal attack of the
Wyrm:
ila waes Biowulfe broga gecy&d
snude to so!e, ~aet his sylles ham,
:~~:~o~e~::~a. b~:~~:ng::~t~aes
hreow on hredre, hygesorgll maest:
vende se visa, l>aet he wealdende
ofer ealde riht ecean dryhtne
bitre gebulge. Breost lnnan weolla
~ostrum ge~oncum swa him ge~ywe ne waes
(2324-32, Dobbie ed.).
Then the truth of the horror was quickly
revealed to Beowulf: that his own home,
the best dwelling, the gift-throne of the
Geats, was meltina in waves of fire. The
the good mar:'s heart ~epented, there was
the greatest anxiety in his mind. The wise
old man believed that, beyond the old religious
rites, he had severely angered the ruler of all,
the eternal lord. Hi.s breast surged within with
dark thoughts, which was not usual for him.
The~, "waves of fire" that Ultimately consume
Beowulf's bAm, his physical body as well as his castle, contain
the paradoxical fire/water metaphor that runs consistently
throughout~, and parallels the polarity of body and mind
(if not soull that makes itself felt in the lan9\1age of this
movement. The alliterative pair hnW~, provide a context
of physical dimension to the gerund of emotion (~,
-sorrowful, repentant-) and the spiritual realms in which it may
be experienced [hnfu or.huk, -mind, thought, (heart) - -- but
2(,1
also Itbreast, bosom, (heart), wollb lt )) in their initial hl:.:..........
sound, \i~i..ch is almost, perhaps not quite, II growl, whetner of
pleasur:. or pain. 's earlier observed in connt.1ction with its
subliminal suggestion in the name of "the sword, Hruntinq, this
sound is intimat....ly associated with the tl:nctioninq of the body
(see Chapter III), particularly with its vulnerability to the
forces of nature and being. We see that Beowulf was largely a
man of physical or sensitive responses, a warrior who depended
tor his lite on body-knowledge, not a priest or poet given
overmuch to introspection, although his facility with words was
renowned.
Klaeber interprets these lines to mean that Beowulf was
Itsearching his heart for sins he llIay have unwittingly cOIDll!.tted"
(lix) and the poet's observation that this "was not usual for
hi.1t bears this out, because neowulf has not been used to
thinking himself in any way sinful; indeed, quite the opposite.
In recounting his first Dythic battle with Gre:'\del, he described
himself as~, Itsinless" (2082), l!. moral position which
gave him that necessary sense of right out of which he could act
decisively and with confidence. Throughout his life he had
followed for the most part the advi=e of Hrotho;:o."r, whose age and
latter-jay adversities had led him to conclude that the real
purpose of life was to r~epare for the after-life. In his
admonition to the young hero, Hrothgar remir.ded Beowulf that he
would eventually die and urged him to live a lIloral life (as
negatively defined by the example of Heremcd) in preparation for
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a righteous death without lear, secure in the knowledge that he
had done his duty. This Beowulf did. But still, at the end of
his life, the attack of the fire-dragon upon his own home
awakened in hill a dre;,.dtul anxiety, one that was necessary to the
completion of his heroic cycle. For the first time in his life,
Beowulf assumed, not merely respc;nsibility, but quilt.
BeoWI:lf's assumption was that he 1llust have done something
ofer eoJd": ribt, "contrary to the eternal law" (Hall trans.),
pertor1lled some deed WhiCh, although not, perhaps, foraA-lIy
proscribed, nevert~"11ess contravened the fundaJ:Iental laws of his
race or his God. In pursuing his memories down a pa~.h of self-
justification, he came around to the thought of Daeghrefn,
champion of the Hugas, whom he had killed in a battle during an
expansionist errand of ltl.i, ....:,Q, ";>ridQ, reckless daring" many
years before. Beowulf had been proud ci his conquest of
Daeghrefn, at least consciously. However, ,lung has noted that,
although the law and the church are concern.!d only with sins of
whi~~ 'the individual is conscious, "nature is not at all lenient
with unconscious sinners. Sh.e punishes them just as severely as
if they had committed a conscious offence" (1938: 92) -- a
psychological I fact· illustrated. to the point of overkill by the
story of oedipus. It is exactly because Beowulf was a man of
good will that a subconscious feeling of something 'wrong' should
haunt his conscience; the final significance of this incident is
established. by the tact that Beowulf considered it at all .::.t such
2.9
a crucial point in his lite. Ie He ....as really thinking. of
course, not so much (consciously) of Daeqhrefn as of the sW'ord,
Haegling. wbich be had plundered from the dead champion's corpse,
to which he referred in an lltteJIpt to psych hillSelf up for the
impending battle.
The thoughts lind feelings that arise froWi such
preoccupation!';, or qive rise to them, are considered to be
experienced in the province or through the activity of the soul,
an archetn;:al psychic entity \iell-known to the Anglo-Saxons. As
is the case with other psychic entities or arch.o:.typal ideas,
whether of aggressive, sexual or religious ox'1g1n, the soul i:.;
present in~ in symbolic form.
While the unconscious religious drive Illay take its course
through patterns of psychic activity and behaviour that need not
be understood by consciousness in order to be effective,
religious consciousness focuses upon the symbols and rituals
generated by these unconscious processes. It could be said that
human religious experience consists in the interaction of
consciousness with these projections of the unconscious, and that
our defining quality of reflective self-awareness, a m~asure of
our cOllsciousness, is, in the religious mode, preoccupied with
the contemplation of symbols of unconscious being and activity.
10 For a discussion of the killing of Daeghrefn,
see Chapter II.
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Religious conscirmsness is linked to artistic expression (or
vice versa) bV -.... irtue of a primary tendency to create or adopt
symbols for those things it cannot explain. It could be
contended that all arc ~l:'ises out of the religious impulse and
that art itself is a product of this fundamentally human l!1ode of
eXp4:!rie:1cinq and understanding the world.. From the cave drawings
of the stone Age and the chanting of '..:le an•.:ient worshippers ')f
sacrificial animals such as the goat or the bear, to thp. tiiodern
day Christian mass during which the body and blood of Christ are
consumed in a recreation of the sacrificial meal, religious
symbols serve to contain the essence of the religious experience
in a form that. is simultaneously both concrete and abstract. A
psychic entity that actually engages in or stimulates such
activity is an ess<!;l'ltial imaginative projection of mystica:t. or
religious experienC'"e.
The soul is an archetypal psychic centre that may be said to
find expression in symbolic form in literature and art.
Identification of the soul (~) which, as Peter Clemoes has
said, is different from, and yet essential to, identification of
the £aculty of mind (Ull§.) (3) reflects awareness that a certain
part of the hUl'llan psyche is given over to or bound up with an
intangiblity that defies the conclusions of logic and reason.
This factor was conceived so clearly by the Anglo-Si!xons that it
was frequently personified in their poetry.
The concept of the soul and symbols of the soul abound in
extant Old English literature. If the writer is not speaking
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directly of or through the soul, personifying it, as does the
writer of the Exeter Book poem, Soul and Body II, then (s)he
speaks figuratively, using: one or another of what appear to be
relatively cOmllon and consistent symbols for that psychic factor.
One of these symbols, II particularly interesting- one in vie", of
the; primitive religious origins of~, was the hart, the
animal associated with Heorat.
Once a primitive god, the hart is a three-dimensional
symbol, containiug elements of both sexual prowess and aggression
3-n its natllre as well as having a well-established religious
significance. stone Age caves show innumerable pictures of
reindeer in sexual contexts with humans (LaBarre 391) and, like
this O1nll11al, to which it is closely related, the hart displays a
strong sex-linked aggressive streak in its natural disposition to
light to the death any rival for its mate. The religious
signigicance of the hart is further indicated by the
archaf:'ological find of tile golden horns of Gallehus. The fact
that the hart contained the mAIm of sexual and aggressive power
perhaps contributed to its religious content a symbolic energy
that was felt not only in the so-called pagan religions but also
in the Judaic tradition out of which Christianity emerged. The
hart that pants for cooling streams is compared to the soul that
"panteth" for God in the Old Testament psalm,l\ and on this
metaphoric,," ,lround the equation cot the hart with the soul is
11 Psalm 42: As the hart panteth after the water brooks,
panteth my soul after tl:lee. 0 God..
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justified in Christian literary tradition. In~. this soul
symbol is overtly introduced at the dreadful mere, where:
heorot bornum trum hoItwudu secs
feorran geflyme~, aar he feorh 5eletl',
aldor on efre aer he in wille,
hafelan hydan [beorgan]; nis Paet heoru stow!
(1369-72, Dobbie ed.)
The strong-horned hart, chased f.rom afar I
seeking the forest, would rather lose his life,
his being on the shore, than plunge in to hide
his head. "1'hat is not a safe place!
The similarity of the words ~, "bart," ~, "heart,
soul," h.!i2I:Y., "sword" -- or, in this context, "safe, pleasant" --
~, "gentle, mild, pure" and, for that matter, ~, "herd,
flock, keeping, care" and h.2..l;:s!, "secret chamber, hoarded
treasure" provide the poet with a wealth of intimation and
connotation for his play on words in the echo of~ (1369)
and~ (1.372), because all these factors are present and semi-
conscious in the symbolism of the hart.
The hart is presented here as instinctively knowing the
presence of evil, and as choosing death rather than immersion in
1l\at evil. Its nature parallels that of the soul, which is
functionally committed to the identitiC"<i.tiol1 of good (of which
evil is a n.:ogativ,;: definition) and to the Willing acceptance ot
death in the reali.zation of absolute good. Here, in the
Augustinian tradition, the hart's choice of good is negatively
defined as the avoidance of evil.
The nature of the soul as~ in the Jungian sense is seen
more in the hart's sexual contents, its courage in love (affairs
"3
ot the 'heart'l. than its sacrificial role at the brink of the
dreadful .ere, and this element is suggested in the reference to
the ani:aal's strong horns, a trophy that adorned the wall of
Heorot, the psychic (and physical.) enclosure intended to keep the
Scyldings safe trom han. That the Scyldings identified with the
hart indicates their awareness of the»selves as saylberendas,
"hearers of souls" (1004), an Old English kenning for "human
beings, II and, as it seems unlikely that these Germanic warriors
would have particularly admired the hart's immediate instinct to
run when confronted with a threat to its lite (appropriate though
that association might have been in their case), the conclusion
may be drawn that it was the animal's sexual UDA. symbolized by
its antlers, that inspired their reverence. As discussed in
Chapter III, the .I.D..iJu., to Jung, was essentially a spiritual
symbol that derives from the projection of the sexual (libidinal)
drive, and it is perhaps in this sense that the nature ot the
soul :Alloy be seen to comprise the 'l'llasculine' element of desire
(the active desire ot the unconscious for a god) as well as the
'telllinin~' element ot receptiVity (the passive willingness to
receive the god. as manifEost in symbolism and experience). For
this dual process, two other synbols ot the soul are indicated,
the sword and the cup. Both tiqure prominently in~.
The f""minine element of r.1"Ie soul is traditionally
represented by the cup. In~, the cup has been associated
with woman from the beginning, when the cerE!lllonlal task of
passing around the cOlUlunal ale-cup fell to the ~yal lady
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attendant upon the feast. A pagan tradition perhaps harking back
to ti:J:r.es when women were priestesses, this practice suggests the
function of the anima as a mystic guide and the tradition,
pur"ued through the later medieval motif of the Grail quest,
c~:'ltinues the somewhat ambiguous theme of altered consciousness
(implied in the effects of the contents of the cup) and spiritual
authority (implied in the fact that the cup is, in a primary
sense, controlled, whether by priest or presenter). The cup that
Beowulf receives via the slave, the same cup stolen from the
treasure hoard (Which means it participates in the nature of the
treasure itself), is also a symbol ot' the soul that has acquired
a stronger!I!.§.M from its association with the h2I:£, which stands,
for Beowulf, as a symbol of absolute value and goodness. In
religious terms, the h21.:Q may represent God; in psychological
terms, the sel f •
That Beowulf must fight for this treasure implies a further
dynamic, one that requires the exercise of will, and this element
is sugg...:;ted by the sword with which he fights, because the
feminine image of the soul as anima reflects only a part of the
archetypal complex of soul. The partial vision of the treasure
hoard afforded by the cup is essentially a passive one and the
sou1- illlage is incomplete without the driving energy needed to
make the vision a reality. This energy is provided by Haegling.
The sword, Haegling, represents the energic aspect of soul
that is not present in its anima incarnation -- one might almost
say its 'masculine' side, bearing :,. mind its patronymic sUffh:,
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"-ing" (Q£.D., 4, 1933: 282), and the phallic s~lis. of the
sword itself. The energic ele.ent is vital to the function of
the soul, because it is the soul' 5 perceived purpose to act
specifically in the service of the relig:lous instinct to change
and transforn the whole organism, II process which Dust begin with
the breaking down of exi.sting patterns. The ultimate aim of the
soul as symbolized by the sword is effected by engaging and
extending the will of its possessor and, in the Christian schema,
by mortifying (Le. 'bringing to death') the nesh. The dynamic
connection of the sword, as well as the cUP. to the treasure
symbolizes Beowulf's conscious awareness of the existence of his
soul and its necessary relationship to the divine form
represented by the treasure hoard for which he feels he must
fight. His awareness of his soul as an active psyt::~jc entity
perhaps began in the Merewife's cave with his vision :if ehe magic
sword.
ThE< bringing -to consciousness of t~e archetype of soul, Il
process which Yeats, in his. "Dialogue of Self. and Soul," sees as
a form of dialectic, is an important function of the ego, because
the soul, as Junq has defined it, is "the inner personality" (t:H I
6: (67) which is correIative to the outer personality, or the
persona. While the persona is the characteristic attitude that
an individual turns towards the outer world of society, the soul,
or anima, is that aspect of the individual which turns towards
the psychic processes of the inner world >Jf the self. l"hf' soul
bears the same relationship ;0 the self that the persona does to
"6
the ego: it identifies with and participates in the nature of
that central psychic entity, as the cup to the treasure.
The development of the soul is related to the process of
self-knowledge by which a person achieves individuation;
identification of the persona as an inco.plete personality is
thought to generate a process of self-examination that leads to
avareness of a necessarily compleJlentary personality that resides
on the other side of consciousness, in L'1e unconscious (Q! 6:
463-70). This personality manifests itself when the integrity of
the whole organism is threatened, as Beowulf was in the
unconscious realm of the Merewl!e.
Like the miraculous, idealized sword that was revealed to
Beowulf, as he said, by~. "the Ruler of Men· (1661), in
his hour of mO.lit desperate need, the more vulnerable sword that
Beowulf carried into his final battle is a symbol of his soul,
af':d it may be inferred from the corresponding presence of swords
in the treasure hoard that this sword, like the cup, participates
in the nature of the treasure, which stands as a sYJCbol of
ultiaate reality, God or the transcendental self.
The soul in its symbolic form as the sword represents the
active desire of the unconscious for a god, as well as an aspect
of that divinity which the ego can admit as a possibility within
its own range of comprehension. In seeking conscious or
objective validation of its own psychic disposition, it may be
that the soul, like all living entities, is compelled to fight;
its battle may be either to deny that the physical evidence of
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death 1110 applicable to the psyche, or to transtor1ll the physical
reality ot death into a psychical experience of transcendence,
or, perhaps, both.
The active nature of this psychic drive, its intimations of
divinity, and its iconoclastic energy seem to be epitomized in
the magic sword with which Bao\lrUlf overcame the threat of
annihilation by the .aAX of the Merewife. The :mag-iea!. nature of
that particular sword seemed clearly to point towards a power
greater than itself, of which it was both an agent and an image.
However. even that sword. was vulnerable to the power of evil: it
wasted away in the corrosive blood of Grendel. This factor is
symbolically appropriate of the soul, because just as the sword,
whether magical or mundane, carries death as its corollary, the
soul, like the persona, has a dark shado.... : sin.
The notion that the soul ....ill take the shape of its psychic
environment informs the development of this idea. We may note
that Unferth's SIofOrd., Hrunting, perhaps 'deformed' by his
discordant and negative psyche, ....as of no use to Beowulf, ....hile
Naeglinq, too, fails to overCOlle the dragon, and breaks at the
ultimate moment:
Naegling forbaerst,
qeswac aet saecce sweord. BiowuI fes
gomol ond qraegmael. Him ~aet qifede ne waes,
~aet him irenna ecge lllihton
~:l~nlll:~= ~~;e:~e w:~~es~~f~~~~eto strong,
swenqe ofersohte, ~onn8 he to saecce baer
waepe~",:::~rl~~~:~~~ ~~i~d~~mSr~~e ae sel.
frecne frydraca faehlSa gemyndiq,
raesde on Sone rOfan, l'>a hilll rum aqeald,
hat ond headoqrllD, heals ealne ymbefenq
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biteran banum: he geblodegod ....earCS
sav.Jldriore, swat ydum w8011 (2680-93 Dobbie ed.)
Nagling shattered:
Beowulf's s ....ord. ancient and grey-colou.re<1,
Failed hi.DI in the tight.
It was not grantl!!d to him
That swords made of iron should help
Him in battle: his hand was too strong,
And, as I have heard, he overtaxed with his blows
Each and every blade: whenever he carried to the fight
A veapon hardened by blood, it helped him not .:.he
slightest.
Then for a third tillle the scourge of the people,
The terrible fire-dragon, Bet its mind to attack.
When it had an opening it rushed out on the 1D.ighty one,
Hot and fierce in battle. and seized his neck
with a snap of its tusks. Beowulf's life-blood
Gushed out from him in surges (Roberts trans.).
The name, Haegl1ng, evokes two paradoxical associations,
pagan, the other Christian. In the tirst case, the name recal:s
the mythical vessel, Naglfar 'so-called because it ....as made out
of the nails of dead men) that carried the forces of evil to
Ragnarok, the Norse Ar1lIageddon. In the second, the translation
of llUSIling as "nail It or, perhaps, "son of nail," provides an
association with the Crucifixion, when Christ, the Son of God and
Man, was nailed onto a c:!:"oss. While the former is most
immediately associated with apocalyptic evil and the latter with
ultimate good, both images are paradoxes of hope and despair:
the battle of Ragnarok prepared the way for II beautiful new world
and the rebirth of Balder (Crossley-Holland 173) while the act of
crucifixion, even considered as part of God's plan for
redemption, Dust be recoqnized as II measure of the potential tor
evil in human action. Ambiguity contounds consciousness and the
awareness that the soul can be manipulated by evil (mA;1) as well
27.
as inspired by good (ggg) generates in the ego a doubt that might
undermine the most heroic human effort to affirm. the over-riding
power of good. As even Christ was subject to doubt in his final
hours on the Cross, so Beowulf's doubts, both ideological and
personal, must rise up to overwhelm hitll and to render him tem-
porarily ilIpotent.
The battle with the Wy~ is the most difficult battle of
Beowulf's lite because of these doubts, because he can no longer
be sure, as he needs to be, that he is in a position of right and
that God is working through him. In this sense, Naeqlinq stands
(and falls) as a symbol ot Beowulf's~, "sin-bUSY" soul.
The illportance of the feeling of quilt, or the awareness of
sin, to the development of consciousness see>lls to derive from the
Judea-Christian concept of man's free will and his relationship
to God, a theology that emphasizes the notion of 'original sin.'
Such a prelllise does not seem to have been a part of the pagan
consciousness, even one as complex and differentiated as that of
Aristotle, for whom, while he acknowledged human responsibility
in his treatise on~, the human imperfections of the hero
need not be related to his fall. In the~, the fall of the
hero could be understood to have been brought about, not by a
flaw in his character, but by~, or simple error.
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To a poet wbose world. view ai';ht have been subconsciously
influenced by Aristotelian principles, Beowulf's acceptance of
the golden cup from the slave, could be Been as, si.ply, a
'aistake' tbat brought down the wrath of the Wyr- upon his head.
The concept of the tragic flaw, not found in Aristotle, seems to
have 50mB connection with Christian ethics and didactic litera-
ture, and it could be arqued that this fora of quilt was not a
major preoccupation of the society portrayed in~. Actual,
or legal quilt was, of course, acknowledged, but such gUilt could
be paid off in money, the~, releasing the transgressor
from luther retribution. Moral guilt, on the other hand, was a
more nebulous notion, requiring a mental refinement that might
derive fro. conflict in the conscious Ilind between the Christian
idea of 'free will' and the classical idea of I fatalisD.' The
notion of free will, While it perhaps existed implicitly in
classical thought, became explicit with Christianity and was a
conscious theological question of Christian scholars. That this
conflict did take place in Beowulf's mind on a pre-conscious
level is implicit in his recollection of the story of Here);,eald
and Hathcyn, where the question of responsibility and retribution
was less clear-cut than in other cases of vengeance, and was
finally resolved, not by the action of the aggrieved party but by
tate.
By examining this memory, it can be seen that in the world
of~ the operation of fate, or Wyrd, while it may appear
randoD, is nevertheless perceived to relate directly to the
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affairs of men, 90 that a causal connection could be lh3.de between
two separate events in time that reinforced or satiSfied man I s
sense of the significance of his own actions, whether the
resolution was favourable or devastating. Hatheyn' s accidental
killing of his brother, Herebeald, an apparently randal' act of
fate, set oft a chain of events, starting with the withdrawal and
early demise of their father, Brothel, that led to an inevitable
exchange of hostilities during which the 'innocent' killer was
himself killed (2472-85). The incident provides classical
motivation for Beowulf's impending doom: he .::an be seen to be the
victim of a fate set in motion by events with which he had no
actual or moral connection, in the same way that oedipus w·'\s the
victim of a cur..e precipitated by a crime for which he had no
moral responsibility -- unless killing, in itself, be deemed
morally wrong, a possibly anachronistic and unrealistic
conclusion, though just as possibly one made subconsciou,;ly by
humankind. 12 The inevitably violent death of Beowulf coul'::',
nevertheless, be explained in classical (or 'high pagan') tenns
as a predestined calamity, the natural result of the necessarily
unavenged blood-guilt that preceded his alicendance to the throne
of the Geats.
Herebeald and Hathcyn were Beowulf's uncles, as was Higelae,
their brother, who later became king. Beowulf came to the throne
by rightful ascent upon the death of Heardred, Higelac's son,
12 It is certainly true that the tragedy of oedipus could never
have occurred if he had not killed.
2.'
and, having no sons, he would himself be the logical recipient of
the ultimate vengeance unleashed by the fates. His~ in
accepting the cup could be seen as the fulfillment of fate.
Rem.eabering this long-ago incident on the day of his own death,
Beowulf does seem rather more overwhelmed by a sense of .an' s
vulnerability to fate than jUdg,~mental of the hapless Hatheyo,
who was quite properly outside the reach of conventional justice
and finally succumbed in battle to Onqentheow, the Swede, whose
killer, Ector, was rewarded by the ruaining brother, H1981ac,
for avenginq that death (2484-S9). Although. in recollecting this
pattern of events Beowulf does raise the possibility that a
tragic fate has played a large role in his meeting with th.e Wyrtrl,
his examination of his conscience and his detenination to
continue in spite of the opposing evidence of accidental fate
(vhiCh seelllS to negate all man's possibilities for free choice)
suggests that he hiluelt has not completely accepted its finality
and, in tact, believes that his actions have not only been
meaningfUl in the past, but will continue to be meaningful in
this tinal context. It is on this premise that the notion of
final guilt rests, and it .ay be partly for this reason that
guilt is telt to be II. necessary collponent ot self-actualization
or even, perhaps, ot survival.
It may also be, as Aristotle and Kant insisted, that a man
of good viII, such as Beovulf vas, is inherently good and should
not, therefore, have cause to teel guilty. It such a lIlan
2"
performs an act which, by his own precepts, is right, then he is
himself in a position of right: it is intent, or motivation, that
identifies man with evil. The accidental killing of Herebeald by
"atheyn, which parallels the tragic death of the Norse god Balder
through a mistake on the part of his blln" brother, Hodur,
introduces intent as a necessary element in establishing moral
guilt and separates, in a primary way, the act from the doer, a
distinction made clearer by contrast with the story of cain, a
natural one in view of their common theme of fratricide.
Although the story of cain indicates that man can have an evil
intent, the stories of Hatheyn and Hodur indicate that it is also
possible for evil to operate through man, without being intrinsic
to him. Perhaps such perceptions lie behind Beowulf's deathbed
speech, which is not a confession but a self-justification:
Ie &s leode heold
fiftig wintra; naes se folccyning,
ymbesittendra aenig &ra,
~:e::~ ~~~num Ie ~~e;:~d~o~:~e,
maelgesceafta, heold min tela,
ne sohte searoniSas, ne me swor fela
a&a on unril"t. Ie d'aes ealles maeg
feorhbennulll seoc gefean habban;
for4am me witan ne &earf waldend £ira
mor80rbealo maga, ponne min sceacel!l
lif of lice (2732-43).
I protected these people for fifty years:
there was no king of any of the surrounding
nations who dared to come gainst me with
swords or terrorize me with threats. In my
home I awaited what fate might bring, held
my own well, soaght no treache.rous quarrels,
nor swore any false oathes. Weakened by mor-
tal wounds, I can take comfort in all of
this, because the Ruler of Men will have no
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cause t.o aCC\.l."Ie me of the murder of kins1Ien
when my lite departs from lly body.
By his own lights, with reference to the warrior's code,
Beowulf has behaved as he ought, and in a certain sense it :IIay be
anachronistic to superimpose upon his being the ID2Xn of the
poet, much less those of a 20th century observer. However, the
former imposition is unavoidable, since this poem is as much
about the poet as about the hero, and to the poet the Christian
implications of Beowulf's acts were all-important.
In Christian terms, therefore, Beowulf may be thought to be
guilty of two of the Seven Deadly Sins personified most memorably
tor a later society in Spenser's .'faerie OUeen. In the Christian
reading provided by Burton Raffel's translation. the implication
is that Beowulf was guilty of the sin of greed, or avarice:
Swa hit cd do.es daeq diope benemdon
~odnas lIlaere, ~ 3aet l>aer dydon,
t>aet se secg waere synnWll scildiq,
herqum geheaLrod, hellbendUll. taest,
WODIJII.UD g6witnad, se 50ne wong strude,
naes he goldhwaete gearvor haefde
ager;des es\:. aer gasceawod.
Wig-Iat madelode, Wihstanes sunu:
'Oft sceall eorl mcnig anes villan
vraec adreoqan, swa us gevorden is (3069-78).
So the spell was solemnly laid, by men
long dead; it was meant to last till the day
Of judgement. Whoever stole their jewels,
Their gold, would be cursed with the flames of hell,
Heaped high with sin and quilt, it greed
Was what brought him: God alone could break
Their magic, open His qrace to man.
Then Wiglat spoke, Wextan's son:
"How often an entire country Butfers
On ana man's account: That time has come to us ... It
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Ratfel's somewhat unnecP'Isarily creative translation here
creates an impression that is more accurately constructed (in
terms of the poea's language) by Hall's translation of~
[oaetoR) goldhwute 9tArw9r bUrda/agendas est 1lft[ alSceawod, a
line which is in SODe dispute. 13 Hall translates this passage as
"Yet by no means too eagerly had Beowulf before glSzed upon its
owner's treasure of gold with the curse on it" (172-73), a
reading which contends that Beowul f' s desire tor the treasure was
not disproportionate. This study is also inclined to reject
avarice as a possible motive tor Beowulf, if only because this
sin is so conventional, so c01llJlonplace, and so co:pletely
unfitting to the nature of the hero gJ,lI. hero and as revealed in
the poe.. Beowulf did not display any evidence of qreed, either
in Heorot or later, at Higelac's court, when he presented his
gifts froll Hrothgar to his king and gave Wealhtheow's gift of the
Brising necklace to Hygd. Loyalty, generosity and the spirit of
~ took precedence over material things for him, and in
those instances ....here the material object becomes important it
seems to be as a symbol, not as a thing in itself, that it
becolles so. It may be that the physical element of the treasure
was important (it ....i11 later be contended that this was so) but
even in this case the symbolic meaninq is uppenost.
U I prefer Klaeber's interpretation, .. 'he had not seen the
treasure lIore cOllpletely than now [at his death],' implying that
he bad never seen it in its entirety" (227) for reasons unrelated
to the present discussion (but see Chapter V) .
".
It aiqht more persuasively be arqued that Beowulf was
susceptible to the 'sin' ot' pride, because the ele.ent of pride
is essential to the character at the hero. Beowulf's pride was
an important, necessary, and highly visible element of his heroic
presence, and was, therefore, far more liable to perversion than
a trait he hardly possessed in the first pl"lce. 'Ibat corruption
had, in fact, taken place is implicit in the story of Daeghrefn.
Throuqh the story of Daeqhrefn, Beowulf is shown, by the facts of
his life, to be guilty of primary sin in both cause and etrect.
The fight ill which Beowulf killed the champion of the Hug-as
was ostensibly undertaken to protect Higelac's treasure, the same
Brising necklace Beowulf had once given to Hygd, a aative which
might at first glance be construed as avarice. However, as with
the~, the necklace had another, more important .eaning to
Beowulf. In this context, once the king was dead, the necklace
represented Higelac's honour, and Beowulf was fighting to protect
his liege lord's final reputation. Beowulf was fighting out of
~, "pride" -- a pride which had become~ or~
(see Chapter II).
In his slaughter of Daeghrefn, Beowulf had shown he was not
always on the side of right, either troll l!n ethical or a moral
standpoint. Yet, there is a sense in which this position may be
seen as unavoidable, the result of factors perceived by the
Christian poet to be integral to human nature: sin, and the guilt
that is its emotional concomitant. When Naegling, the symbol ot:
Beowulf's human, and therefore uperfect, soul failed him, it
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failed because, as the poet says, his hand, the s)'llbal of his
humanity, vas~, "too strong" (2684). Fighting the Wyrm,
Beowulf might feel that he was no longer t'ighting tor God, but
against Hi_, in defence of biasel!, against a just punislalent
lIIeted out to hu, personally, tor the sins of his own life. In
this sense, the hero stands tor .an's sense of self in relation
(and opposition) to "God, Fate and the Devil" (Bodkin 1934: 49).
with or without this inherent existential function, a man of
heroic nature might find it more difficult to stand up for self
than for other.s, if only because he can never be sure that his
sUbjective interpretation of a situation might not be false, or
that he is not fighting for selfish purposes. This final self-
questioning, or self-doUbt, would not occur to those whose
dominant instinct is for self-preservation, just as such people,
like the cowardly retainers Who fled to the woods leaving their
failing king to face the dragon alone, would be unlikely to
assist another at any risk to themselves. Yet, the element of
self-preservation is likewise integral to the hu.an condition,
and necessary for survival. The dil<!lI!IlIa :associated with this
instinctual conflict gives rise to questions concerning the value
to be placed upon self-interest as opposed to the interests of
another, a conflict at the heart of Christian theology, which
affirms, in the passion of Christ, the transcendent value of
love, expressed as the greater concern for others than for self.
The Christian schema, which ostensibly removed the burden of
'original sin' and erased the burden of man's guilt by the
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atonement of Christ, by that same exemplary act effectively
installed the pattern of guilt and sacrifice as a necessary
component of redeaftion. 14 To maintain, as we do, that~
is the product of It Christian consciousness, ve .ust acknowledge
that Beowulf's heroism was, in essence, modelled along the lines
of Christian heroislQ and that he was created with reference to
the ideal of Christian heroislIl exemplified by Christl and in that
case, his final battle with the dragon, the archetypal s}'lWol of
evil, enacts the Christian symbolic pattern of religious
transformation, essential components of which are an acceptance
of a primary ~llt on behalf of himself and his people, a
sacrifice of his physical being to an ideal of cosale heroism,
and, through the Ilttllincent of the treasure, a final fusion with
God, or the self, which, as the image of God in man, is the
archetype of his own illlllortality.
In this sense, Beowulf Ilust be a 'Christ figure,' but in
that salle sense, Christ himself is an archetypal hero, because
the pattern of action that he followed was the salle pattern of
rebirth set down by mythological heroes frolll many cultural
traditions. Instantiation of a recognizable pattern of activity
does not exhaust the significance ot individuals and their acts,
but instead increases this significance, making it collective,
universal and purposive, a pattern to be imitated in the lives of
14 sir Edwyn Hoskyns and Noel Davy suggest something very near
this in citing Matt. 26:28 as evidence for "aaking the death of
Jesus the ground of redemption" (The Riddle ot tht New Testapent
122) •
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all individuals who· seek the same end. The aim of this pattern -
- the trans!o~tion of the individual consciousness onto a plane
of being not bounded by its individuality, the realization of the
"hidden immortal within the mortal man" (Jung 1972: 55) -- is
most perfectly exempli!ied, Jung affirms, by Christ (.t1i 5: 302),
an affirmation with which the poet of~ would concur.
Religious 1:4••8 in~ Put II: oeath aJld x..ortality
The notion of immortality, like the notion of r;od, may be
said to arise from primary data: it is, perhaps, an~ idea
(or form) that exists in the unconscious mind. Whether this
"primordial thought" (Jung 1933: 113) is the result of
psychological 'wish-fulfillment' or a response to the prompting
of Lorenz's "flight instinct," arises frolll a repression of the
priJllary fact of the finality of death or derives from an
introjection of phenollenological evidence gleaned from
observation of the life patte.-:;s in the seasonal cy(:).es (the
grain of wheat that 'dies' in the winter and is 'reborn' in the
spring) or whether these psyChological and physical patterns
themselves reveal the working of a metaphysical design that
exists intrinsically in every entity, as St. Paul suggests
(1 Cor. 15: 35-42), the desire for (one might almost say, the
urge towards) ilDllortality may be identified as an unconscious
idea that has burst into hUlllan consciousness by the kinesis of
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't.he reli9io~s instinc.t.. In the consciousness ot the pre-
Christian Teutonic world, this proto-religious idea was
interpreted. pragmatically as a desire tor !a.me. lti1Ulortality on
the lips at men." In the highly reit:ied Christian consciousness,
the expression of this pri-.al desire envi.ions i1llJlortality 2D
"'es Waldendes waere, "in the keeping at: God" (3109). The
.DAm!Y.ll poet incorporates both ideas as reflections of man's
theological being when Beowulf fights against the Wyrm, the
projected symbol of his annihilation and death, to win both fame
and the~, which, as the counterfeil of the~
(2422), has intimations of both death and immortality.
In their symbolic fons of the sword and the unseen tredlsure
(ct. 3073-75), the soul and the "hidden 111l1lortal" are related as
subject; and object -- that is, the final :.eetinq with God which
is ider.tified with the attainmQnt of apotheosis is the objective
of the archetype of soul, just as the attainment of the treasure
is the Object of" action by the sword. Yet in another sense,
suggestEd by the poetic construct~, "soul hoard" (I.e .•
the "treasure of his SOUl") the "hidden itlllDortal" is the most
perfect form of" the soul Which, in its energic phase, is
separated from and yearning towards its own perfection in God as
the absolute subject of all experience. Once this has been
attained and the faith that directs the emotional and energetic
action of the sword has been fulfilled, faith itself is rendered
useless, like the swords found in the treasure hoard, which were
omioe hUrhetone, "rusted and eaten through" (3049). What then
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remains is the distillation of the soul-image in the object o"f
faith i tsel! .
The absolute energic reality of which the soul is a
transitory (thUS corroded) image is to be found in the
incorruptible element of the treasure. As a concrete object of
intrinsic and lasting value, the treasu;-e acquires the "sensual
libido" (,CH 6: 280) of the anima and may be said to constitute
the ,rojection of the soul's striving for an ideal. The soul's
infusion, or projection, of psychic energy into its object of
desire imparts a numinous quality to the treasure, which may then
be felt to have intimations of metaphysical significance, or
truth. The designation of value is a function of feeling, an
emotionally-toned function of human comprehension I but the
recognition of valUe implies an objective quality of the thing in
itself, an aspect thct appeals to the cognitive or rational
faCUlty. When both factors seem to co-exist in a material
Object, that object becomes a very powerful symbol, in
contempl3.tion of which the mind is led to an idea of a
transcendent nature. By the same measure, the dragon in~
has a lIalevolent transcendental power that derives from its
symbolic function as the projection of man's sin and guilt.
The power of the feeling of guilt, which carries far more
emotional weight than the mere rational ide'!, of guilt, derives
frOD the importance of feeling itself as an important adjunct to
the rational function of consciousness. This "feeling function"
is an important element in Christianity (Fordham 40), which is
2.2
, especially concerned with assigning value and lack of value: in
other words, with deteraining good~nd evil. Jung has postulated
that the development of the feeling function in the .ind of
Western .an bas .. forced a choice on hi. which led to the moral
splitting of tha divinity into t:wo halves" and he thought it was
probably because of this that "the morally ambiguous Yahweh
beclIlle an exclusively good. God, while everything evil was united
in the devil" (1972: 37). However, the deeper symbolic contents
of the serpent, the tirst and final form of the devil in orthodox
Christian mythology [the devil appears as II serpent (or vice
versa) in Genesis and in Revelation] seems to indicate that this
perceived separation can only be maintained on II conscious level.
While the Wyrm, the serpent torm in~, seeDls clearly to
stand tor all that is evil, anti-human and absolutely Other, the
wider historical and Dythological J:lanifestations ot~
indicate that, in all Dajor serpent-dragon symbols, the good and
bad are delicately balanced. In fact, the serpent was once
worshipped as a god.
The serpent figures prominently in Hebrew l~end (from
Hoses' lifting the oerpent in the desert to John's reference to
Jesus being "lifted up" as Koses lifted the serpent) as a symbol
ot immortality (deriving frOD its tendency to shed its skin and
emerge 'renewed'). The serpent was the fOCUS of attention onto
which religious devotees in these desert regions once projected
and objectified their values. The ophites, a gnostic sect dating
from the first century A.D., believed that the serpent was the
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High God (a form possibiy corresponding to an aspect of Fate,
HY.u;l, in~) to enable man to escapQ the bondage of
ignorance impos.ed on him by the Jewish Yahweh, who was not, to
them, the real God at all, but a vengeful, ill-tempered father of
eviL To the ophites, Christ was the serpent (Q! 5: 382). The
Old English language contains intimations of an underlying
connection in the orthographic and phonetic similarities of the
words~, "fate" and~, "eloquence" or "speech" (cf.
~) and nIJl!, "snake" or "worm" as well as~. "speech" and
~. "worm.. " Here seems to be a linguistic, as well as a
theological, connection between intellection and evil that
sellliotically foreshadows Hamlet's philosophical statement,
"There's nothing either good. or bad but thinking makes it so. n In
both semantic pairs, the connection between language (a product
of consciousness) and both good and evil is implicit and consis-
tent .. :!. th both Christian and classical mythology, in that Christ
was called by John "the Logos," the "Word," while the oracle was
a major manifestation of the gods in Greek myth.
The narrative motif of the final battle, that of a man
attempting to take something precious from a cave guarded by a
dragon, as Prometheus stole fire from the gods, is a recurring
one in myth and folk-tale, and the identity of the dragon as a
hostile guardian of a "treasure hard to attain" (~ 5: 382) is a
prevailing motif of early medieval literature and art, so it
would seem that this archetypal embodiment of the power of evil
held great power over the conscious and unconscious minds of the
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audience of~. If the dram.atic entry in The Anglo-Saxon
~ for A.D. 793 15 is to be 'taken lit';'rally, it is likely
that the Anglo-Saxona believed in the existence of Illonsters and
dragons, and there is also, of course, the possibility that, in
certain archaic forms, these creatures did exist (one thinks of
the Giant Squid) so that the Donster or dragon was not only a
product of the imagination but the introjection of an objective
or composite reality of the more primitive world. Such forms
might conceivably exist in the 'race memory.' The difference
between the mere monster and the dragon (or serpent, or Wyrm)
however, seems to lie in the transcendental nature of~
as the embodiment of' paradox.
This paradoxical image seems to have developed along
independent lines in many .ythologies: not only H~brew but Greek,
Roman, Egyptian, Oriental and Scandinavian. The power of the
WyrII was invoked in Teutonic culture. In the world of~,
tor example, the image at the serpent adorned the swords, which
were~ in an attempt to call upon the power of this
a.rchetypal form, and the ancient Teutons used to keep a "house-
snake" as we today (or the ancient Egyptians) Bight keep a cat,
as a lIinor quardian house spirit and rat-catcher (~ 144).
Unlike its Teutonic ~, the~ dragon W'lS no
15 793 her YAIr0n gli! seowene fynni drieR" 9n bam Iyftt
~, "in this year, fiery dragons were siin flying through
the air ... " (PIUllllller v.I, p. 54).
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benevolent house pet and its positive attributes are not explored
in the poell although, as Alvin Lee has pointed out, Beowulf and
the~, "fire-snake" are frequently described in the same
terms (215). indicating a connection between them that goes
beyond the necessary antagonism dictated by their polarization as
archetypal forms. In fact, although most myths represent the
hero as elementally opposed to the dragon, Scandinavian myth
often links the two, and the hero may display attributes of the
nD!!. Sigurd, for example, was called "Ormr i Aug-a, II which means
"snake's eyes" (the aE lC£m is cognate with the ON .Q.DIl.I;:). With
reference to such evidence, Jung contended that "the hero is
himself the snake, himself the sacriticer and the sacrificed" (~
5: 382).
It would seem on such grounds that the snake or dragon
represents an aspect of hUlllan nature, and its recognition as such
provides a key to understanding the nature of the soul-body
dualism that lIlay be at the root of one of Western man' s primary
existential anxieties. The Christian religious perspective
contends that it is only when this dualism is resolved in the
subsuming triuaph of the spirit that lIan can attain the unity of
which iJlmortality is a conceived. component, a perception
reflected in the dyna.ic of Beowulf's final battle, tor it is
only by defeating the dragon of physical nature that the heroic
spirit of Beowulf can attain the treasure. To the Anglo-Saxons,
obsessed as they see. to have been with the difficulty of
2••
reconciling their physical desires ....ith their spiritual aims, the
body was considere~ evil and its active and emotional expressions
-- sin and guilt -- functioned as necessary agents of the
trans!orJllative experience that vas the desired end of their
spiritual struggles -- and, perhaps, at all spiritual struggle,
since, as Maud Bodkin has said, it is only through the "agony of
conflict with a false divinity" that the individual spirit can
achieve lithe glory of union with its true values" (1934: 287).
In a final unmasking of false values. the~ manifests
itself in destructive acts against the foundation of Beowulf's
life: his people and his hOlle (Le., his society and his own
physical being). Confronted with the Wynl, Beowulf must
acknowledge that its existence arose from his own being, as he
does when he searches his heart for sins he m.ight unknowingly
have cOmJIitted and co.es to the semi-conscious awareness of his
unheroic slaughter of Daeghrefn. By facing this fact, the hero
takes the penulti.ate step towards self-realization; and, in
rejecting and overcoming that aspect of himself which has caused
his 'illusion' of a prilUlry separation of himself from God, by
sacrificing both hi.self and the dragon to an unconscious symbol
of unity (Which the treasure represents, because it is unseen,
and contains in its paradoxical form as the~ the
reconciliation of duality), he actualizes his own redemption.
The treasure's intrinsic propertief~ make it a potent symbol
of the transformative state of being and becoming. The nurainous
quality of precious stones and metals has long fascinated. the
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hU1IIlln .ind, in part, perhaps, because they are themselves
products of eleJllental physical transformations. hllen these
aaterials, which are perceiVed to have intrinsic worth, are
further transtor-ed, through the creative power at .an, into
works ot art, this power increases. Such objects then represent
ill fusion of matter and spirit that both expresses "lnd points
towards ill higher possibility tor the matter and spirit that
constitute the human form. (As all artistic actiVity is in this
sense ill religious function, the work of art is ultimately a
religious symbol.)
That the treasure should stand as ill sYJllbol of the highest
good for Beowulf is not, therefore, inappropriate, nor does it
indicate avariciousness in his nature. This trait, inherent in
the nature of the dragon, represents the perversion of the
treasure's symbolic meanin9_ The dragon's inti.ate connection,
or Obsession, with the treasure in its .ost superficial material
fOnll revea.ls the underlying error of Daterialism, a system of
value based upon the purely physical or sensuaL It was out of a
similar compUlsion that Milton I s Satan set about appointing his
hellish court with the gold and jewels that first symbolized, and
eventually came to replace, the love and light of God's heaven.
We are told that, although the WyI1ll had total control of the
treasure, ne by" bim wihte &y se}, "he was not one whit the
better for it" (2277), just as materialistic .an, without the
illumination of his spiritual nature, far from being better off
through his possessions, is reduced to .eaningless and joyless
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attachments to objects which, in themselves, have no real value
apart from the con'tert of their metaphysical design. Moreover,
although, separated frail their source of .eaning, they are
perversions of value, these objects theJIselves :aay acquire power
by virtue of the SUbject's projections, and the sUbject hilllSelf,
like the dragon, becoaes an Object in the service of a lesser
entity. In this sense, and illuminating the poe.'s vision of
freedom and slavery, the Wyrm was enslaved: he did not choose
the treasure1 it enslaved him by fulfilling the criteria of
(talse) value arising from his own innate materialism.
Although the treasure was also the object of desire for
Beowulf, it was so for a diametrically opposed reason, because
the hero was acting in direct opposition to the forces operating
through the Wyn. This is a defining aspect of his existential
position and his heroic c01lllitment to act on behalf of the
greater good. of the vhole psycho-physical orqanism. ?or this
reason, the hero's alliance aust be vith conscious values when
those values have, through experience and intuition, been
attined accurately to reflect the conscious goal of the whole
entity. Beowulf makes this jUdgement both consciously, through
his own experience, and unconsciously, through the activation of
a late form of the hero archetype, the Old Wise Man in its
positive phase, which is both himself in his own old age and a
spirit of wisdom that transcends time. This form of the hero
archetyp:! is called the "archetype of meaning" (Fordham 60).
Beowulf's intrinsic power to apprehend meaning assures that the
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value he assigns the treasure is of a spiritual, rather than
simply ill Daterial, nature. The unconscious power of the
arch'!type ensures that this Ileaning is established beyone: his
pover to resist.
In its symbolic and physical properties the treasure b2Dl
contains both spiritual and material elelllents that parallel the
apparent duality ot human nature, making this sYJlbol ill natural
focus of hUJllanity I s highest and lowest desires and thus a
compelling ODe tor a poetic consciousness steeped in the
theologic"'l dilemma of the mind/body duality. The duality is
contained symbolically in the treasure's dual properties ot' gold
and iron. The poetls description cf the treasure, the 1lml2nn.A
~. "gold of the ancients" (30521 speaks ot helm ponig/eald ODd
2m.1g, "lIIany helmets, old and rusty" (2763-64) and~
sWVrd/oD:lge burhetone, "precious swords, rusted and eaten
through" (3048-49) in addition to the hoard of gold flagons,
dishes, armlets, jewels and banners, so we may conclude that,
since rust is a property of iron, this base metal was welded to
the gold which, bAcause it does not rust, has "intimations of
i1llJlortality. "
Iron, the aetal symbolic of and essential to the age ot
Beowulf, epitomizes certain mundane values of his society and
symbolizes the decay to which the physical body it: SUbject,
linking it by implication with man's imperfections, manifest in
his need for weapons and tools (tor, until his metaphorical
expUlsion from Eden, Dan had no need to toil). The respect and
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awe accorded a semi-legendary figure such as WeIand, the
blacksmith, in Iron Age culture was in aarked contrast to the
slightly ridiculous aspect of Hephaestu5 in the distant and
idealiZed Age of Gold. In the Iron Age, the smith was foremost
among the tradesmen, and had a status approaching that of a
shaman because of the seemingly magical prop9:rties of iron,
especially its mysterious magnetic ener9Y. Nevertheless, this
power was oftan viewed as diabolical, especially in Christian
folklore, in which craftsmen who worked with iron were identified
with the devil because of the flames (~ 32). The Christian
poet of~ might have been aware that the art of making
tools and weapons was tirst taught, according to Judea-Christian
scriptural tradition, by Tubal-Cain, a descendant of the
fratricidal cain, who, actinq upon the basest promptinqs of his
aqqressive instinct, lIay be said to be the archetypal father of
strife in the human race. Iron, by these associations, seems to
represent the refinement and implementation of man' slower
nature, the 'Beast,' WhiCh, born of the k\ody, will die with the
body. It may be partly for this reason that~, "iron
swords" can never be of use to Beowulf.
Gold, on the other hand, expresses the distillation of man's
highest aspirations. The most precious of metals, it is the
materialization of the summum bonum. As the sun's iDage in the
earth, gold may be said to be a reflection of divinity, since the
sun has long been a god-illage. One of the three gifts of the
Magi to the Christ Child, gold also symbolizes royalty -- not
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inherited rank, but inherent nobility of spirit, the natural
meaning of kingship. Beovulf himself displayed this quality,
rising from obscure origins as the son of an outlaw to become, by
n<:ttural design and selection, the leader of a powerful nation.
His natural royalty is revealed in his actions, especially when
those actions are compared to those of Hrothgar, who represents
certain negative aspects of the Old wise Man, and who had only
inherited, not earned, his high office.
Through its connection with the Nativity, and extender'! by
its use in the making of rings, gold Symbolizes both love and
loyalty. To Beowulf and his people, the giving and receiving of
gold rings represented more than the childish, acquisitive
pleasures of 'primitives.' It signified an exchange of vows of
fidelity between a true king and his true SUbjects, in the spirit
of~. Yet, over the course of the poem the nletaphysical
properties of gold change dramatically from beneficent to
maleficent, indicating that its symbolic meaning could, all too
easily, degenerate, and the gold become all-important in itself,
as the hoarding of treasure and the practice of plundering a
defeated tribe's treasure store suggests. 16 If the giving of
16 Love of gold, Tacitus indicates, was not intrinsic to the
Germanic tribes of the first century A.D., and may have been a
corruption brought about by their contact with the Romans: l<The
Germans take less than the normal pleasure in owning and using
[gold and silver]. One may see among them silver vessels ... as
lightly esteemed as earthenware. The Germans nearest us do,
however, value gold and silver for their use in trade .....
(Mattingly trans. 104). By the same token, at that tiDe in their
history, "There [was) not even any great abundance of iron" (105).
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treasure indicates love, the taking ot treasure (except as a
gift) illplies the exercise ot power, which is a perversion of
love. The will to power, Jung said, results trom an inverted or
repressed~ (1912: 22).
While BeOWUlf, in his desire to give the treasure to his
people, is removed to II degree from this charge, it is
nevertheless true that he intends first of all to take it from
the Wyrn, who bears the projection of "the destructive power ot
passion conjoined with the will to rule" (Bodkin 170). The
attachlllent of this anti-force to earthly treasure, as the Wyrm is
attached to the treasure in~, represents the final
perversion of love from a life-creating power to ll. totally
destructive force that seeks to reduce all spirit to dead matter.
Beowulf is himself subject to this perversion ot love by virtue
ot his intrinsic association with the WyrJl, but it is a
possibility ot his being that he tights against with every bit ot
power he possesses, inclUding the power that his consciousness
has acquired through previous encounters with his unconscious:
the power ot the ego as well as the powers ot the hero and the
Old Wise Man. Without doubt, Beowult is an extraordinary being
o!Ven at this, the f'ladir ot his lite, senex et iuyen!s sbul, "an
old man and a youth at once" (Jung 1959: 38), combining the
spirit of youth with the wisdom of age. In this dynamic, wiglat
stands tor Beowult's own youthful and innocent strength, and the
two together make possible the trar.licendent lIIoll'lent in which the
hero is empowered to draw his knite and sacrit'ice that element of
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his animal nature which prevents him from attaining the treasure
of inunortality:
fJa geo self oy01ng
geweold his gevitte, waellseaxe gebraed
biter and beaduscearp, l'aet he on byrnan waeg:
forwrat Wedra helm wyrm on middan.
Feend gefyldan - ferh ellen wraee -,
and hi hyne 1'a begen abroten haefdon,
sib ae&lingas. S~lc sceolde secg wesan,
~~~s~:~ ~;~::ila pa:~l~: ~:~~:,waes
worolde qeweorces (2702-11).
Then the king himself regained control over
his senses; he drew the slaughter-knife, keen
and deadly sharp, that he wore in his corslet;
the proteotor of the Geats cut the Wyrn through
the middle. They had felled the foe - ,-:ourage
had driven out its life - and they had d~stroyed
it together, the two noble kinsmen. So must a
warrior be, a thane in time of need! For the
prince, that was the last of his own glorious
deeds, the end of his work in the world.
Beowulf and wiglaf: Religion and co_unity
The intervention of Wiglaf introduces an emotional element
generally missing from the poem as a whole. Although loyalty and
respect implicitly form a large part of the spirit of~ to
which the warriors subscribed, and although Hrothgar openly (and
somewhat inappropriately'?) demonstrated his tearful affection
17 That this display of grief was inappropriate and, in fact,
unmanly, by Germanic standards at least of the first century A.D.
is indicated in Tacitus' ~: "A woman may decently express
her grief in public; a man should nurse his in his heart"
(Mattingly trans. 123).
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tor Beowulf, in no other part of the poem does feeling translate
into action at quite the salle level of experience. Even in the
case ot Beowulf hlasel!, whose fidelity to Rig-elae and gratitude
to Hrethel are both referred to and de••:lnstrated, the degree of
risk is proportionately less because of his near-invulnerability.
Wlqlat had no supernatural protection nor any special powers that
we know of; his risk, and, therefore, his co_laent, seem
greater.
Whether this extra measure of commiuent derived from
consanguinity, as the seep suggests (2600-01) or from a sense of
right as defined by the ideals of the warrior's code (~) as
Wigla! himself says (2653) or trom a dawning sense of
incorporated in the ideals of Christian brotherhood as outlined
by st. Paul and as the Christian poet might have understood them,
the relationship between Beowulf and Wiglaf illustrates the
c01lllllunal element that is integral to the religious experience, in
that it demonstrates a "sense of ne.... enerqy in union with others,
of the breaking down of the barriers of individualism" (Bodkin
278). Through Wiglafls action, the essentially selfish and
introverted preoccupation of the personal unconscious is
mitigated by the validity accorded the Other. The apotheosis of
this a""ar~ness is found in the 'Thou-relationship' ....ith God and
reflected in the importance accorded others in thtl religious
experience and the necessity for a symbol, or common Object, on
....hich the emotional energies of the group may be focused. For
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Wiglaf, it is suggested, this 'object' was, first of all, Beowulf
himself (as for the disciples it was Christ). By logical
extension, it became the object that Beowulf desired, the
treasure. 18
By virtue of its antiquity, the treasure fulfills a basic
requirement of a religious symbol for Beowulf: that it should
link the present with the past, "sustaining the individual's
sense of communion ...with the ancestors of the tribe, and with
all they achieved or willed for their descendants" (Bodkin 279).
The ancient treasure and the other ancient objects given
prominence in the poem represent the symbol ie process active in
the transfer of cultural values from generation to generation;
but, in a final sense, as Maud Bodkin has observed, "the
individual will experience satisfaction and assurance only when,
passing perhaps through conflict and disillusion, he has achieved
a sincere t:'elation to the values he can assimilate from amongst
those which social institutions and traditions offer" (280). If
we construe the golden items selected from the treasure and
brought by wiglaf to his dying lord to be an image of the divine
(as man's 'unfallen' self is said to have been made in the image
of God) and further recognize that BeOWUlf's commitment to his
people is a true commitment to his fellow man, we may agree that
the values to which Beowulf is faithful unto death are
fundamental to the psychological experience of religion, and
18 As, for the martyrs, it became the Cross, sought as a
desirable form of death in imitation of Christ.
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particularly of Christianity. However. these were not the same
values to which Beowulf had subscribed throughout the course of
his dramatic history. He has undergone change and growth:
transforJllation.
TransforaatioD of .eUqioua 8~loqy iD b.m!Yll
While allowing that the~ poet was ideologically a
Christian and may even have been a monk or a priest, and admit-
ting the possibility that his poetic nature and his intellect
might have been captured or intrigued by symbols contributed to
the popular imagination by gnosticism, we may inter, from his
allusions to Danish history. legend and myth, that he was
strongly influenced by the stories of religious devotion to the
gods of his ancestors, which were still worshipped in Sweden,
Denmark and parts of England at the tille bmBll! is generally
thought to have been written (Wilson 36).
The background of Norse lllyth imparts a basic feeling-tone to
~, highlighting, by its dark sensuality, the light and
spirituality of the Christian story superimposed upon it; but it
is not nerely a foil, nor are the ultimate aims of these two
world views entirely antithetical. In some ways, the
intrinsicallY Christian milieu of~ anticipates the
transtormation of the Teutonic world after Ragnarok, the final
battle of the Aesir, gods of Asgard, with the forces of evil, th~
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Vanir. After this ~orse Arlllageddon, it was said, Odin's son,
Balder, the singular Christ-figure in Norse myth, would return to
life (he had been accidentally killed by his brother, Hodur, a
theme well known to the audience of~) and a newer, more
beautiful world would be born (Crossley-Holland 175). The poetic
vision of Beovulf' 5 heroic psyche seems to be a vision of the
possibilities of the new Christian world; as a heroic traveller
in his own mental landscape, the pagan Beowulf traversing the
~, "middle ground" betwean consciousness and the
unconscious in search of glory, "immortality on the lips of men,"
is reminiscent of Odin who, travelling throughout Hidgard, the
human world of Norse myth, in search of knowlQdge, is granted a
vision of a future that will not include him. 19
In the sense that a true poet must also be a 'pagan' in both
the unconscious processes themselves and the validity accorded
these processes by the poetic consciousness, the Teutonic myths
alluded to in the poem may be seen as a reflection of the pagan
unconscious of the poet and the society to Which he belonged,
which had evolved out of the society depicted in the poem. To
the extent that the poet was aware of these myths as myths, we
may say that he has attained a conscious control over them and
19 This parallel between Beowulf and Odin may be extended to
Odin and Christ, as Thomas H. Ohlgren's article, "The Crucifixion
Panel on the Gosforth Cross: A Janusian Image?" ~ 20, no. 2
(1987) :50 strongly suggests. ohlgren contends that in this work
"the so-called Crucifixion scene is the result of the SCUlptor's
superimposition of Odin hanging on Yggdrasil over the image of
Christ on the cross."
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perhaps transforaed the1l into analogues of Christian patterns in
the sa..e way that he effectively transfoI1lled Beowulf into a
Christian hero.
By the time he has reached the final battle of his life,
Beowulf, though still conforming to the idea of a hero in the old
Geraanic world, is livinq a symbolic life ....hich. as has
conventionally been recogniZed, closely resembles the last days
of Christ: from the moment he receives the cup (2403-05) Beowulf
is committed to fight the dragon, just as Christ, in accepting a
"cup" in Gethsemane, ....as committed to die on the Crosl]; Beowulf's
thanes desert him at the extreme moment, just as the disciples of
Christ abandoned Hill; Wiglat, like John, the only man who comes
to his defence (after wrestling with his fears and his sense of
duty) is left to interpret tor bis followers the significance of
Beowulf's life and death; like the twelve apoatles of Christ,
twelve men ride around Beowulf's barrow singing his praises; and
the penultillate line of his eulogy describes Beowulf as~
pildust 2Dd mOD '''''Demst, "the ...ildest and gentlest of men"
(3161), a description so startlingly in contrast to what we might
have expected of a pagan hero that it is almost superfluous to
recall that this expression is more properly descriptive of
Christ. In Norman Davis' edition (1959) of Zupitza's facsimile
of the original manuscript, these words are all but obliterated;
Klaeber notes that manna mildost also occurs in~ 550,
though~, "kindest" is an alternate possibility [so, one
assumes, might be~. "military," which, in combination
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with onn means "soldier" (Sweet)) so the reconstruction could
represent the interpretation ot a later .ind; however, on
reflection, the words as qenerally accepted. by scholarly
tradition are not inconsistent with the Baovulf who has been
presented to us in the poeD • Relative to the rest ot his own
society and in his own estimation, Beovult was a peace-loving
The illpulse to transform the supposedly pagan hero of~
into a Christian prototype might as certainly have been a con-
scious and conventional one on the poet's part as a subconscious
assumption on the part ot the hypothetical "Christian singer"
proposed by Creed; but both impulses might also have been in-
spired by a deeper, perhaps unconscious, affirmation of a truth
inherent in the J.sln of God, rather than in allegiance to any
particular manifestation of that transcendent entity.
In his book, Ttlll Lest Gods of England, Brian Bronston cites
linguistic parallels as evidence that the pagan influence upon
Anglo-Saxon religious awareness was stronqer than the people
theJQselves Ilight consciously have known. He identifies many of
the Christian noes for GOd as having their origins in ancient
North-West European religious cults --.f:nAn, for eXllJIlple, may be
identified with Frey/Freya -- and Indo-European cults, to which
source he ascribes~ (65), Which, as Christine Fell agrees,
may have been a dreadful, onmipotent female deity whose presence
was felt in the British Isles long before the COiling of either
the Anglo-Saxons or the Viking!! (27).
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Br.anston's point, which is accepted in principle here, is
that what appear to be 'new' gods are, in actuality, the 'old'
gods revitalized or 'transformed' in conjunction with the
requirements of expanding consciousness. This perception may be
related to Thomas Aquinas' meditation on the nature ot God, which
essentially postulates that all gods are really one, and that it
is only because of our limited consciousness that we persist in
separating the predications of God into identities or
personalities (p~rsonifications).ZI) The Christian God's
separation into a Trinity with the later elevation of Mary and
the 'pantheon' of saints to follow reflects this innate human
tendency, and it may be, as Branston strongly contends, that
Christ, too, was very much in the tradition of a particular type
of "bleeding and dying god" represented in Norse myth by a figure
20 Aquinas' treatise includes a treatment of ascribing several
names to the one divinity that night be applied to the many Anglo-
Saxon names for God in~. Ah,alda, "omnipotent One";
~, "Ruler"; ~, "Father"; ~, "Creat:or"; and
Wealdend, "the Lord," are all used in addition to the term .G.2s!,
and all denote a particular aspect or function of the deity as
perceived by those who interpreted the nature of the divine.
Aquinas suggested that" ... by means of a name we express things in
the way in which the intellect conceives," but he went on to
observe that "the higher an intellect is, the more it can know more
things through one likeness, while a lesser intellect manages to
know many things only through many likenesses." The whole of
mankind falls into this lesser category, so that Aquinas saw the
necessity of giving God Dlany names: "For, since we cannot know Him
naturally except by arriving at Him from His effects, the names by
which we signify His perfection must be diverse ... Were we able to
understand the divine essence as it is and give to it the name that
belongs to it, we would express it by only one name" [Summa Contra
~, Bk. I, Chaps. 30-31, in st Thomas Aquinas' On the Trllth
of the Catholic Faith, A.G. Pegis, trans. (New York: Doubleday,
1955)] •
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such as Balder (189). or in Greek myth, perhaps, by Dionysus. The
full impact of the poet I s description of Beowulf. "bleeding and
at the end of his life, It is felt by SUbliminal association ....ith
these figures.
It was obviously not the poet: s intention to evoke the
spirit ot Dionysus, and it was probably not his intention to
suggest that Christ was a reincarnation of Balder: however, it
seems clearly to have been his intention to draw a parallel
between Beowulf and Christ, and to effect a change in the hero's
understanding of the symbols by which he fulfilled his psychic
destiny -- which destiny was, in a final analysis, to transform
the symbology of his society through his acquisition of the
treasure.
In the past, Beowulf had owned and employed many 'treasures'
to which both he and his society had ascribed symbolic value:
the sword Hrunting, its ultimate uselessness symbolic of the dead
end predicated by faith in iconoclastic aggression; the 'magic'
sword with the cryptic message of the Flood (a foreshadowing of
his own death by fire that completes one movement of the fire-
water theme with reference to Christian mythology); the Brising
necklace, with its intimations of sexual guilt and its
association with betrayal, violence and death: and his final
weapon, Naegling, trophy of his sin. All are described as
"ancient," and all represent particular value to Be.:::lwulf's
society deriving from their antiquity; but these symbols are
Ultimately subsumed within and transformed by the image of the
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treasure as "rusted gold." The failure of Hrunting and
Haeg-ling. the dissolving of the lethal blade of the magic sword,
and the tragic fate attached to the owner of the Brising
necklace, seem to presage the final inadequacy of these symbols
of sexuali":y and aggression as of either symbolic or actual value
to Beowulf in his quest for i_ortality and l2f. "praise."
Although his spirit of c01llJll.itment to his fellow .an was
evident from the first in the application of his~, the
nhandgrip" that was a sign of his hUllanity, Beovult's initial
commitment derived froll. and served, not the idea of immortality
in God which is the intuited source and instinctive goal of the
religious function, but the heroic Objective, set down by
aggressive ego ideals, of fame and glory, "illlJDortality on the
lips of men." In the service of this ego-ideal, the true spirit
of human brotherhood was effectively displaced, because, in ordsr
to achieve personal glory, Beowulf rejected the assistance of any
of his comrades, insisting that it Dust be~, "I, alone"
(cf. 424-26) who accomplish the victory. In contrast, during his
final battle with the Wyr1ll, he needed, and was granted, the
assistance of his fellow man. This need enhanced rather than
dilllinished his hUllan greatness and ensured a projection into the
future of his own deepest values. with Wiglaf's intervention,
Beowulf received confirmation of his ideals and, at the same
time, a sense of grace and hope which could not have come without
a prior sense of abandonment and despair, a dynamic that is
intrinsic to the Christian religious perspective. Because this
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was a new teeling to Beowulf, his human need represents an
expansion of his consciousness in tbe .idst of his supra-
conscious battle; it prepares hi. tor his vision of the treasure,
which, in the end, is also deter-.ined by his dependence on his
tellolt llan.
Wig-lat's importance to Beowulf's increased Clwarensss is
indicated not only by the obvious fact that, had wiglat not come
to his aid, the bite of the dragon would have obviated the hero's
chance for transcendence but also, and more importantly in this
context, because it was wigla! who actually had the power to
choose out of the treasure hoard those objects he believed would
represent its best meaning and content to the dying king -- not
the rusted swords and armour, but the golden dishes and goblets,
the anima objects that stiaulated Beowulf's desire for the
treasure and effectively led him to it. He also brought Beowulf
the golden banner ot victory, bt!acna be0rhtost (2777), by the
light of wh1ch he was himself enabled to see the b.2l3l. Like the
seqen gyldenne, -golden ensign" (102) bestowed on Beowulf by
Hrothgar after his victory over Grendel and the Merewife, thi£
banner proclaimed Beowulf's temporal victory, which occasioned
his prayer of thanksgiving/ and, like the segen ayldenne (47)
that flew above Scyld's funeral ship on its solitary journey over
the waves, this banner also proclaimed his transcendental
victory, which inCludes the victory of consciousness over the
annihilating powers of darkness and unconsciousness. Its light
is the light of conscious perception, recalling the leoht estan,
-light from the east, - beorht heacen God's, -the bright beacon
of God.- (569-70) that illuminated Beowulf's struggle during his
first real moment of conscious ch;>ice; its promise is total
consciousness, the absolute consciousness of the hidden hmortal
within himself.
The golden objects that wiglaf brought to fulfill Beowulf's
vision represent an abstract idea of value and, as gold was
symbolic of love to the Vikings and the Anglo-Saxons, it is
suggested that the essence of that value WillS lava, an aspect of
the divinity from the Christian perspective. Reflecting the
divine in the mundane world, Christian love includes, as an
integral and informing component, the idea of brotherhood.. The
importance of~ to both the theme and structure of
~ may derive from the Christian (perhaps monastic) society
of the poet, or from the tribal societies of Viking and Anglo-
Saxon culture, but it may also be said to derive from the
religious instinct, which may itself be a reification of the fact
that an individual derives fro. and must relate to his society.
For this reason, even in approaching and attaining individuation,
a solitary journey that parallels the solitary journey of (and
to) death, the heroic individual must leave to society something
of worth to replace what he takes frOm it in undertaking and
completing the internal process. When the completion of the
psychic life process ends, as it ultimately must, in the silence
of death, it seUlS imperative to those left behind to discover
something of Value in the death of a person whose life was so
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i.portant. and incumlJent upon the individual to provide something
tor thell to discover and hold on to. Otherwise, all is
Ileaningless.
In the case ot Beowulf, the meaninglessness of his death
Iliqht easily overwhelm the Geats. For sOllie scholars analyzing
the implications of this tinal battle, and particularly for
Ratfel, whose elegiac translation creates this impression, there
....ere intimations that Beowulf did not have to fight (although he
knew he did); that he fought for the 'wrong' reason, out of greed
for gold (although Hall's more literal translation shows Raffel's
words to be misrepresentative); that his death would leave the
Geats vulnerable to invasion and enslavement, without a strong
leader to protect them (although wiglat's transformation and his
courage seeDS to have marked hiD as II. likely successor, if not
Beowulf's equal in strength, then certainly his equal in
courage); seeking to blame hi. for his own death, and despairing
of the future, some of the Geats, like Raftel's wiglaf, might
have forgotten a very important fact: that Beowulf had sacrificed
his life for their well-being_
In trying to understand the meaning and importance of the
sacrifice of Christ, E.O. James suggested that Christ's sacrifice
represented a "surrendered life" which was to be "shared" by his
followers, and concluded that it was not the taking, but the
giving of life that is important (Bodkin 285). Applying this
maxim to~, it is to be hoped that the ideal for which the
heroic life was given be accorded a value by the Geats in keeping
'16
with the value of the surrendered life itself. If the "rusted
gold" for ....hich Beowulf fought represented nothing more than the
materialistic values of a violent world, then Beowulf's followers
were wiser than he when they buried the treasure with the ashes
of their lord. Even if this were not its meaning (and clearly,
it was not). the Geats, in burying the treasure with Beowulf,
demonstrate their knowledge that it was the idea of the treasure,
rather than its tangible reality, which was to prove of
continuing importance to them, just as it was the memory of
Beowulf, his spirit, which was to prove i1llJllortal:
Geworhton ila Wedra leode
hI ('lew) on [h]lide, S8 waes heah and brad,
(wae)glidendum wide q(e)syne,
and betimbredon on tyn daqum
beadurofes been; bronda late
wealle beworhton, s'Wa hyt weodllicost
toresnotre men lindan Illihton,
Hi on beorg dydon beg ond siglu,
eall swylce hyrsta, swylce on horde aer
nil!lhedige men genumen haeldon;
torleton eorla gestreon eorcJan healdan,
gold on greote, ~aer hit nu gen lital5
eldum s'Wa unnyt, s'Wa hi(t aero)r waes (3156-68).
The people of the Geats raised a mound upon the
cliff, 'Which was high and broad and visible trom
afar by voyagers on the sea: and in ten days they
built the beacon of the 'Warrior bold in battle.
The remnant of thIS burning they begirt 'With a
'Wall in such sort as skilled men could plan most
'Worthy of him. In the barro'W they placed collars
and brooches - all such adornments as brave-minded
lien had before taken trom the hoard. They lett the
wealth of nobles to the earth to keep, - left the
gold in the ground, where it still exists, as
unprofitable to tIIen as it had been before.
(Hall trans.)
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Apart froll the irony of the poet's didactic comment on the
uselessness of the gold, the symbolic actions of both Beowulf and
his people provide a dralllAtic irony here that adds to the sense
of pathos and tragedy of the poell and at the sallie time points
towards a develop.ent in consciousness on the part of the Geats,
even though their action may, to outward appearance, see.
regressive. The practice of burying a dead person's most prized
possessions with the remains was essentially a pagan tradition
that slowly died out with the Christianization of the Anglo-
Saxons, which may reflect a transition from materialism to
spirituality through the influence of the Christian Church (or,
equally, may have resulted from a desire on the part of the
Church to fall heir to the riches hitherto buried with the
aristocratic dead). The burial of the treasure aight, as Klaeber
suggested, -be explained as a corollary ot the motive of the
curse resting on the gold" (230).21 However, it seems unlikely
the Geats would have buried a cursed treasure with their honoured
lord, and in any case, the burial of the treasure was appropriate
from a pragmatic poetic perspective (since the poet might have
wanted to juxtapose the atmosphere ot a magnificent pagan funeral
rite, with its excesses of passion and despair, and the
21 Klaeber also notes that in~, ch. 18.16 there is
the injunction: 'all treasure which is hidden in the earth or
buried in a howe is in a wrong place' (230), which leads to the
conclusion that sOllie observers, pagan or Christian, could find
better use for treasure than the purely symbolic.
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subliminal Christian message of peace and hope) and also from the
point of view of eft'ect. Beowulf's acquisition of the treasure
tor »lout! 1eDduB. "Illy people" and his people's burying it all
with hill may be compared to the situation in O. Henry's "Gift of
the May!," where the sacrifice of the lIlost valued aspect of each
for the 6 ....firmation and enhance_ent of that value in the other
effected a pathetic, yet ennobling, transformation in the
relationship of the young husband and wife. In wanting the
treasure to go to his people, Beowulf was setting an example of
generosity and love, and projecting that example into the future
by rejecting the materialistic desire to 'take it with him, I a
desire that J!ight apply equally to his physical being;
paradoxically, in relinquishing the material gain of Beowulf's
sacrifice, his people were affirming his spiritual achievement
and exemplifying it, and a transformation of collective
consciousness has been achieved.
In another sense, Beowulf could not, however much he wanted
to, leave the treasure -- his treasure, as he knew it -- to his
people. The treasure had a meaning to Beowulf's people, and one
that Beowulf himself had created, but, although this meaning was
not a material one, neither was it transcendental. The
transcendent meaning of the treasure was clear only to Beowulf,
as the attainment of psychic unity can, Ultimately, only be
experienced by the subject himself. This final fact must rest
with Beowulf. What he could, and did, leave his people was the
example of his life. The bt!lldurofes becn stands as a visible
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sign ot the actualized life and death of a great, and greatly
loved, lIani more than that, as he desired above all, he lives in
their heartt:' and in their stories and songs:
)a ymbe hIae", riodan hildedeore,
apelinqa beam, ealra twelt.,
woldon (care) cwiaan, [ond] kyninq maenan,
wordgyd wrecan, ond ymb weer) sprecan;
eahtodan eorlscipe ond his ellenweord
dUquSum demdon, - swa hit qede(fe) bio,
~aet mon his winedryhten wordUDI herge,
terh4uu freoge, lK>nne he foriJ selle
of lichaman (laeded) weodlan.
Swa begnornodon Geata leode
hlafordes (hry) re, heor3;eneatas;
:~~O:it~;the w~:~elaon(~~;:u~~~nq (a]
leodWl lilost ond lofqeornost (3169-82).
Then the battle-brave warriors rode around
the barrow, the sons of princes. tvelve in
all. They lamented their sorrow and mourned
their king, chanted an elegy and spoke of the
_an himself, extolling his nobility, and they
highly praised his deeds of valour - so is it
fitting, that a man should praise his friend
and lord with words, and love him in his
heart, when the time comes that he must be
led forth from his body-home. So the people
of the Geats, his hearth-coupanions, lamented
their lord's death; they said that of all the
kings of this world, he was the most generous
of _en and the gentlest, kindest to his
people, and BoSt eager for praise.
This is blJllortality of a kind. It is at least a kind. of
immortality that they can understand and, in part, confer.
Whether there is immortality of the soul, a 'life after death,'
they still cannot know; but they do know that a great man has
died in loyalty to an idea of transcendental value; and, implicit
in the kenninq, ~, the "body home" from which Beowulf may
be "led forth," as well as in the Christian spirit so qracefully
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interlaced with the pagan matter of this final passage, from the
echoes of Genesis Z2 to the final revelation of the hero, there
is an elell.ent of hope. Hope, above all, is what the religious
instinct desires to create, the kind of hope that enhances the
struggle for survival against seellingly impossible odds. Pagan
or christian, this is the motivating force of the religious drive
in accordance with its function as the highest hUilan projection
of the libidinal will to lite.
It is Beowulf's testament that has allowed his people to
hope, to face coming adversity with the courage imparted by the
example of his heroic sacrifice, to affirm his apparently
paradoxical values of brotherhood and individual int~rity, and
perhaps to experience, both personally and collectively, their
own redemption and transcendence.
22 Klaeber's note to lines 3173-76: "The lines setting forth
the praise of Beowulf by his faithful thanes sound like an echo ot
divine service, and closely reselDble ~. 1 ft.,; ... " (230).
5 'l'BB PRO AT BAJUfAlfAZ8: 'I'RANSrORKATIO)l 1)1 .II2JIllLl.
Tbe TrlUlsfonaative Powers ot the Hero
In a poetic affirmation of the transcendent power of spirit
over J:latter, 5eowulf's heroic spirit is sustained to the end of
his life, reaching its zenith as his body's vitality "plunges
downward into darkness" (A.C. Bradley 350). His final battle-
field is the antechallber to eternity, a field on which the
trinitillrian and quaternal S}'lIlbols of spiritual transcendence fuse
with the circular motif of psychic wholeness to fortll a mandala,
the "squared circle" (Douglas 79), which represents, in al-
chemical lore, the mystic condition of absolute unity of being_
The trinity is to be found in the triad of masculine
combatants, Beowulf, the Dragon and Wiglaf. The most striking
manifestation of the quaternity is the Christian Cross which, as
in a work such as The Dream at the Rood, aay be said to have been
an object ot intense veneration in Anglo-Saxon tradition. 1 This
symbolic contiguration also appears in the Book ot Revelation as
1 According to G.O. Roberts, the "old orthodoxy" contends that
~ and The Dream of the Rood are from the same century and
geographic area -- I.e. 8th century Anglia and the north east,
broadly interpreted so as to include Northumberland and
Kercia (i)_
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the four beasts (Rev. 4:6) and the fou:=- horsemen (Rev. 6: 1-8);
it is represented in Beowulf's final battle by the four
alchemical elements, Aristotle's four basic components of the
universe: earth, in the~, "gray rock" (2553, 2744) and
the~."earth cave" (3046) out of which the dragon
emerges; air, in the flight of the dragon and in the suggestive
name of the fight's location, Earnanaes, "Eagles' ness" (3031);
fire and water, the remaining elements, are represented as
synthesis in the admixture of fire and water. a recurring
thematic image of the poem, found metaphorically here in the
~. "waves of fire" (2672) and the buman waelm hea80fyrum
bn. "the welling of the flood with deadly fire" (2547-48: Hall
trans.) that issues from the dragon's mouth. The circle is
represented by the coils of the serpent, the golden rings of the
treasure hoard, and the 1IIagic circle in which the treasure is
enclosed, galdrg bewunden, "encircled by a spell" (3052. ~
~, "God Himself" (3054) is identified as the keeper of that
spell and as the power by which it may be broken. The dragon's
breath, described as hat hildeswat, "hot battlesweat" (2558),
incorporates air, fire and water, but not the •fe!:linine' element
of earth, and this composition evokes an inevitable comparison to
the masculine Trinity.
Such interwoven symbolism creates both a mystical and a
didactic vision of the personal ~pocalyptic moment, when all
disparate and opposing elements of matter and spirit come
together, signifying the CUlmination and resolution of the
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individual 11fe process, and effecting the final transtorlDation
of the heroic entity from material to spiritual beinq, in
accordance "'ith St. Paul's transtor1llative mystery:
Behold, I shew you a mystery:
We shall not all sleep, but we
shall all be changed,
In a moment, in the twinkling
of an eye, at the last trump: tor
the trumpet shall sound. a."'ld the
dead shall be raised incorruptible,
and we shall be changed (1 Cor. 15: 51-52).
The last battle of Beowulf's life is his struggle for
transcendence, which is the final goal of the archetype of
transformation, a symbolic pattern enacted in the psyche through
the activity of symbols of the libido 1n its final phase of life
in the psyCho-physical world. The libido'~ goal is the goal of
the whole organism, and remains a creative one, which must also
mean a transformative one. As agent ot the libido, the hero
wishes to accollplish its goal on two planes of being r the psychic
and the physical. In the former realm, this goal lIIay be said to
be transformation. In the latter, it is transmutation.
Previous chapters have considered the changes effected in
human beings by the emergence of graduated instinctual drives and
functions, and the changes effected in the expression of these
same drives by their necessary adaptation to meet the challenge
of survival. In Chapter I, the hero was shown to be one who had
the potential power and the responsibility to change both himself
and his society. Chapter II observed how he qained control over
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his aggressive instinct, and transfoned its negative power to
action for the higher, collective good, initially identified with
survival and, erroneously, with God. Chapter III dealt with
sexuality, and the transfonaation of the female earth/
agricultural goddess into a male sky/war god. The theme of
Chapter IV was tl':e religious instinct, which was interpreted as a
transformation of man's more purely animal nature into something
uniquely human and of the God-concept from simple to complex to,
as William Blake or T.S. Eliot might have it, profoundly sirnple
form. The concomitant artistic function, symbol formation,
suggested to be the source of myth and ritual, reflects the human
being's desire to both create and change in imitation of, and
response to, what (s)he perceives to be the divine creative
principle, and this present chapter will contend that~
embodies in its symbols and symbolic patterns "all those
paradoxes and ambiquities that attach to the notion of
transformation as intrinsic to the nature of the divine" (Peter
Harris, personal cOmllunication, 1988). In accordance with the
objective of uncovering SOllething of the nature of the di-"ine as
it might have been understood by the b.QJ!!ill poet (s), the
discussion wishes first to look at the abstract id~as of
transformation and transmutability as manifest in experience and
in the poem itself.
'25
!'rusforaat.ioll. iD~
The idea of 'transfonaation' has been a central one in
Western religious thought for thousands of years, from the
'metamorphoses' of the Hellenic tradition to the gnostic systems
of the Middle East to the Christian idells of st. paul and his
formulation of the idea of the "spiritual body"z to the syncretic
aims of the early Church Fathers in their battle to 'transform I
pagan gods and heroes into analoques of Christ and the Christian
vision. Science, too, has been much taken with the idea, frOD
th'd: early alcheDists, who sought to transform base metal into
gold, to Darwin's theories of evolution, II process that implies
the transformation of onB original entity into many
differentiated forms of life, to anthropOlogy's identification of
the transtormative stages of the human species, to psychology's
interest in the psyche I s pattern of change and adaptation, to
modern quantUli physics with its systems based on Einstein's
theory of relativity, of which the conversion equation of matter
So also is the resurrection of
the dead. It 18 sown in corruption;
it is raised in incorruption:
It is sown in dishonour; it is
raised in qlory: it is sown in weak-
neSSi it is raised in power:
It is sown a natural body; it
is raised a spiritual body. There is
II natural body, and there is II spiritual
body (1 Cor. 15: 42-44).
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to energy to matter is an essential postulate. Poetry may also
be said to be dynamically involved in the process of
transformation, since art is above all a creative transformatIon
ot the experience of lite. It could be contended that the
process of transformation is necessary not only to life but to
our understanding of life. Without this idea -- perhaps this
reality -- material and 3piritual being are incomprehensible.
A study of pattern necessitates acceptance of the notion ot
trllnsfor:Jllation as fundamental to the original design such a study
attempts to discover. In the microcon of the epic poelll, the
relationship of pattern to design may be studied without any
necessary reference to Ultimate truth, but merely with reference
to the shaper of the poem, who stands in 10c9 pllrentis, as it
were, for some transcendent creative principle, the nature of
which may be dimly glimpsed through the shadow of its fire in the
poet. In this sense, the study of poetry JIlay be a study of
absolute reality. (One does not, however, wish to pursue this
metaphor too far.)
Whether considered as an absolute principle, accepted as a
necessary premise ot human Understanding, or simply envisioned as
an intriguing possibility, the idea of creative change, or
transformation, rellains integral to all the processes considered
in this reading of~. From the evolution of the human
being out of pre-consciousness and into super-consciousness, to
the development of social relationships froll primitive to
relatively civilized systems, to the gr~h of the individual
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from infancy to maturity and, perhaps, the emergence of graduated
instinctual functions from a primary undifferentiated will to
live, what appears common to all processes is the necessity of
change. How that change is perceived, whether as part of a
caus.!!l or synchronistic pattern or simply as a random effect, has
everything to do with the functioning of ~he intellect.
Intellectual functioning Dlay be chiefly guided rationally, as
in the case of the scientist or critic, emotionally, as in the
case of the religious thinker, sensually, as in the case of the
warrior, or intuitively as in the case of the artist. Allowing
for over-simplification in the foregoing application of Jung' s
theory of psychological types (Qi 6:290), acknowledging that most
people function on all four levels of apprehension at one time or
another, and agreeing that there is no one I superior I mode of
intellection, it is still possible to observe that while all four
primary mental dispositions may adequately demonstrate the
process of transformation, it is through the rational function
that process may be perceived as pattern, and through intuition
that pattern is conceived as design.
The artist operates in the intuitive realm and brings to his
or her creation the element of design that evolves out of, or
into, pattern. Patt,ern and design are related in the same way as
are structure and fOrlll, in that while pattern and structure are
concrete, design and form are their abstract projections. Which
one is truly prior, or whether each is dependent upon the other,
are questions debated by literary critics and philosophers;
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artists simply desire to create, as the~ poet has done, a
work that dynaaically demonstrates the operation ot' all factors.
The fOrJllal intent of~, as of all epic poetry, vas not
simply to tell a story but, in the telling. to present as
completely as possible the poet's vision of lite and the world.
From his perspective in bOem daeae bisses lites, "at that time in
this world," the~ poet rationally perceived pattern;
reflecting this perception, his poem has II tight structure, a
historical and an archetypal pattern of action, as well as
symbolic patterning. Such structural elements as: the three
battles; the 2:1 numerical ratios ot good:evil, youth:age: the
numerological symbolisllI in the poem; the historical patterns of
vengeance; the tragic pattern of cause and effect illustrated by
the story of Herebeald and Hathcyn, or the recurring symbolic
patterns of binary opposition -- fire and ice, gold and iron,
light and darkness, protagonist and antagonist -- all reflect the
poet1s awareness of patterning as significant to his
understanding of the world.
The~ poet detected pattern not only in the actions of
men but also in the action of God, an entity he saw as control-
ling saela ond maela, "the times and the seasons," through a
cyclic pattern that seems to resolve the antipathies perceived in
the elemental environment of fire and ice, expressed in the
poem's epic simile. This metaphorical resolution of paradox
rests in an intrinsic and infinite transformation of one extreme
into and out of another, as the ice melts only to freeze again.
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While these polarities are not perceived ':'0 Q§ God, while God is
considered to be outside and in control of thelll, their
enantiodromia is intuited as a llanifestation of the power of God,
and this power is seen to be Qssentially transformative.
Mutability and TrlU18autability in Beowulf
If comedy is an effect of timing, then, in this poem,
tragedy is an effect of time. The destructive power of time
plays a large role in~, as in much Old English poetry.
One of the more
important functions of time in this poem, however, in contrast to
its representation in other poems, is its use as a foil to the
transcendent powers of the hero.
Powers of transformation (creative change) and transmutation
(the changing of form and SUbstance) are seen as necessary and
desirable elements of the archetypal hero, but the process of
change itself ....as a cause of fear and lamentation in Anglo-saxon
poetry. In light cf the~ poet's treatment of the theme of
'mutability' -- "the process of change and decay that affects
everyone under the heavens" (Roberts iii) -- the transmutability
of the hero can only be understood. in a positive sense if it is
seen to promote that kind of change by which things can be seen
to remain constant. Thus, Beowulf's transmutability would be
evident in his ability to transcend his age and physical
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mutability, and maintain his courage in spite of the ravages of
time. The assUJIlptlon made here is that in the process of
transllutability there is an element at will: transmutation is an
active stat-e, whereas mutability, in the context of this
argument, is an effect, the result at a passive vulnerability to
stronger forces.
A part of the necessity of transmutability is the factor of
negation. In order to continue to be, in opposition to the
encroactUllent of decay, Whether physical (such as, in Beowulf, the
changing from youth to age) or psychic (as from his presumption
of innocence to his assumption of quilt) it becomes necessary to
negate an element of the being' that no longer serves the purpose
of continuance and renewal. Thus, if Beowulf is to mailltain his
courage, he must negate the physical evidence that he can no
longer fulfill his boasts (either by blocking out the truth, or
else by making extra provision to ensure victory, as Beowulf does
when he provides himself with a sword and a, for hill, completely
new device, a shield, before going into his last battle). If the
psyche wishes to negate the phenomenological evidence of physical
reality in an absolute sense, it effectively wills the denial of
death. But in order to deny ':A>solutely the fact of death, the
psyche must negate an element of itself that will not rationally
accept this denial -- the ego. From such a perspective, it can
be seen that, for the archetypal hero, the ego must finally be
sacrificed in order to maintain the courage to continue to be.
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In the final postulate of this hypothesis, the desire to
continue to be must be considered fundamental to the nature of
the hero, if the hero is quintessentially the personification and
transmutation of the will to life, the libido, who leaves the
'"impersonal" and "neuter" real_ of .etaphysics and "takes hwaan
form" (Jung 1919). The archetypal hero, of which Christ may be
seen as the supreme historical incarnation, must act to fulfill
the libido's driving urge for life and creation. His act of
affirmative self-sacrifice may, therefore, derive from an
unconscious 'knOWledge' of the creative principle. If this is
so, then it follows that this knowledge must, in spite of the
ego's intense desire to deny it, be carried right up to, and
include, the act of death. Since his genesis in the unconscious,
the hero has been fated to die a~ (3037).
Beowulf I s first awareness of what fate would demand of him
came when he received the stolen cup and the knowledge that,
because of it, the Wyrm had begun to ravage his people and his
hOllie, the ground ot his own being. This cup seems to be an ea.rly
precursor of the Holy Grail, the object of a mythic quest in
Arthurian literature When, as Eliot interprets it in "The Waste
Land," it stood. as a symbol of the regenerative powers of Christ
who, accepting a cup in the Garden of Gethsemane, accepted also
his role as sacrificial lamb.
In brutal contrast to this pastoral illlage of Jesus is that
of Beowulf the "war wolf" (Hall trans. 139) who, seeing in the
golden cup tangible proof of the existence of II treasure of
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illlJlleasurable value, decides he must win that treasure for his
people. Still, Beowuj.f and Jesus share it co_on nature in their
paradoxical selflessness and sense of self. As Jesus died to
redeom mankind frOD the death and guilt of original sin, Beowulf
dies to save bis people troD the retribution of the Wynl~ and as
Jesus earned. the treasure of eternal life for lIIankind, Beowulf
earns the treasure of gold and iron, not for himself, but .I!!.1..ml.m.
~, "for my people" (2797).
The greater concern for others than for self may be seen as
a characteristic that derives from sUblimation or transformation
of the sexual instinct, which might further an understanding of
the symbolic (and actual) childlessness of both Beowulf and
Jesus, since sublimation could conceivably result in diversion of
the enerqy available to the purely sexual function; conversely,
the energy of the sexual instinct would, diverted, make an
i1llJllense source of libidinal power available to the religious
instinct; this energy would then flow through new channels but
would shape these channels in its own way.
The alternative source of energy available for sublimation
to the religious instinct is that of the aggressive drive. In
this case, however, the resultant character trait might be
extreme selfishness, because, rather than to seek the greater
good of the race or species (as is the effective function of
sexuality) the chief function of aggression is to protect and
advance the individual organism. In that case, the personal ego
would become all-important, the survival of the known parts of
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the organism being logically preferable to that of the unknown
element. The resulting action might be like that of the cowards
who deserted Beowulf in his time of need to save their own lives,
as the disciples deserted Christ.
While Beowulf and Christ both had strong aggressive drives
(Beowulf's projected, in that he actively fought 'monsters' in
the 'objective' world, and that of Christ introjected in that he
passionately resisted the temptations of Satan in the SUbjective
frame) their aggressive energies were subsumed in the
intrinsically sexual urge to find fulfillment in and through
others. Thus validated, negated and intensified, the sexual
instinct, mastered by ego-consciousness, could be sublimated in
the service of the religious quest. It is this transformative
achievement that makes possible, and necessary, the final
sacrifice.
~, the "xiddle Groundll and the 'I'ransformative Kilieu
The activity at Earnanaes is the context for analysis of the
archetype of transformation in~. This process of creative
change is associated with death in that every change implies the
death of a pre-existing form of the thing changed, and also in
that death itself is an ultimate (if not necessarily a final)
change. The Death card in the ancient, esoteric Tarot is a card
of change, not finality, and most orthodox religious views of
death consider it a rite of passage to another form of existence
(wbether conscious or unconscious), even when that new fOr1ll may
seem, as Stepben Hawking (1988) said of any universe existing
prior to, or coming after, our own, to be so completely unrelated
to our own as to be irrelevant to our experience. Without
accepting any particular interpretation of the meaning of death
at this point, this analysis wishes to focus upon Beowulf's death
and the pattern of symbolic behaviour that led up to it, as the
mani!c!!t?ltion of the archetype of the transfonative pattern.
Earnanaes is the transformative lIilieu.
The similarities between Midgard, the world of men that
exists in the lIlisty regions bounded by the extremes of fire and
ice that 1llllke up the Norse COSIllOS, and~, the Anglo-
Saxon hun.",n world, seen in~ as 10'1 it.eheorhtne wong swa
waeter bebuaea, "a bright and beautiful plain surrounded by
water" (93) located in the "middle yard" between Hell and Heaven,
may be observed with reference to Jung's notion of the ".iddle
ground- (.Ql 6: 479), a state of psychological awareness that
unites action in the unconscious realm with action on the
conscious level to produce a wholly new and intrinsically b..!.ll!!An
plane of experience. Implied in the apprehension of all three
states of being is an elementary experiential meeting point
betweCln absolutely antipathetic contraries. Upon this mythic
ground, a kind of psychic Raqnarok or Armageddon occurs, in
which, for the artistic or religious consciousness, the cosmic
conflict of good and evil takes place and the battle for
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I1Dllortality Is ultimately decided.
Junq' IJ "middle qround" might be seen by modern psychiatry
lind would certainly be seen by anthropologists such as Weston La
Barre, as II. psychotic state peculiar to certain types ot
schizophrenia or drug-induced complex, in which individuals
undergoing the experience perceive thqmselves to be engaged in II.
supernatural battle between the forces tor good and evil. The
schizophrenic conflict often takes II. decidedly 'religious' torm
in which the protagonists, said to be undergoinq ocular or au:r-al
hallucinations, hear the voice of, or, according to their own
reality principles, see God or t..~e Devil, lind perceive themselves
to be in II. position of acting for or against one or the other of
the opposing (psychic) entities. Some interpretations ot' the
conversion ot' Saul to Paul might refer to this 'psychotic'
condition.
There is indication that the Anqlo-Saxons were much taken by
the tact ot Saul's conversion: one of the treasures unearthed at
Sutton Hoo 'Was a set of ornate silver spoons, one ot which was
inscribed ·Saulus· and the other ·Paulus. (see British KuseWll
exhibit, Case 54). It is reasonable to aSSWlle that the owner of
these spoons did not regard Paul's transto~ative experience as
invalid, in either sense ot the word. Nor did his society.
Paul's conversion provided inspiration for the conversion ot' an
entire race of people, whose first major Christian edifice was a
cathedral raised to his memory in the 6th centu.ry. Rebuil t time
and again on the SaBe site until its most recent reconstruction
by Sir Christopher Wren, the present day St. Paul's, with its
magnit'icent tributes to dead heroes, appears to be as much a
monu;uent to war as to its saintly eXeJlplar,:5 and in this may be
t'ound an indication of the religious instinct's possible
evolution through transfor1llation of the more primary aggressive
drive.
The reaearch of Konrad Lorenz (1963) suggests that religious
ritual may have had its origins in a transformative 'accident' ot
animal behaviour that proved dramatically effective in deflecting
negative aggression that might otherwise lead to species
~nnihilation. Lorenz observed a pattern of activity in a
particularly aggressive and seemingly intelligent species of
graylag gOOSQ, which goose, though it will peck to death any
hapless member of another flock, exhibits, upon encountering
other lIIecbers of its own flock, deterrent behaviour si_ilar to
the ritual dances of priDitive peoples as well as to modern
'breakdancing.' The breakdance originated in Harlem, New York
City, as an alternative to street fights bet....een rival gangs, and
quickly became a popular conscious means of deflecting
aggression: the dance partner is, in reality, not just
symbolically, often an opponent, and the dance itself is symbolic
of a fight. Lorenz's geese -- and these dancers -- quite
literally, to employ the Christian metaphor, "turn the other
r:heek" to their potential opponents in a ritual dance that takes
:5 Not inappropriate, really, when you consider Pa...l's metaphor
of the Christian ~101dier and his psychic armoury.
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the place of confrontation. To state the dynalllic of this pattern
se.ioti~l'!.,!. the "inherent poetic lIisdoD" of prill.itive man in
this case "inform(s) man's response to his environment" and also
leads to his "reforming" of that environment and of himself"
(Hawkes 3). These intuitions and patterns of successful
evolutionary behaviour are then, through the arts of dance,
music, painting (one thinks particularly of the drawings of the
ancient Egyptians in their ritual dance posture) and poetry,
recast in the tOni of a "metaphysics of metaphor. symbol and
myth" (Hawkes 4) to which even our most highly advanced religious
exemplars Xlay refer.
The necessity of controlling and rechannelling the
aggressive drive, of transfoI1ling it into positive, creative
action as Saul' s d~sire to destroy the Christians was transformed
by his personal religious experience into an equally intense
desire for their continuance and renewal, may by this means be
seen to have generated the evolutional necessity of an
'instinctive' religious drive. The level of experience on which
Saul's transfot'1llative activity took place may be said. to be
psychic rather than psychotic on the utilitarian grounds that the
ultimate result of the experience has been, by many I adjudged
creative rather than destructive. On the further grounds that it
is psychic activity which has given rise to all of our species'
greatest transformative aChievements, it is contended that such
activity has 4 reality both in itself and in its effect upon the
".
objective world. Inner psychologIcal experience, realized in
action, becomes real experience.
In a psychologIcal sense, transformatIon is lIlade possible
when the personal ego wills self-sacrIfIce in the unselfish
interest of an unconscious, collective objective, as vhen Beowulf
resolves to win the treasure for his people, knowing he will be
goIng to his doom. It Is advanced by means of the humility and
despair engendered by the loss of all self-conscious support, liS
signified when, in striking at the dragon's head, Beowulf's sword
breaks. The penultimate moment of transformatIon is complete
when Beowulf, accepting the help of Wiglaf, kIlls the dragon,
sYllbo!ically sacrificing his ego-pride to his highest conscious
and unconscious ideals.
The ultimate mOllent of transformation -- transcendence --
presUlllably occurs when, after seeing the treasure, Beowulf dies.
Presumably, because, for Beowulf as for us, the final
transformation is not a 'given,' it is .erely a projection of
faith and hope. Fer this reason, the final sacrificial act
requires a 'leap of faith' over the obstacle of rational thought,
made necessary because Beowul f' s ego can never know for sure
whether its sacrifice will be validated, just as the contents of
the~, in its original linguistic meaning of "what is hidden,"
will not be revealed to him until he has given his life to win
it. The egols surrender is a true sacrifice because the
potential for tragedy is implicit.
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In 1 Corinthinians 15: 14, st. Paul sho....s that he is aware of
the tremendous risk man takes in staking his whole being on an
idea of cosmic transcendence:
And if Christ be not risen, then
is our preaching vain, and your faith
is also vain.
However, he goes on in verse 20 to affirm his faith and
belief in the reality of that idea:
But now is Christ risen from the dead ...
Paul's sense of both danger and certainty seems to be shared
by A.C. Bradley in his observation that, in all great tragedy, we
become aware of an ultimate spiritual power to which the hero
"was never so near... as in the moment when it required his life"
(1926: 84). Maud Bodkin conceives this power in psychological
terms as "the awakened sense of our common nature in its active
emotional phase" (1934: 21), which might be interpreted to mean
the conscious recognition of man's collectivity, affirmed in the
validity accorded the idea of the cosmic (collective) self. The
form of tragedy, therefore, although it involves destruction,
does not necessarily require a sense of total devastation, but
may carry with it "the suggestion of some continuance or rE-newal
of the strong life that plunges downward into darkness" (Bodkin
1934: 215; cf. Bradley 350). This sense of renewal, essential to
the concept of sacrifice as a rite of passage to regeneration, is
all-important to the theme of~.
The ego's arrival upon the of psychic
'"
experience, like Saul's on the road to Damascus and Beowulf's at
Earnanaes, makes possible its vision of and identification with
the self (the treasure) as the prototype of its own being. But,
just as Saul was struck blind and did not regain his sight until
he had obeyed the promptings of his unconscious, and Beowulf
could not see the treasure without first heroically killing the
dragon, the ego's vision will be fulfilled only when the
elemental conflict between thesis and antithesis hbS been played
out to the finisl. by its archetypal protagonist and anta£lonist,
the laoles ODd la&s, "the love.d and the loathed." The ego,
itself in a suspension of will, can be released only with
resolution of the conflict. until then, i't must stand, as it
were, helplessly by, while its heroic agent, Bevwulf's own
spirit, allied to its most cherished values, fights against the
perversion and negation of these values by a 'f"llse divinity,' a
force which his consciousness, though at one time convinced of
its validity, has now adjUdged evil.
Chief among these threatened values for Beowulf was the
ideal of~. Love and loyalty between comrades-in-arms has
been the mainstay of Beowulf's life. This ideal, even as he
fights, is being corroded by the incursion of the Wyrm when,
violating every principle for which Beowulf is fighting, his ten
companions break ranks and run.
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The 'l'.'t'an.fonatioh of Value ill.~
If the hu-an entity is intrinsically selfish, as biological
science cont:.ends, if 'the good' is sillply the highest
displacement of enlightened self-interest, as existential
philosophy and anthropology seem to suggest, if, in fact, the
'self' is 'nothing but' the final reality from which
consciousness seeks to escape because it prefers the warm fiction
of illusion to the cold tact of its own finitude, as orthodox
psycholoqy maintains, then what is the purpose of the ideals for
"'hleb ..an lives and, in a myriad pathetic or triumphant cases,
dies?
Biologists, such as Konrad Lorenz, might say that these
ideals have no purpose outside of their context of physical
survival; philosophers such as Jean-Paul Sartre and writers such
as Iris Murdoch might viaw them as 'ends in themselves' and see
their essential ....orth as self-determined. But what if physical
survival is not ~.he goal and what if, as in the case of Beowulf,
those ideals are disintegrating before one's eyes? Then, as one
of Tennessee William;' .ost disillusioned and tri\Dlphant
characters has said, "We must still go on.'" It is in the
spirit of such courageous despair that we may interpret Beowulf's
final moments.
4 Alexandra del !.ago in Sweet Bird pC Youth.
The cowardly thanes showed. neither love nor loyalty, and it
has already been contended that this was because their religious
instinct chiefly derived froID. sublillation ot' the aggressive
instinct -- the way of the halt'-tam.e warrior I the way, in fact,
of the majority. Although he, too, was a warrior, Beowulf was
not of that kind. He was the one in twelve free men (and,
earlier in his own time, to follow the poet's own progressive
groupings, the one in tifteen) who saw another way, who believed
in the ideals passed 0:1. to him by those others who had gone
before him and who, even in his most ferocious and deadly power,
could still, in a primordial way, love and respect his enemy.
Host likely he knew that his own dearly held values were not
truly held by his society; he had seen enough battle for that,
and always he had known that it was for I£....J..nA, "I, alone," to
accomplish the work of salvation. But now he is truly all alone,
and failingl and the terrible thought llust cross his llind: 'What
if it's all for nothing?'
Beowulf did not often experience despair. He might, at
times, have approached it, as during his battle with the
Herewife. However. in that battle, salvation was at hand: he had
only to reach for the magic sword and instantly his troubles
would be over; this was part of the psychic knowledge and power
that accompanied identification of the sword as 'magic. I Part of
the ability to make this identification derived from his
experience of the world and of reality: in his milieu, the
possibility of there being a 'magic sword' was accepted on a deep
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psychic level that went beyond the modern popular ascription of
power to lucky charms. His belief in this possibility conferred
a psychic gift, in that the sight of any sword at all would be
accepted as an inspiration to hope, which is equated with
salvation. Such belief, whether objectively valid or invalid,
could well fuel the struggle for survival and contribute
materially to its success. In that earlier battle, success was
equated with winning the battle and living to tell about it.
Which he did.
The final battle is a different case with reference to the
condition of despair. We learn that he feels it, or its
precursor, before he even enters the engagement. He does not
dwell on these feelings, although they intrude on his
consciousness with enough persistence that, the poet tells us,
breost innan weo11/ beostrum aeb0ncum, "his breast surged with
dark thoughts" (Roberts trans.), a condition which "was not usual
to him" (2331-32). He speaks of his life in the world; he
recounts history: his e3rly recollections, his allegiances, the
patterns he has detected in the world of human interaction. He
ponders his own good fortune and the sad fate of others, such as
that of King Hrethel and the grieving father of a young hanged
man (a fate that might have overtaken his own father and obviated
his birth, if Hrothgar, in a spirit of socially affirmed
generosity, had not intervened). Most importantly, he reviews
and reveals his values.
Besides his adherence to the warrior's code and the
obligations of~, ilIIplicit in his reconstruction of his
relationships with Hrethel and Higelac, Beowulf's respect for
bravery and physical courage is revealed in his adllliration for
these qualities in Daeghrefn. His desire for justice is
displayed, ironically, in his justification of the desire, or
need, for vengeance with reference to the necessarily unavenged
killing of' Herebeald; his validation ot the code of' vengeance
establishes it as one of his values even though, to the poet,
this might have seemed a pagan value not to be accepted by
Christians. In a f'undamental sense, it is less important that
Beowulf1s values are 'pagan' than that the archetypal hero has
values, ideas of a transcendent nature that he wishes to project
and implant in his community. It is only because he has values
that Beowulf can finally be threatened with their destruction.
However, since these are the things Beowulf holds most dear,
perhaps it is these values which must be sacrificed: indeed, they
must be, in order to be transformed into values compatible witt'!
the Christian vision of salvation. The merginq of' classical and
Christian mythopoeic elements in~ provides an
illustration of the way such transfor-ation might be effected.
3<.
~ &D4 the 'l'ran_fcraati.e Proc••• in ori••
On the fringes of the didacticism present in most Old
English poetry were a few voices through which the struggle of
con!licting symbologies created a aiddle ground of psychic
activity on which opposing principles .et, either to annihilate
one another or to form a synthesis by the creation of a new
symbol or the recreation of an old. Concurrent with the
developing dogma of theologicaly approved Christian ideology, the
legacy of gnosticism provided symbolism that appealed to some
minds, particularly those with an empirical bias. Christian
qnostics believed it was possible to know and experience God
through the attainment of esoteric knowledg8 and the exercise of
the intellect. A lIIysical faction, the alchemists, believed it
possible, thrcugh a combination of cheBlical experimentation and
meditation, to ettect the perfect union of catter and spirit they
iugined to comprise immortality. To such minds, the symbol of
the phoenix would appear most compelling.
The poet ot~ (Krapp and Dobbie) was perhaps
inspired by the legend recorded of this mythical bird by
Lactantiu5 to recreate it as a metaphor ot the soul's
transtormative purpose in the process of rebirth. Present in
some torm in allot the world's great mythologies, the pattern ot
rebirth celebrated in pagan festivals is eminently analogous to
the Christian vision. S.A.J. Bradley noted that the idea of the
phoenix was incorporated into Christian thought via a commentary
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on the Old Testament Job 29:18 (2851. so the poet may have been
working well within conventional lines in creating his metaphor.
but even so, his depiction of the phoenix luxuriating in the
WVDsumum wvrtum, .. the vinsome garden- (653), of sensuous pleasure
comes perilously close to an idea of physical reincarnation or
heretical notions of heaven not strictly acceptable to Christian
ascetics, while his focus upon the promise of joy, rather than
the threat of damnation, marks a departure of sorts frOm the
sOllewhat morbid perspective of much old English religious poetry.
The stoical "Seafarer" and the worldweary "Wanderer" express more
the need for the idea of God than any dynamic transformation
effected by such an idea, and the hysterical voice of the "Soul"
in SQul and Body II expresses nQthing so lIIuch as fear; but .tb§
~ embraces the pQssibility Qf transformation and
regeneration with all the AngolQ-Saxon's love of earthly life, as
well as with cQnsiderable rhetQrical and imaqinative power.
Besides being a vehicle for the Christian message of rebirth
and renewal, and apart from its Qbvious equation with the figure
of Christ, the PhQenix Day represent the cuillination of a psychic
prQcess that may be imagined tQ have bequn with the sQlitary
journey Qf the Seafarer, whose lQnely iSQlation and longing for
fulfillment ot: a spiritual nature at odds with its physical
desires is the prelude to the experience Qf the Wanderer. The
Wanderer has effected, either through his own will ~'r the will of
destiny, a separation from all earthly ties, and has experienced,
by his own accQunt, art (.etudes milts9, "grace... the Lord's
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mercy" (1-2). Selt-knowledge and the experience of a portion of
God's grace have made hill wise, but, although he has not
succumbed to despair [.uch, it seeJl.S, to his own perplexity (ct'.
58-62)]. he cannot be said to be happy. At this late stage of
psychic development, archetypically represented by the figure of
the Old Wise Man, the human soul longs for its objective
correlative as the Wanderer longs for his true lord and the
ideals of~ that gave meaning to his life, and as the aged
Beowulf desired the treasure. At the same time, the rational
mind Ilust hold with ever greater tenacity to its ideals, fighting
doubt and fear as Beowulf. at the end of his life, had to fight
the Wyrm that treatened the precepts, values and constructs ot
his kingdoll and his own being.
The image of the old warrior, Beowulf, like the image of the
Wanderer, is essentially heroic, but it is a tragic heroism that
is suggested -- or it would be, without the redeeming cosmic
message of Christ. It is this message that the~ poet
brings, in a form that ac1Dits its possibility for all men, pagan
or Christian.
The symbolislIl of~ mixes Christian and I pagan I
esoteric teaching in such a way that it permits assent to the
possibility of a syrlthesis. The ocean, the sun, the~~
of the earth and the fantastical bird itself may stand for the
quaternity of water, fire, ea.rth and air seen by Aristotle and
the alchemists as the four basic manifestations of matter and
spirit, all of which are represented in~ as well, on his
final battlefield. These eh:Jllf.·ntal forms exist in perfect
balance and harmony on that ideal plane where the Phoenix has its
genesis; but when the bird enters the 'middle world' of time, as
the soul must enter time in its function as the projection of the
spiritual element of God, this priIBordial balance .ust undergo
change because, in accordance with the protoplasaic paradox of
lite, it is only through change that things can remain constant.
Th"l sun stands for that aspect of time and change, and its rising
and setting are measured out by the bird into twelve hours, each
marked by three beats of its Wings. The numbers three and twelve
were powerful, mythic numbers in the science of numerology
practised by the gnostics and the alchemists, and figured
prominently lo.S well in Christian numerology, since Christ spent
three days in the tomb and had twelve disciples, and it was .ost
probably with reft!rence to such integers that this mystical
relationship at ab~tract tact and formulation evolved. In this
connection, and by virtue of its property of light, the sun also
stands tor consciousness, the "light in the darkness" of biblical
uagery, While the water of the ocean represents the •sea' of
unconsciousness out of which life and consciousness emerged (as
the sun is perceived to emerge, as it were, from the sea). This
ocean of unconsciousness, perhaps referent to the Deep in Genesis
1:2, is what the bird, the projected spirit of God, crosses on
its path to the material realm of time and space. Perhaps a
metaphor for the "spiritual body" proposed by St. Paul, the body
of the Resurrection, the Phoenix represents the soul as a psychic
".
entity with a physical tOl"1ll that exists absolutely in a realm of
perfect hanaony of lIlatter and spirit, beyond time and space,
beyond consciousness and unconsciousneslI.
Once the Phoenix has entered the time-world, it becomes
subject to the laws of time: chanqe and decay, the "mutability"
consistently observed in Old English poetry. It grows old,
though still resplendent, taking on the metaphysical dimension of
its physical immersion. In the highest being, that of the most
exalted spirit .ade flesh, such as that ot Christ or the Phoenix,
the bighest element of original purity is retained, and its power
is manifest as inspiration, comparable to the idea of the Holy
Spirit. tn depicting the Phoenix as a 'type of Christ,' the poet
mentions the wond,...r at its physical form, the impulse of some to
reproduce, recreate, imitate scyppendes gietetfaegre, "the
Creator's beauteous yift" (327-28) in works of art, and the
instinct of others to look towards it for guidance. It is a
quality associated with the transcendental form of the tr.!9 Cross
by the drealler of Dream of the Rood. Beowulf also contains this
inspiriting nWllen, which has a critical effect on the Danish
coastguard, who immediately trusts hi. and rec09nizes him as a
natural leader of men.
In~, men and birds are one, symbolically and
poetically, in their universal recognition of the transcendent
image of perfection. Yet, \lhile the birds may be said to
represent the souls of men, the reference to mgn in the poem may
signify the poet's &\lareness of an aspect of lIan' s psychic being
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that stands in apposition to his soul :'ut is not totally to be
identified with it: that is, his rational mind (the lM!.!ll!, as
opposed to the ~). This aspect of the mind must be overcome
in order tor rebirth to be possible, either actually or
imaginatively, because th~ rational mind does not readily assent
to the plausibility of rebirth. The self-immolation of the
Phoenix, when its course of time has run, signifies complete and
willing submission to the supra-rational process for which it was
designed. The burning, which also takes place in~,
suggests something about the nature of that process, whicb
involves a destruction of certain elements of being in order to
recreate and renew these same elements. The tran~forming fire
both annihilates and achieves total consciousness; the dust and
ashes of transformation are the elemental material of rebirth [a
mystical equation that might appeal to modern chemists, since it
is repeated in the physical world in the sense that ashes are a
form of carbon, which is itselt' the matrix of life (Asimov 182)].
The spirit of the Phoenix rises from the indestructible, fertile
material residue and uses it as the foundation of its renewed
psycho-physical lit'e, which proceeds through symbolic stages that
closely parallel those of both pagan and Christian mythology:
from the apple and the worm (signifying, in part, knowledge and
its antithesis); t.o the t'orm of a bird idealised by alchemy, the
eagle, an Anglo-saxon tribal symbol, associated in conventional
metaphor with strength (Donaldson 103 n.1) and the inspiriting
numen at' the place name, Earnanaes; and, finally, beyond both
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symbologies, to the fulfillment which is also a new bnginn1ng,
the original entity.
In Anglo-Saxon times, the story of the phoenix was both
living legend and myth. There is some evidence in the poem to
suggest that the poet might have believed in it quite literally
(see 1. 424, where he refers to the scholars who declared it to
be truth) but whether he did or not is really of little relevance
because, like all myth, the phoenix symbol seems to have burst
out of some deep resevoir of form by the kinesis ot the religiolls
instinct as an expression Of a psychic fact that continually
recreates its own laws and patterns in and through the
imaginative faculty of man. In dra...·ing the implicit parallel
between the Phoenix legend and the story of Christ, the poet was
consciously recognizing a recurring symbolic pattern, which he
adapted to his own intuitive vision. Unlike previous versions of
the myth and unlike, in fact, most Old English poetry
(particularly the tales of the Saints) it focuses upon life,
rather than simply the embrace of death, as the true goal of the
unconscious, heroic, intrinsically religious quest, and this life
it presents in all its sensory joy. The beauties of the land, on
which the Seafarer, like Adam, must turn his back, are not
negated but regained, and the st.eadfast faith of the Wi:i.n.derer is
vindicated in joyous reawakening to the fulfillment of the
pleasures he thought lost forev$!r -- if, in the Phoenix, soul and
body may be seen to be reunited in a vision of J.lImortality that
restores the physical dimension to which the Anglo-Saxon mind and
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spirit were inalienably al:tracted. In the redIa of his poem,
beneath the stronq didactic voice, within the S}'1lboliSD and
through the compelling metaphor itself, the~ poet, using
and recreating! a hiqh pagan symbol, did create the conc.aptual
possibility of a fusion of body and soul that bridges the qulf
between reason and faith and allows for the willing suspension of
arqullent in the contoplation ot synthesis.
~ provides a mythic scenario whereby the struggles
ot the archetyPal hero might be seen to lead to perfection in the
archetypal form of psycho-physical wholeness, God or the self,
without being neqa~.ad by the tact of death, by transforming the
idea of death into a process of rebirth r;sther than a final
reality. In this case, the dynamic eJlbrace of death becomes a
necessity to the process of transformation. This, in essence, is
what both st. Paul and Jung also attempted to prove possible --
along, one supposes, with countless idealh,tic thinkers before
"\nd after them. That these two lien, who, like the f:b.Q..mi.x poet,
were artists in their ':lW'n fields, did succeed in translating the
notion of a transmutation of physical fact into a compelling'
metaphysical fiction that appeals not only to the wishful
illagination but also to rational thought, is a measure of their
individual powers of intuition and reason; their conclusions
incorporate a synthesis of mystical and empirical awareness.
That one might perhaps liAnt. to accept these conclusions might
militate against the Frobability of final acceptance without in
any \lay denying the attraction of ti,e idea as possibility.
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A similar ambivalence lllay be imagined in the attitude of the
~ poet towards this conundrum, since he was faced with the
same problem and essentially the same proposed resolution. On
the empirical side, there was the hard evidence of corruption and
mutability, the sort of irrefutable evidence that led the poet of
Soul and BodY II (Krapp and Dobbie) to struggle morbidly and
hopelessly with the idea that these two component.s of human being
were inseparable, dependent upon one dnother for their existence.
The fate of the soul, that poet suggests, is inextricably bound
up with the body; the body, indeed, says the soul, though it is
wvrmcynna bast wvrrest, .. the worst kind of snake" (79) will ~
uno bu ondwrdan scealtl on bam wiglon daege, "have to answer for
us both in that g~eat day" (82-83) -- although from reading the
poem it is difficult to see how the body will be able to answer
":)r anything since it is destined to be wvrmes giefl, "worns'
food" (119). S
Such morbid imagery does not permeate~, unless we
choose to see the reference to the~ as implicitly
presenting the same idea (as well it might, though more
dynamically). Yet, if the~ poet is not overtly obsessed
with the image of worms gnawing the body, the pagan frame of
~ establishes an existential condition in which Christian
salvation does not operate, and this possibility may throw into
doubt all certainty of salvation from the final fact of death, a
5 Unless, of course, that II the answer.
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doUbt to which Christ, as the pioneer of the Christian faith,
also subject. However, I think the~ poet faced this doubt
squarely, without shrinking fro. its nihilistic postulation, when
he did not senti.entally rescue the hero from his pagan tate.
The i.mm.ortality the p04lt confers upon Beowulf is not that
conceived by the Christian c~!'lsciousness, but is simply that of
the pagan, that is, fame. Although Beowulf sees himself as going
to join his ancestors, the Waeqmundings, there is no sense of joy
in this reunion; rather, there is i:1 sense of finality and doom in
the kenning~ (2815, cf. 1077, 1180), which Klaeber
glosses as a noun, "decree of fate, death," and Hall, in his
ConciS!! Anglo-SAXoD picHon!l.ry, also lists as, to metodsceatte,
.. to die." Chambers' interpretation is -appointed doom," while
Roberts translates this COl:lpound. word as "predestined end,-
retaining the tinality but including the notion of predestination
with its necessary implementer, the 'ordainer of fate' implied in
the ale.ment 1ftt..Qsi: this takes the perception closer to that of
the more didactic Christian consciousness of the poet, if not
close enough to provide full Christian consolation for the fact
of BeQwulf's death. It can be seen that the poet is well aware
of the possibility that death might very conceivably be
s'~, "joyless," and that, to the consciousness of Beowulf,
it was probably perceived in this way. For Beowulf, at least,
fantasies of transcendental joy did not exist.
On the other hand, this might not have been true for the
poet, who was heir to a theoiogic1'I1 and philosophical tradit.ion
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that completely contradicted the realistic fatalism of Beowulf' 5
speech with the assertion of an astonishing implausibility. The
Christian poet was committed to the idea of joyous immortality of
spirit and body, to their integration and perfection in final
reconciliation with a personal God. While formally retaining the
pagan world view for the poem's characters, he has nevertheless
suggested the dynamic of such a relationship in~, both
directly (perhapa superficially) through the didactic
interpolations, and indirectly (though more fundamentally)
through his poetic language and symbolism. In doing this, he has
suggested ways in which Beowulf himself might participate in this
process, by identifying basic similarities between the Geat hero
and Christ, and by effectively transforming him, through the
transformative fire of his funeral pyre and in the perception and
words of his follo....ers, so that he rises, like the Phoenix, to
become a Christian prototype. In this final sense, in his final
form as the Old Wise Man, the pagan hero may be thought. to have
transcendeC'. his milieu.
The Transfonlative Experience and the Soul
The transformative pattern and process is fundamental to
~ as to any understanding of existence, at least when that
existence is eX?erienced in the temporal world. However, tne
3S6
~ poet did not deal just with the physical world of~
~: he dealt also with the world of the spirit,
experienced by the soul, and here again he found the
transformati':~ process to be integral. The substantial body of
Anglo-Saxon writing dealing with this theme indicates that, in
accordance with Augustine's equation of the soul with the .ind
(Le., 1RellOry, understanding and willi. the relationship of the
soul to the transformative experience was elemental to the poetic
understanding of psychic being and intrinsic to its understanding
of the nature of the mind.
The purpose of the soul's action (Le., its passion) was
perceived to be to transform the whole hUJllan entity into a
"spiritual body," as st. Paul suggested was dellonstrably possible
for all men through contemplation and emulation ot the experience
ot Christ. In this process, the soul was understood to be an
entity that journeys through, and finally transcends, time; and
it seems as it time was understood intuitively by the Anglo-
Saxons much as it is understood rationally today: as a contingent
function ot matter, space and perception. This may be
illustrated with reference to four Old English poems from the
Exeter Book, three of which deal most particularly with the
journey ot the soul through and beyond time: soul and Body n,
The SeafOrer, The Wanderer, and~. By juxtaposition
with~, these works help to clarify the process of
psychophysical transtormation as either intuited or rationalized
by Anglo-Saxon consciousness. That these were a highly conscious
race, and conscious of thej.r consciousness, is a hypothesis that
must emerge from reading these poems.
A poetic fascination with the nature of mind per1lleates the
poetry of the Old English period; much as the nature of thought
moves from simple to complex truth, the latter elucidating and
ultimately returning to the former (a process best expressed by
T.S. Eliot's line, "our end is our beginning"), Old English
poetry ir.corporates intuitive as well as rational processes in
its depiction of that reflective self-awareness which forns the
basis of the specifically hwnan consciousness.
That philosophical speculations on the nature of the mind
had attained a high level through the writings of Augustine and
Alcuin, and that their conceptual formulations influenced the
poets of The Wanderer and The Seafarer, has been persuasively
argued by Peter clemoes in his article, "Mens absentia cogitans
in The Seafarer and The Wanderer." Clemoes' contention that the
Christian religious consciousness informed the development of
both poetic and philosophical notions of mind (62) is a very
important point in the understanding of Old English poetic
codices, and this consciousness may be said to be the prevailing
influence upon much of the extant corpus of Old English writing.
On the other hand, religious consciousness, independent of
dogma, may be said to be a factor in all human creative endeavors
in the sense that religious consciousness is a function of the
human mind and represents a mode of understanding and organizing
experience with reference to those abstractions which the mind,
by its own intrinsic nature, "thinking intensely of distant
things," (Clemoes 63), affirms to have a reality independent of,
and yet reflected in, the i1lmediate, empirical world. It may .be
from this source that symbols derive, or are created, and in this
context Symbols are, as Jung contended, "the livin~ facts of
{psychic] life" (ki! 8: 152). So, while ti'.e ideas of Augustine or
Alcuin may be said to reconstruct (or, arguably, deconstruct) the
rational, if not the emotional, foundation of AnglO-Saxon poetic
inspiration, these accepted perceptions are reflected in the
poetry itself through the symbolism and patterns by which the
poets constructed objective correlatives of their own SUbjective
processes. The poetic representations of creative, individual
minds that suggest themselves irresistibly as examples of this
process are The Wanderer, The Seafarer, and~.
Like~, all three attempt a synthesis in which physical
reality takes on metaphysical meaning (an impetus that is as much
a product of the religious function as of the p!)etic) and all
three use the four elements -- earth, air, tire and water -- as
relatively stable symbols of the abstract notions of materiality,
spirit, consciousness and unconsciousness that suggest themselves
as the basic component of psycho-physical being.
In supposing these parallels between the four elemental
manifestations ot matter [as it can be said to have appeared to
the pre-scientific (though far from 'primitive') mind] and the
properties of psyche as identified by a thinker such as
Augustine, one is admittedly upon very shaky ground, not least
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because the theories ot mind advanced by the early Christian
apoloqists inevitably took on a three-told, or trinitarian,
aspect, doubtless in imitation ot the Trinity. However. it seems
that for the poetic consciousness the masculine, illlAl.aterial
Trinity was a somewhat inadequate symbol. Though ascribed to
intellectually and affirmed formally, it seeu to have been
augmented in the best poetry by the vivid aftir1llative
representation of the feminine, or material, element omitted from
the image of the Godhead presented by ChristIan theologians.
This subliminal cont'lict contributes much to the tension of Old
Enqlish poetry.
Even as they assert and affirm most forcefully the same
intellectual argument advanced by Paul, Augustine, and the poet
of .s.C"'.Il and Body II, the poets of The Wanderer, The Seafarer, and
~, like the poet of~, depict physical, sensual
life as compellingly real and attractive, though often painful.
The Seafarer's description of the city life he purports to
despise and the land that he rejected in favour of ....andering on
the iscealdne sae (14) conveys the intense pleasure and pain the
writer found in earthly things, suggesting What the much later
Er.glish philosophers John Locke and Jeremy Bentham emphatically
contended, that it is through the experience of both ,ain and
pleasure that man knows himself to be alive, and it is by this
measure that hwnan actions may be said to be governed. Yet, it
is precisely this materiality of being, manifest in the
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experience of pure physical sensation, that the Anglo-Saxon
Christian was urged to deny.
The explicit reason for this denial, most clearly expressed
in the~ motif of The Wanderer, was the transitory nature
of all material reality. Swa baes middangeard/ealra dogra gehwan
dreaself' ond fea11eb, "thUS, on each and every day I this middle-
world decays and falls" (62b-63) -- and since this is so, the
arguments implies, it is best not to become too attached to it.
This rhetoric naturally provokes contradiction by the "eat drink
and be merry" faction, who counter ....ith the hedonist.~c
injunction,~, and so the dialectic proceeds.
Dogmatic, didactic, or desperately pragmatic injunctions
aside, The Seafarer and The Wllnderer represent stages in the
resolution of the conflict that impels individuation, a process
described in ancient esoteric systems and in modern psychology.
~ represents the CUlmination of this psychic process,
which begins with the solitary journey of the Seafarer, when the
individual mind, having become aware of its own processes and its
essential difference -- its separation -- from purely physical
nature, is impelled to embark on a voyage of self-discovery, to
answer the~, the "true riddle" of its 'self,' in the
regions of unconsciousness symbolized by the sea. with advanced
consciousness, the Seafarer becomes the Wanderer, a revered
figure of esoteric lore, comparable to the Hermit of the Tarot,
as well as to the pilgrim of later medieval literature and the
Old Wise Man, the archetype of transcendence in Jung' s
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psychology. His purpose is self-discovery and, through self-
discovery, experience of Gold (divinity) -- which, according to
Augustine's treatise, De Trinitate, is contained with!n man in
the form of his lIind.
Beowulf, too, is a seafarer and, at the end of his long
life, as he sits apart froll. his Den on the headland, an Old Wise
Man and a solitary like the Wanderer. Although a warrior and a
sensual man, not usually given to introspection, he is,
nevertheless, relentlessly engaged in symbolic conflicts that
enact the continuous process of individuation, and his heroic
ac~omplishment of this goal (for it is by no means an easy
batt~!!) is, as has been contended throughout, the sUbject of the
poem.
Thinking of the poem~ as representing a totality of
individual and collective human experience, of Beowulf the hero
as a manifestation of the libidinal will to life and
simultaneously as agent of the heroic ego I s conscious struggle to
maintain .1.t.§ life and being, and of the other forms as
representations of other elements of the fragmented psyche,6 it
is possible to see the patterns of action in the poem as symbolic
enactments of psychic processes that lead to the resolution of
the life cycle. This resolution would ideally complete, or
perfect, man's total being, but the notion of perfection or
6 I.e. those forces which may be perceived as positive (such
as the Soul/Sword or the Treasure) or negative (such as the
Monsters or the Wyrm).
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cOJl.pletion, as thus understood, .iqht seem necessarily to include
two apparent antitheses: the desire ot the libido to continue to
live versus the empirical tact of death, which seems to negate
this IThidinal desire.
Deatb in i.!2!Dlll
Beginning with a funeral by water and ending with one by
fire, the movement of~ is circumscribed by death. The
alpha and omega of the poem, death stands in apposition to the
actualized life of Beowulf as a constant and determining factor
of his existence. In the world of~. death is the~
~, "the terrible stranger" (2560) that is, nevertheless, as
intilllllte and personal as life itself.
Death is a problem of hUlllan consciousness. Indeed, it .ay
be that it is .th§: problem of consciousness, in that the awareness
of death is thought to be peculiar to man, who, observing the
phenomenon in nature and in other lIIen, must finally project its
inevitability for himsel!.
Still, confronting the undeniable temporal reality of death,
the human mind seems by nature impelled to deny its absolute
reality. Ernest Becker, following Aristotle, theorizes that
man's whole life is centred upon th~ !.!ct of death, and argues in
his book The Denial 9{ Death that all human neuroses and
psychoses derive. trolD the attellpt o! our consciousness to escape
'"
from this final reality. The Ghost Dance, by Weston LaBarre,
contends, at some length and with impressive supporting argument,
that religion is the psycholoqical product of .an's response to
the traUlla of confronting this final fact. For the religious
man, even to speculate upon, or speak about, his darkest fears
without reference to the hope of i ..ortality provided by the idea
of God may be a risk, and this risk is experienced by the poet in
his role as "Shaper."
Saussure's theory of the "signified" (Hawkes 25-26) effect-
ively states what John Gardner suggests in~, when the seep
transforms ignominious defeat into heroic victory in his song:
that the Shaper's power to recreate mundane reality in symbols or
words (Which immediately involves distortion or 'reification' to
some degree) is also a pover to create a nev kind of reality.
Like the poet, the religious fiqure :must experience more
intensely than most people the dangerous b..!.mili. of the mind, its
susceptibility to inflation tiu'ough its pover to create 'gods' by
vhose precepts the course of hUJlan history may be affected,
because it is the rundamental role of the religious figure to
assuage the fear that overtak<!t. people at the prospect of death
and annihilation.
In this context, the idea of death exercises a poverful,
perhaps fatal, attraction for human consciousness, o:me that seems
to have been crystallized by the poet in his description of the
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s inc ea~ maeg,
gold on grund(e) gumcynnes gehwone
o!erhigian, hyde se lie wyllel (2764-66)
Treasure, gold in the earth, can easily get
the better of any .an, hide though he will!
The ·~ ....--oblelll· of death is amplified by the aWful fact that
man can len.'.... absoluto.l.¥ nothing about de:;,i;.h 'in itself.' This
problem of unknowing is central to ~"\1l!. },lthough the poet
postulates that the dead journey on Frean "oieere. "into the
keeping of the J.ord. [perhaps Frey 7] (27). 9" baes Waldendes
~, "into the keeping of the Ruler" ()l09). or, perhaps, 2.n
(.marla gew-,old, "into the power of devils" (808). he must, at the
very oJtset, admit that:
Men ne cunnOD
secgan to soiIe, seleraedende
haelea' under heofenUll, hwa lIasm hiaeste onfeng.
(50-52)
Men do not know, to say as a truth, neither the
counsellors in the hall nor the heroes under the
heavens, who received that cargo.
This absolute mystery is a challenge to human consciousness
as well as a goad to fear. In attempting to resolve it, perhaps
some people are led to create philosophical and t..heological
systems depicting death as a desirable goal towards which hWlla.n-
lty, as a physical and psychic entity, is (irresistibly, in any
case) moving. Christianity affintls the possibility of another,
1 Idiosyncratic as this aside may seem, it reflects the
contention of Brian Branston that the word fin, used 17 times 1n
k.2!nlU, implies a ".e:llor- jf Frey," as, he ~~rther contentis, does
the word n:nn in The Dream or the Rood (139).
better life after death; the Christian poet of~ must,
therefore, see death as a positive spiritual advancement, not
something to be feared but something to be, quite literally,
embraced:
WeI b1& ~aem l:le mot
aefter dea4daege Drihten secean
ond to Faeder fael:lmutll freo5o wilnian! (186-88)
Well is it for him who, after his death-day,
may seek the Lord and find peace in the embrace
of the Father.
On the other hand, the cpposite possibility remains equally
strong and infinitely !'Jore imaginable:
l:lurh sUa'e nidi
in fyres fae~m,
wihte gewendan!
Wa biS l:laem 5e sceal
sawle bescufan
frofre ne wenan,
(183-86)
Woe is it with him who must violently impel
his soul through the cruel abyss8 into the
embrace of fire, expec"cing no comfort, no change
at all!
We can see here, throuoh th" well-established device of
negative definition, how important, how c~'!ntral, the idea of
change was to the Anglo-saxons' sustainir,g n~"Ition of continuance
and renewal, and we must also bear in mind thi,lt the poet "I\ight
have imagined this latter fate for his hero. Imagination is a
key word in this metaphysical equation, and one of the other
possible meanings of the verb nMn, here translated as
"expecting." ~ can also mean "to hope" or "to despair," but,
8 See John R. Clark Hall A Concise Anglo-Saxon pictionary, p.
251 for this possible meaning of ni!I.
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of ~ourse. -to imagine" subsutles all these meanings and adds a
dimension which, though less ac£inite, is also less limited. All
possibilities exist within the imaginative projection, and the
power to create sustaining alternate possibilities, the poetic
function as well as the religious, is essentially a power of the
imagination. However, despite his own power to imagine the
embrace of God as a desirable possibility, the poet was well
aware that a milD vho loves lire and lives it fully. as Beowulf
did. is naturally reluctant to undertake that~,
"sorrowful jotJrney." As Juno; observed in one ot his last works.
Modern Man in SUTch of a Soul, "life's cessation, that is,
death, can only be acceptable as a goal when existence is so
wretched that ve. are glad tor it to end" (Ill). Such vas the
case with King: Hrethel, whose life grew so el:lpty and painful
through the death ot one son at the hand ot another that:
He & mid ~aere sorhge, ~e him t.o sar belamp,
gumdrealll ofgeaf, Godes leoht geceas;
eaferum laefde, swa del! eadig mon,
lond and leodbyrig, lJa he ot life gewat (2468-71).
Because of this sorrow, which had too painfully
befallen him, he gave up the joys of menl he chose
the light of God; to his Gons he left, as wealthy men
do, his lands and fortificatiollS, when he departed
his life.
This suggests suicide and the death-wish, most r;rovocatively
expressed by Shakespeare:
World, world, 0 world!
But that thy strange mutations make us hate thee,
Life would not yield to age (JU..n9......I&., IV, i, 10-12).
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Edgar's notion that death is, finally, an act of volition is
suggested in~ by the launching of Seyld's funeral ship,
if he were going on a journey, and by Beowulf's own wilful
engagement in his final battle.
The sense eta mystical complicj.ty betwee:1 the individual
and his own death Day be said to derive from physiological fact:
the body does die and decay, and it may seem inevitable, as it
did to the author of Soul and Body II, that the psyche, which is
grounded in the body, will not only share the fate of the body
but must finally embrace it. It may be that religious
consciousness, translating this physical fact into metaphysical
terms, attempts to find, or create, meaning in the paradox of
attraction and revulsion that is associated with the idea of
death, a paradox expressed by the compound !Cll.1ID.2..u!, which stands
for the treasure in its most dangerous form. Tormented beyond
enduri!lnce by the sight of his father's mutilation, Edgar's outcry
exp~essed the desire of consciousness to have control over death
in claiming its decision to "yield," as well as the conscious and
unconscious idea that death provides a desirable escape from the
manifest evil in the world. However, Edgar's agony, i!lnd that of
Hrethel, is possibly not the case for most people. It was
certainly not so for Beowulf, whose life was marked by vigour and
triuDl?:', i!lnd whose contemplation of his own impending doom filled
him at first with beostrum geboncum., "gloomy thoughts" (2332),
though at the last with a sense of completion.
The ambivalence or the poem's attitude towards death
"e
reflects the cont:lict ot' ego-consciousness with ideology. It
expresses as well a conflict within the libido itself, Which, at
a certain point in its life cycle, seellls to be striving forward
and backward at the same time. Although the energy of the libido
by definition lIust manifest a constant movement towards life,
evolution and creation (the direct opposite of the negation
represented by the fact of death), this sallie energy. at a certain
point, seems to wi1.1 its own involution. The poet illustrates
the dynamic of this psychic bi-polarity in the heroic personality
by contrasting youth and old age.
In his youth, Beowulf was able to face the fact of death
primarily because he saw it as an external power, an objective
form that appears as the deorc dellbsCYlI, "the dark shado.... of
death" (160), Grendel, who n1!!d, "takes away" (ct. 441, 447,
149l.), warriors in the midst of their sensual joy. Such a view
is 'primitive' in the sam... sense that a child's mentality is
pri.llitive: although it envisions death with a certa.in instinctual
integrity, recognizing its darkness and its random inevitability,
it also sees death as separate from the personal ego. Friends,
relatives and lovers are "taken a ....ay" from the individual, who,
although he can project froD their manifest fate the possibility
of his own death, does not, in any real sense, yet confront it as
probability, much less as inevitability.
The deaths of others, enemies or loved ones, are, in a
certain sense, the category into which all known experien~e of
death falls, because death is something that can only be observed
in, or reported ot, others. ultimately, for all but himself, the
death ot Beowulf, like that of Scyld, is a reported death. The
funerals of both Scyld and aeowulf, like all funerals, emphasize
this absolute experiential separation, because funerals, while
they may sometimes (not, as in the case of Beowulf, always) take
into account the express wishes of the dead, are actually rh:\,4~ls
for the living, to exorcise their tear and grief.
From the observation of death in others, the individual
moves, as Beowul! did, to the recognition of the possibility of
his own inevitable ::'~ath.9 For Beowulf, this 1ll0ment was
pr",;ipitated by the attack of Grendel's mother, in whose deadly
embrace he first experienced despair. He was rescued from that
paralyzing state by the vision of the magic sword, the soul-image
by whic:,l his heroic nature was empowered to reassert itself; but
the impact of that moment remained with him, to be heightened by
Hrothgar'S final eXhortation. Death will come, Hrothgar warns
him, and not in some nebulous future, but soon:
Nu is pines maeqnes blaed
ane hwile; eft sona biS,
t:Jaet pec adl oase ecg eafopes getwaefeS',
OMe fyres teng, oa& flodes wylm
05&e gripe mocee, oMs gares fliht,
oMe atol yldo; oaae eagena bearhtm
forsitel! ond forsworcea; semninga bicJ',
paet liec, dryhtgullla, dealoferswyde6 (1761-68).
Now shall the fullness of thy strength last for
awhile. But 600n it sha:i.l be that malady or sword
shall C'Jt thee off from power, or the embrace of
9 Considering the "possibility" of an "inevitability," one is
reminded of the wisdom of the late William Saroyan, whose last
words reportedly were, "I always knew that death was inevitable,
but I always thought that I w<)uld be th>;! exception."
fire or welling ot a flood, or onset with the knife,
or arrow's fligoht, or hideous old agoe. Or brigohtness
of eyes shall di_inish and. gorow dim, and at length
it shall be that death shall overpower thee, noble
chieftain! (Hall trans.)
To Hrothgar, lacing his own death in~, "hideous old
age," the relativity of time is thrown into sharp relief, and his
ominous SM, an echo of st. Paul, is less a cautionary
prediction than an expression of the shortness of time when seen
from the far end o"f the continuum. His own time has run its
course, and its wear and tear on the body is painfully evident to
hiln. A controlling theme of the poem, the contrast between youth
and age incorporates the temporal and physical elements of
phenomenological death, those elelnents by ..hich it is gymym
~, ".anifest to men" (127).
Although the idea ot death, once fully assi.ilated, inspires
fear in the most heroic spirit, as indeed it did in Beowulf, the
insupportable nature of that fear generates the impetus to find
SOme means of transcendence, simply in order to live. At first,
this might be accomplished by repression of the fear itself
(Becker 20), in which case it will inevitbly return in the form
of the 'monsters' that haunt the dreams of children and the folk-
tales of adults.
For the pagan Beowulf, as for the Christian poet, the idea
of death was externaliz~d by making it the focal point of an
ideology. Thus, before he actually confronted the immediate
possibility of his own death at the hands of the Merewife,
Beowulf could refer to that death utterly without fear, even with
arrogance:
Ure aeghwylc sceal ende gebidan
worolde lifes; wyrce se l>e I10te
domes aer deal'>e; l'>aet bicJ drihtguman
unlifgendum aefter selest (1387-89).
Each of us must endure the end of this
world'S life; let him who may win glory
before death; that will be best for the
warrior, after he is dead.
[)Qspite the pragmatic utility of this perspective, Beowulf's
acknowledgement of death here is purely intellectual, deriving
from the heroic code Which, based upon the necessary will to a
glorious death in battle, idealized the fact of death until it
lost its personal significance. Although this allowed him to
function well enough in situations over which he had control,
such as in his battle with Grendel, it failed on an elemental
level in those situations in which he found himself out of his
natural element, confronting a hostile force more powerful than
himself, as in the Merewife's lair. At that point, something
more was needed, perhaps some awareness of a power greater, not
only than himself, but than the manifest power of death. He
found this in the marvello\1s sword that miraculously appeared at
the nadir of his own powers. But nothing could prevent his
final, fatal confrontation with the Wyrm.
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Although the~ or H:ln in~ has set its torce
directly in opposition to the desire of God and man by seeking to
destroy or pervert the creations of both, its existence JIlay still
be seen as necessary to the achievement of transfor1llation and
unity with reference to Eriugena's ideas of "condition" and the
purpose of the "binary oppositions" so often noted in the poem,
because these factors indlcate that the experience of good. is not
possible without evil and man's separation from gQQ,. so,
althouqh in its symbolic role the Wynn stands tor both the
projection of Beowulf's ego-pride and his psyche's will towards
death, and is cOlllJllitted to the destruction of existing psychic
forms (whether they are identified by the ego as •good.' or
•evil'), in its dual role as both the necessary or • fated'
instrument of sacrifice and the sacrificial beast, the Wyrm,
Draca, also incorporates what Jung tanas the "numen I:>.f: 'Ch€>
transformative act. as well as the tr~n3formative substance
itself" (1962: 436). In this aspect, the Draca may be seen as a
means of Beowulf's transformation, or transm':ltation, from natural
to spiritual body. Its function is to separate Beowulf's soul
from his body.
The dualistic view taken by st. John and the gnostics, in
which body and spirit are elementally opposed and it is the
spirit alone which lives forever, is reflected in two cotnl'llon
Anglo-Saxon oral formulae used in~. The alliterative
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pairs llsu:h and~. "soul" and "flesh," ill and lia. "life"
and "body." suggest that the fleshly bOdy can oe left behind, as
a snake sheds its skin, in the transformation from physical to
spiritual forms of life:
wyrd ungemete neah,
so &eme gamelan gretan sceolde
S8cean sll.wle hard sundur gedae!..n
lit: vi4 lice: no pon langQ waes
teorh ae~linges flaesche bewunden (2420·24).
Fate was violently near, impelled
to seu out the old man, the treasure
of his soul,
to separate life trom body:
no long-for was the hero's life spirit
contained by flesh.
The 1II0st telling word from this paslIage is the word
~, "to separate," tJhich is also used to great effect in
combination with the alliterative pair lif wia lice, when Grendel
rnynte but h@ gedaelde lif wiSt lice, "intended that he would
separate the life from the body" (731-33) of the warriors in
Heorot. The word in this context has negative connotations, as,
in everyday modern use, the word "separate" often carries a
negativa charge. However, the Anglo-Saxon verb, £A.WD, as
glossed by Klaeber and in Hall's dictionary, has l:lultiple,
paradoxical meanings, combining "divide, part, fight" with
"share, bestow, take part." Another meaning of the word,
perhaps its most significant metaphysical fOrnl, is "diffuse."
Beci!.use its opposing connotative and denotative meanin9s move
towards one another in an intelligible semiotic pattern, so that
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one can understand how "divide" and ·share" can be contained in
the same word, .sIUlAn is a fine linguistic example of
enantlodrolll.ia .
The use of this word in connection with a formulaic
reference to the process or meaning of death provides occasion
for reflection on the process of separation (~) itself, so
necessary to the trans!ormative process and to the formation of
individuality. The "solitary journey" that an individual makes
towa.rds his death, like the journey in quest of individuation
(which word itself negates the Latin~, "to divide"),
implies a process ot continuing separation in which all three
instincts play their parts. The tl9'9ressive instinct, by
impelling' man to assert himself, effectively separates hilll from
the li.itations of his QnviroNllQnt; the sQxual instinct, by
generating in the first place the original two-out-of-one,
separates male from female and, paradoxically, by impelling them
towards one another in enantiodromia, effectively separates them
through their union from independent existence; the religious
instinct, by focusing dynamically upon death, seeks Ultimately to
separate the individual from attachment to life. These processes
attract the energy of the life instinct, or libido, because it is
only through division, separation, and their resultant
transfornatlons that life can continue. The perceived evil of
this pr~ry division (suggested. in the transfortlation of the
Greek!iil..1..A.R2.1, "two" to~, "devil") is projected onto the
symbol of the dragon (Wg). The dragon is, nevertheless,
perceived to be necesSl\ry to the realization of the treasure
(awareness of the selt) in the same sense that the pain of
separation and fraq:mentation is understOOd to be necessary to a
final conscious apprehension ot absolute unity (~) of
being. As Yeats has said, "nothing can be sole or whole/that has
not been rent" or, to state this theologically, man could not
love (Le. yearn for union) with God if he has never known
separation trom that transcendental entity.
The Wanderer, who has come to final awareness and acceptance
of his own essential separation frail. all earthly attachments,
"tt-..rough grace and. by empirical evaluation of the world through
which he wanders, to a redeeming insight" (S ..... J. Bradley: 320)
presents this insight not as dogma, but as the cUlmination of a
psychic proc~ss and a legacy to the tuture. By sue..'" legacies,
oral or written, which incorporate symbolS and patterns that
express the highest and lowest elements of its composition, the
consciousness of a ri\::e grows.
Rejection of the bOOy aay be a 'logical' emotional/
philosophical offshoot of dualistic perception. However, in his
vision ot the spiritual body, St. Paul seel:lS to suggest a
necessary reunion of the body and spirit that implies a kind of
rebirth [perhaps sUbsequent to a return to the womb of the
"terrible mother," who, in some myths, is also ~, dragon (s;H 18:
91j j. It may be that, beneath all the differentiu:ion of
function by which life proceeds, the dragon finally represents
the primary Daterial of Mother Nature (Mater Natura), the fecund
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ground or material being and the physical base of the animate
entity's energic spirit. In classical and pagan systems of
thought, the mythic mating of the Sky God and the Earth Goddess
and the resulting generation of all living beinq. reflects this
notion. In Christian thought, where the figure of God the Father
may be the symbolic projection of the transcendental unity of
being that Jung calls the "self," the conjunction of masculine
spirit and feminine matter (or body) is a mltural implication of
the Incarnation.
If the 'raother' ~s the receptacle of being and the I father'
the pure enerqy of creation, it seems logical (if logic can be
said to play any role in esoteric argument) to assume that both
must be present in divine union in order for perfect being to
exist. So, too, must the cycle of transformative rebirth. The
energy ot creation demands change and growth, or evolution, while
the ground ot receptivity deJlands the return to inertia, to
involution; both these demands are satistied by the rebirth
pattern. AS the explosion ot a dying star releases the primary
particles ot life, or the splitting ot an atom cr'lates energy out
of 'dead' matter, matter Day be transformed into spiritual bodies
Which, if the scientific metaphor were to be pursued, must be
transposed. into material bodies once again in a cycle of 'eternal
life. '
The poet of~ suggests such a pattern in the
enantiodromia of the opposing principles of fire and ice, which
expresses the sallie synergistic intuition. The polarization or
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the male iUld female principles represented by the fire
(masculine, energic, conscious) lind vater (feminine, mllterial,
unconscious) and the poet's constant attempts to reconcile them,
from the fyr QD !lode, "fire on the water" (1366) of the dreadful
mere in the Merewife episode to the~, "fire-flood"
(2326, ")f the dragon's breath, to the structural motif provided
by the funerals of Scyld and Beowulf, all indicate the poet· s
intense feeling that these apparently irreconcilable opposites
lllust be resolved (that is, they must co-exist in perfect balance
and in their totalities) in order tor perfect being to exist.
The same is also true of the other opposing physical principles
of earth and air. represented in this final moment by the cave of
the dragon and the place nllllle of the battlefield,~,
"Eaqle Headland." Both pairs have as their netaphysical counter-
parts the abstract notion of 'feminine' matter and 'masculine'
spirit. When these antinomies meet in the irresistible movement
of one opposite towards its counterpart, symbolized by the
conflict of Beowulf and the WyrDI, the lIeeting must inevitably be
accomplished. by collision. The aim of each part of the whole,
like the 'aa' of the protons and electrons that combine in the
countless reformations (transformations) that give rise to new
forms in the physical world, must be either to e.nnihilate with or
succumb to one another. In the act of love, the sacrifice of
exclusive identity will be made; in the act of war, the fight is
to the death.
"8
Beowulf and the Wyl"ll meet in an act of war necessitated by
the ego's involvaDent in the process of being and becoming.
Because consciousness perceives in terms of opposites, ego-
consciousness is continually forced to _ake choices; in order to
validate thes!! choices the ego .ust assign them II. value, or lack
of value, that reflects its own reality. The hero, as agent of
the ego, Ilust act accordingly. Then the dllellll:lla arises:
annihilation has been perceived as an evil, so the hero must
fight llgainst it; but self-sacrifice -- or the sacrifice of the
self known to consciousness -- in the service of an ideal is
considered by the heroic consciousness (ego) to be II good. The
8g0 finds itself in a position of~, followed by involution.
This moment is signified in~ by the draqon's bite.
The bite of the dragon is a ritual requirement of the archetype
of transfoIllation, the pattern of creative change which may be
said to have begun for the last time in Beowulf's life when his
decision to undertake the final battle was made. Although this
archetypal pattern lIay arise at any point when an "unsatisfactory
psychic situation mUE: t be replaced with a satisfactory one" (Junq
1958: 223), it is of particular relevance to the religious
experience, Which converts the internal psychological process of
individuation to an out-reaChing desire for transcendence. That
Beowulf is a religious figure is a central assumption of the
following discussion, which proposes to focus on the
transfonative ;;:.ower of the religious personality upon the
society it both arises from and purports to serve.
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The dragon, in part representing; BeOVUl~'6 animal nature,
his body, lIay be understood troll a religious p4:!rsp4!Ictive to be
the final inhibitor of his personal transcendence. The necessity
of enduring the bite of the dragon without identifying with it
{and thus becoming obsessed with it, liS in the case of the mythic
~I and without running away (.c1!! 12: 138) parallels the
necessary Ileatinq of both consciousness and the unconscious in
tl".e inevitable tact of death, embodied in the Wyrm.
However, the obvious identification of the WyZ1ll as the
embodiment of death in~ is complicated (or, iro John
Donne's metaphysics, perhaps, illUlllinllted) by the fact that the
same fate which has drawn Beowulf towards the treasure operates
upon the Wyrm llS well, because:
He gesecean sceall
(ho)r(d on) hrusan, l:laer he haecJen gold
waradi wintrum frod; ne bya hill wihte 5y sel
(2275-77).
He was fated to seek out the hoard under the
earth, where, old in winters, he must keep
watch over the heathen gold, - and be not one
whit the better for it (Hall trans.).
Since both are fated to die in the struggle for the
treasure, it is equally certain that, while the Wy1"'lll tRay embody
death for Beowulf, the converse also applies. '!'his is an
implication of the similarities between the two [like the Wynl,
Beowulf is also ~, "old" (2209), had ruled his people tor
tieUg wintra, "fifty winters" (2209) and when he carried into
battle waepen vundCr)um hlard' nau him wihte B'e sel, "a weapon
wondrous hard, he was not one whit the better for it" (2687) l.
3••
Beclluse of the~r inteqral identification, the Wyrm aay be seen as
a .irror i.age of Beowulf's h\man nature, and most particularly
of that element in him which was understood to be the causa ot
his own death, not just of the body but also or the spirit. In
this context, the dragon reflects the negative aspects of
Beowulf's perceived duality. The hero is a man, and man, Erich
Fromm has suggested, is essentially of a paradoxical nature,
"half anilllal and half symbolic" (Becker 26). On the one hand, he
is a creator, with a mind that can contemplate itself, its being
in the world, and the possibility of greater being. On the other
hand, as Ernest Becker uncompromisingly observes (echoing --
unconsciously. one preSUllles -- the author of soul and Body II)
man is "a WOr1ll, and food for worms" (26). This
devastating paradox, which affirms the hUJllan being'S godlike
attributes yet weds them to the corruption of his physical
nature, is a restatement of the same duality considered by St.
Paul to be the result of man's fall into sin, which Paul
characterized. a:;; the tendency to dwell too Jauch in the body and
to place too much value on physical or material things:
For when we were in the flesh, the motions
of sins, which were by the law, did work
in our members to bring forth fruit unto
death (Roa. 7:5).
tor he that soweth to his flesh shall of
the flesh reap corruption; but he that
soweth to the spirit shall of the spirit
reap life everlasting (Gal. 6:8).
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with reference to such apostolic prophecies, the Anglo-
Saxons suttered tro. r. so.etimes Borbid preoccupation with
duality.
The conflict boot",een body (liatter) and spirit (energy)
represented in that particularly formidable didactic poem, s..sna
~, expresses the philosophical crux ot the problem:
there, it is contended that matter is not 'real,' and that the
things ot the spirit, or soul, are alone of enduring value and
'reality,' but the fears related to the possibility of the final
reality of matter are revealed.
It seems significant that II major preoccupation of Anglo-
Saxon writings WillS the question, or p~oblelll, of the soul/body
duality. Explored to the point ot obsession by the gnostics,
this abstraction led to II radical split in these modes of
experiential reality, expressed in soul And Body II in Soul's
tragic obsession with the idea that its transcendence is not
possible within the context ot the body, and yet cannot be
achieved without the will of the body. The existuntial position
of the soul in such a vision is perilous, and this poet seems to
have been responding to the tear that peril engenders, rather
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than to the possibility of synthesis suggested by St. Paul's
doctrine of the ·spiritual body._IO
It is interesting and ironic that the desirable product of
psychic activity tor Paul should have been the establishment of a
physical extension of psychic perfection; interesting because
this seems yet another of the .any reasons why his ideas should
have held such great attractive power for the Anglo-Saxons, who
seem, above all, to have taken a strong and robust pleasure in
the physical aspects of life and ironic because Paul did not
counsel physical indulgence in this lite. Evidence of the Anqlo-
Saxons' delight in physical joy may be found in their feasting
and fighting; in their plIgan past, 'heaven' was conceived as a
constant round of both. They were in this sense the "earthy" men
of 1 Cor. 15, and theirs was a state of which Paul himself might
not entirely have approved. though it might not h.:::ve engendered
in him the horror it seems to have triggered in the author of
Soul and Body II.
The poem is a monologue in which the psychic entity known as
"Soul" speaks from a purgatorial state, berating the body for its
wilful carnality and describing to it the horror:: of its fleshly
fate, a fate which the soul, if unredeemed, must share. Through
10 The linguistic and. philosophical tradition out of which
Paul .ight hay. developed his idea of the spiritual body was
explored by John A. T. Robinson, whose book,~. delineated
both the Old Testament and the Hellenic framework for Paul's
interpretation of the psychic source of his revelation, the
apparition or manifestation (or powerful Dental image, 'hallucin-
ation' or 'ghost·) of the Logos, Jesus Christ.
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grisly descriptive imagery, largely fixated on the gluttonous
lust of veras (the )cenning tor the body in this poe. is~
Y..1..!lfl. "worm' 5 food"), the soul agonizes over the fate of the
mind, with Which it in part identities and which it locates in a
physical context. The poet seems to envision the mind as haVing
both ill corporeal and a spiritual aspect, the spiritual element
represented by the notion of 'soul, I the corporeal allied to the
operation of will. The illage of worms gnawing their way in
through the eyes ufon bact heafod, "to the head" (120). to feast
upon the brain suggests that the Anglo-Saxon p-.>et was tearfullly
aware that this physically-based faculty m.ight very \iall share
the fate of the physical body. The over-riding concern of this
poet seellls to have been to find a means whereby the individual
human identity might be preserved. He implies that directing the
mind, or, with reference to Augustine's formulation, the will, to
the conquering of fleshly desires will effect a transformation in
which soul and body will be united on an incorruptible plane.
These standard Pauline teachings are siaply presented
didactically. However, in~, these sallie ideas are
presented dynamically, as a natural process inherent in the
structure of the whole human entity, which incorporates both~
and~.
In~, the treasure in its temporal form., as the
~, contains both elements and includes the factor of
corruption that inevitably attends the physical form. When, at
the end, the treasure is brought to the dying Beowulf, it has
3••
been transformed into sonething analogous to the spiritual body
hypothesized by Paul. In this sense, and as a syabol ot:
Beowulf's transcendence, the treasure is a product of a process
of symbol transforDIation that is effected through apocalyptic
self-sacrifice.
In this process, the serpent, pictured as an~, is a
recurring blage of the involutionary stage of life-into-death.
Jung envisions the serpent as "analogous to the end of the world"
and points out that in Norse 1lyth the deluqe was expected to
begin w:'en the Hidgard. Serpent (Jo~un9'andr) "rises up tor
universal destruction" (,Q! 5: 438). The serpent 'stands for'
problems associated with the apparent contradiction in the idea
of a libidinal will to death, and Jung, with reference to this
s}'llboI, reduced these problems to a simple tormula: "In youth, it
denotes tear of life; in age, fear of death" (s;;H 18: (39). In
his own youth, Beowult did encounter serpent-like creatures, the
ni.kuJ.. When he did, however, he either destroyed them or wa.
protected from thelll, so it .ay be inferred. that, while not
without his own moments of feal~ and apprehension, he was not
about to be overco.e by destructive ideas.
stimulated by the instincts of sexuality and aggression, in
youth the healthy hUllan organism strives tor growth and
expansion; but in the second half ot lite, as the warnings ot
Hrothgar show, this creative energy is directed increasingly
towa.rds an altered. goal: a conflict with eleJlents perceived to be
within oneself, rather than a conflict with external forces.
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Telling the story ot Heremod, Hrothgar isolated pride,
~. "arrogance" (l1~O) as the tinal ene.y within. His
warning to Beowulf shows that he )mew the young warrior to be
susceptible to this characteristic:
Bebeorh ~e iJc:me bealoni!. Beowulf' leota,
sacg betate, cnd l>e ~aet seb:e geoeoB,
8ce raedas: afarhyda ne gym,
maere cempa! (1758-61)
Against such evil rancour guard thyself,
dear Beowult, best of men: choose that better
part, tby lasting profit. Incline not to
arrogance, famous warrior! (Hall trans.)
Beowulf could not learn from Hrothgar's warning, because
pride was an integral part ot his heroic .ake-up, as well as a
necessary element of his ego-consciousness, permitting the self-
assertion by which his ontological integrity was forged and
maintained. Hrothgar might have been correct in identifying
pride as the real danger to Beowulf's.c..sa.. "eternal" being. but
this is a realization that Beowulf must come to on his own; he
cannot and must not accept as true everything that even the lIlost
respected authority fiqure values. His instinctive
responsibility is not to didactic law but to natural law, as he
understands and affirms it, and he can neither understand nor
atfirm without engaging his ego directly in the process ot growth
and expansion, a process to which the element of pride is
essential.
Although Hrothgar's injunctions were somewhat didactic, and
thus illustrate the limitations of his own adjustment to the fact
ot death (confirmed by his unwillingness to risk his lite when
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the deore deabscua. "dark shadow of death" fell over his own
home). they reveal the workings of the religious instinct as the
force that prepares the human organism for death by proposing to
it a transcendent goal,~, "lasting profit," materially
represented in ksnml..f by the treasure the hero is impelled to
seek. The compound~ suggests that the treasure may in
part stand for the objective reality of death, an objective
characterized by attracticn and repulsion. As the completion and
fulfillment ot the natural lite cycle, death must become the
Object of unconscious desire even as it remains an object of
conscio\J.s fear. 1n its function as the fulflll.mel.t of the
"death-wish," the treasure is indeed "death's jewel."
undoubtedly, it exercised a fatal attraction, one towards which
Beowulf was irresistibly moving; for Beowulf, like every man,
must inevitably die.
'1'b. Deatb of the Hero
The death of ll. hero, like the death of any man, is a
necessary projection of the fact ot' his life; but the death of a
hero must be more than an ordinary death. It must be an
exemplary death. One reason for this definitive necessity,
perhaps, is that the ordinary man, contemplatinq the imJllinent
certainty of his own death, might be "'rightened to the point of
immobility. The archetypal hero, as the embOdiment of the active
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principle, must transcend this terror as Beowulf. in bravinq: the
apocalyptic threat of the Wynlo, transcenda his own age and
limitations. That Beowulf ....as neither i1lllllobilized nor
intimidated by the tear of death was apparent from his earlier
battles, particularly his battle with Grendel who stood for the
objectification of that fear. 'let, there exists an element of
the fear of death to which Beowu.lf, for purposes of survival,
not be iJlllllune: the fear of consciousness that it will be
annihilated..
As fll.r as the precepts of consciousness are concerned, the
annihilation of mental awareness is the final evil, to be
res.{sted to the end. Functioning as the heroic agent of the ego,
Beowulf must passionately will the survival of the ego-self and
fight to preserve it. His pride is in the service of this goal,
and this pride is nowhere as evident as in his final battle. It
is displayed in his decision to fight, and in his parting words
to his men:
Gebide ge on beorge byrn\Dl werede,
secgas on searwum, hwaeler sel Illaege
aefter waelraese wunde gedygan
uncer twega. Nis ~et eower si5,
ne gellet mannes, nefn(e) lIin anes,
t>e,et he witS aglaecean eofo5o daele,
eorlscipe efne. Ic mid elne sceall
gold gegangan, oa-c!e gucl nime~,
feorhbealu frecne frean eowerne! (2529-37)
Watch on the barrow, ye warriors in your
armour defended by coats of mail, Which of
us two can endure wounds best, after the
desperate onslaught. That is not your affair,
nor a possibility for any man, save for me
alone, to put forth his power against the
1I0nster and do heroic deeds. By my valour I
will win gold; or war, the dread destroyer
3••
ot lite, shall carry off your lordl (Hall trans.)
This speech, as. much by virtue of its content as its use of
the pronouns "r lt and ".e," is a direct expression of the ego, and
it can be seen that Beowulf possesses a strong centre of
consciousness, one that will not easily give up its power and
identity in the interests of a goal it cannot fully c01Ilprehend.
'fet, although it is for most ordinary purposes an agent of the
ego, the hero is also an archetype of the collective unconscious,
and so Rust also be in the service of the unconscious goal, which
has begun to reveal itself as the very death so feared by the
ego.
Althc.Ul;o'?l Beowulf is prepared tor death and accepts it on
both the conscious and unconscious levels, his ego cannot admit
this as an acceptable goal, and strives with all its power to
deny its reality. It is at this point that the eqo's pride, like
all unchecked impulses ot personality and instinct, may be seen
to be actinq against the interests of the whole orqanisn. When
this happens, the individual is in a regressive state,
effectively blockinq his own proqress, althouqh the ego cannot
see it this way for reasons Which have to do with its own
survival. To Beovulf's eqo, the Myra is the final threat to
survival. However, to his unconscious, heroic self, it is the
eqo that is the final enemy. Its necessary pride has become a
fatal .bYtltl.£.
~ in the ego, Junq says, is "retusal to listen to the
voice of the inner friend," (1972: 66) or the soul. The soul
points the Yay inwards, away fro. the ego, which must give up its
centrality in order for transformations to take place. This is
the most difficult task of ego-consciousness, but, at the same
time, if death is to be accepted or transformation effected, it
is also the most necessary, and it can only be accolllplished by
heroic self-sacrifice on the part of the ego. Because the ego
can only sacrifice what it possesses, and because these
possessions can be reduced to conscious being and value and the
assertive pride that has built and maintained this state, it can
only be these once-necessary predicates of conscious being,
projected as elemental antagonists, that must be sacrificed.
The transcendence of ego-centricity is necessary when the
sacrificial death of the hero is understood in psycholoq.\.cal
terms to signify the death of the ego in the realization of the
self (see Chapter I). This psychic process, enacted mythically
by the archCltypal hero and dragon. ih,,~lves a 'religious' process
of symbol fontation (see Chapter IV) that resolves the individual
ego with ita ideal symbol of the collective self, the treasure.
In this schema, both hero and dragon represent opposing aspects
of the fragmented archetypal self which aust be reconciled before
a final resolution can take place.
In order for a collaboration of opposing states to be
possible at all, these antithetical states "must first face one
another in the fullest, conscious opposition" (Q! 6: 478). This
llleans a necessary and elemental conflict, and this is what
happens with Beowulf and the Wyrl:l:. Because of his ego-pride,
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Beowulf is in no doubt as to where he must stand in relation to
the Wyna; ironically, it is this pride, the very thing he must
defeat, that gives him the active strength neceilsary to enqage
his heroic enerqy in the inevitable conflict:
Let 3a of breostum, & he gebolgen waes,
Weder-Geata lead word ut faran,
stearcheort styrmda stetn in becom
heaCJotorht hlynnan under harne stan.
Hete waes onhrered, hordweard oRcniew
mannes rearde; naes 5aer mara tyrst
freode to frichn (2550-56).
The lord of the Geats, when he was enraged,
then let a word burst from his breast;
stoutheartedly he stormed; his voice, clear
in battle, went ringing under the grey rock.
Hatred was aroused; the guardian of the hoard.
recOCJnized the speech of man; there was no
more time to ask for friendship.
The intense consciousness of BeOWUlf at this moment is
revealed in the control he exerts over all his faCUlties, and in
his awareness and rejection of his instinctive desire~
W£lAn, "to ask for friendship." He does not do anything
without pre-1I.editation; like the heroic protagonist of Browning's
"Childe Roland to the Dark To....er Came," who raised the horn to
his lips and sounded his defiance in full conscious knowledge of
his fate, Beowulf let word ut faran, "let go" a "word," the
first and most powerful symbol of his defining consciousness;
that word reveals hill. to be a Il.an, a self-conscious being in
prOUd opposition to all unconscious nature -- inclUding his own.
However, this psychic positioning "entails a violent disunion
with oneself, to the point where thesis and antithesis negate one
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another. while the ego is torced to acknowledge its absolute
participation in both" (.tH 6: 478).
This complex, crucil!.l. and inevitable point constitutes a
moment of apocalyptic crisis tor Beowulf, and signifies the
culaination of a process that may be said to have begun in the
Kerewife's cave. It was there that he uncovered the "underground
lake of quilt in the soul" (Tuchaan 109) that revealed his own
vulnerability to a negation so powerful it defied his will to
effect good. Knowledge of the negating reality of evil was what
caused the hart, a symbol of the pure soul, to give up its life
rather than expose its spirit to the corruption of the dismal
mere. But Beowulf was not a pure spirit; t:~ was a man, albeit a
superior sort of man; and the 11fe of a Ilan involves the
necessary risk of exposure to evil, as the poet himself observed:
Fela sceal gebidan
leofes and lades se pe lange her
on ayssum windagum worolde bruce~! (1060-62)
He must experience much of good and evil
who labours long here in the troubled days
of this world!
When Beowulf arrived at Ea.rnanaes, he had already passed
through a lifetime of such experience, and had resolved the
struggle with himself touched off by his sudden awareness of the
dire meaning of the dragon. He arrived on that battlefield as a
hero, not as the complex of fear, guilt and desire that
characterized him as a raan among men. These things seemed to
fall away from his spirit, and the iapending battle became once
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again II. clearly defined bll.ttl!'l between good and evil,~
~. "the loved. and the loathed" (2910, ct". 1061).
This condition was possible because his consciousness had
committed itself to its highest ideal in submission to a higher
will which it had affirmed as good. In the service of this
unconscious (or, it may be, supreJllely conscious) will, the hero
is bound by his identification with ego-consciousness to the
extent that he must fight for good; but he is relieved ot' the
burden to decide between good and evil, and simply~ Good,
in II. final justification by faith. Nevertheless, he is not the
same Beowulf of his earlier battles, the confident yaung warrior
who plunged into the fray without a backward glance. This time,
he knows hIs own weaknesses and the power of his adversary, and
reveals a need tor protection. The young hero has been changed
by the development of his consciousness to a mature manifestation
of the hero archetype, the Old Wise Man. This late form at the
hero archetype adds the powers of consciousness 'Co those of the
unconscious in its function as the "archetype ot meaning"
(Fordham 60). An integral part of that meaning is the
possibility of transcendence.
Tbe 014 Wi.e Nan and tbe Arcbetype of Transcendenoe
The archetypal form of the Old Wise Man, a figure of dual
possibility, appears in mythology as a king, hero, medicine man
or saviour (Fordham 60). The~, "wise man" or .!.l:2d.
soming, "old (wise) king," respected. figures in the world of
~, represent a manifestation of this archetype in the sense
that age is traditionally (if not always correctly) considered to
confer wisdom and moral enlightenment.
An aggregation of conscious ideals assilllilated by the
collective unconscious, the Old Wise Man has been called the
"archetype of meaning" because its manifestation seems to point
towards an understanding of ultimate reality; it reveals itself
as a source of hitherto hidden knowledge. Although it usually
occurs at a late stage in the heroic life CYCle, this archetype
may appear at any point during the psychic life process, as a
form of inspiration that guides the action of the individuaL
Like all the archetypes. it displays both positive and negative
attributes, 50 that alloving it full control can be dangerous.
In situations of doubt. the old wise Man may generate a sense of
certainty and significance and its power is felt to be super-
natural, shillllani8tic~ it is a I!!S!JlA personality, who imbues events
or objects with particular importance. However, this power,
though it can be illusory, can also "po~segs" the ego
personality, so that it becomes "inflated" (Fordham 61). In a
basically weak character, manifestation of this archetype may
serve llerely to further entrench the collective wisdom (or
rationalizations) of conventional man, endowing these notions
with an authority they might not merit.
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Such see~s to have been the case with the aged Hrothgar who,
although he gave the young hero much good., sound advice,
dispensing his life-gotten wisdom with II great sense of
certainty, nevertheless drew S0l18 conclusions that derived lIlore
from his own personal nature and experienc" than from any truth
inherent in the maxims he advanced. One ot these dubious
pronounce.ents was his prediction that the heroic nature would
eventually succumb to the assaults of old age -- a notion Beowulf
himself disproves. OVerall, like his actions, Hrothgar's voice
was negative rather than positive: he told Beowulf how D.I2.t. to act
(it was Wealhtheow who gave positive quidance). A1though the
~ poet does not overtly criticize Hrothgar, and, in fact,
pays due and frequent lip service to him as a~. the
impression rellains of Hrothgar as a negative, cowardly, somewhat
insidious figure. He Ilay represent the negative aspects of an
absolute authority figure,1I a supereqo who aay not be overtly
criticized [and must, in fact, be praised, as the poet does .in
propria persona (see 862-63)] but ...ho may, through dramatic
device, be judged, nevertheless, as Beowulf effectively judged
Hrothgar. by implication, inference and action. When, for
eXaDlple, he was about to avenge Hrothgar for Aeschere's death.
Beowulf presuaed to tell the old king What he should have known
himself:
I He Borga, snotor guma! Selre bi6 aeghwaem.
In Four Archetypes. Jung has suggesbd that the Old
Testament God was a project10n of what he termed. the "daemonic"
side of the Old Wise Man archetype (136).
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t:>aet he his t'reond vrece, ~nne he tela murne.
Ure aeghwylc Beeal ende c;ebidan
~~~~;d:e~i~::~: WY~~:ts~i~ed~~~~guman
unlifgendum aet'ter selest (1384-89).
Do not sorrow, vise man! It is better for each of us
to avenge our friend than to mourn too much. Each of
us 1lust accept the end ot' this world's life; let him
who may win glory before his death. That will be best
for the lifeless warrior, afterwards.
That Beowulf was much less affected by Hrothgar than the old
king was by him is evident in the parting scene:
Gecyste1:>a cynlnq ael>elu. god.
~Oden scyldinga tJeqn betstan
end be healse gena.; hruron hi. tearas
blondenfeaxum. .••
Waes him se man to 1:'on leof.
t:>aet he ~ne breostwylm torberan ne mehte;
ftC him on hrepre hygebendum faest
aefter deorum men dyrne langacJ
beam w14 blode. Him Beowulf ~anan,
9U15rinc goldwlanc graeSllloldan traed
since hremig; (1870-82).
Then the ruler of the scyldings, king of a noble
line, kissed. the best of thanes and embraced
him. by the neck; tears fell from the grey-bearded
one ... The man was so dear to him that he could not
stop the surqing in his breast: for in his heart,
bound fast by its strings, a hidden longing for
the dear man burned in his blood. Beowulf left him:
the proud golden warrior marched over the green
field, eXUlting in his treasure ...
In his own old age, even when taking final leave of Wiglaf,
Beowulf did not display Hrothgar's pathetic emotionalism, nor did
he follow Hrothgar's example of hiding in the women's apartments
when a force of destruction entered his kingdom. Rather than
providing positive 9Uidance, Hrothgar seems to have acted as an
antithesis to Beowulf, reminding him in his words of the hero's
mortality and vulnerability to the ravages of time and fortune,
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and also, in his passivity, of the unacceptable alternative to
heroic action which presents itself in every situation of
existe~tial choice. In the same way that 'sin' or 'evil' can be
seen as a catalyst to transformation, Hrothgar's negative example
can be seen to have provided the stronqest i.petus for Beowulf's
own self-definition.
An active slilnse of self inspires the emergence of the hero,
but it is effective self-knowledge that influences its
development into the Old Wise Man. viewed by Marie-Louise von
Franz as a precursory manifestation of the self (196). Self-
kno....ledge Is a function of ego-consciousness, where objective
fact may not be overlooked. with reference to objective reality,
Beowulf does not, in his final battle, disdain the use of every
weapon ali he did in hili battle with Grendel. nor does he, ....ith
diplomatic grace, take a sword at the submissive request of a
hUllliliated foe, as if only to spare hi. further embarrassment, as
he did on the occasion of his battle with the Kerewife. In his
final cO!1tlict, he acknowledges the realities: that he is old,
that the dragon breathes fire, that the tight is uneven, that he
might not win.
Accordingly. he equips himself ....ith a special means of
defence. The iron shield, a creative innovation at a time when
linden-wood shields were standard issue, stands for an advance in
consciousness; even at this late stage, the hero continues to
progress. His sword represents the energIc qualities of his own
soul, ...hlch .ay stand for the active manifestation of his faIth.
When Naegling falls, it may be that Beowulf's faith, too,
falters, leaving him vulnerable to the fears and doubts that are
natural to any consciousness -- even an advanced one -- rooted in
anilllal nature. with the breaking of Naegling, Beowulf is totally
vulnerable to the dragon, which represents the animal nature of
the unconscious. The Oraca's poisonous bite takes the battle
onto an entirely new level of experience where the ego is exposed
to the full power of the unconscious, a power that includes the
unconscious will to death.
'l'be ).rebetype of !'r&D.fo~atioD
The activity presented by the poet of~ as the
archetypal enactment of the final transfontative pattern may be
outlined as follows: Beowulf, the hero, is attracted by
conscious and unconscious forces to confront the deadly keeper of
a treasuref the hero is si.ultaneously repelled by the conscious
and sub-conscious awareness that this confrontation will result
in his death; after arming himself for the battle, he meditates
on his lite and confronts the possibility ot his own will towards
death, expressed as the gUilt that he connects with his downfall:
overcoming reluctance and anxiety, he initiates verbal action;
the dragon reacts violently: the hero then strikes --
ineffectually: the dragon recoils and breathes fire, against
which the hero can have no weapon or defence; the hero's thanes
JO.
desert him; he suffers, both physically and spiritually:
returns to help him, that man II relative, standing for II
manifestation of his own youthful self; the dragon attacks 4gain:
the old hero strikes at its head with his sword; the sword
breaks; the dragon bites the old man on the neck; the youthful
hero strikes at the dragon's body -- effectively; the dying hero
cuts the dragon through the m.iddle with bis knife; the young
thane brings treasure to his dying lord; the archetypal hero
gives thanks and praise; he dies.
While all of this action is significant, some elements are
more siqnificant than others for purposes of this discussion.
The attraction/repulsion motif of the treasure establishes it liS
II powerful, religious Symbol in the order, if not the magnitude,
of the Christian Cross. The meditations may constitute a form of
repentance tor sins unwittingly committed. Beowult's choice to
initiate action with a '"word'" and to aim for the dragon's head
signities tbat consciousness has a .ajor, selt-sacrificial role
to play in the psychic action. The hero's solitary suffering
constitutes atonement. The return of his thane gives notice of
(teJllporal) redemption. The breaking of the sword may signify a
loss of faith and a !ailure in the initial essay at
transformation. The bite of the dragon has been identified as
the initial, paralyzing connection of consciousness and the
unconscious, over which the hero must (and did) triWllph.
Beowulf's use of the knife to cut through the dragon's body
signities sacritice of his own sensual being; and the treasure
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brought to the dying king by the young thane signifies Beowulf's
union with a more pure form of bis own absolute values and
reality, contained in the treasure as a symbol of his
transcendental self.
After this process ot symbolic death and rebirth, his actual
death may seem redundant, but it is, in fal':t, the essential and
inevitable culmination of Beowulf's ultimate transformative
experience. However, while his whole life has been a prelude to
this moment, and despite the poem's focus upon death, vengeance,
pain and horror, the vision of~ is ultimately an
optimistic one.
The optimism of~ is not an optimism that depends
solely UPOI\ the existence of God, although there is no doubt that
the idea of God, if not the reality, is seen in many ways to be
essential to survival. That Beowulf believes in a god is
important. That he dies having at least partially fulfilled his
vision is important. That his god may not have been the
Christian god is of less importance to the poet, and, therefore,
less annihilating a fact, than that his action was philo-
sophically and in practice the symbolic pattern of action
prescribed by Christianity.
That this pattern of action made possible changes in
Beowulf's society, even if those changes were themselves sUbje<t
to change, is also important to the optimistic vision of the
poet. When the Geats buried the treasure with Beowulf, they were
following a pagan practice, but its meaning had been transformed,
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and the ritual at his funeral, in which twelve men (like the
twelve disciples of Christ) described the pagan '.aqic circle'
around his barrow, provides a bridge between the old forms ot
behaviour and the new; and this is Illost important of all because,
as the seap ir..dicates in his continuing lamentations and
recreation of the history of a more violent past, human behaviour
must change if the human world (Le. civilization) is to survive.
That it !aD change may have been indicated to the poet by the
rise of Christianity, even though that rise was itself attended,
as he must have known, by violence and strite.
The Christian vision of a world of peace and love
transcended its violent milieu and slo....ly, by the actions and
passions ot singular individuals, it transformed the collective
psyche of the viking and Anglo-Saxon people, reducing, if only
barely perceptibly, the tendency to aggression that threatened to
annihilate them. The famous conversion of Guthrum by Alfred
(Laing 179), and the long, creative peace that followed,
historically illustrate this dynamic, Which, before or after that
event, the poet recognized. Whether he also saw the Christian
god as the "one true god" is less relevant, because it was the
ideas that formed around this god which effected the transfonrl-
ation in human behaviour. ft-"bether these ideas could have taken
hold without the direct intervention of the god is (and was) a
sut>ject for theological discussion; the poet simply shows how
they st.AD take hold -- and it is much as Beowulf took hold of the
magic sword in the Merewife's cave: he was prepared to believe in
"1
the possibility ot' there being !;uch an object: he saw something
in his direst need that he identified as such; he reached out and
seized it; 'it' then inspired hi. with greater strength and
courage; and he ultimately triUlllphed in both the subjective and
objective worlds. This is the essence of transfornative energy
and power.
Perhaps the important thing is to believe that things can
change, even though, for Anglo-Saxon poets, conscious of
mutability, change was viewed for the most part with fear and
sadness. without the belief that things can change, and the
courage to transcend the ego's fear of change, idealism gives way
to nihilism and nihilism is realised in annihilation. Nihilism
is giving up, and this ....as something Beovulf never did. Even at
the end, he chose to see his death in terms of til '90ing after,'
in his case, after his ancestors, the waeqmundings. I..£.....hi.m
tlfter sceal, he said, "I must 90 after them," and whether he
might have O&l~ant into oblivion or into further consciousness, the
active, continuous quality of the statelltent remains the same.
For this, as much as for any other reason, continuance and
renewal is felt to be the prevailing theme of~, the kind
of continuance and renewal that depends upon the heroic
individual's will to affirm it, and his power to transform and
recreate his society'S ideas and their symbols.
Syabol Transfonlation and S~ls of Transcendence in~
A living, dynamic symbol, Jung wrote, is "born of man's
highest aspirations and must at the same time spring from the
deepest roots of his being" (~ 6: 478) and this implies a full
conjunction of both conscious and unconscious factors in its
creation. For Beowulf, these opposites met in the~,
which ultimately stands for the positive and negative poles of
Beowulf's own individual being, which is, nevertheless, firmly
rooted in his collective identity and in Gael.
The alchemical quest to turn base metal into gold, like the
fairy tale motif of spinning straw into gold, illuminates the
transcendental siqnificance of this~ of gold and rusted
iron. The esoteric search for the right chemical reaction to
produce such a transformation was, in intent, a search for
immortality through the attainment of that pure spirit which
transforJllS all things into perfect form; the quest of the
alchemists was informed as mUch by transcendental meditation as
by experiment (Jung 1959: 124), While the secret of the
transformation of straw into gold was, as encoded in
"RUllIp1estiltskin," the guessing of a secret name, a word that
would unlock the mystery to the captive seeker.
The energy, both psychic and physical, theoretically
necessary for alchemical transformation, is qenerated through the
opposition of opposing forces, whether those forces are aaterial
(as in the Jletals) or energic (as in the opposition of powerful
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wills) I or both. Alchemists ideally worked in pairs, usually a
lI.an and a woman (the Magus and the High Priestess of the Tarot
symbolize these fiqures). In "Rulllpiestiltskin." the opposition
is between the wills of the gross dwarf and the beautiful lady.
This same kind of transformative energy is generated by the
battle between Beowulf and the Wyrm, which may be compared to the
alchemical experiment. The crucible of this 'divine experiment'
was EI.cnanaes, the "middle ground" of psychic activity. The
result was a fusion, in the treasure, of the disparate and
opposing principles represented by the archetypal protagonists.
In a kinetic sense, the whole contents of the final battle-
field -- the protagonist, the antagonist, the treasure and the
observing ego-consciousness of Beowulf and his poet _. are one
and the same entity and, as each acts out its psychic role to the
end, each is assimilated into, and completes, the totality. The
~ or 1fim, killed by the joint effort of wiglaf and Beowulf,
and the hero, succw:tbing to the infusion of poison and the out-
pouring of his life-blood, seem to melt into one another and
merge into the ego, which remains long enough to finally realize
its ideal in the treasure. Released at last from the suspension
of will that was the inevitable result of its powerful attraction
to an object which simUltaneously is equally repUlsive (as the
~, the "treasure with its curse of the worm," -- Le. the
resolution with God through the process of death -- must surely
be) the 890 is free to contemplate the object of its desire, to
identify with it and to be at one with it as the pure form of its
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true values. In this sense, the treasure is a living religious
symbol for Beowulf, one that he himself, by virtue of his own
powerful psyche, has created, recreated and then transcended in
an archetypal process ot transformation. Through contempla'l" ion
of the treasure, which, by Wiglaf's affirmative choice of
representative Objects, has, tor Beowulf, been restored to purity
and value (in this pragmatic sense, reminiscent of the function
of the artist or •shaper, I it is Wig-lat who has turned base metal
into qold) Beowulf's death may begin to be accepted, not as a
cosmic tragedy, a dark negation ot life and love, but as the
fulfillment of a transt'ormative reaction in which evil was an
essential catalyst.
As Christian mystics found in the cross the most perfect
symbol, Which, in its structural and ideological configuration,
contains that tension and suspension of opposites which
"expresses the inexpressible idea of Christ· s transcendence in
unsurpassable form- (,Q! 5: 303), BeOWUlf found in the treasure
the living symbol of his own complex lind transfor1llative
relationShip to his society. His compulsion to acquire it (as
Christ was compelled to be crucified) thus takes on a universal
significance, for, if he could consciously 'acquire' this
suspension of opposites by bringing to consciousness its
unconscious contents, he Would be gaining tor all of humanity
(or, as he himselt sa.... it, lIIinym leodum, "for DIy people" (2797) 1
a greater understanding, an expanded consciousness, a cultural
and psychic evolution that would lIlove humanity closer to the
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ultimate goal of total consciousness. That goal -- whether it is
perceived abstractly in terms of the aggressive instinct as
psycho-physical immortality, in sexual terms as creative unity,
or in religious terms as apotheosis -- may only be won
individually (hence its psychological name, individuation) but it
lIIust be identified. through collective values, Which themselves
have been established through a series of biological and
psychological transformations. For this reason, the symbolism of
the treasure had already been established in part by Beowulf's
society, just as the symbolism of the "':ross had already been
partially established by the social milieu of Christ. Both
Beowulf and Christ, however, dynamically affected the way in
which these fa.iliar symbols were afterwards perceived, and in
this way transformed them.
Christ·s paradoxical statement, "The last shall be first and
the first, last," may be a prophetic description of the process
of • redemption' made possible by the creation and transcendence
of symbols of man' s unknowing.
A living symbol, in every epoch, "is the best possible
expression of what is still unknown" (Q! 6: 477), and this means
that it must, in order for it to have collective appeal and
siqnificance, be a product of both the highest and loW'est minds
of that age. For this reason, the "most complex and
differentiated mind" (Qi 6: 478) W'hich is alone capable of
creating a symbol by giving objective form to its own highest and
lowest nature, Jlust, in lInother sense, have already transcended
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the need, and the desire, for the sf1:\bolic object itself -- as,
in actuality, Beowulf has done (he has no desire to take the
";:-8Ilsure with hila, though his less rational people, in an ironic
exemplification of his own truest values, try to make sure that
he does). Yet, although Beowulf no longer needs the treasure for
himself, thl! intrinsic power of that s}'lllbol as the perfect tOnl
of the tension and suspension of opposites that gave rise to his
conviction of the possibility of transcendence is established
beyond his power to resist. In recognizing its value, first for
himself and then for his society, the hero, as the ideal agent of
the 8g0, is compelled to acquire it through II si.ultaneity of
conscious and unconscious effort.
The state of 'compulsion 12 Which constitutes Beowulf's
attraction towards the treasure. is accompanied by an equal and
opposite degree of revulsion and fear generated by the dragon.
Both feelings are present as an immediate psychological condi-
tion. For the conscious mind of Beowulf, this is an entirely
insupportable and potentially immobilizing state of being Which
can only be overcome through action initiated by the hero.
The conscious state brought about by the co-existent parity
of opposites, affirmed by the ego's full participation in both,
is, effectually, a suspension of the will, 'will' being here
defined as "the amount of psychic energy at the disposal of
12 Or, perhaps, simply impUlsion, in the sense that Lllpulse
is the effect of instinct and it is chiefly through the activation
of instinct that this state may be said to arise.
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consciousness" (Q! 6: 479-80). Suspension occurs because the
viII cannot operate when every aotive has an equally strong
counter-motive; inertia and re<]ression are the natural possibili-
ties ot this condition. Since, as Anglo-Saxon poets realized
through their contemplation ot mutability, life cannot proceed in
inertia, the only active possibility is regression and this, in
theory, is what happens in the psyche. The energy ot the libido
streams back, as Jung says, "to its source," a change in
direction made necessary by the neutrali2:ation and inactivity of
consciousness. This brings about an activity of the unconscious,
"where all the differentiated functions have their cOllUllon,
archaic, root" (.Qi 6: 479-86).
Although the intensity ot this contlict of opposites has
paralysed the ego in its conscious world (the effect upon Beowulf
of the dragon's bite), the unconscious counterpart or the ego,
the selt, exists as a continually creative centre that generates
a new torm ot psychic actiVity. The intensity of consciousness,
Which, as the bite of the dragon also signifies, is now allied to
unconsciousness, brings the eleme."'Ital struggle between the
opposites onto a new level, one that is both mythic and supremely
human.
The poisonous bite of the dragon consolidates the relation-
ship between Beowulf and the dragon (Which the poet has
established in both a causal and a symbolic context) and
parallels the conjunction ot thesis and antithesis with reference
to consciousness and thQ unconscious. Beowulf and the Draca stand
in antithetical opposition to one another in a metaphysical
equation where thesis and antithesis are reduced to spirituality
and sensuality (represented in biblical myth by the figures of
Christ and Satan). Yet, in the sense that each thesis exists
only in relation to, and by suppression of, its antithesis, both
factors are parts of a whole, just as Beowulf and the dragon
Blust, beyond consciousness, be intrinsically connected in their
necessary opposition.
As the dragon's bite brings about Beowulf's death, so the
demands of the unconscious act upon consciousness "like a
paralyzing poison on a man's energy and resourcefulness, so that
it may well be compared to the bite of a poisonous snake" (Jung
1919: 106). This apparent negation signals the commencement of
the penUltimate transformative process, preparing the way for a
final resolution in the process of transmutation that begins with
the ego's act of self-sacrifice.
Outlining the dyna.ic of this process, Jung says that, in
the act of self-sacrifice, "consciousness gives up its power and
possessions in the interest of the unconscious" and this act
"cakes possible a union of opposites resulting in a release of
energy" (1962: 303). In sacrificing the claims of the ego to the
greater claims of the unconscious, Beowulf must relinquish "all
the ties and limitations which the psyche has taken over from
childhood. into adult life," inclUding his duty to remain as king
of his people, in affirmation of the greater importance of his
own unconscious goal. It is not in blind obedience to a rigid
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idea of outmoded heroism that Beowulf sacrifices his life, nor is
it out of c01aJllon greed: it is in response to something living and
dynamic. contained. in the treasure as a s}t1lbol ot his true self,
"the totality of his being. which is rooted in his animal nature
and reaches out beyond the merely human towards the divine" (Jun<}
1962: 303-04).
That Beowulf' s self is indeed IOrooted in his animal nature n
is confirmed by the function of the dragon, wbich acts in this
apocalyptic drama as the aggressive agent of the unconscious.
As the archetypal form of his sensual and materlal nature, the
Wyrm is a form of death, since the first and last reality of all
physical being is its subjection to this tinal law of nature. In
this aspect, the Wyrm is a living death which, like Jormunqand,
the "world serpent" o! Norse myth (Crossley-Holland 33). grows
larger and fatter sustained by nothing more than certain
knowledge o! its own inevitable ful!iII.ent. The poet's picture
o! the wyra, Di!!Cod ni4draca, "the naked, malicious dragon"
(22731, elIIphasizes this malevolent sensuality, and its laindless
attachment to the treasure reveals its nature to be
materialistic, adherinq to a system u! value based entirely upon
physical considerations. In this sense, the Wynn is the "body of
sin" (Rom. 6:6) into which man's soul may plunge to its
destruction, as did Naegling.
The treasure's intimate connection with both Beowulf and the
Wyrm suggests that these two opposing forces are necessary
elements of the paradox which must be reconciled in the process
of transfOl"'lllation, which is elementa.ry to the process of
individuation. This is in part why both Beowulf and the Wyrm
must die: both forms must cease to exist independently of one
another before the treasure can be revealed l'.nd the goal of
complete pSyCho-physical unity realized.
As a symbol of this archetypal psychic unity, the treasure
is transcendent in that it lies beyond the reach or apprehension
of Beowulf'. immediate experience, yet can still be affirmed to
have existence; however, in the sense that it has been partially
understood and experienced symbolically in the objective factor
of the cup, the treasure, like the self, may be said to be
immanent. The transcendental aspect of the treasure, like that
of the self, DAy be equated with God, since its reality or
existence is not bounded by the individual or collective
existence of human being: it, as the Geats expect of themselves,
humanity were to be destroyed, taking with it all conscious or
sentient being in the universe, the transcendental selt would
still be iunnanent in unconscinus nature, as the treasure WOUld,
as it always had, remain~, "in the ground," because the
self is both conscious and unconscious. Although it could not,
in that cataclysmic instant, be iRUDanent in consciousness
(because the perceiving consciousness would no longer exist) it
would retain its transcendental consciousness in an absolute
sense, being then the sum total of itself and all consciousness
'"
that was once projected -- being, in other words, re-collected,
or self-collected -- awaiting the next moment of projection.
The transcendental self's state of total consciousness may
be compared to the aore limited process of individuation, when
internal hUlllan reality. re-collected froll the environment, gives
rise to a symbolic manifestation of the archetype of
transformation. The totality of Beowulf's life experience, which
involved bringing to consciousness the contents of his own
unconscious as veIl as interaction with other entities,
culminated in the creation and transcendence of a symbol for all
that he did not yet know -- the treasure. Although the treasure
was objectively there, and although Beowulf had some tangible
proof of its existence in the form of the cup, in a more
i:mmediate sense the treasure for which Beowulf fought can be said
to have existed only in his mind, until he actually acquired it
through victory in conflict with the archetypal forces that would
negate (or prevent the realization of) its immanent reality.
Therefore, although the transcendental existence of the treasure
is not determined by Beowulf's success or failure, its iaunanent
existence is dependent upon his ability, finally, to see it "face
to face."
Ironically, or perhaps inevitably, this never does occur.
He only sees some of it, though perhaps enough to validate his
sacrifice. What he sees may be likened to his conscious
recognition of the divine aspect of his own immanent self: what
he does not see may be likened to his necessary faith in the
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reality of infinite divine being. the transcendent self. But his
vision is still contingent upon a factor over which he has no
control -- the choice of Wiglaf.
This detail is consistent ....ith, and faithful to, the
conceived dynandc of human, as opposed to divine, nature. For
the divine, it is presumed, there are no absolutely other
entities and no canting-eneles; even the apparent ccmtinqency of
immanent being is subsum.ed within the absolute. For the hUlIlan
being. even when there may also exist within him a divine element
that permits apprehension of the possibility of the unity of all
things and his participation in that unity, the autonomous
existence of that which is not himself creates a necessary
relationship with that other that is fundamentally dependent.
The fairy-tale or legendary motif of the faithful retainer, thane
or knight, who must bring treasure to the dying king, for whom
the object lIay sometimes have restorative power, deals with this
relationship. As Beowulf needed wigla! and the treasure, man
needs other men and God.
This knowledge adds a note of high pathos to Beowulf's dying
•Ie Clara traetwa Frean ealles Sane,
wuldurcyninge wordum seege,
eCUlll Dryhtne, J:le ic her on starie,
J:laes a-e ie moste minum leodum
aer swyltdaege swyle gestrynan.
Nu ie on maSma hard mine bebohte
trode feorhlege, fremmacS gena
leoda J:learfe; ne maeg ic her leng wesan'
(2794-2801) •
'I utter in words my thanks to the Ruler of
all, the King of Glory, the everlasting
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Lord, for the treas'~res which I here gaze
upon, in that I have been allowed to win
such things for my people before my day of
death! Now that I have given myoId life
for the treasure, do ye henceforth supply
the people's needs, - I may stay here no
longer' (Hall trans.).
Beowulf's response to his partial vision of the treasure,
which comes so soon before his complete entombment with it in
death, has a particular poignancy because his heroic ego, though
it has made the necessary sacrifice and submission, continues to
wish for its own continuance, as is its nature. The hero's last
words, which seem to capture the essence of the conscious feeling
that might arise from such a submission, evoke the Yeats ian
experience ot "tragic joy."
His repeated use of the pronouns .i£ and min, and his later
use of his own name (2807) indicate the degree to which Beowulf's
ego- (flI_") consciousness, aware of its fate, strives to retain
control. His final and very specific request for a monument to
be built at Hronesnaes (2802-08), so that he will be remembered
in his individuality, expresses the passionate desire of his
consciousness to continue to be, in the sense that to be is to be
perceived, even as it willingly relinquishes its own defining
power to perceive and, therefore, in an equal and opposite
measure, to be, in itself, a real entity.
In the end, however, Beowulf indicates his calm acceptance
of death's inevitability for himself and for all men, and
expresses his belief in some form of continuation, if not
renewal:
41.
ealle wyrd forsweol'
mine ma-gas to metodsceafte,
eorlas on elne; 1e hu aefter sceal (2814-16).
Fate has swept off all my kinsmen, valiant
heroes, to their death; I must go after them.
"Va Shall Be Chanc;ec.··
The theme of creative change and renewal, pursued implicitly
throughout the poem in the images of tire and ice, through the
seasonal metaphors, the cycles of vengeance and ....ar, or the
emotional patterns of SIA..HD. "joy" and~. "sorrow" that result
from them, may be seen to continue beyond the elegiac ending ot
the poem, tor while it has been suggested that one of the tragic
notes in~ is struck by the intimation that there will be
no-one of heroic stature to succeed him, this is not necessarily
the case. Wiglaf, though young, and, till then, untried, shows
both heroic courage and strength in his defence of his lord.; and
the fir L picture of the twelve good men who describe the
symbolic circle around Beowulf's barrow suggests the twelve
apostles, whose writings and teachings ensured the continuance
and renewal of Jesus' spirit in the world.
In a Christian sense it may be that a feeling ot tragedy
results tro. an i1ll.perfect faith, and that because all forces must
be seen to work ultimately tor the good, any sense of tragedy is
an illusion, if not an affront to God. However, A.C. Bradley's
idea of "tragic glory" (1926: 86) seems to admit the possibility
of tragedy from the Christian perspective. This idea of tragedy
is limited to man's 'being-in-the-world,' and, while it includes
the notion of sacrifice in the attairuaent of a higher value
(whether personal, social or transcendental), it points to the
tragic condition of man as "the limited embodiment of the
limitless divine" (Bodkin 281). In such a view, the tragic hero
is EveryDlan, as every man aftirJ:1s participation in the nature of
his God (whatever that ultimate natur6 might be) .
The tragic irony of such perception must lie in the
unavoidable recognition that although man may lay claim to, and
actually believe in, an immortal or 'divine' element within his
being, he is actually mortal and hUlllan, and therefore limited in
his own world -- and it i5 this world which, despite its
imperfections, he loves, and in which he wants to fulfill his
destiny. In this connection, the tension in~ between the
conditioned and fleeting and the transcendent and eternal takes
on a particular relevance to man's tragic condition, for, what-
ever the transcendental appeal of the eternal and divine, it
clearly does not represent the joy of life as known by man in his
limited, mortal, corporeal form. It is this joy, expressed so
poignantly as a sense of loss by the last survivor, that
.,.
exercises its power. over Beowulf and his poet. The reluctance of
Beowulf to relinquish his physical life on claes Waldendes woere,
"in the keeping of the Lord" (3109). is sImply his recognition
that, Whatever death might be, it is not lIfe, a tact that the
poet reiterates in his frequent use ot the Old English neqative
definition,~. "unlfving."
An abstract idea of transcendence might offer scant
consolation to a warrior, such as Beowulf, whose joy in life was
as much sensual as Dental. When he speaks of the grieving
lather's loss of interest in the joys of heroic life, his
language is sensuous and emotional, conveying a sense ot what
that loss would mean to him:
Gesyhl sorhceariq
wlnsele westne,
reate berofene. -
haeIe" in ho8man;
gomen in geardum,
on his suna bure
windge reste
ridend swefall,
nis ~aer hearpan s ....ag,
swylce l!iaer iu waaron (2455-59).
with sorro.... and care he sees in his son's d....elling
the festive hall abandoned, the winds....ept resting
place bereft of joy: the riders sleep, the champions
in the grave; there is no sound of harp, no .erry-
lIaking in the courts, as once there was
(Hall trans.).
For a man such as BeoWUlf, perhaps the happiest metaphor for
death lies in the poet· 5 depiction of death as the sleep that
follows the banquet of lite, even it that sleep is~,
"jOYless" :
~er his lichoma legerbedde taest
swefe¥ aefter symle (1007-08).
There his body, fast in its bed of rest,
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nleeps after the banquet.
The contrast of the sensual and conscious with the deadening
of the senses and the suspension ot: consciousness implied by the
state ot: sleep is echoed later in the poem and given greater
dimension by the poet's description ot: the death of the Last
Survivor:
hran aet heortan
dea&s wylll.
(2269-70) •
DeaL"l's tide touched his heart ...
As a syBol of unconsciousness, the iaagery here has a
pril:lal pow8r and rhythmic inexorability that ovenlhelms the
center of physical and spiritUal life symbolized. by the heart.
In this image, the surqing "tide" of unconsciousness engulfs the
center of sentient being, in a compelling metaphor for death that
seems to admit its elemental force, its inanimate terrors and its
inevitable triumph. When, bitten by the dragon, Beovulf's~
~, "(his) blood surged out in ",aves" (2693), the i1lage
seems complete in its psychic and physical implications; the
ego's immersion in the unconscious self is seen to be a
transformation that will not be effected without pain.
It is because of such instinctual and perceptual fears that
any sacrifice, Which implies giving up the known for the unknown,
is not made without reluctance. Even in his willingness to
sacrifice his life to obtain the treasure for his people, it can
be seen that Beowulf had regrets that were as much physical as
psychic. His final regret is patently physical:
4"
'Nu fe suna mlnUlll syllan walde
qu5gewaedU, paer me gifelle swa
aenig yrfeweard aefter vurde
lice gelenge (2729-32).
Now I would have wanted to give my
battle-dress to my son, if it had
been granted that an heir, issue of
my body, should come after lIle.
The failure to produce a son, though one of Beowulf'S
deepest regrets, nevertheless raised him above the general
pattern ot nature. It seems he was not fated to fully complete
his natural, individual life cycle, because he produced no child
to continue his being into the future. Instead, he is to be a
sacrifice to the realization of the supreme collective goal.
Because he is a conscious being, his sacrifice, like the
sacrifice of Christ, must be a willing one, made in full
cognizance of the importance of the gift llnd out of faith in the
validity of a goal which is, nevertheless, not understood.
Beowulf's dynamic and transformative embrace of death must
therefore have been made out of faith, hope llnd love, and in
loyalty to the values deriving from his archetypal ggsl. The
values for which Beowulf reluctantly but willingly bebohte/frode
~, "traded (his) old life" (2799-2800) were symbolically
contained in the torm at the treasure, which finally symbolizes
the goal towards which all the priaary instincts strive, and in
relation to which the ego alone (j.£.._.....LAn~J is both impelled and
repelled.
The death at any entity is an implied condition of its life.
If death did not exist, consciousness, with its penchant for
u.
opposites, would have had to invent it -- as, perhaps, it did, at
least in so tar as all bUlllan ~rceptionB of death, like our
perceptions of the God with which it is identified, are entirely
the product of conscious attempts to understand what lies beyond
our powers of comprehension. This is as true of a rational or
scientific explanation of the mysterium tremendum as it lIlay be of
a mystical or religious one. However, there is a point at ..hleh
the two approaches see. to .erge, and that point is contained
within the idea and the actuality of transfoI'llation.
st. Paul, to whom. both Junq and the~ poet owed a
large measure of their inspiration. was insistent upon the first
and final reality of the transfornative power of God. He, by his
own account, had experienced it personally, on the road to
Damascus (Acts 9). Jungian psychology sees the conversion of
Saul as ori9inating within himself, his mystical experience as a
manifestation of the archetype of transfOI'lllation deriVing from
the centre of his being. It is an explanation that satisfies
consciousness, without consoling it. But Saul, or Paul, himself
0. man ot highly developed consciousness, to whom Porcius Festus,
the procurator of Judea, is recorded to have said, "Paul, thou
art beside thyself; much learning doth make thee mad" (Acts
26:24), was a ....are of t~9 pitfalls of consciousness, particularly
the factor of pride, which tends to ascribe all power and glory
to the individual. He would not have lIgreed with Jung's
humanism, his idea that all was contained in the "inside of the
unknown .an." For Paul, there ....as a greater po....er, reflected in
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man but not contained in hi.. This po....er was not simply
subjective but also objective, not aerely awareness but the
object of hUlIan awareness and, therefore, necesearily, both the
subject and the object of human being. Neverthe".ass, in Jung's
contention that. all subjective perceptions both derive trom and
create objective reality, there may be found the qreat psycho-
analyst· s own essentially religious sense of a aystical
relationship between man's mortal self-consciousness and his
i1lllllortal self that transcends both realms of being.
It remains to be hoped, it not expected, as the watchers on
the brink of the dreadful mere wiston oDd De wendon, "hoped but
did not expect" (1604), that their hero would return frOID the
real. of the dead. that this relationship aight follow the
patterns at transformation and renewal implicit in the cycles,
antinomies and transmutations that have been observed and
experienced in the physical world since the dawn of human aware-
ness, and that the power moving that unconscious world through
its patterns of creative change will continue those principles in
the metaphysical realm of consciousness to which we partially
belong.
If the transcendent power of both hUlllan and divine nature to
transform and recreate themselves in accordance with a principle
of life and survival prevails over the imJllanent power of both to
do the opposite, perhaps the transtol"llations of mind and matter
achieved by tbe heroic struggles of our ancestors will not have
been for nothing. But even it, as is also possible, the buman
<21
race does not ultimately prevail, perhaps, like Beowulf,
face the possibility of nothingness with a renewal of joy in the
fact of our being and maintain the courage "to be or not to be,"
without weakening in our will to establish in the collective
consciou!:ness those principles .Ie affirlll to be best for the well-
being and survival of our world.
This was the treasure for \/hich Beowulf fought, for which
Christ surrendered, to which, in every age, the heroic human
spirit by nature aspires.
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Glo.sary
UDI_.a otherwise IncUcatad, tb••• teras are defined in the
seDS. in wbicb they are gaD.rally u••d by Junq, all his usaqe
so••tl••• differs sligbtly fro. the ordinary, or fro. that of
other paycboloqiats.
Proal Prieda Fordb... , All IAt.roductiop tg Junq" Psychology,
3rd ad. (1953; rpt. Baraond••ortb: PenquiD, l'I'): 1.46-47.
ana.: the unconscious fe.in-
ine side of a man
animua:the unconscious mascu-
line side of a woman
arcbetype: a content of the
eollectivO! unconscious which
is the ilsychological counter-
part oC instinct. Also loose-
ly USQd to designate II. collec-
tive i.age or symbol
collective: psychic contents
which are not common to one
individual, but to many. When
these are unconscious, they
are terJlled the collective un-
conscious.
cOllplu::: an affectively toned
group of associated ideas
ego: the centre of the consc-
ious .ind
individuation: the process of
becoming an individual
instinct: an unconsciously
determined impulse or action
which is collective; ["An in-
nate biologically determined
drive to action" (Rycroft).]
libido: psychic energy
persona: the facet of person-
ality which is turned to the
world and by which a relation-
ship with the environment is
made
personal unconscious: re-
pressed memories, wishes, emo-
tions, and subliminal percep-
tions of a personal nature
projection: the transmitting
of a subjective process into
an object
psycbe: a !".~cessary postulate
defining the subject matter of
psychology, and as such in-
cluding the conscious and the
unconscious
••If: the centre of the tot-
ality of the ego and un-
conscious, and/or the
synthesis of the ego and un-
conscious
sbadow: the unconscious
•natural' side of a human
being
.JIlbol: an expression of
something relatively ~mknown
which cannot be co~veyed in
any other way




